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Science Fiction Series

t FULL DETAILS WILL BE FOUND ON PAGE 192 ^

'niere still remains many titles from the original printing of the first twelve books,
but the supply is fast diminishing. Once the supply is exhausted they will not be
reprinted again.

Titles from the first printing can now be bought at FIVE CENTS each. To take
advantage of this offer, the coupon at the upper left MUST be used.

The following are the old titles; order by number.

2—THE THOUGHT PROJECTOR
By David H. Keller, M.D,

The power of suggestion on the human
mind forms the basis of "The Thought
Projector.” Ideas repeated over and over
exert a great force on us. They penetrate
our minds and give us ideas that we often
think are our own.

S—THE BRAIN OF THE PLANET
By Liilith Lorraine

If a super-intelligence could have its
wij^dom poured into our brains, what a
different world we might have. Miss Lor-
raine poses .'^uch a problem and works
out the answer in an astounding manner.

6

—

WHEN THE MOON FELL
By Charles H. Colladay

Collisions between celestial bodies of any
size have not occurred within historical
times. But such an event is not an im-
fwssibilty. In fact many astronomers be-
lieve that our solar system came into being
by such a collision. Suppose the moon
were to crash into the earth. What would
happen?

7—

THE MECHANICAL MAN
By Amelia Reynold* Long

The age of the robot is just dawning
and some of its infinite possibiiities. Miss
Long dips into it in this thriiling story.

THE THOUGHT STEALER
(Second Part—Book 7)

By Frank Bourne
That it may be possible, sometime in the

future, for a-brilliant scientist to penetrate
the minds of others and examine their
thoughts, is the theme of this engrossing
story.

8—THE TORCH OF RA
By Jack Bradley

All about us lies a tremendous amount of
untouched power; in the sun, in the cosmic
rays, etc. This power, if obtained and con-
centrated, might be put to great use.

9—THE VALLEY OF THE GREAT
RAY

By Pansey E. Black
We know very little about the real po-

tentialities of matter. There may be great
civilizations that have found and utilized
these potentialities far beyond our own
conception.

io_the elixir
By H. W. Higginton

Brain power is often dependent on the
influence.s of our glands. By proper stim-
ulation of .some kind, it may be possible
in the future to produce great geniuses.

1 1—THE THOUGHT TRANSLATOR
By Merab Eberle

Mental telepathy Is becoming generally
accepted a.s an accomplished fact. Some
of its uses, especially by mechanical means,
may be very tragic or very amusing.

THE CREATION
(Second Part—Book 11)

By M. Milton Mitchell

It should be possible in the future to

create living beings synthetically, and when
this is done, there will be some amazing
results.

12—THE LIFE VAPOR
By Clyde Farrar

Mr. Farrar is evidently an expert in hi.s

subject. He shows how, by proper control,

it may be possible to change the entire

course of human life.

THRTY MILES DOWN
(Second Part—Book 1*2)

By D. D. Sharp
What lies far beneath the surface of

the earth, still remains quite a niy.stery to

us. Mr. Sharp has erected a rather

amazing theory.

BIG BARGAIN OFFER!
EACH BOOK To quickly close out our supply of old titles,

eacn book c&n now do Dougnx ror r iv«?

Coupon must accompany order to make it valid.

Not Less Than Three Books Sold
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OPPORTUNITIES;
are many

fw theRadio
Trained Man

Don’t spend your life slaving away In some dull, hopeless jobl Don’t be
satisfied to work for a mere $20 or $30 a week. Let me show you how to

get your start in Radio — tii© fastest^growing, biggest money-making game on earth.

Jobs Leading to Salaries of $50 a Weekand Up
Prepare for jobs as Designer, Inspector and Xester— as Radio Salesman
and in Service and InstallationWork—as Operator or Manager of a Broad*
casting Station— as Wireless Operatoron a Ship or Airplane, or inXalking
Picture or Sound Work—HUNDREDS OF OPPORTUNITIES tor > real future in Radiol

Ten Weeks of Shop Training
Pay Your Tuition After Graduation

We don’t teach by book study. We train you on a great outlay of Radio, Xelevislon and
^und equipment—on scores of modern Radio Receivers, huge Broadcasting equii^ent, the
very latest and newest Xelevision apparatus, Xalking Picture and Sound Reproduction equip-

ment, Code Practice equipment, etc. You don’t need advanced education or previous expe-
rience. We give you— RIGHX HERE IN XHE COYNE SHOPS— the actual practice and
experience you’ll need for your start in this great field. And because we cut out all useless

theory and only give that which is necessary you get a practical training in 10 weeks.

TELEVISION ana TAIKING PICIURES
And Television is already here! Soon there’ll beademand forTHOUSANDS ofTELEVISION
EXPERTS! The man who learns Television now can have a great future in this great new
field. Get in on the ground-floor of this amazing new Radio development! Come to COYNE
and learn Television on the very latest, newest Television equipment. Talking Picture and
Public Address Systems offer opportunities to the Trained Radio Man. Here, is a great new
Radio field just beginning to grow! PrepareNOW for these wonderful opportunities! Learn
Radio SoundWork atCOYNE on actual Talking Picture and Sound Reproduction equipment.

PAYFORYOURTRAINING
After You Graduate

I am making an offer that no other school has dared
to do. I’ll take you here inmy shops and give you this

training and you pay your tuition after you have
graduated. Two months after you complete my
course you make your first payment, and then you
have ten months to complete your payments. There
are no strings to this offers 1 know a lot of honest fel-

lows haven’t got a lot of money these da^s, but still

want to prepare themselves for a real fob so they
won’t have to worry about hard times or lay offs.

I’ve got enough confidence in these fellows and in
my training to give them the training they need and
pay me back after they have their trmning.

If you who read this advertisement are really inter-
ested in your future here is the chance of a life time.
Mail the coupon today and I’ll give you all the facts.

ALL PRACTICAL WORK
At COYNE in Chicago

ALLACXUAL,PRACTICALWORK. Yon build radio seta,
install and service them. You actually operate g^at Broadcast-
ing equipment. You construct Television Receiving Sets and ac-
tually trasmit your own Xelevision programs over our mod-

ern Xelevision equipment. You'work on real Talkie Picture
machines and ^und equipment. You learn Wireless Operating
on actual Code Practice apparatus. We don’t waste time on
useless theory. We give you the practical training you’ll need
—in 10 short, pleasant weeks.

MANY EARN WHILE LEARNING
You get Free Employment Service for Life. And don’t let lack
of money stop you. Many of our students make all or a good part
of their living expenses while going to school and if you should
need this help just write to me. Coyne is 33 years old. Coyne
Training is tested—proven beyond all doubt. You can find out
everythmgabsolutelyfree. JustmailcouponformyWfreehookI
B. C. LevHs, Pres. RADIO DIVISION FeiuMM SS«9

COTNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
500 8.PanUna St** Dept* B2-2M GhicagOy 111*

Midi ikntponTttdojf for JUl the Facts

g
H. C. LEWIS, PreAdent

Radio Division, Coyne Electrical School

2
500 S. PanUna St., D^t. B2-2M Chteage, UL

I Dear Mr. Lewis:—Send me your Big Free Radio Book, and
I all details of your Special Offer, including your “Fay After

I Graduate’’ offer.

I

I
Name

I

Address

j City State
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• ORDER DIRECT FROM THIS PAGE •
l^E herewith present the mod
** eomplete collection of recent
Important popular Seionoo books.'
Wo have, after ais exhaustive
study, selected these volumes f>e-

cause they represent the foremost
books of their kind In print
day. There Is suoh a great variety
that we are sure It will satis^
any taste as well as any require*^
ment of the student of soience.

i

ASTRONOMY
MAN AND THE STARS, by H«r-
Jan T. Stetson. Cloth covers, liae

5Hx8%, 221 po«68. 1UU8> ^9 Cfl
trated. Price
The story of the adventure of as-

tronomy. from the days when prim-
itive man b^an wondering about

the meaning of the heavwis. through

the work of the great pioneers of

the science to the present day.

Profoundly exciting.

DREAMS OF AN ASTRONOMER,
by Camille Flammarlon. noth cov-

ers, else 6Hx8H. 228 ^9 CA
pages. Price
The study of the heavens by the

famous astr<momer made as attrac-

tive as fiction- One of the most
complete and authentic books on

tlie subject ever written.

THE UNIVERSE AROUND US,
by Sir Junes Jeans. Cloth cover^

iil_i>a«M. $4.50
24 illustrations. Price... .

A Don-technIcal book whldi roves

through the mysteries of modem
physics and astronomy, opening up
new vistas for the Imagination.

The very latest word in physical

edence. A marvelous woric.

8IONALS FROM THE
.
STARS ,

George Ellery Hale. Cloth cover*.cnicaj'

size 6x8. 138 {2,00
Illustrations. Price..... •

An amazing book on the poeslbultles

of large telescopes, problems In

building a 2(MP' mirror telescope,

how solar explosions alter the mag-
netic field of the earth and many
other fascinating topics.

THE STAftS IM THEIR COURSES.
by Sir James Jean*. Cloth covers,

size ex8%. 172 pages. 50 llluste^

tlon* and maps. (9 sA
Price
Modem astronomy and the wond»s
of the universe a* seen through the
giant telescopes of todsy. An in-

•formal conversational style, and
simple language ha* been retained.

POPULAR ASTRONOMY, by Ca-
mille jlammariwj. CloUi. cor^,
ilze

'

6 ^4x9%. 6M _P«ee
. $6.00291 illustrations. Price..

A general detcriiAIon of the heavens
written In an Interesting and ludd
manner for those who wish to ac-

quire a knowledge of astronomy
without technicalities.

• AVIATION •
WINGS OF TOMORROW, by dela
Cierva. Cloth covers, size 8^x6^.
284 pages. 31 Ulustra- C9 CA
tlone. Price fA.UU
When the inventor of the most rev-

olutionary aircraft—the autogyro-
speaks. we listen with respect, ^is
book is a notable contribution to

air transport set forth interestingly

and convincingly.

OPPORTUNITIES IN AVIATION,
by Walter Hinton. Cloth covers,

size 5^x6^, 255 pages, 14 illustra-

tlona. map and charts. ^9 AA
Price
Tlds book tells clearly the innum-
erable opportunities In aviation In
flying and servicing phases. Also
tlioie which Involve design, repair-
ing. selling and equipping idanes,
etc. Written by the famous aviator.

AVIATION AND ALL ABOUT IT.
by A. Frederick ColllnA Cloth cov-

en. size 5x7H, 260^pages.

$2.00134 illustrations. Price.

.

A complete volume covering all
phases of aviation. Initructioiis In
model airplane constmction and de-
sign. in learning to fly, and numer-
ous other aspect* of aviation.

• CHEMISTRY •
THE AMATEUR CHEMIST, by A.
Frederick Collins. Cloth covers, else

5x8^, 210 pages, 77 1HH8-^| CA
tratlons. Price
An extremely simple but thoroughly
pr^lcal chemistry book- A vast

amount of practical information Is

given, also how to make and do
things which will save time and
money.

EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY, by
A. Fred Collins. Cloth covers, size

5x7%, 276 pages. 108 ll-$7 AA
lustration*. Price spAs.vw
Here is a book that approaches the
fascinations of chemist^ In a new
way. Contains a vast store of inter-

estlng and unusual material. THE
book for experimenters.

THE MAKING OF CHEMISTRY,
by Benjamin Harrow. Cloth covers.

rnce™; $2.00
A history of <*emletry for la^m.
told in terms of perscmal activities

of great chemtets, with special em-
phasis on modem Industrial chem-
istry and Its contribution to our
civilization.

• EXPLORATION •
TOLD AT THE EXPLORERS
CLUB, by Vllhi.Imur St«fMi«8on,

Sir Hubert WUkliu, Col. Cbas. A.
Lindbergh, Cut. Felix Bleaenbergh,

V. l_ ^ ^ A H ,4 M An/1
1/lDaiWrBII, AlTytSA

Dr. Bay Chapman Andrew* and
others. Edited by Frederick A.UUieiB. ASAlAbW w.y ~
Bloeeom, Ph.D. Cloth cover, eizo

6x9, 425 pages, 84 illua- *9 CA
tratlons. Price
A collection of the nuMt thrilling

and hair-raising tales of adventure
ever gathered between two cover*,

told by America'* greatest explorers.

A marvelous book.

^GENERAL SCIENCE#
TWO THOUSAND YEARS OF
SCIENCE, by E. J. Harvey-Glbson.

ChrtS covers, size 5%x8%. 522

pages, fully illustrated. #9 CA
This authoritative work is meeting
one of the greatest Seieoce needs
of the general reader. Fascinating
hist(»ie6 of the great inventors and
discoveries with lucid explanations

of their work.

UP FROM THE APE. by Earnest
A. Hooton. Cloth covers, size 6%x
9%. 605 pages, 86 Ulus- tC AA
tratlons. Price
Here 1* evidence which scientists

offer as proof of man** evolution.

An amazing array of facts, figures

and pictures set forth In an unusu-
ally entertaining manner. Whatever
your own beliefs, you will And this

book of intense interest.

EVOLUTION, by Yemon Eenogg.
Cloth cover*. slze5%x8%, #1 9 C
291 pages. Price
A thoroughly human book on a sub-
ject concerning which too much that
Is inaccurate has clouded popular
conception. Untechnlcal but truth-
ful explanation*.

EXPERIMENTAL SCIENCE, by A.
Frederick Collins. Cloth covers, size

5x7%. 280 pages. 152 U- (9 AA
lustration*. Price #Ai«wW
A wealth of outstanding and sur-
prising experlmenlB are to be found
in this book. Not only vastly enter-

taining, but also highly instructive.

The book for amateurs.

SCIENCE TODAY, by Wateon Davis.
Cloth cover, size 6%z8%, #9 CA
310 pages. Price
48 brief talks about the latest things
Science has found out—about the
sun. moon, stars, the earth, light,
electricity, the weather, germs, the
past of man. and dozens of other
absorbing topics.

SHORT TALKS ON SCIENCE, by
Edwin E. Slosson. Cloth cover*.cuvriii -la. KJiwaow*..

size 5x7%, 281 p«<«, 20 *2.00
lllustratloos. Price t - -

This book is a brilliant compound
of wisdom, and up-to-date informa-

tion on ukat Man and Nature ai*

accomplishing between th«n. A
mi^ad new angles of science.

WONDERFUL STORY OF SCI-
ENCE. by I. McFee. Cloth awm.
5m”’’s14x8."’ 40o’_pwm, $2.50
125 illustrations. Price.. .

A complete stmy of the seven sci-

ences interestingly and dearly told.

Answers many question* that come
up in every-day sdenoe*. A most
practical book.

MASTERS OF SCIENCE AND IN-

VENTION. by Floyd Darrtw. Opto
covers, size 5x8, 352pages.#9 OC
illustrated. Price L
Brief but fascinating biographies of

50 leading scientists from Oallleoto
Einstein that place each man against

the badtground of the Ideas of^hls
time and then show him working

out his discovery.

# HEALTH •
HOW TO LIVE LONGER, by Bobt.

B. Ludy, M.D., and John C, Frank.
Cloth covers, size 6x7%. IW pages,

40 illustrations.

Thl* book convincingly points the
way to the achievement of robust
old age. Once begun, you will read
straight through—and with much
profit.

• INVENTION •
THE PSYCHOLOGY OF THE IN-
VENTOR. by Joseph Bossman. Ph.D.
Cloth covers, size 5%z8%, 262
pages. 13 Illustrations.

$3.00Price
A oomprehensive i:dcture of the fn-

of theside m the inventor's mind. Obser-
vations from 710 prominent inventors
are quoted. Many absorbing topics
dlscussM. also facte never before
io print No inventor should miss it

• MECHANICS •
EXPERIMENTAL MECHANIC8. by
A. FS^erick Collins. Cloth
size 5x7%, 302 pages, 167 ^2 QQlllustratimi*. Price
The most fascinating book on me-
chanics. Chudc full with experi-
ments you eta make; all metoanl-
cal lode and dodt movements, as
well tfl perpetual motion in pro-
fusion.

THE HANDY MAN'S BOOK, by
C. T. Schaefer, M.B. Cloth covers.

size 6x9%, 341 pages, 14 $4.00tllustrations and diagrams.
A complete manual covering every
phase of repair and maintenance
work in the home, factory, office

and farm, readily understood and
applied ^ the non - professional
worker. A fine book.

THIS MECHANICAL WORLD, by
Morton Mott-Smltb, Ph.D. Cloth
covers, size 5x7%. 233 pages. 45

$2.00
Boto for the s^ent and layman,
this bo(k gives a tremendously In-
teresting account of our metoanlcal
clvillzathm. historical as well as
modern, as has never been done
before.

How to ovdev
We cannot ship C.O.D.
Our prices are net, as
shown. Please include
snflSIcient postagre, for
Parcel Post, otherwise
books must be shipped
by express collect.

• MICROSCOPY AND
PHOTOGRAPHY •

SCIENCE AND PRACTICE OF
PHOTOGRAPHY, by John
bu<*. Cloth covers, size 6%x8}^
298 pages, 52 lUustrations. #2 {Q
A^macticai’ book for the prerfes-

Blonal and amateur. Covers thw-
oughly and logically the entire ele-

mentary ground of photography. In-

valuable information and suggeetlons.

THE BOOK OF THE MICROSCOPE,
by A. Frederick Colline. Cloth

^,'%'lzV5x7H, 2« wei, $1.50Tl’llIuMTAtlom. Price... .

Blmrie but vivid description* of an

the wondwtully fasclna.tlng xism of

the mlcToecope. Plant and animal

life, curlou* hygiene farts, toe mi-

croscope in criminal Investigation

are but a few of the snbjecto dl*-

cuseed. Splendid for experimenters.

• MISCELLANEOUS •
HOUDINI’S ESCAPES, by Walter

Gibson. Cloth covers, size 0x8, 315

pages. Illustrated. {2 QQ
The fliit and only authentic record

of the actual methods devised and
used by Houdlnl. Ebtplains his

modem miracles in non-technical

language. Learn how thl* master

accomplished the impossible 1

THE AQUARIUM BOOK, by
lenger. Cloth covers, size

208 pages, 67 Ulustra- #9 CA
tlons. Price
Just the bo<* for those Interested

In home aquarium*. Covers the sub-

ject clearly and thoroughly with
many helpful suggeetion*.

• MOTION PICTURES*
THE TALKIES, by Arthur Edwin
Krows. Cloth covers, size 5x7%,
numerous illustrations, #9 AA
245 pages. Price #Ai.VU
ITiis volume 1* chude full of eaally-

understood descriptions of toe nu-
merous processes that go to make
up toe working formula Incident to

making "talkies.*'

THE ART OF BOUND PICTURES,
by W. Phkln and W. Marston.
Cloth covers, size 6%x8, 387 pages.

15 mustrationa. $2.50
The first book to irive definite and
practical advice on bow to write for
toe talkies. Indlsp^able for writ-

ers who hope to make money by
toting for talking pictures.

• PHYSICS •
FOUNDATIONS OF THE UNI-
VERSE, by H. LacklMh. Cloth
covers, size 5%x8%, 253 pSRes,

dUgrsmi and tables.

.. $3.00
A popular treatment ^ physical
science which tell* entertainingly
and without recourse to matoanatlci.

how man has utilized to his own
advantage the great primary laws
be ha* discovered.

THE NATURE OF THE FHY8I-
CAL WORLD, by A. S. Sddington.
Cloth covers, size 5%x8, S5S pages,

$3.75
One of the most fascinating books
dealing with the complex problems
of physics, s^llosophy, etc., that
ha* appeared. Thoroughly important
and thought-ivovcAing.

THE MYSTERIOUS UNIVERSE
by Sir James Jeans. Cloth covert,

size 6%x9, 190 pages. 2 #1 AA
plates. Price

An Illuminating treatise which
ranges from Newtem to Einstein.

A noteworthy book which promises
toinking.a new era in ecientifle

Cannot be Ignored If you wish to

be in touch with modem thought

We publish no eatalopue and
ask you to be kind enough to or-
der direct from this page. Prompt
shipments will be made to you
direct from the publishers. We
merely act as a clearing house for-,
a number of publisher* and OUR

,

PRICES ARE AS LOW OR
LOWER THAN WILL BE FOUND
ANYWHERE. Remit by money
order or, certified cheek. If you'
•end cash, be sure to reglrier It

THE EINSTEIN TH EO RY. by Sam-
uel H. Guggeoheimer. Cloth covers,
size 6%x7%, 200 pages, (9 CA
Illustrated. Price
A simple treatment of the Einstein
theory with a minimum of mathe-
matics. Sheds an illuminating light
on a much discussed and mlsunder- -

stood theory.

THE UNIVERSE, by Frank Allen, v
Cloth covers, size 6%x7%, 145

'

pages, 81 illustrations.
J2 QQ

The Theory of BelatiVity explained
absorbingly and fascinatingly with
an advmturous flavor, and with the :

least possible technicalities. Sotthd '

science^ skilfully presented. The per-
fect book on relativity for toe lay?
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THE WONDERS OF DISTANCE
By HUGO GERNSBACK

0 the human being, born and reared on a small
planet, astronomical distances are apt to mean
nothing. The greatest distance between two points

on the planet itself is only 7930 miles. Even the
distances to our next nearest neighbor in space,

the Moon—236,000 miles,—and to the Sun 93,000,000 miles

are, astronomically speaking, infinitesimal. But, over even
such a moderate distance as that of the sun, it takes light

eight minutes to bridge the gap. By that is meant that,

if at any given instant you look at the sun, you do not

see the sun as it is actually at that instant, but you see

it as it was eight minutes ago. If the sun should be sud-

denly extinguished, we would not be the wiser for eight

minutes to come.
But these given distances, and those between our own

planets, are so infinitesimal that they might well be termed
microscopic in comparison, where other distances of space

are concerned.
And science is slowly waking up to the fact that these

Titanic distances, incomprehensible to our minds, may in

time change our entire way of thinking about time.
,
When

we come to discuss distances, as those of “island universes,”

and nebulas, millions of light years away, the problems
with which we are confronted and the ideas which we have
to assimilate become bewildering.
With our naked eye, we see only the smallest fraction of

the visible universe. It amounts to less than the proverbial

grain of sandl on all of our planet’s beaches combined. The
telescope opens our vista a little further, but still we do
not see very much. And then comes the tantalizing thought
that the worlds we see may not even exist, and where
space appears empty, it may be ablaze with stars.

To elucidate this statement, let me point out that the

greater number of the telescopic stars which you see now
may long ago have died. Stars live and die; but while

they live they send out their messages of life which speed

on through the great void for millions of years. In the

meanwhile, the star may die. We know nothing at all of

this, and may not know it for hundreds of thousands of

years to come; for the starlight of the original star still

pours down on us until one day a photographic plate will

no longer reveal it. It is gone; it has become a dead
world, and can no longer be seen.
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On the other hand, ever so often we suddenly see blaz-
ing up in a tremendous burst of ligh^ a new star at a
point in space where none had been visible before. This
so-called nova is a world. It may have been caused by a
collision of two dead stars, or of two minor stars tele-
scopically invisible because of their distances. The tre-
mendous flareup following the collision makes the new
star visible to us. But this statement must be modified,
because, by the time we see the new star, it had already
died down again.

If the star is a hundred thousand light-years away from
us, the event we see of course took place actually one
hundred thousand years a^o, and in the interval the effects
of the collision have subsided and the light power of the
star has diminished a great deal. But of all this we
actually know nothing because it will take many thousands
of years for this process to terminate. Our descendants
will witness it in the future. On the other hand, the star
may keep its brilliancy and may even increase it for untold
ages to come.
As will be seen, distance is the all important factor in

our considerations, and because the distances we are deal-
ing with are so tremendous, we are kept in ignorance of
much that is going on in the outside universe.
IN FACT, WE SEE THE OUTSIDE WORLD, NOT AS

IT IS NOW BUT AS IT WAS THOUSANDS, HUN-
DREDS OF THOUSANDS AND MILLIONS OP YEARS
AGO. We have not the slightest idea of what the outer
universe is like in the year 1932. We know it only largely
as it appeared before there was any intelligent being on
this planet, and ‘that is not by any means all of the story.

Remember, that there is not a single part of the entire
universe that is standing still. All stars, all planets,
everything moves in various directions, which we only
faintly r^ize today. For that reason, all of the distant
stars which we are viewing today, even if they are still

alive are, at the present time, in entirely different parts
of the sky.
Few stars, if any, could be pointed at with the state-

ment that this or that star is in this or that direction.

During the hundreds of thousands of years intervening
the stars have, of course, moved to other sections of the
sky into positions that we can only suspect today.



IN THE YEAR 8000
By Otfrid von Hanstein

Another disaster was the destruction of New York city before the turn of the eight-

ieth century. The moon had changed its orbit and was slowly, mercilessly approaching
the earth.
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IN THE YEAR 8000
Translated from the German by Konrad Schmidt and L aurence Manning

IT was the fourteenth day of Quino in the year

8002,

The world had changed considerably since the

day frofessor Piccard had for the first time ventured a

flight into the stratosphere; since a Zeppelin had navigated

the North Pole; since people were first startled by hear-

ing a voice speaking from a great distance over the primi-

tive apparatus called “radio”; and the day when that

legendary hero Thomas Alva Eldison

was at work in his laboratory in Amer-

but mercilessly, approaching the earth. The month was

precisely twenty-eight days in length, and calendar re-

form had at least been brought about of necessity.

ica.

Six thousand years had passed since

the day when humanity was still divid-

ed into coimtless peoples and states, all

of whom spoke different languages and

surroimded themselves with Chinese

Walls of tariffs and patriotism.

For a long time only three great

groups of Terrestrials were known: the

Blanco (or whites), who lived in Amer-

ica, Australia and Europe; the Flavo

(yellow) who had brought all of Asia

under their yoke; and the Nigro

(Blacks) to whom all Africa belonged.

Although the Blanco thought them-

selves a superior race and spoke a uni-

versal language, evolved from the Es-

peranto of their ancestors, they still in

their Churches and Univer-

sities taught the ancient

language of their forbears

— English, German,
French, Russian, and Swed-

ish. In this they resembled

the Jews of old who re-

tained their Hebrew tongue

through many vicissitudes.

Many changes had taken

place on earth during these

thousand years. The

OTFRID VON HANSTEIN

Grando Blanco was sitting at his desk in his ofiSce. The
room, in which this slender young man brooded over his

blue prints, had a strange appearance. Grando Blanco

was head engineer of the great Plejradiumo Works, which

for the past thousand years had been

operating in the interior of the Moon,

supplying humanity with great quan-

tities of the now plentiful radium.

“Plejradiumo,” as a word, means of

course, almost pure radium—a highly

concentrated form of this energetic

element.

The room was spacious and of cir-

cular shape. It was lined with a thick

layer of lead, which had been coated

with a material to prevent even the

smallest particle of oxygen from es-

caping. In these ofiSces cut into the

rocky core of the lunar satellite, all

the atmosphere was artificial.

For more than. 500 years, since men
had come to the Moon in great rocket

ships, they had been at work on this

huge undertaking, plans for which had

been supplied by a certain

SIX

difference between the sea-

sons had become less and

less pronounced. With ever

increasing frequency, huge

masses of meteoric matter

were breaking through the

terrestrial atmosphere

from outer space, causing

terror and disaster on

earth.

One such disaster was

Q TFRID VON HANSTEIN’S novel “Utopia

Island” created such a stir from our readers
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that we asked him for another of his prophetic

stories of the distant future. The present story

was written exclusively for Wonder Stories.

Many will believe that the people of 6000
years in the future will not be as Von Hanstein

pictures them here. Only the future will tell

whether he was right. But certainly he sees

clearly what the trend of our civilization is and
what it must ultimately lead to if it continues

indefinitely.

Perhaps some will even think that the emo-

tionless world of the year 8000 will be a happier

place, than our own topsy-turvy existence. But

without doubt many of the exciting events and
stirring pictures of Von Hanstein’s stories will

come true, and people of the future will marvel
at the insight of this 20th century man.

the fall of a giant meteor

into the Atlantic Ocean. In the year 6047 it had prac-

tically destroyed the entire habitable portions of Great

Britain and Ireland. Through the loss of all their Asiatic

possessions to China, these countries now, however, no

longer enjoyed their dominant position in world affairs.

Another disaster was the destruction of New York City

shortly before the turn of the eightieth century.

The Moon had changed its orbit and was now slowly,

^ J

Thom Alva. A steel build-

ing had first been erected

and filled with artificial at-

mosphere brought from

Earth. Now, and for a

long time past, a complete

system of shafts and tun-

nels honeycombed the en-

tire satellite.

After the fashion of the

old metropolitan subways,

long tunnels were built

close beneath the surface.

These tunnels, entered

through airlocks, ending

on that side of the Moon
always turned away from
Earth. Here, the first lunar

explorers had found huge

quantities of frozen gases,

including oxygen, hydro-

gen and carbon dioxide.

This veritable “mine” of

oxyen had for many years supplied breathable air to the

entire system of tunnels in the Moon. The apparatus
for this was contained in a natural cavern far in the in-

terior.

There were two observation towers on the actual surface

of the Moon. One was on that side always facing the

Earth and the other on the opposite side. Communica-
tion to them was by means of tunnels. These observa-
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tories were also built of steel, with lead lining; and in

addition they were heavily insulated to retain the warmth

inside.

Grando Blanco sat in his shirt-sleeves, for the room was

comfortably warmed by the radium heaters. Through

holes in the ceiling, poured down the artificial sunlight

which illuminated the oflice. He raised his head from

his work upon the entrance of Edith Vintros. She was a

Knabina—a girl of the working class.*

She was of slender build and tall. Her athletic body

might almost have been that of a boy. Her hips were

small and narrow and her face, framed in bobbed hair,

could have been masculine. Her small undeveloped

breasts alone suggested her sex.

“Good morning, Sinjoro!”

Grando looked up. “Well, Sinjorina, how is your ob-

servatory getting along?”

Edith replied in a deep masculine voice. “Bad weather.

I am worried about the freight ships due in today. Again

last night there was a heavy fall of meteors back^)n the

Earth. Terrific hurricanes are probably raging down

there. If a space ship had been crushed by the falling

particles it would not, as you know, be for the first time.”

“Nor the last time, either,” said Grando. “After all,

ocean vessels all through history have been subject to

such dangers. Space ships must face them as well. I

am worried about something worse.

“You know that the bad blood between Asia and Africa

still exists. The final clash between the Nigro and the

Flavo, I fear, is not far off. May this struggle be decided

as Fate decrees! Never before now has it been so im-

portant forlhe Blanco race to keep in constant communica-

tion—scattered over Europe, America and Australia as we
are. It is, after all, not probable that cosmic rocks would

so endanger space travel as to interfere seriously with

schedules. But on Earth, where thousands of stratospher-

ic vessels pass between Europe and America every hour,

such a natural disaster would of course destroy thousands

of lives and disturb whole fleets.”

“'VOU are quite right.”

“It is therefore imperative to take preventive meas-

ures while we may.”

Edith laughed. “Do you intend to remove a few bil-

lion tons of meteors? Do you? . .
.”

“I want to do the only right thing. You know that

steps have already been taken to protect the surface in-

habitants of Earth from these disasters, which have been

increasing in intensity for millenniums. More and more

of our cities have been transplanted into the interior of the

globe itself. When the surface is finally destroyed, as it

must be, our future will lie beneath the ground.”

“What is your idea?”

“Look here at my plans. We must endeavor to create

a subterranean connection between Australia, America and

Europe. Communication down there would then be free

from all hazards incident to surface life. It is very sim-

ple. A shaft must be driven deep into the earth. Our

present insulating technique makes it possible to bore a

shaft some 1800 miles deep—down through the crust prop-

•This classification was not, however, in any way a social dis-
tinction. The greater portion of humanity beloneed to the
"working class”—regardless of the nature of their labor, which
might be mental or physical.

er, through the transitional stages, and near the molten in-

terior. This central core has decreased considerably due

to cooling in the past six thousand years.

“With such a shaft, half the radius of the earth in depth,

driven down from each of the three continents, only com-

paratively short connecting tunnels would be necessary to

complete the project. Down the shafts descend huge ele-

vators and along the tunnels run speedy electric trains

—

there is your connection! The radium-rocket elevators

would ascend the shaft easily in an hour, and another

hour would cover the 1200 miles of tunnel. In three

hours, a traveler could go from America to Europe—and

the entire trip would be free from all possible outside

disturbances of whatever nature.”

“It is a wonderful idea.”

“And quite within our technical abilities today. I in-

tend to make an address upon my return to New York

urging that work on it be commenced. That must wait

until I get relieved here.”

A low, humming noise interrupted their conversation.

“Thank God! There is the space ship.”

They both donned light suits made of specially pre-

pared cloth and slipped oxygen helmets over their heads.

They stepped through a concealed doorway into a great

hetll. Down this they walked to where two huge steel

doors were to give access to outer space. Grando pushed

an electric button and the doors swung open. The hall

was instantly emptied of both air and warmth. But the

cold of space did not affect the two in their space suits,

which were insulated to permit none of their body warmth

to escape. They stepped over to one side of the huge en-

trance and Edith manipulated some levers. These auto-

matically placed the control of the oncoming spaceship’s

course in the hands of an operator on the Moon. For a

moment, Edith and Grando stood there. The sun’s rays,

not shielded by any atmosphere, shone on the jagged mass-

es of the Lunar plain, making it gleam and glitter. But

there was no warmth to be felt, since there was no air.

Like a great black sphere—^much greater than the Moon
appears to us—was the Earth, its night side facing the

Moon.

The two stepped inside the great room, keeping close to

one wall. Another button closed the great doors as the

space ship glided slowly inside and came to a rest. Edith

operated a lever. Like water into a canal lock, oxygen

flowed into the great vestibule. After observing a few

dials on the walls, Grando removed his oxygen helmet.

At the same time, the carefully fastened ports of the ves-

sel swung open. The ship was also insulated against loss

of warmth, and from it, in ordinary street garb, descended

three men and two women. The women resembled Edith

in their almost sexless appearance. The thick layer of ice

which had been deposited upon the vessel’s hull now began

to melt.

“Come on back into my office,” said Grando. “It is

getting uncomfortably damp here.”

They were in Grando’s office.

“Damn! That was an awful journey! But we were

lucky at that, for a great fall of meteors all but struck

us just as we were leaving atmosphere.”

“What is the news? Our radio has not been working

properly since yesterday, on account of the cosmic dis-

turbances.”

“War is inevitable between the Flavo and Nigro. Tim-
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bukto is desperately making defensive preparations against

gas attack. The Blanco parliaments at Washington, Ber-

lin and Paris are feverishly at work. You will soon see

things for yourself, Sinjoro Grando, for you are expected

back in New York tonight.”

“Suits me perfectly! I’ll turn the mine over to you at

once, Sinjoro Vintros.”

"X/fR. WILSON (or Sinjoro Wilson as the custom of

those days would call him) sat in his office in New
York and before him stood Bela Wilson, his sixteen-year-

old daughter. She was a very beautiful, delicate girl

—

still in her adolescence. She seemed entirely different

from Edith Vintros, for instance, who was, as has been

mentioned, in charge of the observatory on the Moon.

Bela Wilson was small and thoroughly feminine in her

soft and rounded contours. Her youth, so far, had been

spent at school. This school, however, had little in com-

mon with those of former ages. The mornings had been

devoted to domestic arts, especially to infant care which

her mother taught from experience—for this excellent-

woman had given birth to no less than twenty-four chil-

dren. These children were, however, by no means the

only ones in their spacious home. Her father, Sinjoro

Wilson, had ten wives, each of whom had considerable

families. He was a corpulent gentleman with pronoun-

cedly sensual features.

Bela was standing before her father, her pretty head

lowered.

“You are sixteen years old today and will have to make
a decision about your future. I need not assure you that

you are free to make your own choice. You are inde-

pendent. You must decide for yourself whether you wish

to belong to the class of working women or became a pro-

fessional mother.”

Bela nodded sadly and sighed. “Father, I have. I

want . .
.”

“What do you want?”

“I have read a strange book written by a German.”

“Do you mean the foolish prophet, Theodore Werner?”

“Why do you call him foolish? His writings are won-

derful!”

“Fairy tales of past centuries which he wants to bring

back to life again! Ridiculus in our age!”

“But it must have been beautiful in those days, when
a man and woman loved and founded a home and family;

when they walked through life, hand in hand, like com-

rades.”

Sinjoro Wilson shrugged his shoulders.

“That may have been possible six thousand years ago,

but it is not today. Family! Who would have time for

that? You know that most of our young women frown

at the mere thought of it. Our men would refuse to

waste their precious time in making love. They are ab-

sorbed in their work. We have made progress since those

days. Family! There is only one family now—^the great

family of cooperative workers. What if every capable

girl were to devote herself to love and perhaps remain

away from her tasks for months at a time? Can you
imagine Edith Vintros with a child in her arms? Can
you picture Grando Blanco rocking a baby to sleep?

“Only since we have learned to imitate the bees and the

ants, dividing our women into sexless workers and moth-

ers; only since we have finally banned as ridiculous these

fancies of love, marriage and family, have we become lords

of the imiverse. You have had plenty of time to decide

this question. If you want to work, your education will

be changed starting today. Through sport, exercise and

diet your body will be developed on masculine lines, prac-

tically sexless. But perhaps you prefer to bear children.

That, too, is a beautiful occupation, because it serves the

preservation of humanity. If such is the case, I will chose

for you a suitable mate, one who is drawing his salary

from the state as a professional father. You will then be

assigned to that man’s house. As soon as you have proved

your qualifications you will draw pay from the state your-

self as an officially recognized professional mother.”

Bela straightened up. “But I want neither one nor the

other.”

“What do you want?”
“I do not want to relinquish what Theodore Werner has

called ‘woman’s great happiness.’ I want to have children

and to educate them.”

“Well, I myself think you are better qualified for that

than for other work.”

“But I don’t want to give myself to a man whoni I do
not know—whom I do not love.”

“What silly ideas!”

“I want love! I—^why wasn’t I bom six thousand years

ago?”

“Love is insanity—a product of foolish minds. That is

what comes of reading such books! I will give you other

books. You will see that this thing called ‘love’ has al-

ways made humanity unhappy. Do you know how many
people committed suicide, under the influence of this now
extinct disease? Go and ask your mother! Don’t be a

fool! I want your answer within a month. Everybody

has a duty to subordinate himself to the common good
You women are better off than we. Unfortunately, Nat-

ure has not been so kind with humans as with the bees

—

where one female can produce thousands of offspring

every year. But even so, you have a choice. We men
are selected by compulsion. God knows how much bet-

ter I should have enjoyed being an engineer or a rocket

aviator than a government-employed father, spending my
days in pampered luxury to prolong my efficiency as

much as possible. Now go to your mother. In four

weeks you either commence your training as a worker or—^well, you know yourself.”

Sadly and with tear-dimmed eyes, Bela left the room.

Outside there was much traffic. A rocket car had been

compelled to stop, and in it she recognized Grando Blanco.

He had just arrived at the Rocketdrome.

“Good day, Grando,” she called.

Her cousin turned, saw Bela and nodded. It had never

occurred to him that Bela was beautiful. A “Knabina”
had always seemed to him nothing more than a female

co-worker, whose delicate constitution was suited to cer-

tain types of work. He gave her a jovial nod, as one nods

to a pretty child. He would have been alarmed and

amused had he known that inside Bela’s head there flashed

a vision of himself as her choice of a mate; that her imag-

ination, stirred by Werner’s words, went back six thou-

sand years. She loved him, exactly as a romantic girl

in those days would have loved a brilliant and handsome
young man.

The car continued its journey and Bela went back into

the house. Like all homes of the wealthy, it was deep
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beneath the surface of the earth, to avoid the dangers of

meteor falls. A century ago, most of the skyscrapers of

New York had been crushed under such a catastrophe

and 100,000 lives extinguished in a single hour.

This subterranean suburb occupied a large area. It ex-

tended beneath what had formerly been the Bronx and

was entered by a large tunnel. This, as well as the wide,

impressive streets, was in three tiers of traflSc lanes, one

atop the other. Beautiful lawns and gardens abounded.

The entire suburb was illuminated by artificial light, de-

signed to provide all the vital rays of natural sunlight.

The buildings were in rows, and the windows looked

out on the three tiers of roadway. In fact, that part of the

building opening upon each level was one great window,

framed with steel. There were hardly any architectural

problems involved in tie construction. There were no

ornaments. The streets were blasted out of the rock in

perfect rectangles. Behind them were the dwellings. In-

side the houses, of course, individual taste was free to

develop as it would. Circular, semi-circular, octagonal,

or triangular rooms with alcoves and stairways of appro-

priate shape and contour were to be seen.

From the glass walls on the sides of the street, light

flowed in all directions. In the interiors, concealed lights

flooded the rooms. If one wished, the day could be thirty

hours long. If one were sleepy, it was only necessary to

push a button. Soundproof walls came down and the

light was extinguished. The tired worker rested in per-

fect quiet.

Outside, the cars speeded silently along the streets. The

lawns and plantings grew luxuriously under controlled

conditions of artificial sun and rain. Such suburbs were

prevalent throughout the civilized world, but most elab-

orate of’ all were the New York subterranean quarters

of the hospital center and the Motherhood Institute,

where the children were brought up in accord with the

latest findings of medical science.

Bela, sending a longing glance after Grando, continued

into the house. She passed through rooms full of rows

of beds, cared for by nurses. She was not at all affected

by the thought that all these children were her sisters

and brothers. The idea of love had become completely

extinct. All that remained was the profession of pro-

ducing children, necessary if the ranks of the workers

were to be kept to full strength. The primal instinct of

mother-love was, of course, still in force; for without

this, no woman would have undertaken the arduous duties

of motherhood.

Bela Wilson took one of the numerous elevators which

ran to the surface of the earth. It was an entirely dif-

ferent New York which she saw. The skyscrapers had

disappeared. After the catastrophe of the fast century,

the city had removed the wreckage. The steel had been

melted for industrial use. The great melting ovens were

still to be seen extending like a black smudge across the

lower part of the city from Broadway to Fifth Avenue.

Such remaining houses as were to been on the surface

were low and very solidly built. Their flat roofs served

for landing airplanes. Factories and ofiSce buildings had

disappeared. Since transportation had left the sea and

betaken itself to the air. New York had lost most of its

commercial activities. Yellowstone Park in the former

state of Wyoming was now the seat of most of these activi-

ties. The Mammoth Caves of Kentucky, also, had been

adapted to commercial and educational uses. The only

remnant of New York’s former commercial glory was the

great space ship airdrome. The old City Hall was one

of the few remaining buildings. It was used for con-

ventions and public gatherings. A large meeting was

now being held there to discuss the outbreak of war be-

tween the Yellows and the Blacks.

Bela Wilson steered her machine through the traffic

of the surface streets. Her car was speedy and small, a

type known for thousands of years and now only used

as a sport vehicle. She parked on a side street near City

Hall and proceeded on foot. Grando Blanco was ad-

dressing the gathering, and a great crowd listened out-

side the building. He was setting forth his plan to con-

nect the three white continents by means of underground

shafts.

“It would be easy to build a tunnel through the ocean.

But it would be useless, for meteoric matter falling on

the ocean might descend to the depths and shatter it.

Only tunnels entered from excavations beneath great

mountains ofiFer sufficient safety.”

“How long would such an undertaking require?” one

enquired.

“By using our entire resources, including the new ra-

dium boring-machines, I am confident I could accomplish

180 miles a year. It might be less during the first 800

miles through the solid crust. But 'deeper down where

the rock is half molten, it would only be necessary to

push the insulated caisson down and pump out the lava

from beneath it. Down there we could make much
better speed.”

It seemed a rather fantastic project, even in those days.

But for that very reason it met with enthusiastic approval.

“A committee must be nominated to discuss the prac-

ticability of this plan. In the meantime, may I ask that

measures have been taken to stop the war between the

Flavo and Nigro?”

Bela Wilson had listened with beating heart to Grando’s

voice. Why did she take an interest in his plans? What

did she know of such things? She saw only the man as

he stood there with enthusiastic face, sparkling eyes and

strong handsome body. Youngest of the leaders present,

yet he was respected by all. The Minister of War suc-

ceeded Grando on the platform, and Bela placed herself

where he would have to pass near her in descending.

“Grando!”

“Little Bela! You here too?” A somewhat aston-

ished smile was playing about his lips.

“Do you think your plans will be carried oirt? I am
enthusiastic!”

“You, Bela?”

“When will digging commence?”
“As yet, I know nothing at all.”

“Take me along—please take me along when you go.”

“Why, have you joined the working class?”

She clutched his arm. “I only want to be with you.”

But Grando, self-controlled and educated to a sexless

life, did not understand the girl’s warm affection.

“But Bela, you must study first. I do not know yet

if any Knabina will be employed. It is a man’s job and

will require strong muscles.” He nodded to her and

hurried to join some of his friends who were waiting for

him.

She looked after him with tears in her eyes. Then a
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smile glided over her face. “I’ll go along in spite of

you,” she said to herself. “You big strong man! You
haven’t the least idea how stupid you are, with all your

great muscles.”

She found her car where she had left it and drove back

to her subterranean home. That evening, her father, hap-

pening to meet her mother (now Supervisor in the infant

ward), asked, “Has Bela spoken to you? She will have

to make her decision.”

“Bela will never become a working Knabina.”

But Bela was sitting in her small chamber. The arti-

ficial sunlight had been dimmed by a pink shade. She

was meditating on ways and means to fight her campaign

for love—^that love of which Theodore Werner had writ-

ten—that love which had “made the world go around”

six thousand long years ago.

CHAPTER II

A Serious Plot

"D ERLIN, still a surface city, with a population of 3,-

000,000 was still the capital of Germany. American

architects and engineers had shaken their heads over the

fact that the capital had not been removed into some

district where caves and mountains provided natural pro-

tection. So far, it had apparently been spared by mere

chance from a disastrous fall of meteoric matter. The

space airdrome had been moved to the Brocken mountains,

but the rest of Berlin’s activities continued on the unpro-

tected North German Plain.

When questioned on this subject, Ernesto Nemst shook

his head smilingly. He came of a family famous in the

annals of science and was at present Chief of the Health

Department.

“No meteors can touch us here.”

For Berlin had protected herself. At a distance of about

12 miles from the city, a strange lattice-work steel fence

had been built. There were doors in the fence for leav-

ing or entering the enclosed metropolis, but these were

used as little as possible. Every few hundred feet along

this fence were conspicuous signs:

CAUTION: IT IS DEATH TO CROSS OVER THIS
BARRIER

People had laughed at these signs. They had laughed

as well at the great power-plants that hununed day and

night to provide electric current for the barrier. The air-

ships and rocket vessels, which no longer came to the city,

were warned by huge illuminated signs to keep away from

Berlin. Few cars approached the city on the surface,

mostly using the underground roadways. But when they

did arrive at the barrier they were stopped—signals ex-

changed—and the gateways opened quickly and closed at

once behind them.

From this peculiar metal fence, beams of force were

projected in a great hemisphere. Berlin was completely

enclosed by these invisible rays. They were so combined

with specific electrons that, by the law of atomic disinte-

gration, they destroyed instantly whatever entered their

fields. Airplanes, birds, or meteoric falls of thousands

of tons all ceased to exist when they passed over the pro-

tected zone. This, at least, was the theory. It had proved

practical with small objects, but had not yet been tested

by one of the disastrous falls of millions of tons of met-

eoric matter which were becoming more and more com-

mon in other parts of the earth.

Natural caverns, such as were to be found in the Hartz

Mountains, had become valuable real estate. In this re-

gion, in the former Baumann Cave, a strange prophet

had made his home. Professor Theodore Werner was tall

and lean. His youthful eyes sparkled strangely in a face

full of wrinkles. His hair hung to his shoulders and his

white eyebrows were bushy and prominent. He was, ac-

cording to his own statement, more than 100 years of age.

“Why die?” he would say. “Does not a good watch,

well taken care of, run smoothly for much longer than a

mere 100 years?”

Weird and mystic legends were woven about this almost

legendary figure. His offices and laboratories were housed

in the great cave in which he dwelt. Like all other sub-

terranean buildings, they were illuminated and ventilated

by artificial means. The sick, the lame and the blind

came to him there in hundreds and went away whole and

healthy. Hidden behind his operating rooms was Pro-

fessor Werner’s gruesome “Anatomical Department

Store.”

Had he lived seven thousand years earlier, he could

not have escaped the common fate of witches and wizards.

Long shelves contained thousands of jars and flasks. In

these were preserved various organs and members of hu-

man bodies. There were eyes which were not dead, for

the pupils expanded and contracted under stimulus. Fin-

gers floated in jars, but when taken out they would bend
violently at the joints. There were pulsating hearts, and

lungs which inhaled and exhaled continuously. These

specimens had all been obtained with their owners’ con-

sents, for they had belonged to incurable patients whose
lives Professor Werner had been unable to preserve. He
kept them in special serum constantly supplied with oxy-

gen. They were used to replace diseased portions of the

bodies of the sufferers who came to him to be cured.

“Who would throw away a watch just because its spring

is broken or a little wheel has become rusty. It is fool-

ish waste to permit a human body to decay just because

an automobile has crushed its head.”

Sentiment in such matters had long since passed out of

existence in the world. Professor Werner received con-

stant gifts from dying persons. He was in no danger of

running short of supplies. When people remarked how
young his eyes appeared, he would smile vaguely.

“That is hardly surprising. The heart of a young man
is beating in my breast—and as for my eyes, they are not

nearly as old as I am!”
Whether he spoke the truth or not, nobody knows, ex-

cept his confidential assistant Will Gernhold. No one

else had ever entered or left his operating room except

under aneesthetics. Np patient knew what had been done

to make him healthy and strong, for Doctor Werner never

answered questions.

He was undeniably queer, this professor. On long

winter evenings he spent his time reading ancient volumes,

obtained from the great public library. They were worn

and tattered. No one else asked for such volumes, for

the demand nowadays was for scientific works—the newer

the better.

Novels! They were almost unheard of. Books that
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dealt with human souls! Enlightened humanity had long

known that there was no such thing. Man lived in this

world only. There was no longer such a thing as a

religious problem. A few churches still existed. Occa-

sionally they were attended by some of the professional

Mothers. The priests were mere mouthpieces of mean-

ingless ritualism. It was these old books, dealing with

marriage and love and other now meaningless fancies,

which Theodore Werner and his assistant delighted to

read. Their library had been decorated in the archaic

style of six thousand years ago. Replicas of old furni-

ture were to be seen, instead of modern steel chairs and

tables. The artificial sunlight had been dimmed by cur-

tains.

From this room, Professor Werner would depart and

address again and again public meetings. He told them

of former days and pointed out how much the world had

lost by unsexing the workers. He was preaching to deaf

ears. They understood him not. He told the blind of

the beauty of color; to the deaf he tried to convey the

charm of music. Laughing bitterly, and yet with nn-

dampened enthusiasm, he would return to his cave.

Now he determined to try different tactics. Why should

he be bitter against people who did not imderstand him?

One at least sympathized—^his friend and assistant, Will

Gernhold. He had adopted this young man when he had

first become a worker. He had observed him carefully

for years. During leisure hours Gernhold would lie out-

side on the grass, idly watching the unfolding of spring

flowers, or gazing dreamily over the distant landscape.

Without asking, Werner knew that the young man was

thinking of love. Long-buried emotions had awakened in

Gernhold’s breast.

It was not mere sexual desire—^this v^as still expe-

rienced by the adolescent workers generally. He wanted

the companionship of a helpmate, which the old books

had described so delightfully.

Professor Werner had determined that what was needed

was an example to be set before the people. He would

find a mate for Will Gernhold. So far, however, he had

been unable to find one among the Knabinas.

TLJERMANN’S CAVE, not far from Werner’s residence,

"^was the scene of great activity. Giant machines

caught stratosphere planes on great magnets and set them

down on the top of the Brocken mountains. Long sloped

cuttings had been blasted up the mountainside. No one

except the foolish Professor regretted the ancient trees

which had to be cut down in the process. Down these

great grooves were launched steel girders, heavy iron drills

and massive crane-arm sections. This heavy material was

being used in the valley beneath.

Living quarters for the workmen had been built on the

sites of the now ruined huts where miners of former ages

had dwelt. The great Hermann Cave was to be the en-

trance to the shaft Grando Blanco planned to drive down

to the core of the earth. In the construction offices, busy

over drafting boards and plans, sat many draftsmen and

engineers. There were Knabinas here, clad in the same

fashion as their masculine colleagues.
• * » *

Once each month, the leaders of the white races met in

convention. These meetings were held in various places:

in Berlin, Paris, New Washington (or Mammoth Cave City

as it was also called) and in Planopolis, the capital of the

South American States, located in the province of Goya.

Meetings were not held at Canberra, for Australia was too

far away for the other members. Russia had not joined

the Blanco federation. Her Slavic tribesmen acted as a

buffer state between Europe and Asia.

Abraham Linco, the president of North America, wore

a serious expression on his face.

“It cannot be denied that the Flavo-Nigro affair has as-

sumed menacing proportions.”

The Frenchman shrugged his shoulders.

“The civilization of the Blacks is at least six thousand

years, and that of the yellows two thousand years, behind

our own.”

The German foreign minister inclined his head.

“Let us be just. Some of the aspects of our white civi-

lization are of dubious value. Since- the majority of our

women have become practically sexless, the birth rate has

considerably decreased. Six thousand years ago, Europe

had 500,000,000 inhabitants. Today the number amounts

to less than 250,000,000. America is no better off.”

“What difference does that make? One of our ma-
chines today can do the work of ten people. In return for

our decrease in population, we have received a very high

standard of living. Poverty and unemployment, so com-

mon in history, are entirely imknown to us today. Living

as we do, the earth has become too small for us. The
colonization of other planets is a pressing problem soon

to be faced. But while emigration was still impossible,

we had to seek to limit the population by other means.

When first automobiles were invented, mankind simply

stopped the wholesale breeding of horses. We applied

this lesson to the human animal. As long as science can-

not construct machines to do mental work, it will be neces-

sary to breed a limited number of men. We entrust this

to selected members of our race.

“But with the Flavos and Nigros, these things are ar-

ranged differently. Their women nearly all expect to bear

children. By the very fact of their backwardness in this

matter they may eventually so outnumber us as to over-

whelm our civilization.”

The Frenchman’s face hardened.

“That is because we have become too soft. Why did we
not deal with the Blacks the way we did once with the

Redskins? It would have been easy to straighten things

out for all concerned with a whiff of poison gas.”

The American objected.

“By the Charter of the Federated Blancos in the year

4009, every, human being was expressly granted the right

to live his own life as he wished. We shall always man-

age to keep the Blacks and the Yellows in their places.”

The cities of those days, on the surface at least, were

composed of long low buildings with walls of glass.

Science had long abolished the need for agriculture. Un-

skilled laborers no longer existed. In the offices, there

was need for very few assistants—merely Knabinas to

operate the machines, and the executives themselves.

Cities no longer had any noise. Machines operated

silently and efficiently. Factories were carefully man-

aged and this was made easy for the manager by the use

of television. He sat in his office and saw on the screen

before him every operation being performed in the fac-
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tory. Each product had long been standardized and

each factory produced only one kind of article. By means

of electric buttons, the manager at his desk controlled

and regulated every piece of machinery in use. Only

when a machine got out of order, a rare occurrence, was

it necessary for a man to attend in person.

On each street comer, there was a square building,

several stories in height. In it were apartments of stand-

ardized shape and size, always consisting of a living

room and a bedroom. Each apartment was for the sole

use of one individual. Meals were obtained in a dining

room. The food was prepared in a central kitchen and

served automatically on moving belt carriers. After din*

ner, all would sit in silence for a time.

In the former agricultural district of East Prussia—un-

suited to industry—^vast territory had been reforested.

Wood was of course not used for fuel—this was supplied

by central heating plants—but cellulose fiber obtained

from wood was indispensable to certain manufactured ar-

ticles.

Sunday was observed as the day of recreation. It re-

tained nothing of its former sanctity, and its present name

“Sporto” indicated how far the world had gone since it

had been called the “Lord’s day.” Few understood the

hieroglyphics necessary to the art of reading. Scientists

read, for it was often necessary to search in old books*

But they did not always devote their reading to serious

research, for it was really quite amusing to read of the

childish and absurd actions of humanity in earlier days.

On Sabbato (Saturday) there was a general exodus

from the city. All day Sporto, the great barrier ray over

Berlin remained imbroken. All factories were shut down,

unguarded. Theft was unknown, for the thoughts of the

thief would immediately betray him. Great four- and

five-deck stratosphere planes carried the holiday crowds

in a few minutes to various amusement resorts—mostly

in the neighboring country districts where fine hotels were

to be found. In the summer months, there was a four-

hour service to Spitsbergen—^where skiing was famous

—

or to the Arctic glaciers, or to the great tennis center in

the Po Valley of North Italy.

OSILIHORTSE, Emperor of Africa, was in conference

with his ministers.

“It seems certain that Asia will attack within a few

weeks. The outcome of the struggle (speaking among our-

selves) can be clearly foreseen. The Yellows are centur-

ies ahead of us. Our people—^who nearly became slaves

to the Whites—will lose their liberty to the Yellows in-

stead.”

Ras Alfari, one-time Emperor of Abyssinia and now

Prime Minister of the United States of Africa, could not

suppress a smile.

“You are right, Maj estate.”

Resounding titles were in favor at the Nigro court,

although they had long been abolished in the rest of the

world.

“I think there is a way out.”

“I cannot see any.”

“If we can seize Europe before the war with Asia really

commences?”
“Your Excellency’s words are very foolish.”

“Not entirely. Just yesterday, I talked to a man. He

had a plan whereby we could, within twenty-four hours,

be masters of Berlin—^the heart of Europe.”

“Who is he?”

“Sam Bell—a Nigro, very much devoted to us and at

present employed as chief engineer by Sinjoro Nernst,

who is in charge of the electric barrier ray at Berlin.”

“What can one lone man do for us?”

“Before I answer that, why not let him repeat before

us just what he proposed to me.”

Sam Bell was showed into the room, and made a brief

bow to the Emperor. He had lived too long among the

Blanco to still feel the reverence or sympathize with the

formalities practiced in Africa.

The Emperor, a frown on his forehead, asked him,

“Well, what is your impossible plan?”

“No more nor less than the destruction of Berlin—the

prelude to our final and complete revenge upon the white

race!”

“You act almost like a white, yourself!”

“On the contrary, I am the instrument that will de-

stroy them!”

“Explain yourself.”

“I am assistant to Sinjoro Nernst. Since my youth, I

have worked and lived with electricity. I was chief elec-

trician in the Lunar Mine and might have risen to higher

rank. But when Grando Blanco was made manager, he

saw me and refused to sit at the same table with a ‘Nig-

ger’—a human of inferior race! He requested that I be

discharged. Thus I came to Europe,

“I have been working under Sinjoro Nernst for three

years-. He is about to resign from his position. There

is only one man who can take charge of it as well as he

did. That man is myself. He was willing to recommend

me for the post, but again Grando Blanco came upon the

scene. He persuaded the president of the American Re-

public to intervene in German affairs and has succeeded

in obtaining a new policy that no one except a white

man shall be placed in a responsible position in any

Blanco state. That is why I hate him—^not only him, buU
his whole race, I shall do what I can to destroy them.”

“But how do you propose going about it?”

“Two ways. The yearly period of meteoric falls is

near at hand. In former days, people used to enjoy

watching ‘shooting stars’ in October. They have increased

in intensity every year for centuries. Now, as we all

know, they are yearly disasters. The passing of meteors

through the air is often accompanied by poisonous gases.

Last year, we had a considerable fall of such poison over

Berlin. We could laugh at it. Half the world had been

invited to see the spectacle. The pyrotechnic display of

thousands of meteoric particles exploded into nothing on

touching our barrier ray. The lunar astronomers

prophesy an even greater meteoric intensity this year, bas-

ing their conclusions upon the solar prominences. Since

Berlin is the only ray-protected city, a world-wide conven-

tion will be held there during this period to demonstrate

the practicability of their system.

“It is not possible to remove all cities into caverns, as

has been done in America, in the Fingal Caves of Britain,

the Karst district and in the Hartz mountains. If the bar-

rier ray proves effective again this year, then the surface

cities throughout the Blanco States will be provided with

similar protection.
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“Grando Blanco is even playing with the thought of pro-

tecting the entire world from all outside danger by sur-

rounding the stratosphere with a world-wide barrier ray,”

“Pure insanity!”

^‘Perhaps impossible, but hardly insane! Did it not

seem a miracle to our forefathers when first they navigated

their airships filled with explosive gases? If I stood be-

fore the world in those days and described only a thou-

sandth part of the conveniences we accept as a matter of

course, would I not have been pronounced insane? Noth-

ing is insane unless it be in conflict with the laws of Nat-

ure.”

“You are getting off the subject.”

“Well, then, when this great convention takes place, I

shall be in charge of the rays with Sinjoro Nernst. I can

foresee with joy what will happen. I can see the dignified

statesmen, famous engineers, ‘Nigger-hating’ Grando

Blanco and all the rest of them! They will stand there

looking up at the tremendous flares and fireworks as the

great meteors burst in white heat and vanish at the touch

of the impenetrable ray. But I, the ‘Nigger,’ shall be

stronger than them all! I will throw the switch—break

the current—^the dome of rays will vanish! A thousand

and a thousand meteors will destroy Berlin in a few sec»

onds. She will be buried like Pompeii under a plain of

ashes. My thirst for revenge will be satisfied!”

\AOSILIHORTSE, whose primitive instincts had been

aroused, jumped to his feet with blazing eyes.

“And you will be destroyed as well.”

"If I were a fool—yes. But I am not. I have devised

a little individual dome of rays—an umbrella for a cosmic

hail-storm.”

“What advantage to us would this destruction be?”

“The tidings of the disaster will race through the whole

world. At that time, the annual hurricanes will be sweep-

ing the southern hemisphere. Africa has airplanes and

daring pilots. A thousand of them must be ready—all

loaded with brave men. Each ship can carry two hundred

fighting men—an army of 200,000 will be in readiness.

The soldiers must be merciless—men who know how to

hate! It will be easy to camouflage the airships in arti-

ficial clouds (I can get you the formula). It will be all

the easier to preserve secrecy, for no one will suspect

what will be happening.

“On Sporto, the cities will be deserted and the recrea-

tion centers crowded. In the midst of their gay amuse-

ments your ships will descend and their crews can vent

the age-old hatred of our race upon the players. Thirty

small planes would be sufiScient to flood the unpro-

tected cities with poison gases. I could supply you

enough for this work, and the crews could be given the

necessary training during the next two months.

“But what if the meteors destroy our own air force?”

Sam Bell laughed. “It is not likely, for the recreation

centers have been carefully selected with such disasters in

mind. But if meteoric matter should fall there, what of

it? Your subjects number 200,000,000—can yon not af-

ford to risk a mere 200,000?” *

“And what reward do you demand?”

“I want to be chief of the engineers—ruler of all Eur-

ope under the great Emperor Mosilihortse.”

The Emperor forced himself to be calm, but his hands

shook and his eyes gleamed. The lust for power was a

living force in him. He suddenly rose to his feet Just

then the door swung open. Sulaika, one of his favorite

wives (African women had not been in the least desexedj,

entered, unaware of the secret conference. She was a

Berber—almost white in complexion—and Mosilihortse

saw that she was not arrayed for public view. Angrily,

he drew a knife' from his belt and leaped panther-like for-

ward to plunge it in the woman’s naked bosom. With a

scream she fell to the ground, but the Emperor stood, his

now crimson knife held up in the air, and glared about him

without ever a glanoe at his dying wife.

“Thus the whites shall die!”

* With another leap he seized Sam Bell by the shoulder.

“And so will you, unless you keep your agreement!”

But Sam bore his furious gaze without flinching.

“I shall keep it.”

“Then go with Ras Alfari and arrange for what you

need. My treasury is at your disposal.”

“My time is limited. I am supposed to be playing

tennis in North Italy—^but I do not play with people who

do not respect me; at least, I do not play idle games

with them!”

Two hours later, a small white cloud was crossing the

Mediterranean from Africa. It traveled fast, seemingly

against the wind, but no one noticed it. When it came

to the Apennine Mountains, it dissolved and Sam Bell

drove his rocket plane lower and landed on the shore

of the Po River.

A few Germans, who did not share the American pre-

judice against the blacks, hailed him. “You are late,

Sinjoro Bell.”

He smiled. “My steering mechanism was out of or-

der. I was almost wrecked in the mountains.

The next morning he was in Berlin as usual, the first

man back on the job. He made no effort to control his

thoughts, for he knew Sinjoro Nernst made it a point not

to listen in on his transmitter to catch employees’ thoughts

on Monday mornings.* Had it been necessary, Bell

could have guarded himself, for he had devised a clever

arrangement of rays which would shield his mentality

completely.
* • • •

In the offices of the White Herald—the leading news-

paper of Eiuope—sal the editor, busily thinking over the

day’s leading article. He was comfortably seated in a

chair-smoking a cigarette. Over his mind was a head-

phone, connected by a few strands of wire with a strange

apparatus in the next room. This apparatus translated

the thoughts and, by means of selenium cells, translated

them into words which were at once set by a linotype

machine. The finished slugs ran down a grooved chan-

nel into the form. Huge arms seized the finished forms

and placed them on the presses. The machinery was

operated by remote control. The machinist who did this

was the only man, except for the editor, in the entire

building.

The editor was finishing die last of the day’s news items:

LUNAR OBSERVATORIES PREDICT FOR
THE FIFTEENTH OF OCTOBER FALL
OF METEORS OF EXTRAORDIN-

ARY INTENSITY
The German president has invited people

from all over the world to observe the specta-

Such eavesdropping* was however, a common practice with
most heads of important government undertakings.
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cle in Berlin. If the barrier ray proves im-
pervious to the avalanche, the great plan of
Grando Blanco to protect the entire world in
the same way will be decided upon. In any
event, however, this work will not be commenc-
ed until after the completion of Blanco’s com-
munication tunnel.

Half an hour later the bundles of papers were in rocket

cars rushing out to the waiting stratosphere planes, which

would distribute them throughout the Blanco States.

CHAPTER III

A Robot World

"P*
IGHT days had elapsed since Bela Wilson had had her

conversation with her father. There was no family

life in the Villa Wilson. Since her mother was no longer

capable of fulfilling her duties as professional mother,

she had become Supervisor of the infant ward. Her father

led the life of a shallow idler.

Bela had been living in the department of the Mother

hood Institute devoted to girls of her age. When, as re-

quested, she entered her father’s presence once more she

was confronted with three strange men. One of them was

the oflBcial Supervisor of the Institute—an old man with

a cold face. Another was introduced to Bela as a doc-

tor, while the third was a comparatively young man in

flashy clothes. His face was unprepossessing and lust-

ful. He eyed the young girl greedily.

The Supervisor spoke: “Bela Wilson, you have reached

the age when you must decide how you wish to render

service to the state. You know that every girl, as well

as every man, who wishes to be supported by the state

must perform certain work in return. You have the choicq

of being a working girl—a Knabina—or taking up the

duties of a professional mother. What is your advice in

the matter. Doctor?”

The physician gave Bela an appraising glance.

“I caimot say definitely without a complete examination,

but I am under the impression she is more suited to moth-

erhood. She seems to lack sufficient athletic training for

the arduous labors of a Knabina.”

The younger man drew near.

“I could accommodate a few more young mothers in

my house.”

Bela crimsoned and her eyes grew wide with horror.

“1 do not understand all this . . . you mean I should . .

.

this man here . .
.”

The Supervisor ^ook his head. “Let’s be unsentimen

tal, Sinjora. In our state, motherhood is a job of work,

like any other labor. The things connected with it must

be regarded as biolc^ical necessities which cannot be

avoided.”
- “Never!”

“Do you mean to refuse the profession of mother-

hood?”

“If I understand your words right—yes!”

The official shrugged his shoulders. “In that case,

you have three weeks in which to choose your vocation.

You will, of course, have to submit to all the conditions

of an absolutely sexless life.”

The younger man stepped close to Bela and stroked her

cheek.

“Don’t you dare touch me!”

Without another glance toward any of them, she left

the room. The Supervisor turned to the physician.

“Just another example of the result of foolish books.

I shall petition that the art of reading be not only dis-

couraged, as at present, but absolutely prohibited as a

subject for teaching in young girls’ schools. I must be

going, gentlemen. Sinjoro Wilson, I must remind you

that your daughter will of her own free will—or, failing

that, by compulsion—make her choice of vocation three

weeks from today.”

On leaving the room, Bela had met an elderly gentleman

in the hall outside. His features greatly resembled those

of her father, but were cleaner cut and had little of her

father’s sensual expression.

“Hello, little Bela!”

“Uncle John—^thank God!”
“Why, what is worrying you?” In spite of his tech-

nical training, John Wilson was still very human. He
enjoyed playing the good uncle to his brother’s numerous

progeny.

“I must speak to you. Uncle!”

They went into one of the rooms.

“Well, what is it?” He looked at her with a jovial

smile.

She told him her troubles, her face alive with protest.

“But it sounds very sensible to me!” I cannot under-

stand how a girl could take up anything except technical

work. To work—^to know something! To triumph over

difficulties—^to help make man the lord of creation—^that

is the ideal of the age we live! I have read, of course,

beautiful things about life in ancient days but, you see,

that was all a mistake. One must not look back—but for-

ward. I will tell you something: I can nndersUmd that

a young girl like yourself might feel greatly perplexed

by it all. Today I am going back to the farm which 1

manage. I need young people there—a wonderful op-

portunity for you to get your training.”

Bela was almost in tears.

“I can’t imagine m3rself sitting in an office with these

man-like girls. I have no inclination fm: scientific re-

search. I know nothing at all about technical things.”

“Because you do not understand, you cannot know
what machines I have. In America and Europe, there are

none but technical machines. But I have complex ma-

chinery that labors with Nature herself—that creates, green

pastures and fertile fields—^that makes trees bud and come

to fruitation. I am like a god of the old myths when 1

direct the machines. Come with me. I will speak to the

Supervisor. When you see useless jungle transformed

into smiling pasture, you will change all your ideas. You
will have time to adjust yourself, at least, to the impos-

sibility of one individual running contrary to the customs

of a whole civilization. If you would like, you are wel-

come to come along.

To Bela, there was one tempting prospect in her Uncle’s

words—time to adjust herself. What was more. Uncle

John was sympathetic.

“I will,” she announced. “I will go with you. Uncle.”

“Then I shall speak to the Supervisor.”

Father and Mother Wilson, when asked for formal con-

sent, displayed very little interest. The Supervisor did

not object. “Why not, if you can make the young lady

act sensibly? For my own part, I think she would make

a better professional mother.”
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That evening Bela entered a space ship for the first time.

It was a huge structure with four decks. It was, like all

of the thousands of similar vessels which daily left New
York, fed with the inexhaustible radium of the lunar mines.

Bela could not help being amazed as she walked down the

long passage, on each side of which were located the great

lounge rooms and the staterooms. These latter had no

beds—for the journey was too short to require them—but

were attractively appointed. In each was a thought-re-

corder for the convenience of passengers wishing to meike

notes.

As the ship started, Bela seized a railing and fought a

sudden dizziness for a moment. In a few seconds. New
York had disappeared. It was of little use to look out the

windows, for the ship ascended with immense speed. At

times the ocean could be glimpsed through the clouds be-

low.

John Wilson stood beside her. “Isn’t it glorious to

think of the progress humanity has made! A few thou-

sand years ago, people crept slowly across the ocean in

wave-tossed steamboats. All that is changed. Neither

fogs nor hurricanes hinder our navigation. Our pilot

guides UB far above the clouds, which we see below us.

All this is man’s work. It is a small part of what we have

done, and a very small part of what is yet to be done. It

is humanity’s conquest of nature.”

T^OR two hours the voyage continued, when Bela again

felt dizzy.

“We are descending and shall be back on earth in a few

seconds.” The ship came to a rest, and a heavy cable was

fastened to a huge mooring mast.

“Let’s get out.”

The air was so hot and damp that Bela was hardly

able to breathe.

“We are in the tropics here,” said her uncle. “It is

100 degrees Fahrenheit.”

Exhausted by the sudden change in climate, Bela stood

on the solid ground and looked about her. Not even a

house was to be seen. Her uncle spoke to her.

“See that little car over there? Get in it. You will

see a number of labeled buttons on the operating dial.

Push the one marked ‘Central’ and the car will get you
there in half an hour.”

Bela looked at him, for she was a trifle afraid.

“And what about you?”
“I must go on to Buenos Aires in the space ship. I will

be back in two days. It might be a good thing for you
to get acquainted with our place by yourself. You will

be comfortable and well taken care of.”

“Are there any men on the farm?”
John Wilson smiled vaguely. “We have very reliable

servants. They never speak, but take excellent care of

things. You push a button and get whatever you want.

Get in the car. I have to run along. The ship has al-

ready given the starting signal.”

He leaped up the stairway and a moment later the ves-

sel was racing up into the skies where it disappeared from
view.

Bela gave a startled exclamation and was near to tears

for a moment. Then she inspected the car. It was rest-

ing on rails and was tastefully designed. Bela hesitated

—

should she really go off by herself? It was beginning to

get dark. Strange sounds which might have been screams

of jungle beasts came through the night. Not a living

thing was in sight, but from time to time a light showed

in the distance above the forest.

Bela felt very much forsaken and lonely. If she pushed

the button marked “Central,” she would be taken, she

thought, to companionship of some sort. She stepped into

the small dark vehicle, and immediately its interior was il-

luminated by electric light. She sat down and observed

the operating dial which was labeled: Waterwork—Con-

trol Room—Platform—Grain Elevator—Small Stock

—

Central.

All these names suggested a great agricultural estab-

lishment and were, as such, quite imfamiliar terms to Bela.

Suddenly she heard, quite near her in the dark, the long-

drawn howl of a wild beast. She flinched and hastened

to push the button marked “Central.”

“Away from here,” she said to herself. “Out of this

ghostly night to where people are!”

The car vibrated and started off into the darkness. Bela

had no idea where she was. The heat was intolerable,

even after the sun had set. At times, she thought she

could see buildings flashing past in the blackness. Pre-

cisely as her uncle had told her, the car came to a stop

after half an hour. The speedometer had indicated 125

miles an hour throughout the journey. Bela opened the

door and got out of the car.

She found herself in a large courtyard with a few mag-
nificent palm trees in its center. The court was enclosed

by low buildings. Roofed verandas, half hidden with

tropical greenery and brilliant flowers, fronted upon the

open space. But although the entire courtyard was bright-

ly illuminated from concealed lights, not a human being

was in sight.

Bela looked hesitantly about and saw the little car dis-

appearing again into the night. Her feeling of desertion

grew upon her. What if there were no one on this farm,

after all? Her uncle was not here. Perhaps she would
have to spend the night in this courtyard.

She walked up the steps to the veranda to knock at the

door, but the door opened by itself. At the same time,

lights flashed on inside the house. Bela entered, carrying

her little valise in her hand.

“Hello!”

No one answered. But the door closed behind her

and she noticed through the windows that the courtyard

was now dark. This was very mysterious. She was in

a hall and she walked over to a doorway, which opened

before she reached it. She entered a comfortably fur-

nished room and the door closed behind her, the lights

in the hall being extinguished at the same time. Per-

haps, she thought, these servants of whom her uncle had

spoken had orders to keep themselves invisible. She

had the feeling that her every step was watched by them.

The room was delightfully cool, in spite of the tropic

night outside. Two large fans provided ventilation. Bela

rested for a moment on the couch and found herself cry-

ing softly. “Oh!! To hear a friendly human voice!”

Then she stood up. John Wilson was her uncle and a

thoughtful man. He would not have brought her here

if any danger had threatened. Looking about her, she

noticed a keyboard set in the wall and illuminated from

behind. It was marked “REFRESHMENTS” and beside

various buttons were small labels. They read: Cold Cuts

—Hot Meat—Dessert—Fruit Juice—^Rhine Wine—Sweet
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Winp—Champagne—and a dozen more. A complete menu
could be selected.

For a young lady who had eaten very little all day,

it was a tempting prospect. Fiurthermore, she thought,

someone would have to bring the food and she would at

last have human company. With some hesitation, she

ordered cold cuts and fruit juice. For a while nothing

happened, except for a whirring noise which soon changed

into a rattle. The door of the room swung open and in

came a small boy carrying a tray in his hand. But with

disappointment, she saw that it was not really a boy, but

a mere automaton, mechanical and metallic. The tray

contained slices of white bread, open cans of sardines,

caviar, cold beef, plates and silver and a pitcher of ice

water and a bottle full of fruit juice. The neck of this

bottle had been neatly broken off.

The mechanical servant moved on small rails in the

floor up to the table in the center of the room. His metal-

lic lips opened and a mechanical voice said “Please.”

There was a slight click and the voice ceased.

The whole thing appealed to Bela’s sense of humor.

The food appealed also to her appetite. She began to

understand her uncle’s meaning. He evidently had or-

dered that the servants remain invisible. She placed the

food on the table.

“Thanks.” The robot made a polite bow and rolled

out of the room—^the door opening and closing behind

him automatically.

The sight of the good food quieted Bela’s nerves. Many
of the delicacies had not been permitted at the Mother-

hood Institute. When she had eaten she felt much better,

but very tired. She rose and saw that another door had

opened itself. She went through it and found herself in

a dainty bedroom and right behind this a beautifully

equipped bathroom. The doors seemed to have no fast-

ening device. But after all, she thought, what difference

did it make? If anyone entered her bedroom, it could

only be a member of the unsexed working class. She

was so fatigued and sleepy after her bath she could

scarcely reach the bed. She did not know the fruit

juice had contained a sleeping potion. She fell asleep

immediately.

TT was bright day when she awoke. Her watch showed

-*-one minute to six. At six promptly, a whistle blew.

Instantly the world about her was filled with noise and

commotion, indicating that the machines had taken up

their work for the day. There must be people after all!

She saw another keyboard set in the wall in front of her.

It was labeled “BREAKFAST.” How convenient this

was! She pushed the single button and shortly after

that the door opened and the robot boy rolled into the

room. This time his tray contained a pot of steaming

chocolate, cups, plates, sliced white bread, cold meat and

marmalade. Very muph delighted, Bela removed the

things from the tray, whereupon the mechanical servant

left the room.

After finishing breakfast, she dressed. She had en-

tirely lost her feeling of loneliness and desertion, and

determined to inspect her surroundings thoroughly. Even

if the servants were forbidden to enter the living quar-

ters, yet there must be people in the kitchen and she

could find them there. She set out. Every time she

approached a door it opened in front of her. She found

the kitchen empty of human occupants. She noticed a

window opened and a long iron arm swung into the

kitchen carrying a small kettle.

Bela looked in startled wonder. From the stove a sec-

ond arm swung, carrying a pot and holding it beneath

the kettle. The kettle was then tilted and water poured

from it into the pot below. This was now carried back

and placed on the stove. The iron arm bearing the kettle

swung out of the window without visible human control.

Where on earth were the cooks in this kitchen? She
noticed a dial on the wall marked ‘COCOA.” Although
she had already breakfasted, she pushed the button. She
wanted to see whether someone would not now appear.

A rattling noise commenced. A small pot moved under

a water faucet and was filled. It went back to the electric

stove which soon set it boiling. In the meantime, a

bowl was placed under a metal bin from which pow-

dered cocoa poured for a second. Then the bowl moved
farther on and powdered sugar flowed in.

Still farther on, an electric beater mixed the two and

the bowl was carried to the stove and emptied into the

boiling water. The metallic robot rolled up to the stove

carrying a pot on its tray and an arm lifted the boiling

drink and poured it into the container. The mechanical

servant left the room—evidently headed toward the liv-

ing quarters—and the soiled dishes were placed in an

automatic dishwasher which revolved a few minutes, where-

upon they were returned to their proper places.

On shelves along the walls were great numbers of metal

containers, filled with many varieties of food. Each dif-

ferent kind was in a vertical pile, so that the lowest of

each different sort was within reach of a steel arm.

There had not been any human being in the kitchen.

The system of automatic controls had not only prepared

her cocoa, but sliced the bread as well and selected the

proper kinds of cans and bottles from the shelves. Bela

could not help feeling a little bit uncomfortable at the un-

canny intelligence of this machinery.

“Please!”

In a loud voice the metal servant was calling from the

bedroom. Bela hurried there. She almost believed the

robot wore a reproachful expression on his face! Sie

drank the cocoa. Thinking it over she decided that Uncle

John must be a sort of hermit. Did he so dislike having

human beings near him that he had gone to the trouble of

designing all this machinery? But he could not manage

everything by machinery. There must be men -somewhere

about. She decided to go out and take a look around the

farm. She went into the courtyard, through the obligingly

opened door. It was unbearably hot out-of-doors, but the

s.cene was like Paradise. Parrots sat chattering on the

branches. They were, she noticed, chained to their perch-

es—as were the little monkeys in the trees. Now, she

thought, someone must feed them! She walked up to the

nearest tree and stroked one of the pets hesitantly. She

almost feared that even these parrots were mechanical.

They were, however, living creatures. But why were they

chained?

At that moment, she heard something approaching. A
delicate machine made of thin iron bars came gliding on

rails across the yard. The animals did not seem to be

startled, but rather interested. The machine came up to

one of the perches and stopped. Two arms shot out bear-

ing food and water in metal containers. These were de-

posited in precise amounts in the small food-receptacles
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fastened to the perch. Then the machine moved on to the

next perch, and continued until all the parrots were fed.

Bela could hardly believe her eyes. Were these ordin-

ary machines—could they see and think? She walked

out of the courtyard. In all directions from where she

stood, there radiated roadways into the surrounding coun-

try. The landscape was flat, mostly composed of fields

of grain. The sun shone with such overpowering warmth

she could not walk far along the roads. But a small path

led through the shade of some trees into a patch of lively

green jungle. She took this patch and walked for some
time beneath the impenetrable leaves. Great trees shot

up their trunks to the green roof, matted and tangled

above her. Enormous Lianas hung cable-like from the

forest top down to the ground, where they were rooted.

Countless birds and insects of many hues were to be seen

and the sight and smell of flowers in every conceivable

color startled her senses.

Now and then, a lizard would run out of the shadows

and sit still to look at the girl with astonished eyes. The
jungle began to have a depressing effect upon her and

she rejoiced when the noise of a machine at work became

audible. It seemed to be approaching. The path she was

following went up a slight incline; the forest thinned out

and Bela found herself on the top of a low hill. There

was a wooden pavilion nearby, but still no human was to

be seen. She saw the approaching machine that was

making so much noise. It resembled a prehistoric mon-

ster. From a distance, it might have been a huge drag-

on, moving its colossal wings and roaring.

Bela turned to seek refuge in the jungle. Then she

forced herself to look more closely. It was only a ma-

chine. It moved slowly along on rails. Great metal arms

somewhat like windmills carried sharp knives. Behind

the structure was a vast spread of plowshares and the

tail was formed by a huge rake. The knives cut a swath

through the jungle gras and bushes. The arms threw the

debris behind it. The plows broke the ground into long

smooth ridges and the tail broke up the lumps of earth

and flattened the surface.

The great cultivating machine passed slowly by the foot

of the hill and Bela observed the spectacle with amaze-

ment. For once more, she saw no human being directing

the operations.

She remained there some time gazing at the landscape.

The cultivating machine had passed out of hearing when
once more she heard an approaching sound. The entire

length of track below her moved a few yards nearer

—

closer into the jungle. In a few minutes, the great ma-

chine returned, taking a second giant bite out of the

natural growth and leaving a plowed field behind it.

The girl hurried back through the jungle. The heat

had been slightly relieved by an approaching thunder-

storm, indicated by massed clouds on the near horizon.

The house was some distance away and she looked about

for possible shelter. But she found she was not on the

same path she had come on. Presently, she came out on

a wide road and close at hand was a rocky hill. Steps

led up the rock into a natural grotto. Up the steps and

into the small cave she hurried and just in time, for the

storm burst as she reached her shelter. As she entered,

the interior was suddenly lighted by electric bulbs. It was
filled with machinery. In the rear, a small cataract

poured down. The water was received by penstocks and
led to turbines. Bela realized that she had found the

power plant for the farm.

A strange pool of water in the center of the cave at-

tracted her attention. A drain led into it from the roof

of the grotto. The basin was evidently part of the ma-

chinery. It was slanted and divided into two parts. The
lower part was filled with water and the upper portion

empty. The drain carried the rain water from above the

empty compartment. Gradually the basin acquired a

slow rocking motion. As it rocked, a metal plate came in

contact with the upper edge and a shrill whistle made
Bela wince. The noise was presently answered by other

whistles from all directions, both near and far, over the

farm.

At the same moment, the machine stopped working. The
turbines ceased their droning activity. The working day

had ceased and sudden silence came upon the entire farm.

The storm no longer held sway and the sky was clear in

the short tropic twilight. Bela stepped outside rather

frightened at so many things which ^e could not under-

stand. She was happy to see beneath her and not far away
the farm buildings she had left earlier in the day. She

hurried down the steps and made her way back along the

road. There were tracks set in the surface, but she paid

them no attention. It was getting quite dark as she hur-

ried along.

She was suddenly touched gently on the shoulder and
a warning whistle sounded in her ear. Bela leaped to one

side. An enormous machine was gliding down the^oad.

She wondered who or what had warned her until she saw
two long thin arms which stuck out in front of the machine
like the feelers of a moth. They were still vibrating. She

put out her hand and touched one of them and once more
the whistle sounded. The machine itself had given her

warning of its approach.

Her head whirled dizzily. Never human beings!

Nothing but machines! Machines with brains! Al-

though she was a daughter of the machine age herself,

Bela rebelled against this state of affaris. It was night

once more and she had found not one soul to keep her

company. She must again push buttons and be served by
the metallic robot with food which machines had pre-

pared and chosen for her. Her nerves were jumpy. She
could scarcely walk to the entrance of the courtyard. But

when she came in sight of the windows, her heart began
to beat more rapidly. There was a light inside the

house!

She hurried forward, wondering who had arrived. As
she came to the veranda steps she hesitated. Who could

be inside? But just then the door opened and John Wil-

son’s stocky figure showed in the opening. His kind face

was smiling at her. She hurried up to him with a glad

cry. The dark load of loneliness was lifted at last from
her heart.

CHAPTER IV

Bela Decides

J
OHN WILSON could not understand Bela’s emotion.

Either he did not notice it, or he ignored it purposely.

He was in fine humor. “Well,” he said, “how does the

young lady like Santa Machina Farm?”
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Bela looked at him in astonishment for a moment. She

was a little ashamed of her recent emotion. “What did

you say the name of the farm was?”

*‘Santa Machina. What else could you call it? It is

the great god. Machinery, that rules the world nowadays.

Have my mechanical servants given satisfactory service?”

“How could you have sent me here without telling the

kind of place it was. Uncle! 1 was all alone. There is

not a soul on the farm—at least I have been able to find

none.”

“That’s just it! Supposing I had had the most care-

fully selected people here; how would I know what they

might do while I was away? Can I be sure that my
best friends do not conspire with my enemies when my
back is turned? Suppose I had left a supervisor in charge.

He might have gone off on a spree and taken no care of

you when you arrived. Or if I order a good meal to be

served, how can I tell but that the servants might steal the

choicest portions for themselves?

“But my mechanical servants! Have they failed in any

particular? You see how simple everything is. I de-

cide what I wish to eat when I come home at night. You

have seen how the provisions are kept on the shelves

—

that of course must be done by a man—and all that is

required day by day is a simple mechanism to convey

my chosen foods from the automatic kitchen. There is

unlimited choice at my command. I can dial a code ‘A

under the button ‘Cold Meat’ and the lowest can of caviar

and of cold beef will be taken out and opened. A cer-

tain bottle of fruit juice also goes with this code. All

will be placed on the tray. Now a man might forget or

be inefficient—he might go on strike. These things, a

machine will not do. The order will be executed exactly

as it is given.”

“But what if it fails?”

“Then it is the fault of the mechanic. My machines

operate over the entire farm without trouble. Everything

has been thought of. Nature provides in this climate a

rainfall at the same hour every day. You must have

noticed it last evening.

“The rain must fill the basin in the power grotto at the

correct hour. The basin must tip when it has been filled

and give the signal to cease work for the day. At night,

the water is sucked out of the pool and the basin tilts up

again, starting the machines to work at exactly the right

hour every morning. During the night the machines

must be lubricated. Oil wells on the farm provide the

necessary liquid automatically. For these metal servants

must have food, of a sort, just as men do.

“But everything is timed accurately. Just as the water-

carrying arm must fill the kettle at ten o’clock every morn-

ing, so must the bird-feeding machine arrive at a precise

hour to provide food for my pets. ’ Any unpunctuality is

impossible. But with human workers, this could never

be avoided. Moreover, it is hot he?e—^too hot for human

labor. Yet this very heat makes this great farm so fer-

tile that it can, in one year, produce as much as the whole

of Northern Europe.

“Tomorrow, you will go with me on a tour of the entire

establishment and see how all my machines work. Only

when one of them develops mechanical trouble is human
intervention necessary.”

“Those machines frighten me. They almost seem to

think.”

Her imcle laughed. “Frozen thoughts! You see, that’s

the difference. Every one of these machines is one cer-

tain thought, so to speak—an embodiment of one task.

This one task it executes. But a man with a thousand dif-

ferent thoughts in his head cannot always think clearly

on the task at hand. Well, so much for that? I can see

that a certain young lady is hungry. Why not push the

‘Hot Meat’ button and await the delicious broiled beef pre-

pared by our thoughtful servants?”

Bela looked at him half awed and half amused.

“I suppose one of your machines will go out and
slaughter an ox! You don’t pretend to say that fresh meat
will keep for months on your shelves?”

“Certainly not for months—^for days, yes. Our re-

frigerators are efficient. But then we live in the year

8000. Wait another short 10,000 years and machines

will go out and hunt game for our table.”

He pushed several buttons and before long an excellent

supper arrived accompanied by ice-cooled champagne.

After they had finished eating, John Wilson rose to his

feet. “Now for bed,” he announced. “Tomorrow I will

show you the farm.”

“I will sleep more soundly tonight with you in the

house.”

“Very foolish of you. I am a man. It so happens

that you have confidence in me, but who can fathom the

thoughts of a human being, without constantly using a

thought receiver? You trust me because you think you

know me. In my case, you are right. But with another

human, you might be wrong. Now my machines—do

you think any one of them capable of harming you? Do
you even think any harm could come to you in this house

after my machines have closed the doors and connected

the high voltage wires? Good night. Sleep well, even

if there has been no sleeping draught in your food to-

night. There was last night, as you may have suspected,

for I had some consideration for a young lady’s nerves.

Don’t forget to apologize to our good machines for your

unkind thoughts before you go to bed!”

Bela was wakeful for some time that night, but she fell

asleep at last. When she awoke in the morning, she

pushed the button and greeted the little robot with a

friendly smile.

“My goodness!” she said to herself, “That thing is

grinning back at me!” She had forgotten that the auto-

maton had smiled at her the day before. He did so in-

variably when his voice record pronounced its mechan-

ical “please.”

John Wilson was all ready to go out when Bela came
down, rested and refreshed by her bath.

“Let’s go along.”

The little car was ready in the courtyard. Its interior

was kept cool by a refrigerating system, so that the tropi-

cal heat had not to be borne by its occupants.

“Uncle, what is all the whistling for? Your ma-

chines do not need to be awakened, do they?”

“No, but I do when I lie in bed. In indicates, more-

over, that everything is in order. There are no super-

visors to report a machine late on the job.”

During this conversation they had traveled rapidly

through endless fields. Now they stopped before a small
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control-station with glass windows. Inside this room, the

air was also artificially cooled. In its center was a large

table covered with a sheet of glass, over which a cloth

had been thrown.

“Now look around you, Bela. Here we are exactly

in the center of the farm. Look through these binocu-

lars. There, rest your hand on the rail.”

T> ELA did as she was told. A vast plain stretched away

on all sides. Here grew cotton, coffee, cacao and

grain. Machines of impressive size were everywhere to

be seen, moving about from plant to plant; some search-

ing with metal feelers picking fruits and berries and

throwing them into containers. Close beneath the sta-

tion was a great threshing-floor. On this were thrown

bundles of grain brought in from the fields by mowing

machines. Here, automatic flails threshed out the grain.

Tbe kernels were sucked up into elevators and the straw

(already dried under the fierce sun) was thrown aside in

great heaps, to be burned.

“There must be someone to set the straw alight.”

One of the piles had burst into flame.

“Not at all. A magnifying glass has ignited the straw

the moment it was moved within reach of its rays. We
have no use at all here for the straw.”

A machine of one kind or another glided past every

few minutes, carrying water to irrigate the fields, or bent

upon some other helpful errand.

“We are independent of climatic conditions. Since we

have rain only late in the afternoon, we irrigate in the

morning. At night, when the sun sets, our great radium

lamps send out their life-giving energy, thus making pos-

sible four crops a year. This is another reason for hav-

ing no humans about—^no worker could stand exposure

to radium!”

“But these machines here must be thinking! See!”

Bela was staring at an enormous plowing machine which

came down the track. Apparently it struck some ob-

stacle and was forced to stop. Another machine got in

in its way and had to stop as well. It waved its arms

wildly, seeming to make an attempt to start the first ma-

chine again on its course. Then it tipped slightly and

shook, as if it had bowed and shaken its head regretfully.

Then it lunged forward and pushed the first machine out

of its way. The fallen machine fell off the track and

down a slight slope with a loud crash.

“The machine thought. It wanted to help its comrade

in need.”

“No sentiment, my child! One of the machines went

out of order. Now I must come to its assistance. Tbe

other machine came in the opposite direction. Their feel-

ers became entangled. As luck would have it, the result-

ing conflict of forces did not upset both machines, but the

second one was able to continue on its course.”

Bela passed her hand across her forehead. The con-

trol station was slowly turning around, making it possible

to view the entire landscape without moving her head.

“Then this is the whole farm.”

“Come here a moment.”

John Wilson had removed the cloth from the glass-

" topped table.

“What kind of toy is this.”

“Yes, it looks like a toy. But it is something very ser-

ious. Here you see in miniature the entire farm, of which

only a small part is observable from this station. There

is a replica of every field, every road and even every ma-

chine, which look like toys. You can see that everything

is moving. Each movement is electrically translated to

these models. You see the small red light there? It has

just gone on. It marks the spot where the collision of

the two plowing-machines has just taken place.

“And now about your work. To supervise this entire

farms takes no more than one girl, and she need have

little technical training. You have but to sit here and do

nothing else but watch the operation of these machines

as you are doing now. If an3rwhere a red alarm light

flashes, then you will report it by this transmitter on the

wall to the technical station. This is located in a valley

near the coast because these technicians could not be ac-

commodated in this particular zone. If 1 radio the signal

now, the men will be here in rocket planes in less than

half an hour.

“At first we kept a detachment of mechanics on each

farm, but that did not work out very well. First of all, we
could not keep them busy all the time and, furthermore, a

gathering of humans in the tropics results too easily in an

outbreak of fever. Now, one efficient headquarters takes

care of a great number of farms. Since the population

of the earth is not any longer excessive—and this will not

improve if all young girls think as you do—^we have to

be economical with human labor. We build our machines

to do the jobs by themselves, as much as possible.”

Bela’s mind was in some confusion when she returned

to the central buildings with her uncle. She was left alone

here for some hours and in the late afternoon John Wilson

called her to his office.

“Well, have you decided to take charge of the control

station, or do you want to go back with the next space

ship? If you go back, of course, you must choose between

professional motherhood and sexless training as a Kna-

bina.”

“Where do you do your work. Uncle John?”
“Usually here in the Central, where I can supervise the

entire farm.”

“I think I would like to try it.” She had decided very

quickly, for she did not ever want to go back to be sub-

jected to more questioning and examinations in her father’s

house.

“All right then. A probation term of one month is

customary. You will have to stay that long whether you

like it or not. If you definitely agree, I will notify the

supervisor in New York by transmitter.”
* * « «

The next morning Bela sat alone in the glass-enclosed

control station. John Wilson had been right. The ap-

pearance of the flowing fields, of the blooming shrubs

and verdant trees was glorious. The distant horizon was

rimmed with snow-capped mountains. At the foot of the

mountains extended vast stretches of jungle, not yet

brought under the hand of man. Brilliantly colored and

exotic birds were to be seen in all directions, and Bela

admired the great beak of the toucan and the sheen of the

Parrakect’s feathers.

Tapirs were to be seen at a distance, drinking from tbe

creeks still full from the thunderstorm of the previous

evening. Over the whole landscape lay a warm earthly
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odor of fertility. There were hours when she would en-

tirely forget her machines, but would sit staring at the

new wonders to be seen on every hand. It was more
than ordinarily fascinating to a girl who had spent all

her life in a subterranean city—^used to having even the

sunlight artificially provided. After the daily cloud-burst

had ceased and all work with it, Bela would not always

immediately return to the Central buildings. She would

walk through the still-dripping jungle paths, or watch the

gentle animals so often to be seen for they had no fear of

man. At times, she would find herself in tears, without

being able to find any reason.

At first, John Wilson found occasion to criticize her

lapses from duty. But she soon became accustomed to the

work and tended it almost subconsciously. Why, she

would ask herself, must she always keep thinking of Gran-

do Blanco?

One evening her uncle said “Grando Blanco’s great

plan has been approved. He has. himself, taken charge

of the work which is already begun.”

“Isn’t he in great danger, then?”

John Wilson shrugged his shoulders.

“It’s too bad that he is a human being. A machine

could be repaired if it were injured. But if anything

happens to Blanco, that would be the end of him. But

then, what real difference does it make? Someone else

will be found to take his place.”

He could not understand why, after this remark of his,

Bela had jtunped up and hurried into her room. He
would have been even more puzzled if he had known that

she cried herself to sleep. John Wilson would not even

have understood such a foolish sentiment as mourning

for a dead friend. He would have regretted the loss of

an efBcient worker, that is all.

• • • •

T> ELA was alarmed on her return to the Central build-

ings one evening. Instead of her uncle’s voice, she

was being addressed by a talking-machine record:

“I have had to go away for a week. Everything is pre-

pared in the house during my absence. Watch the ma-

chines carefully.”

Bela again experienced the sensation of loneliness. Since

she had been at Santa Machina, she had seen no human
being except her uncle—and now he was gone again. There

had been workers somewhere on the farm during her stay,

fixing broken machinery from time to time, but their work

had not brought them near her. Why, she thought, should

she miss her uncle—^who seldom spoke and, when he did,

only voiced sentiments entirely out of sympathy with her

own?
She slept soundly that night, however. The next morn-

ing, when she realized this, she was angry for she knew

John Wilson must have again mixed a sleeping potion in

her meal. She rode out to the control station as usual,

feeling restless and a little irritable. In the evening, she

watched the machines returning to the shops for the night.

It had been that way every day. She could not help feel-

ing that John Wilson was still directing them. But he

was gone, without question, and to her mind the machines

had become thinking beings once more. Not only that,

but their swinging arms and rolling wheels gave her an

uncomfortable feeling.

(To be

Two days before the end of this terrible week, the daily

storm had caused a drop in temperature greater than usual.

Bela had long puzzled how the machines could go home
by themselves after the power had been shut off for the

night. Choking back her distrust of them, she determined

to solve the problem. All the roads, she found, were

slightly inclined toward the Central buildings which were

build on a hill and surroxmded by a long wall. The ma-

chines rolled down as far as this wall and were stopped

by heavy buffers. Here at the foot of the hill was their

nightly parking place.

As an iron giant came down, its feelers either touched

the buffer or the machine in front of it on the track, as the

case might be. Instantly the oil would begin to flow and

automatic brushes set to work cleaning the working parts.

Then the last of the huge monsters approached—^the same

one that had frightened her on the very first day. Two
dark-red lamps were glowing on its forehead. A huge

prow projected from its fore end to clear the track of ob-

structions. It resembled in its shape the horn of a steer

—

but on an enormous scale. John Wilson had, in fact,

once jokingly referred to this particular machine as “the

bull.”

But to Bela’s horror, “the bull” suddenly uttered a metal-

lic shriek and turned about to come straight toward her!

It came with ever-increasing speed. Bela turned and ran.

It was impossible to dodge, for the narrow row had been

cut deep through the rocL As she ran, she heard the rat-

tle and crash of the monster getting closer and closer be-

hind her. She ran as fast as her feet could carry her, but

the colossus was faster.

Night was just falling. Glancing desperately over her

shoulder, she saw its gleaming lights and could almost

feel the touch of its mighty horn. Was the thing alive?

Did it know that she feared it? Was it really pursuing

her, as it seemed, in actual hatred? The last part of the

road inclined up to the Central buildings. Bela was pant-

ing with exertion when she arrived in the courtyard and
stood breathless on the veranda, staring with terrified eyes.

A tremendous crash was heard. The wall began to

sway where the monster had struck it. Stones and mor-

tar fell and the iron prow forced its way through struc-

ture and reached far into the courtyard. Then the ma-

chine came to a stop, though the wheels were still churn-

ing around madly. At last this ceased, and the iron mon-

ster withdrew its prow and began to roll back. The

breach in the wall permitted Bela to observe it as it

reached the foot of the slope, swaying wildly and finally

tumbling over with a resounding crash. It lay there, its

arms extending up as though appealing for assistance.

Something quite natural had happened. A defect in

the switch at the shops had caused the machine to slide

rapidly down the incline and up the next slope that led

to the Central buildings. The enormous momentum thus

acquired had carried it up the slight hill and provided

enough additional energy to almost break through the

wall. After being bi ought to a halt, it had of course

rolled back and, traveling at a much greater speed than

the rails had been planned for, it had finally upset.

Bela’s inflamed imagination had provided all the mys-

tery. She had felt that the monster had run against the

wall in blind rage and thus injured itself fatally.
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Looming larger and more menacing than ever, tfie vast boulder swirled, filling a great
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ILL, another day or less of spiralling around

this damned rock, Kraft, and I guess we’ll

finally land,” exclaimed the captain, turning

around from the tig port glass to look at a bulky, mus-

cular man sitting across the room at a built-in metal ta-

ble. “We’ve drifted just close enough for her to trap us.

Well, guess if it wasn’t this one it would be another.”

“Which one of ’em do you s’pose it is, sir, Juno or

Pallas?” the second man asked anxiously. His hair was

badly singed, and a coarse stubble of

beard covered his face.

“I don’t know,” the captain admitted,

“it’s fully 500 kilo’s in diameter, and

pretty rough looking to me. Doesn’t

make much difference, though, I guess,

none of these asteroids have any atmos-

phere.”

“Thank God, the explosion didn’t

wreck this oxygen room,” the other re-

turned, “we’ve got at least enough air

tanks in here to live for a week yet.”

“And after that?”

Kraft stared back into the blue eyes

of the calm man, at a loss to answer.

A silence fell between them, a silence

that was as profound as it was appal-

ling. There had been many of them
since the after bank of rocket tubes had
blown several days before, shattering

the tail of the freighter

Mercedes in a frightful

series of blinding explo-

sions, and opening the hull

seams to let the precious

atmosphere escape. Cap-

tain Rogers had risked his

life to save what he could

of his crew in the holo-

caust. Kraft and he were

the lone survivors of the

catastrophe. But fate seem-

ed to have saved them for

a more horrible end than

the merciful instantaneous

death of the others. They
were helpless in the dere-

lict, for even the radio in-

struments had been de-

stroyed.

Rogers went back to the port, and continued to stare

out upon the rugged surface of the nameless, dead world,

one of hundreds that slowly crawl about the sun between

Mars and Jupiter at a high angle to the ecliptic. The
tragedy of space had left its mark on Captain Rogers’

adventurous, young face. The sight of maimed and dy-

ing men in that terrifying hell of exploding rocket cham-

bers had changed the expression in his deep blue eyes

from bright, youthful expectancy to one of sombre re-

flection and sadness. A several day’s growth of sandy

beard sprouted on his dirty, smudged face, and his straight
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blonde hair hung carelessly over a slightly receding fore-

head.

Slowly but inevitably the Mercedes was obeying an im-

mutable law of celestial mechanics to circle the planetoid

in a contracting spiral that drew her closer and closer to

its airless surface. Sometimes it swung out of sight witli

the slow revolution of the derelict about a rather dubious

vertical axis. Sometimes small fragments of meteors rat-

tled with a dismal, hollow echo off her hulL

A drear, sombre and colorless world

spread out below them to receive the

debris from space. Rogers watched the

stark, black landscape of jagged, saw-

tooth crags slip by beneath them with

an awakening interest in life that had
previously burned at a low level. Those
pinnacles! Just like a sea of knives

waiting—waiting to impale the Mer-
cedes, to rip and slash her hull like a

mere shell of paper.

An involuntary shudder passed
through him at his mental picture. He
suddenly wanted very much to live, to

see again with his own eyes the glorious

green vegetation of Earth, to smell the

fresh winds from country meadows, to

battle for his life in man’s natural ele-

ment. And to do that he must outwit

that devilish fate that forever lies in wait

to seize the unwary space

adventurer from Earth.

That was it! Outwit space!

“Yah, damn you! I’ll

outwit you—I’ll beat you
at your own game yet!

Ha, ha, ha!”

Rogers stood at the port

shaking a fist savagely at

the brilliant diamond-stud-

ded heavens, laughing mad-
ly. And when he swung
around, a chill of dread

ran up Kraft’s spine at the

glassy gleam in his eyes.

Immediately, the big space-

man got up from his chair,

and floated more than

walked across the deck to

the captain.

“Come, sir, a stiff drink of brandy will fix you up!”
he suggested, taking the other’s arm gently, and leading

him away from the port. But the captain continued to

rave and mumble in hysteria untiT Kraft forced a glass

of strong liquor on him. The big man, a machinist’s as-

sistant, watched his superior anxiously, as he downed
the glass. His large face looked strangely pale, as if he

were terribly frightened. Kraft was recalling all the

ghastly, weird tales he had heard of men tJHfting help-

lessly in space. The first sign of their inevitable end had
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appeared. They would both eventually go stark, raving

mad!
It was twenty hours later that Kraft suddenly turned

from his vigil at the port where he had been watching

the passing needle-like tusks of rock. Excitedly he ran to

the sleeping captain.

“Rings o‘ Saturn! There’s a living man down there,

captain!” he shouted almost hysterically, shaking Rogers
roughly. “Wake up, man!”
The captain awakened with a startled jerk. For a mo-

ment he stared uncomprehendingly at the man until he
repeated his outburst. Immediately he was on his feet

and striding lightly for the port.

Some thirty feet below on the ground stood a man in

space suit, staring stolidly up at the derelict floating lower

and lower on a long slant for the surface. He cast a
sharp shadow on the uneven surface,

“Doesn’t seem to be alive,” observed the captain, wav-
ing his arms to attract his attention.

Suddenly the man seemed to snap into life. Crouch-
ing low, he launched himself into space with the swift-

ness of a catapulted stone. Kraft and Rogers stared in

open mouth surprise, as he grew in size below them and
appeared to float lazily up to the ship, nearing the peak
of his jump. He grasped the protruding sill of the air

lock near the port. In the dark uncertainty of the man’s

helmet Rogers caught a glimpse of a wide grin, and he

waved back a hearty greeting.

“/^PEN the lock and let him in!” ordered the Captain,

and in the next breath he gasped in alarm as he
turned back to the port.

The man had a thick, massive mallet in one hand, and
even then was in the act of swinging it back for a tre-

mendous blow on the granite-glass port. In that instant

Rogers caught a full face view of the stranger. What he

had thought was a happy grin was the horrible grimace

of a mad-man. The eyes, large and cavernous, burned

with a wild gleam in a gaunt emaciated skull-like face.

“He’s crazy!” yelled Kraft, backing away instinctively.

The mallet smashed against the strong glass with a

sharp report that hurt the ears. A small crack appeared

on the outside of the thick partition.

“Get into your space suit!” shrilled the captain, leap-

ing for the opposite side of the chamber.

Frantically, the two men broke out space apparel from
air-tight lockers. Another heavy blow, and the port glass

cracked in a radiant where the mallet struck. Quickly,

both men slipped into the bodies of their suits, screwing

up the plate sections with frantic fingers. Death was

banging madly at the port glass, a terrible death that

would rush in and suck their lives out very soon if they

failed to make their helmets fast in time. Fortunately,

they were just clamping them down on the big gaskets

when the port collapsed with a loud report. The atmos-

phere of the cabin swept out the jagged orifice like an

irresistable tide through a valve box. Rogers felt the

pressure drop. His own air supply was just beginning

to sizzle into his suit and inflate it.

“Come on, Kraft, grab a rod!” he commanded quickly

into the small radiophone each suit carried for short dis-

tance communication. He himself took down a stout

pike.
^

In a trice the two were hurtling across the airless cham-

ber, breaking their flight against the wall with their hand

weapons. Like one frustrated, the captain gazed out the

porthole. Too late. The madman was dropping to the

ground even now. And none too soon, for the Mercedes
weary of her drifting in space was seeking a final resting

place for her torn carcass. With a dull shudder that

traveled through her hull, she grounded hord against the

peak of a sharp crag that fended her impact solidly, forc-

ing her nose aside and upward inexorably, while she

climbed higher and higher on her keel, only to slip back-

ward and downward again into a little valley some twenty

meters deep.

Down the iron-sheathed side of the “mountain” she

bumped, sending unpleasant high-pitched vibrations

through the two men, as her keel scraped over thick ser-

rated dikes, at times threatening to tear her under-plates

ofif. At last the derelict reached the bottom of the cor-

rugated incline, and brought up with a solid impact against

a jutting ledge. The Mercedes had found her eternal rest-

ing place.

The two men gazed out upon the fantastic scene in

awe. They lay in the bottom of a little “valley” formed

by the rugged backbones of two ridges that wrinkled

the surface of the asteroid world. The grotesque, jagged

landscape might have been created by a gigantic axe that

had hacked indiscriminately at the whole scene to create

a monstrosity of the imagination. The sun, over six hun-

dred million kilometers away, cast a weak radiance upon

the angular facets of projecting mica schists, giving a

startling contrast of solar reflection against a deep black

background of the heavens. Over the top of the sur-

rounding melancholy peaks swooped a big lump of angu-

lar debris from out of space. It smashed headlong against

the opposite side, splintering into a million pieces, and

cutting a deep groove in the face of the rock it struck.

Thus had the scarred face of this nameless, dead world

been made by the innumerable visitors from outside. The
vault-like silence that permeated all things about them be-

gan to weigh upon the two men. There was a quality

to that silence—^the silence that had already swallowed

up their mad attacker.

“Wonder where that demon went?” ventured Kraft.

“He seems to have disappeared up this valley some-

where,” returned Rogers, glad to break the frightful quiet.

For a moment he was silent. Then—“Say, there must be a

ship close around here somewhere if that devil has air to

live on!”

“Maybe we can escape from this hell after all!” boom-

ed Kraft, his voice rising in sudden hope. He sprang for

the airlock controls, opening the inner door and cutting

out the automatic hull door lock. No need to keep it

closed now; there was no air to save.

“Take your steel club, Kraft, we may have use for

these primitive weapons,” Captain Roger adminished the

crew man. “Too bad we weren’t able to save a couple of

rocket guns.”

Outside, they contacted their first solid ground in weeks.

There was a satisfying sensation to it, even though it was

the sharp surface of a weird, deformed world. Rogers

took several steps, as if testing his own weight.

“It’s a strange thing, Kraft,” he began in a puzzled

tone, “but I have a feeling I should be lighter on a body

of this apparent mass. Perhaps the density is greater

than I expect”

With a little effort the bulky Kraft leapt into space

some six meters, turning in his flight so that he came down
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on his back in spite of his frantic efforts to hitch himself

erect.

“That is a good object lesson,” observed Rogers, regard-

ing the chagrined spaceman seriously through his helmet

port.

“Why?”
“Don’t try to leap too far on this asteroid. You might

come down and crack your helmet port. Take it grad-

ually until you become used to it.”

T TE turned around to face the sun in the black vaulted

heavens. Slowly the shadows from the projecting

rocks of the ridge were beginning to lengthen. The plane-

toid was revolving.

“Come on, Kraft,” he cried, taking a firm grip on his

rod, “let’s follow this ravine to its head. Maybe we can

find something interesting when we get up a little higher,

but I doubt if we can see more than a kilometer.”

The two men strode along the uneven floor, taking

long steps of several meters at times to clear an obstruc-

tion in their way. Rogers kept a wary eye for their

strange attacker along the ridge line above them. Per-

haps they should have taken that route, but the going up
there was many times more difficult than the bottom of

the ravine. He experienced a nervous thrill when he

recalled that awful face at their port, just like Death

hammering at them. Maybe it was Death! Maybe they

were the ones who were going crazy in this God-forsaken

world! How could one be sure of anything in this weird

hell? But enough of this brooding, he must get a grip

on himself. He would talk to pass the time, and keep

his mind off those uncanny speculations.

“Wonder where his ship is, and if anyone is alive on

it?” he ventured, swinging his steel bludgeon to feel its

powerful force.

“I was just wondering if there is a ship hereabout,

captain,” answered Kraft pessimisticly. “Maybe some-

one dumped him off here when he got too violent to have

on board.”

“Oh ho,” Rogers disagreed, quickly if not hopefully

to reassure himself, “there’s been no ship within days of

us, and he couldn’t live that long without food and water,

though I do admit he looked pretty scrawny—say, what’s

that? Lead sulphide?”

The captain suddenly stopped and examined a black

piece of rock that reflected the sunlight from many sharp

irregular facets. He struck it with his rod. A piece chip-

ped off.

“That’s galena, Kraft!” he cried in surprise. Then he

looked more closely at the bristling slopes of the ravine,

“why, this whole locality is full of lead. No wonder it

shines with a dull lustre.”

They continued on, ever ascending the little slope that

would bring them to the top of the encroaching ridges.

When they did attain their objective, they stopped for a

moment to search the surrounding landscape. Every-

where was a stark profusion of projecting pinnacles and

razor-sharp spurs over which hung a brooding, melan-

choly silence. They could see a kilometer, but there

was no sign of the strange madman. Nor any ship could

they discern. Rogers looked quickly at Kraft, sensing a

gathering emotional storm in his ominous silence. He
had not spoken for several minutes. Suddenly the big

man turned on him. •

“What’re we going to do if we don’t find that ship, cap-

tain? God, I don’t want to die out here in space on this

damned barren rock!” he cried out with a break in his

voice, “I want to get home to Earth; I want to dig my
hands into soft mud, and run bareheaded in the wind
and rain. I want to hear noises of the city streets and

see crowds of people. I don’t want to die out here, hon-

est!” Kraft had sunk to his knees in utter hysteria, tears

streaming down his face.

Rogers pulled him to his feet roughly.

“For God’s sake, man, pull yourself together!” he
pleaded, “don’t you think I want to do the same things,

too? Come on with you.”

For awhile they continued on over the gnarled terrain,

talking superficially of the peculiar formations they were

passing, but uppermost in the minds of both was a wild

desire to find some sign of a ship. Rogers kept his self

control with difficulty. Oh, if he only dared give way to

his compulsion—^to roll on the ground and pound it with

his fists, to shout and yell; anything to release his dam-

med-up emotions! But he mustn’t That way led to

break down. Perhaps it had driven the mysterious

stranger insane. He had to watch himself, if only to be

an example for Kraft.

“Well, look at that red strata!” exclaimed Kraft in sur-

prise. It was the first show of color they had found.

“Looks like—^yes, it is! Cinnabar!” cried the captain,

glad of something new to divert his mind. He poked it

with his rod. Big reddish brown crystals came to light.

“This boulder in space seems to be nothing but a ball of

valuable metals, Kraft. You see that grayish-silvery stuff

over there? That’s platinum ore, mixed with iron and

silver.”

“A lot of good it does us now!” the bulky spaceman

answered gloomily.

Rogers pointed his rod at a high, conic pinnacle to di-

vert the other’s attention from himself. “Let’s take a look

from there.”

CHAPTER II

The Log of Disaster

^’^AUTIOUSLY, they picked a path through the sharp

rocks and ledges, threading their laborious way to

the peak. The last obstacle was a jump of several meters

to the top of the cone. This they accomplished with lit-

tle difficulty. After making sure of their footing on the

insecure slant of the ledge, they once again turned to sur-

vey a wider view of the dismal expanse afforded by the

lofty pinnacle. Rogers searched the region keenly, men-

tally dividing it into lateral strips, and examining each

strip minutely farther and farther out to the horizon. Acre

upon acre of jagged scenery spread before him like some

nightmare of hell. Maybe they were travelling in the

wrong direction. And maybe, a small voice seemed to

suggest in spite of his attempt not to listen, there wasn’t

any ship of space. Yet where did their insane attacker

come from?
Suddenly, Kraft cried out excitedly, and all but started

to sink rapidly to the ground. He caught himself. “Look,

captain, what’s that over there?” he shouted aloud, point-

ing toward a big ledge. Something rounded and smooth

lay below and partly under it. Rogers squinted to focus

his eyes sharply.

“Pluto! It’s a ship, Kraft, it’s a ship ! I can see seven
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port holes on the side,” cried the captain eagerly. “The
sun’s glinting on them. Come on, let’s get over there,

man!”
And in the next moment he took a leap from the pin-

nacle, coming down into the midst of a pile of rocks.

Kraft followed him, and together they hurried as fast as

their long strides could safely take them over the rough

ground. Halfway there a doubt entered the Captain’s

mind. What if the ship were a hopeless derelict like the

Mercedes? What if some terrible scurvy plague had
taken all the crew? They could never hope, then, to

navigate the ship through space. With a muttered curse

he checked his pessimism. Better to hope for the best.

Coming over a gentle slope they got a good view of the

ship lying at the bottom. Rogers exulted, as he glanced

over it. At least the hull was intact, and in excellent

condition. Perhaps they could escape now. Earth! Green

trees—fragrant winds—^noises—people—their kind! And
then Rogers stopped. A strained, grim look displaced

the eager expression of expectancy on his fine face. His

blue eyes narrowed perceptibly behind the helmet port, as

they darted quickly over the scene and then snapped back

to rest on something that caused him to frown in grave

concern. The still form of a man in a space suit lay on

the coarse rubble near the open air lock of the ship.

“Wait a minute!” he warned Kraft, putting a hand out.

“That man is dead, and there’s no air in that ship—the

air lock is wide open!”

For a moment they stood in shocked silence, searching

the scene more closely. What mystery was this? Should

they dare examine it?

“We’ll never discover anything from here. Let’s take

a look,” declared Rogers, starting down the slope.

The dead man lay on his back before the lock, but

Rogers was not prepared for what be saw as he leaned

down to look into the man’s helmet. He recoiled in sick-

ening disgust. A dirty brown skull with sagging jaw occu-

pied the globe. He turned to the open door of the lock,

and glanced inside. More metal clad bodies sprawled

on the floor in there. Perhaps been there for a long

time, too, to waste away to mere skeletons, for something

told him the space armor inside held gruesome vestiges

of what had once been living men. Overcoming their

horror they entered the ship. Ten bodies were strewn over

the floor. There was no sign of violence. Everything

about the ship was in order, even the rocket firing cham-

bers were all charged. They could find no excuse for dis-

aster. It was a profound mystery.

“Shooting stars! What do you suppose they all died

from?” exclaimed Kraft bewildered. “Scurvy?”
“Whatever it was it left one of them crazy,” returned

the captain. He went into the navigation room, and dug
around among books and papers, bringing out the log

of the ship. Together they read the entries. Apparently

it was a scientific expedition that had set out secretly from
Earth, bound for the asteroid belt, Rogers’s pulse quick-

ened as he came upon the entry:

“Oct. 12 E.T. The expedition so far has been
fortunate. Simmons and Lee claim they have proof
that this asteroid is the largest remaining chunk
of the core of what once was a planet. They have
found many of the heavy metals such as mer-
cury, platinum, and lead to support their theory
of these metals sinking to the core of a molten
planet to solidify in the passing eons. At least
the expedition has proved financially successful

for the planetoid seems to be a vast ball of val-
uable metals that can be mined with little dif-

ficulty.

“Later: A terrible thing has happened! Sim-
mons and Lee were exploring a deep crack today
and had the whole crew to bring back samples.
Lee says they came upon a broad seam of uranium
so rich in content that even then the emanations
distressed them. They got out as fast as they
could, but everyone was burned.

“Oct. 13th. E.T. Yes, we’ve discovered the core
of the unknown planet, as we set out to do, but
it has cost all of us our lives. The men are dying
one after the other. It’s horrible to see the skin
slough off them and hear them scream. The poor
devils are trying to protect me from them by stay-
ing in their suits, but it’s done no good. 1 think
I’ve contracted a slow poisoning. The pain is

driving me mad. I dare not set out for Earth
yet. Maybe I’m mad now! How do I know?”

CEVERAL entries followed, but they were manifestly

the ravings of a madman.
“A horrible end!” grimaced Rogers, closing the book,

and looking around the luxurious cabin.

“How we going to get them out of here?” questioned

Kraft, “we better not touch them—might get the same poi-

soning the captain did.”

“Find a pair of tongs so we can drag them out,” the

Captain ordered anxious to get the ghastly work done. “I’ll

get the auxiliary air tubes ready so we can have fresh

air as soon as we clean this ship up.”

But when he went to the tanks, every one of the pressure

dials registered zero. The luckless captain had lived in

the death ship as long as his air had held out No wonder
he had gone insane, Rogers thought to himself, turning

away. They would have to go back to the Mercedes and
get their tanks—barely enough to last them to Earth, for

Mars was on the far side of the sun.

Gingerly they dragged the metal shrouds and their

gruesome contents outside and over a ridge out of sight

of the ship. That unpleasant duty finished, they set out

for the Mercedes, travelling by familiar pinnacle land-

marks.

“I wonder what happened to the captain after he ham-
mered our porthole in?” mused Kraft, looking at every

deep shadow suspiciously.

“Poor devil probably went off and died among the

rocks somewhere,” opined Rogers, taking a long hop to

clear a spiked spur of strata.

Kraft reached up and turned on more air flow from
his tank. The exertion of their long strides which they

kept up now was taking more oxygen than usual.

“Look at our long shadows!” the spaceman exclaimed

in startled surprise, as if having just become conscious of

them for the first time. “Sun’s getting pretty low.”

Captain Rogers paused to lake a measuring glance at

the sun’s altitude above the horizon.

“She’s getting pretty low all right, not much more than

a half hour of daylight left. We’ve got to hurry; when
the sun sets, it’s night-time immediately—^no twilight; and
if that bappras, then we’re lost!”

The discovery of their plight lent new energy to their

tiring legs. Like elongated fragments of meteors they

fled through space over the jagged ground in great leaps.

They were just gaining the head of their familiar ravine

when Kraft pointed into the heavens in alarm.

“Look!” he shouted, so loudly that his powerful voice

hurt Rogers’ ears.

Beyond them and in line with the ravine was a massive
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fragment of rock nisliing headlong at them directly on a

tangent. It was swirling slowly in its majestic flight. How-

ever, they had misjudged its altitude.

“God, it’s going to smash into the Mercedes, Kraft!”

Rogers sobbed aloud, “there goes our air—our very lives!”

The great rock struck squarely with the momentum of

many tons, breaking the ship’s back and tossing it up the

ravine toward them some distance. Compartment sections

of the ship were rent wide, spewing forth machinery, tub-

ing, and many bodies of the dead crew in a violent hodge-

podge of disorder. It was a soundless impact, and yet

both men felt it in the trembling of the ground.

For awhile their own lives were in danger from the big

fragments of rock catapulted in their direction from the

force of the impact. But as soon as it was safe, they cov-

ered the distance to the ship in enormous leaps and bounds.

Ail restraint was gone now that their very existence was

a matter of minutes. Were the air tanks smashed? That

was all tiiat mattered now. The almost certainty that they

were, and the inevitable fate that would overtake them in

less than an hour, stamped upon their faces a frantic and

desperate fear.

Rogers propelled himself through space in mighty leaps

that only a desperately frightened man could make. Why
did they have to be cheated at this last moment with their

lives in their very hands? He didn’t want to die. Kraft

was right; if only they could get back to green Earth and

see people and hear the roar of city traffic! God, for just

a little air!

They reached the scattered debris of the ship lying on

her side, and immediately went in search of the oxygen

chamber with pounding hearts, avoiding the ghastly-look-

ing bodies of their dead companions. Up they climbed

through twisted steel ribs and tom hull plates to the top

of the ship. It was an utter wreck. How anything could

have survived such an enormous crash was a mystery.

Rogers eventually found what had been the air lock, and

was barely able to squeeze into the devastated room. Kraft

waited on top nervously to hear the report that would

condemn them to a frightful death or else release them

from this hellish barren world.

“Well?” he muttered questioningly, when he could no

longer stand the suspense. He could feel the vibrations

of clanging metal tiurough his metallic suit, as Rogers

moved about hurriedly below. A moment’s silence passed.

“Kraft, they’re not here!” exclaimed Rogers in a startled

voice.

“Maybe they’re smashed up so bad you can’t recognize

’em,” offered Kraft dejectedly.

“There’s not a thing down here that remotely resembles

a collapsed tank. They must have been thrown out when

the ship rolled over.” And the captain abandoned his

search in the wreckage of the compartment, picking his

way carefully up through the wrenched girders and cir-

cular steel ribs. He poked his head up through the open-

ing. Kraft had already dropped to the ground, and was

searching madly between the boulders and scattered

wredcage for the tanks. He too joined the search, but a

black despair began to settle upon him as they covered

the ground quickly with no results.

CUDDENLY the possibility that the tanks might have

been tossed over the ridge in the crash lent new hope,

Up, up the spikelike slope he bounded, hoping against

hope that there might be something to his sanguine idea

At the tip of the ridge he was climbing a ledge to get a

fair view of the farther slope where the tanks might have

rolled, when a faint flash of light attracted his attention

from the direction of the horizon. Maybe only a falling

meteor. Again it flashed. He gave it his whole attention

this time, looking closely at the colorless landscape. There,

something moved! It was someone in space suit, no mis-

taking what his eyes saw this time. Someone dragging a

large object, like four thick tubes fastened together.

“Kraft!” he yelled fiercely, turning to find the big space-

man darting in and out of black shadows down in the ra-

vine. “There he goes—^the crazy captain—^he’s got the

tubes!”

And he pointed in the general direction of the retreat-

ing madman. Kraft extricated himself from a mass of

crumpled beams and plates, and crouching low for a mo-

ment swung his arms hard in a powerful leap that launched

him half way up to the ridge. In another mighty attempt

his great muscular strength landed him at the top. Rogers

was already in pursuit of the man. The more powerful

Kraft, taking longer leaps, caught up with him quickly.

“Now I know why he broke our port—thought we’d die

and he could then take our air tanks. Well, we can thank

him for saving them all right, before the meteor struck, if

we can only get them back,” said the captain with labored

breath, “he’s insane all right enough—insane with the cun-

ning of a fox!”

“We got to head him off from the ship then!” cried the

spaceman, lengthening his leaps.

In his mad haste to cover more and more ground, Rogers

suddenly found himself coming down between two big

boulders, and no amount of frantic twisting and awkward

hitching about in mid-space would alter his course. He
became wedged in fast. Kraft came back quickly.

“Go on, Kraft, I’ll get out of this,” ordered the captain,

pulling and twisting savagely to get free. Farther and

farther away their quarry was retreating, occasionally re-

flecting the long rays of the fast declining sun on his suit.

Black night would soon descend with terrible suddenness.

“It’s sure death for you, captain, if you don’t get out of

here. Night will be here soon, and I’d never find you.

Here, let me grab you about the chest.” And he grasped

the smaller man under the arm pits, working him around

so that his feet finally slipped loose from the wedge of the

rocks. Free!

Again they started in pursuit, leaping over small ravines

that ran in criss-cross patterns, avoiding huge jagged boul-

ders, lying where they had cut deep gashes in the iron-clad

terrain—ever onward. It was a telling pace to make up

for lost distance. Rogers drove himself on grimly, though

he suffered from lack of an increase in oxygen supply to

meet the added strain. How his lungs hurt, and his legs

where he’d twisted them between the rocks! A short nm,
a super effort that took all his strength, and he was lung-

ing through space, watching the treacherous, rocky

ground glide by and then come up to meet him. They

were gaining rapidly on the man ahead because of his

slower pace. However, it began to be doubtful whether

they could overtake him before he reached the ship which

now was in view a kilometer distant.

“Head him off, Kraft, head him off!” cried Rogers in

warning. Kraft kept up his terrific pace, leaving his

superior behind.

By now the fleeing madman was fully aware of hot pur-

suit. He redoubled his efforts, but the awkwardness of
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transporting four high pressure air tubes all bound to-

gether with steel straps caused him no little difficulty

when he tried to lengthen his modest hops. Even though

Kraft had circled mound from the side it was quite evi-

dent he was not going to get there in time. As he came

down at the end of one of his powerful strides, he halted

instead of starting another leap. In amazement Rogers,

still flying over the ground, saw him stoop and grasp a

large chunk of heavy ore.

With a mighty heave he threw the massive missile at

the fugitive, at the same time scooping up a number of

smaller rocks. Another great bound into space and he

was throwing his primitive ammunition at the other as he

hurtled over the tops of small rocky hillocks. When the

fleeing man saw the big fragment of rock rushing toward

him like a meteor, he stopped in the middle of taking a

frantic leap. There was nothing he could do but lake an

awkward jump backward. And when the rest of the mis-

siles followed in quick succession, he suddenly discovered

that the two men were closing in on him from the rear

and side. Kraft’s strategy had foiled him, and by now the

giant form of the spaceman was bearing down on him.

In a last desperate attempt he made a great leap toward

the ship, but the air tanks were too much for him. Kraft

cut him off in front. The man looked wildly about in in-

decision. Rogers was coming rapidly over the rough

ground from behind, and Kraft was advancing toward him

menacingly from the front. To his left opened a small

ravine cutting between two pinnacles some distance from

the ship. Suddenly he turn^, and both Rogers and Kraft

heard his insane laugh in their radiophones as he dashed

headlong down the rough, uneven floor of the ravine, drag-

ging the bouncing tanks behind him.

CHAPTER in

The Race with Death

A STOUNDED, both pursuers followed him at a pace

that would soon overtake him, stumbling down the

little ravine that soon grew into a small gorge between the

pinnacles. Suddenly he stopped and faced the oncoming

men. A jagged crack in the ground opened behind him.

“Ha, ha, now we all die!” he yelled madly, “air—^that’s

what we’re fighting for—air. But you won’t get it. You’ll

die with me instead,” he shouted savagely. Rogers could

see the wild light in his eye^

Before they reached him he shoved the tubes of air

into the black abyss, emitting a chuckling cackle. “Get

it, and be damned to you!” he cried derisively, “you’ll get

what’s coming to you then!”

“Don’t go down there, Kraft,” warned Rogers in sudden

realization, “that’s the cave of radium!”

But the big spaceman continued on without a moment’s

hesitation, selecting a firm foothold on the side of the

crack, and descended into the black shadow. Rogers

watched him disappear as he would a condemned man.

Kraft was sealing his own doom.

A loud curse from the madman who had backed off to

the side of the small canyon brought Rogers aware of his

presence again. He looked up from the crack to see the

man preparing to hurl a huge rock into the black depths

below. With a tremendous drive he launched himself at

the man. Before the other could release the big rock,

he struck him a glancing blow in the body, spoiling his

aim. It dropped harmlessly to the ground. Together the

two rolled over and over on the rough floor of the gorge

perilously near the sharp drop-off of the crack. The man
somehow got hold of a rock, and was beating a tatoo on

Rogers’ armor, attempting to puncture it. The captain

made a desperate attempt to pin his arms down during

one of the brief intervals he was on top, but the bulky

arms were too hard to handle.

If that mad devil should strike a helmet port, thought

Rogers in a confusion of whirling fear. He cursed at the

futility of fighting encased in steel armor. If only he

could get his bare hands on the man’s hot, pulsing throat,

he’d soon choke all sign of fight out of him! Suddenly,

his heart was pounding madly, frightfully in his ears and

temples, as the other worked him over to the edge of the

precipice and all but succeeded in pushing him over. But

a frantic wriggle of his body gave Rogers a new lease on

life, and as he crawled away from the edge of death, he

shoved the madman away from him violently with both

feet. He flew through space helpless to stop himself for

the moment. Heavily, he struck with his back against a

jagged ledge protruding from the wall of the canyon.

Rogers heard him give a sobbing gasp above the sound

of a great hissing. He never got up. The rock had brok-

en the air line from his oxygen tank on his back. “Poor

devil,” was all Rogers could think.

Suddenly all thoughts of his battle for life fled in the

discovery of a greater danger hovering above them. A
large asteroid some ten kilometers in diameter whirled

in the black heavens overhead, growing perceptibly larger.

Inevitably, it would collide with their planetoid world!

For a moment he stood gazing at it in growing panic.

Then he found his voice.

“Kraft!” It was a cry of terror.

“I’ve found' them, captain, I’m just about up to the top

now,” came the other’s matter-of-fact answer.

“For God’s sake, man, hurry, an asteroid is going to

smash into us. We’ve got to make ship and break ground

before it strikes!”

Kraft’s big head globe and bulging shoulders appeared

above the sharp line of the crack. He boosted the tanks

out on the ground, and then followed them himself. In

the next moment, even as Rogers was in the act of pointing

frantically at the momentarily growing world above them,

Kraft was blotted out Everything was blotted out in

deepest night. The sun had set.

An involuntary groan of despair escaped from Rogers.

Lost! How could they ever find the ship in absolute dark-

ness? Perhaps this was the end that fate had saved for

them. No unknown merciful visitation of death for them.

Groping about in the dark, the imminent doom from above

would send them through a thousand horrible deaths be-

fore it actually struck.

“Give me your hand, captain, so we don’t get lost,”

came Kraft’s voice. There was a strange calmness about

it that found an odd answering feeling of sympathy in

Rogers. Wonder how he felt after exposure to the ra-

dium? Perhaps it wasn’t in just this spot after all that

the explorers had found the uranium seam.

“How do you feel, Kraft? Any ill effects?”

“No. I’m all right.” Kraft’s groping fingers struck

Rogers, and immediately they clasped hands tightly. “I

think it’s in this direction that we came. All we can do

is try, I guess.”
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And together they started groping their way along the

rocky ground stumbling over sharp projections, step-

ping unexpectedly into holes, and running head-on into

pinnacles and sharp ledges that rose sheer from the ground.

And ever at their backs swung the celestial menace, grow-

ing always larger, yet too dim so far to give them any

appreciable light.

“Suppose we’re going right?” asked Rogers after sev-

eral minutes of hasty flight over the jagged ground. He
could feel the vibrations of the air tanks through Kraft’s

hand as he dragged them over the rocks.

“It seems to me we’re going upgrade a little all the

time, and that’s what we want,” returned Kraft hopefully.

“We ought to be at the head of the ravine by now.

Let’s take a search to the right here, and locate our-

selves if we can,” suggested Rogers.

Hand in hand they stumbled over the ground where

should have been a sloping side of the ravine. After

several moments, Rogers cursed sharply.

“Damn me, Kraft, we’re lost!” he cried desperately.

He looked over his shoulder. A great dull disc hung in

the black sky there, bigger by far than the last time he

had looked. “We aren’t in the ravine now. This is all

flat, open ground here. We must have taken that small

ravine that joins the larger one; I remember it now,

when we chased him down to the crack. That puts us

’way over to the right of the ship. We’ve got to turn

around in that direction but, then, what’s the use, man,

we’ll never find it in time!” Despair crept into his voice.

“All we can do is keep trying to the last,” was Kraft’s

calm, toneless reply.

'
i ^HEY turned around and started off blindly in what

was the general direction of the ship. But in their

path farther on they came upon a great number of big

boulders. Rogers swore roundly, as their way sloped up-

ward steeply.

“Let’s go round it, Kraft, must be a steep hillodc.”

But the way around the base proved to be too difficult.

“It’s too hard going, captain,” ventured Kfaft at last,

breathing heavily, “might as well try going right over

the top.”

Leading the way up, Rogers pidied his footing quickly

yet carefully, warning the big spaceman behind. Weav-

ing their way in and around huge rodcs that loomed up

at close range like stalking phantoms, they toiled to the

top of the cone. As they came out on a level spot, Rogers

gave a startled cry.

“Look at that!”

Kraft looked off into the darkness a moment, and then

exclaimed ill surprise. Some distance away and below

them glowed the hull of the ship as though coated with

phosphorous. Hurriedly, they descended the slope,

stumbling, and sprawling over unseen objects; but always

in front of them glowed the hull of the ship, beckoning

them on like a welcoming beacon in the night.

“What’s causing it to shine like that?” puffed Kraft, as

they strode forward in the dark uncertainty of the rough,

uneven ground.

“There must be pitchblend in that ledge near the ship,

and it’s causing the zinc content of the steelite hull to

glow like a spinthariscope,” explained Rogers. “It cer-

tainly has saved our lives.”

He took another nervous, hasty glance over his shoulder

at the menacing asteroid. Getting pretty close now. May
be crash in a quarter of an hour. Just time enough to

escape. How his muscles ached all over his body, and

especially his shoulders where the metal armor rubbed!

It would be a relief to get the cumbersome thing off once

inside the ship. He looked over his shoulder again. That

whirling planetoid up there filled him with constant dread.

They had time enough, all right, nevertheless

—

“We’ve got to hurry or be—,” Kraft heard the captain

begin. Suddenly he pitched forward, tearing his hand out

of Kraft’s strong grip.

The spaceman, still on his feet, heard a peculiar hissing

in his radiophone quite unlike the steady air flow from an

oxygen tank.

“Kraft! It’s cracked,” came Rogers’ startled cry, “I can
feel the air going out past my face in a draft. It’s . . .

it’s making my ears roar. \^ere are you? Can’t hear

you, old man—guess I’m done in . . . everything is going.”

A thrill of horror gripped Kraft in a momentary panic^

as he bent down to the fallen man. A crack in his glass

port! It meant death for his superior, his only living

companion in this hellish world. He checked his fright.

No time to waste. There was still a chance. Stooping, he
felt around until he found the oxygen valve, and turned it

on full. Then he grabbed Rogers’ limp body firmly un-

der a shoulder, and started for the ship as rapidly as he
could, dragging the high pressure tubes with his free hand.
But just as Kraft was nearing the ship, his towering form,
a massive bulk of brawn, began to act strangely.

For the first time in his terrific pace he faltered, as if

coughing violently. His giant form outlined against the

phosphorescent glow of the ship lurched and staggered.

Quickly he straightened up, as if throwing off an in-

sidiously working lethargy. He took a hasty look into

the sky, and then lunged down the little slope to the ship

with renewed energy. It glowed with a steady light like

some ghostly visitor. At the airlock he faltered a mo-
ment, and then plunged into the black hole. Inside, he
laid Rogers down gently and the tubes beside him. Air
was the terribly important thing now.

Blindly he groped aroimd in the pitch-black room, fumb-
ling for the controls of the airlock doors. There, he
found them, and closed both outer and inner locks. Some-
where nearby should be the light switch, if he could only
locate it. Searching with thick armor covered hands was
a clumsy business at best. But a moment of terrifying

doubt seized him. What if the giant Dewar-Hammerlingt
batteries had frozen in their vacuum-sealed containers?

They were heated by a slow current within the vacuum
walls from their own cells, and yet it was possible they

might—^the lights snapped on with a heartening glow.

Hurriedly, he picked up the tanks of air, and dragged
them to the supply rack, uncoupling a bank of four emp-
ties and replacing them with the four Mercedes high pres-

sure air tubes. Next, he turned to a large cylindrical

container that electrically heated the air flowing from the

air tanks before passing into the room, and switched on

the battery current to heat up the oxygen coils. While
the chamber warmed, he coupled the four tanks into the

line. Impatiently, he waited while an electrical ther-

mometer climbed slowly on the chamber. Just before it

reached the minimum heat required to function, he opened

the valves wide on the tanks, and then switched on the

{Concluded on page 181)
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Koszarek shrank back. Fear of the brain was upon him again. For the brain was
a thing of tremendous power and he was afraid of that power.
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I

HE room was dingy beyond description, its fur-

nishings wretched and poverty-stricken. The

stream of white moonlight pouring through a wide

rent in the dilapidated roller shade that covered the one

small window, served to accentuate the miserly character

of the place, rather than to decrease its squalor. It did

not illuminate the room, however; it but lessened the de-

gree of darkness, giving a dim, shadowy outline to the

furnishings.

There was a bed along one side, its

covers dirty and unkempt; a small,

rickety table stood beside the bed, its

top littered with odds and ends, con-

spicuous among which was a grimy

hypodermic syringe. A disabled chair

sagged perilously against the wall op-

posite the bed, and a miserable wash-

stand stood in a far corner. That was

all, save for the greasy, threadbare, piti-

ful rag of a carpet that strove ineffec-

tually to conceal the rough boards of

the floor.

The room was tenantless—and silent.

Suddenly there came a faint, creak-

ing noise outside the door. Someone

was stealthily mounting the stairs. A
muffled step in the hallway, the door-

knob turning softly, and with a faint,

protesting squeak of rusty

hinges, the door swung

open—and shut again.

For a wavering second

the moonlight rested on the

face of the intruder; and

at that instant the white

rays were cut off by a

cloud—^though it almost

seemed that they fled in

fear of the abhorrent ugli-

ness of the man!
His was a face that

might have been seen in a

nightmare, a face of infin-

ite and cruel power, yet

one that was cloaked with

a harsh, mocking cyni-

cism. Roughly formed, it

was, like a half-finished

sketch or model of a head;

a face like the Sphynx, its

features stern and rugged,

as though worn by the grinding sands of ages of desert

winds.

Starting from the mass of close-cropped black hair, his

forehead, broad and high, slanted down at a sharp angle,

forming two bony protuberances just above the eyes.

Those eyes, pale blue and heartlessly cold, were sunken

deep behind a high ridge that ran around the eye-socket.

His cheek-bones were prominent and square-cut; his cheeks

inclined to be hollow until they bulged abruptly out in a
massively-built jaw that thrust itself well beyond the up-

per lip.

His mouth was thin-lipped and wide, and it drooped
sharply at the comers in an expression of cruel mockery.

And his nose, large and aquiline, fell away from the fore-

head in a straight line, depressing suddenly at the tip—like

a vulture’s beak. Considered as a whole, his face was a

picture of grim relentlessness.

Only for a few moments did the cloud

cut off the moonlight; suddenly the

white radiance again poured through

the rent in the shade. It revealed a dark,

motionless figure crouching in the black-

ness of the most poorly-lighted corner.

Slowly the minutes dragged by.

Through the night drifted a medley of

faint sounds, an indefinable conglom-

eration of noises; yet, paradoxically,

the silence in the room seemed to deep-

en. And so motionless was the man in

the corner, that he seemed to become a

part of the shadows that concealed him.

Suddenly he stiffened. A door had

banged shut on the floor below. Now
someone was ascending the stairs—

•

with the slow, weak, shuffling tread of

the infirm or aged. The approaching

man coughed in a wheez-

ing, asthmatic way as he

moved along the hall, fin-

ally pausing before the

door of the squalid room.

He thrust it open and

shuffled in.

There came the scraping

of a match against the

wall; and with an angry

sputter a diminutive gas-

jet flared into life. Blink-

ing in its sickly, yellow

light, the newcomer slow-

ly crossed the room to the

rickety table. His eyes,

gleaming out of deep,

black sockets, set in a

gaunt, pallid, hollow-

cheeked face, were fixed

hungrily on the hypoder-

mic syringe. Grasping the

instrument eagerly, he

thrust back the sleeve of his threadbare, ill-fitting coat, his

frayed, dirty wrist-band, and pricked his flesh with the

point of the needle.

At that instant a harsh, mirthless laugh cut through the

room; the hypodermic clattered to the floor; and the little

man whirled. Circling his lips with the tip of his tongue

nervously, his eyes roved around the room in a furtive, ter-

ror-stricken glance—and in an instant were fixed on the

L. A. ESHBACH

TN this novelette the idea of time, as a closed

circle of events is most dramatically por-

trayed. We have read in the Bible, that “the

sins of the father will be visited upon the chil-
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ugly face of the man in the corner.

“You—you—^Koszarek!” he snarled, his lips twitching,

a gleam of utter hatred leaping into his eyes.

“Yes, Dr. Ovington, ’tis Leo Koszarek.” The even voice

of the other was devoid of expression. “I see you are still

a slave to cocaine!”

“Curse you, yes!” the little man shrieked wildly. “And
you know damned well why I’m a slave of the drug!

You’re responsible for it all, you devil’s spawn!” His

voice was rising in a shrill falsetto. “You stole the fruits

of my brain; you held me prisoner and forced drugs on

me until I had to have them; you were the cause of my
becoming a pariah, an outcast—you—you!” His tirade

ended in an inarticulate shriek; then a sudden paroxysm

of coughing seized him.

T EO KOSZAREK, M.D., PLD., watched the wreck of a

human being before him, smiling contemptuously.

When the coughing had ended, he asked in mocking tones:

“Well, have you said all you want to say?”

“No, by God!” Ovington shrilled. “No, you—

”

and a

stream of foul invectives flowed from his lips.

“Enough of that!” Koszarek snarled, darting across the

room. “I don’t want the neighborhood aroused; it might

prove embarrassing.” He caught the little man roughly

by his shoulder and pushed him violently to a seat on the

bed. “Stay there, and shut up!”

Completely cowed, Ovington shrank back.

Koszarek stood over him in a menacing attitude; and

there was an ugly light in his pale-blue eyes when he

spoke.

“What you say is true. I did take your discovery away
from you—but since you weren’t capable of protecting it,

you didn’t deserve to receive the credit. After all, I made
better use of your discovery than you could possibly have

done.

“But I didn’t come here tonight to resurrect ancient

history; I have some business to transact. I need a trained

observer as an assistant in an experiment I am about to

conduct—^the most important one of my career. And
you, Ovington, are just the type of man I need!”

“I!” the other exclaimed uncomprehendingly.

“Yes, Ovington, you.” Koszarek’s voice sank to a soft

purr. “You are to be singularly honored. I need the

brain of someone who has been trained in the sciences,

someone who has the ability to interpret and record with

mathematical exactness all that he sees—and you fit the

requirements better than anypne else I know.”

“You—you ask me to assist you!” Ovington choked.

“I’ll see you—see you in Hell first! Get out! Get out I

say! You have no right t^be here; I want you to leave!

You—you heartless brute!”

“Enough of this nonsense,” Koszarek growled impa-

tiently. “You’ll help me, though you’ve no desire to do
so.” He stooped over and suddenly held up the hypo-

dermic syringe. “Suppose I’d make it impossible for

you to secure any of this stuff! Suppose I’d exert a little

influence in certain quarters, and have you sentenced to

prison—where the cocaine would not be available! Then
what would you do?”

Ovington seemed paralyzed for an instant; then he
sprang to his feet. His eyes were fixed on Koszarek in

a glassy stare of deprecating horror.

“Not—^not that! God! not that! It—^it would kill

me! I must have it—I can’t do without it! . . . I’ll help

you.” He sank back on the bed, trembling violently.

“I thought you would.” Koszarek’s drooping mouth
widened in a thin smile. “Shall we go?”

Ovington nodded uncertainly, helplessly. He arose

then, and with his customary, weak, faltering stride,

moved toward the door. Koszarek held it open for him;

and after turning out the light, he followed him through

the hallway, down the stairs, and out into the street.

A big, high-powered car was parked about a half square

away. Koszarek led the way to this, and at his direction

Ovington seated himself in the front seat. Getting in be-

side him, Koszarek drew a flat black case from an inside

pocket. He opened it and revealed a hypodermic syringe.

“Here,” he said, “you’ll need this. It contains a heavier

dose of cocaine than you’ve had in a long time—and it’s

sanitary.”

Ovington looked at the instrument doubtfully, a suspi-

cious gleam in his eyes.

Koszarek shook his head impatiently. “Come, take it;

it contains nothing but cocaine. If I wanted to drug you
with anything else, I’d do so myself. You needn’t fear;

I want you to remain conscious and to have your mind
as alert as it may possibly be.”

Eagerly then Ovington seized the hypodermic, and bar-

ing his arm sent the drug into his bloodstream. A change
came over him almost instantly. His eyes brightened; his

nerves grew steady; he squared his shoulders in sudden
animation.

“I needed that badly,” he exclaimed. “I feel better than
I’ve felt for quite a few months.” Furtively he dropped
the hypodermic into a pocket of his ragged coat. A ^ost
of a mocking smile wreathed Koszarek’s lips for an instant;

then it was gone.

“I knew it would clear your wind,” he remarked as he
started the motor. “And I wanted your brain clear so we
could discuss my experiment.”

For ten or fifteen minutes they drove through the city

in silence. They reached the suburbs, sped into the open
country. It was only then that Koszarek renewed the

conversation.

“Ovington,” he began abruptly, “what is your concep-
tion of time?”

“My conception of time?” the other asked wonderingly.
“Yes; what is time?”

“Why—I—time is—is
—

” Ovington paused in surprise.

“By Jove, I don’t believe I have any conception of what
time is. I’ve never given it thought.”

J^OSZAREK nodded. “Few people have. I’ll tell you.

Listen carefully. Time is the distance separating

events in the order of their succession, and binding them
in different wholes or units. You may not comprehend
all that lies in that definition, but don’t question it; it is

correct!”

“Another question: what do you think about the past

and future? Do they exist, or are they non-existent?”

“Non-existent, of course,” Ovington replied promptly.
“I have no belief whatever in the pseudo-scientific idea

of the past and future existing along with the present, so

that we may travel from one to the other!”

Koszarek nodded a second time. “The popular belief—

•
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but it’s entirely wrong. Here! You think, I suppose, that

the past already does not exist because it has passed, dis-

appeared, transformed itself into something else. And you

think the future also does not exist. As yet; it has not

arrived, has not formed. Is that correct?”

“Yes!” Ovington exclaimed. “Exactly.”

“And by the present,” Koszarek continued, “we mean
the moment of transition of the future into the past. For

that moment only does a phenomenon exist for us in

reality; before, it existed in potentiality; afterward, it

will exist in remembrance.”

Again Ovington acquiesced.

“Then according to that, the present is the moment of

transition of a phenomenon from one non-existence to

another non-existence—since you say the future and past

do not exist. But that short moment that we term the

present is after all fictional in character; it cannot be

measured. We can never seize it. That which we did

seize is always the past! So, according to your own con-

ception of time, Ovington, neither past, present nor future

exists!”

“But that’s absurd!” Ovington objected. “You and I

exist, and the world exists—and all in the present”

“Of course. And that proves the falsity of the popular

conception of the so-called divisions of time. The world,

according to that idea, would appear to be a perpetual

bursting forth of sparks from an igneous fountain, each

spark flashing for an immeasurable instant, then disap-

pearing, never to return. This operation goes on end-

lessly, there are an infinite number of sparks, which to-

gether produce the impression of flame—yet in reality

they do not exist!

“The future does not exist now, they say, but it will

exist! But how can that appear which has no existence?

The past and future cannot be non-existent, for if they do

not exist, then neither does the present exist. All three

must exist somewhere together—but our finite senses can-

not detect them.”

For a silent moment Ovington frowned thoughtfully,

then exclaimed:

“Your argument seems sound—but I can’t say that I’m

entirely convinced. However, conceding for the sake of

argument that you are correct, to what does it all lead?

What is your reason for mentioning it?”

“Simply this—the experiment in which you are going

to assist me, will be an attempt to prove the existence of

a fourth dimension, and to see both the past and the fu-

ture! Don’t misconstrue my statement; I haven’t invented

any fantastic time-traveling machine or any absurd con-

traption of a similar nature. I merely desire to prove by

a certain means that I have in mind, that there is a fourth

dimension, that it is time, and that both the past and fu-

ture are accessible to the human mind.”

“I know that in certain of their calculations,” Ovington

commented slowly, “mathematicians are employing four

mutually interchangeable coordinates, three of space and

one of time. They use time as a dimension of spac^—

but there it’s purely a mathematical conception.”

“I am aware of that, of course,” Koszarek agreed, “but

I am going to prove that it has an existence outside of

mathematics.”

They were silent then, each busy with his thoughts, while

the big car bore them through the night Ovington strove

mightily to digest all that he had heard; and Koszarek

marshalled his thoughts to present other arguments. Ov-

ington’s mind had to be prepared for the task that he had
planned for it.

As before, Koszarek broke the silence.

“Has it dawned upon you, Ovington, that we never really

see anything? We live groping about like blind men, only

conscious of the small, finite sphere made known to us

through our senses. And those five organs of sense are

actually only feelers! We are constantly feeling our way
through life. We never really see, for if we could see, we
would be conscious of the existence of the fourth dimen-

sion of which we are a part.

“Really, Ovington, our senses are a joke! We say we
see, feel, or in some way sense the material universe—^yet

we are conscious of only three dimensions! Space is in-

finite, is it not? It possesses an infinite extension in all

directions. Yet for some strange reason we can measure

it only in three directions—length, breadth and height.

But the universe, all creation, is infinite—and therefore

must possess infinity in all directions and in all possible

relations. So in space there must be an infinite number

of dimensions—or an infinite number of lines perpendi-

cular to each other. Is that clear?”

CHAPTER n

Ovington Revolts

' t ^HE usually pallid face of Ovington was flushed with

excitement as he nodded. “It’s clear enough—but it’s

revolutionary! A fourth, or even a fifth and sixth dimen-

sion in mathematics—yes. But an infinite number of di-

mensions! It doesn’t seem possible . . . Surely you do not

expect to penetrate into those dimensions!”

There was a regretful note in Koszarek’s voice when he

answered. “No; I’m afraid the fourth dimension is about

as far as man can go. But there, at least in mind, he can

go! And you and I are going to prove that this is so.”

With a triumphant smile on his ugly face, Koszarek com-

pleted his dissertation.

Ovington shook his head somewhat dazedly. The ef-

fects of the cocaine were becoming less evident; his mind

was sinking back into its habtual lethargic state. With

an effort he roused himself.

“I’ve read of attempts being made before this to unite

the idea of the fourth dimension with time, but—**

“But,” Koszarek interrupted, “in those theories there

was always brought forth the thought of some spatial ele-

ment existing in time, and with it, motion upon that

space. Such an idea is fundamentally wrong, for mo-

tion cannot proceed outside of time, nor does time pos-

sess a three-dimensional space through which man can

travel. Since the majority of those theories demand a

new time, a time apart from motion, a three-dimensional

time, they explain nothing. Pseudo-scientific drivel

—

that’s what they are!

“But here we are at my experimental laboratory, my
tome. In a short while you’ll learn how very important

a part you’ll play in my experiment with the fourth

dimension—^my conquest of time!”

They had halted before a gloomy stone building that

loomed against a skyline of ghostly sycamores like an
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ugly, forbidding thing. Somehow it seemed to reflect

the repellent personality of the man whose dwelling it

was. The building stood alone in a little hollow; no

other habitation was in sight.

After they had alighted, John Ovington looked fur-

tively around him and shivered. Hesitantly he turned to-

ward Koszarek, standing in the glare of the headlight.

“Don’t—don’t you think I had better have another

shot of cocaine? I need it—badly!” There was a plain-

tive, whining note in his voice.

Koszarek shook his head and frowned. “No! I think

you’ve taken your last dose of the drug. After tonight

you won’t need it!”

Ovington shot a startled glance at the other.

“What do you mean? You—you
—

”

“Oh, I’m going to cure you! It’ll be painless and very

thorough.” And his lips, strangely, twisted in a crooked

smile. “Come, we have work to do tonight.”

After extinguishing the headlights, Koszarek led the

way through the darkness into the house. The lights

clicked on; and they moved through the richly-furnished

living quarters, up the stairs to the second floor—^the

laboratory.

Ovington stared in admiration around the completely-

equipped laboratory—rthe tiled walls, the long white ta-

bles, the shelves upon shelves of bottled chemicals, the

glass tubes, retorts, the surgical instruments—^then he fixed

his eyes on a strange device close at hand. It consisted

of a long, rectangular, silver tank upon which rested a

large, hollow, crystal globe, filled with a transparent,

green-tinted liquid.

Four small, silver tubes led from the tank into the

sphere on one side, broke to form a six-inch gap in the

middle, and led out, down into the tank on the other side.

At each end of the tank was a small, powerful pump
which was likewise connected with the rectangular block.

These were evidently driven by a small electric motor on

a platform a few feet distant. An auxiliary motor stood

beside it.

Ovington stepped toward the device to inspect it more

closely—then suddenly he whirled at the sound of a key

grating in the lock of the only door the laboratory pos-

sessed! His eyes dilated with sudden fear as he stared

at Koszarek. The latter’s deep-set eyelids were narrowed

to mere slits, and his lips were curled in a faint, mocking

smile.

Striving hard to keep his voice steady, Ovington asked

slowly: “Why did you lock that door?”

“To prevent your leaving suddenly, of course,” Kos-

zarek replied coolly. “You might not find my experi-

ment to your liking, and might wish to depart at the very

beginning—and that would be most annoying! But don’t

let that trouble you. Sit down; we still have a few de-

tails to discuss.”

T TNCERTAINLY Ovington sank into the chair that the

other proffered. There was a terrified look on his

face, and the pallor of his sallow cheeks had increased

perceptibly.

For a few moments Koszarek studied his prisoner

thoughtfully; then abruptly his face assumed a semblance

of cordiality. He arose from his chair.

“I think I had better give you another injection after

all. One more dose can do no harm. Let me have my
hypodermic.”

Wordlessly Ovington returned the little instrument;

and Koszarek turned and moved quickly across the labora-

tory.

The instant the other’s face was averted, Ovington arose

stealthily; and his fingers closed on a heavy metal weight

that lay on a nearby table. His arm drew back, and with

mad strength he hurled it at the retreating figure. Straight

and true it sped toward its mark—until suddenly Kos-

zarek, as though warned by some sixth sense, leaped sharp-

ly to one side. The missile flashed harmlessly over his

shoulder to crash with destructive force into a row of

bottles and jars.

With the crash, Koszarek spun around, his hands ex-

tended like talons. His eyes burned through narrowed

lids like coals of fire; and his lips were drawn back over

clenched teeth in a beast-like snarl. His face was pale

with anger. He was a thing of monstrous, inhuman rage

as he sprang toward Ovington.

Shrieking wildly, incoherently, the little man scrambled

back, terror filling his brain with riot. But Koszarek was

like a striking serpent; in an instant he caught Ovington’s

throat, and with the other fist, swung a brutal blow against

his jaw. His body sagged; his mind became blank; con-

sciousness left him.

When his senses returned he was bound firmly to a

chair, his hands tied behind him. Koszarek was seated

directly opposite him, eyeing him balefully.

“I hope you’re satisfied now,” he said in a harsh voice.

“It had been my intention to be merciful and spare you

the knowledge of what I am going to do to you—but now
you’ll know everything. I told you that you’ll help me in

spite of yourself—and now you can do nothing else.

“Why do you suppose I chose you to assist me—you, a

hopeless drug addict? Why didn’t I hire some one with

greater knowledge than yours, some scientist in good

standing? The answer is simple. I don’t want you, I

want your brain! I had to have someone with scientific

training who would not be missed if he vanished suddenly!

Someone who was valueless to organized society, whose

body I could destroy with impunity. Your brain, that

mass of grey matter in your skull, Ovington, is all I de-

sire! And I’ll have it!”

Ovington’s face was a dreadful thing to behold. The
skin had become a sickly yellow, stretched tight over pro-

truding cheek bones. His brows were drawn far up, com-

pressing his forehead into fine wrinkles. His eyes, dilated

in a madness of fear, seemed to protrude from his head.

And his mouth, half open, was set rigidly, with lips

tensely compressed. But Koszarek ignored his fear and

continued talking steadily. The little man heard him

faintly, as though he were almost beyond the range of

hearing.

“But what possible use could I have for your brain,

Ovington; what connection is there between your brain and

the fourth dimension? That question, too, can be an-

swered; it forms the foundation of my experiment.

“We are in the fourth dimension, in time, are we not,

Ovington? Yet we can sense only that which we call the

present. Why? Simply because our five senses are not

capable of detecting more than that. But how can we

hope to enable our minds to go beyond the power of the
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five senses? Ah, Ovington, that is the question—and the

thought of our experiment for tonight. I believe that we

need only deprive the mind of its five senses, keeping it

alive during the process, and it will develop a sixth sense

as a substitute for all the others, a sense that will be

aware of the hyper-world!

“I’m certain, Ovington, that you’ve been in contact

with blind men, and have observed what remarkable

powers of touch and hearing are usually theirs. The law

of compensation! And I’m certain that the same law

will act as I’ve suggested, when all the senses are de-

stroyed.

“The brain thus treated will be able to rise far above

this slum of space, will be able to see far beyond the

limits of the sphere enlightened by its usual conscious-

ness. It will see the past and future, lying together and

existing simultaneously!

“And you, Ovington—^Ah! I see that you have guessed

your part in my plans! Yours is the brain that will be

deprived of its five sensory organs, and allowed to de-

velop its sixth sense! You will make the sojourn into

hyper-space—you, the most favored of mortals.

“I’ll remove your brain from your skull, and keep it

alive in the liquid in that hollow crystal globe. Inci-

dently, don’t you recognize that liquid? It’s the serum

you discovered, which, modified by your special process,

prevents decay and death in animal tissue. The serum

that, through use in surgery and medicine, has cut the

death rate in half—and that gave me my fortune. I

knew you’d recognize it.”

CUDDENLY Ovington found his voice; and the pent-up

hatred, the rampant terror in his mind burst from him

in a stream of invectives.

“Yes, by God, I recognize it! And I curse you to the

bottom of the blackest pit of Hell! First you rob me of

my discovery, taking the honor and money for yourself;

then, to discredit me if I talk, you make me a cocaine ad-

dict—and now you would take my life! Oh, that mon-

sters like you should be created!” His voice broke in a

choking sob; and he sank into a hunched-up mass in his

chair, shivering and moaning and weeping.

“But you’re mistaken, Ovington,” said Koszarek in a

voice that was mockingly solicitous. “I’m not going to

kill you. Your body will die, it’s true, but it’s a worth-

less wreck anyway. But with its death your mind—ah,

that will rise into a fulness of life that is infinitely super-

ior to that of the body!”

He stepped over to the silver tank and crystal sphere.

“Here, Ovington, is your future body. See,” he pointed

toward the silver tubes leading into the globe, “these will

be connected, with the arteries leading into your brain,

and bear a liquid substitute for blood into all parts of the

brain-substance. And these,” indicating the other tubes,

“lead back into the tank, where the various oxy-compounds

of carbon, hydrogen, phosphorus, and the rest, that have

been formed, as you know, by a process analogous to com-

bustion are replaced by free oxygen, and the artificial

blood is prepared for its return to the brain . . . Never

fear, Ovington—I’ve taken every possible precaution to

insure the success of my experiment.

“My only fear is that you will not be able to com-

municate with me—though for that I’m depending on the

hope that together with your new four-dimensional sense,

you’ll develop the power to transmit your thoughts—omen-

tal telepathy. Of course, I can only hope that this is so.

But I think I had better start the operation.”

He moved toward the huddled figure of Ovington; then

suddenly he paused and shrugged his shoulders. The lit-

tle man was senseless. He had fainted.

With a faint, satisfied smile wreathing his lips, Koszarek

turned away from the unconscious man and began pre-

paring for the task before him. He moved a long, white,

glass-topped operating table close to the tank and hollow

globe, rolled the three tanks on wheels and the little

curved cone that formed the anesthetizing apparatus to a

position beside it, and placed the necessary surgical in-

struments in a tall, cylindrical sterilizing cabinet. Then,

freeing the senseless Ovington from the chair, he placed

him on the table and began making him ready for the

operation. His head had to be shaved and sterilized, and

he had to be rendered unconscious by means of an anesthe-

tic, then all would be ready.

Finally, clad in a long, white robe, his hands cleansed

and sterile, Koszarek set to work. The brain of John Ov-

ington was to be prepared for its conquest of hyper-space.

CHAPTER III

The Awakening of the Brain

T~\R. LEO KOSZAREK clenched his fists impotently and

glared in helpless rage at the apparatus before him.

The hollow crystal globe with its ghastly, grey-white oc-

cupant was the object of his wrath. Suddenly he seized a

metal—the same that Ovington had thrown at him—and

drew back his arm. He hesitated an instant—then dropped

the weight and started pacing the floor like a caged lion.

“Damn!” he ground through his teeth. “Will it never

speak?” His only answer was the steady, even throb,

throb, throb of the pump that sent the artificial blood

coursing through the brain that had been John Ovington’s.

For eleven seemingly endless days that throbbing and
the whirring of the motor had been the only sound to

emanate from the contrivance. He had not been certain

of success, of course; but somehow it didn’t seem possible

that he must accept failure. His arguments had been

sound—though there was always the thought that the Brain

might not be able to communicate with him even though

it lived, and perceived the fourth dimension. Eleven^

days! If nothing occurred in the very near future he’d

have to admit defeat. The body and clothes he had de-

stroyed long ago; the Brain, apparently, would have to

follow.

He paused in his pacing and stared at the globe again,

as though by his staring he could wrest some thought

from the imperturbable mass of grey matter. Steadily

his eyes were fixed upon the thing—and abruptly, as

though it were a message from some vaster world, he

heard, or thought he heard his name. An uncomfortable

premonition of fear passed over him—and he put it away
from him impatiently. He leaned forward tensely—lis-

tening.

The room seemed to have eaught a deep and solemn

quietude, a silence that, paradoxically, was not broken

by the sounds of the pump and motor. That silence alone
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answered him. But he persisted, eager for communica-

tion with the Brain.

With maddening slowness the minutes dragged by. He
thought, after a time, that he could hear the beating of

his heart, mingling with the throb, throb, throb of the ma-

chine—and then he realized that it was the pulsation of

his own mind. And still he persisted, listening-^ilently

listening.

And finally he was rewarded! He became aware of the

subtle emanation of some other, greater intellect—a form-

less thought that seemed to be a crushing weight. There

was no question in his mind: it was the first groping at-

tempt of the Brain to communicate with him—yet he felt

no joy in the knowledge of success; he was only con-

scious of a chill and unearthly foreboding! He wanted

to leave the place, to escape the Brain—but somehow he

was powerless to move. •

A struggle took place within Koszarek, his scientist’s

interest in his experiment striving to overcome his inex-

plicable fear. The scientist won, and though fear re-

mained lurking in the background, he centered his con-

sciousness upon the Brain to the exclusion of all else.

Again he became aware of the weight of formless

thought, stronger now, more powerful. Slowly, insid-

iously, it seemed to merge with his own mind. In his

utter and complete concentration, it seemed to be drawing

his life from his body, seemed to be drawing him forth

into an infinity of emptiness, to participate in thought

with the struggle of the Brain for supremacy over non-

existence! Dimly at first, but with ever increasing cer-

tainty, Koszarek realized that that struggle was taking

place, knew that somewhere in infinity the Brain fought

with Titanic power for escape from the inert, unconscious

heart of oblivion; fought for the power of articulation and

expression—and was slowly, inexorably gaining it! And

now he was a part of that struggle!

Above, below, on either side—nothing! Only thought

and the power of thought, assailed by myriads of clutch-

ing hands of nonentities, of formlessness, of non-exis-

tence. The five senses gone—blinded, deafened, devoid

of feeling—^yet a vague cognizance of life.

Stronger thought grew, groping, still formless—but

mounting steadily toward the light of knowledge. Ages

long, the struggle seemed—endless the striving for under-

standing.? Endless? No; for suddenly knowledge came

like a prodigious, jetting stream.

With a mind-destroying force that tore asunder the tenu-

ous threads binding him to the Brain, there crashed upon

Koszarek’s intellect a tempestuous, clamorous ocean of

sound, a withering, unimaginable torrent of light, a blast-

ing, chaotic madness of understanding that almost de-

stroyed his reason. The flood-gates of eternity opened

wide—the sight and sound, the knowledge and compre-

hension of all ages revealed in an immeasurable instant!

The past and future co-existing with the present; aeons

upon aeons of time, infinity upon infinity of space—^made

one!

With senses shriveled in an ecstacy of torment, Kos-

zarek fell back from the Brain, his arms twitching jerkily

before him like the anguished movements of the feelers of

a crushed ant. There was a roaring chaos in his head,

an infinity of blackness before his eyes; and slowly he

sank into unconsciousness.

“T EO KOSZAREK! Leo Koszarek! Awaken!” Through

the black folks of senselessness that shrouded his

mind, he heard his name. There was an imperative qual-

ity in the thought that brooked no disobedience. Sti£3y,

painfully he stirred, and struggled to rise. He was lying

on his back; and his blinking eyes rested on a crystal

globe that held a quantity of green-tinted liquid and a

human brain.

That Brain—^he remembered now; it had belonged to

John Ovington! And that voice calling his name—it had

existed only in his mind, a telepathic message from the

Brain

!

“Yes,” came the thought at that instant, “it was a mes-

sage, from me—and I demand obedience. Arise—at once!”

“At once,” Koszarek mumbled, hastily getting to his

feet. Swaying unsteadily, he stared in wonder at the

Brain. That same inexplicable fear that he had exper-

ienced before was upon him. He could not rid himself

of it.

“I should hate you for your treatment of the body of

John Ovington,” the Brain pursued coldly, “but hatred,

like all the other emotions, is a creation of the sensory

organs, and is impossible outside of the body. Justice,

however, is of the mind—hut we’ll not consider that now.

“But forget your fears, Leo Koszarek; your experiment

is a success; why should you fear?”

Why should he fear, Koszarek asked himself. A dis-

embodied brain, and that, the brain of the drug addict,

John Ovington, could be no menace to his safety! That

was obvious—^nor did he fear it! A flood of courage,

as from some extraneous source, had banished the dis-

quieting dread.

“Of course my experiment is a success,” he replied

loftily, with the return of his customary arrogance. “I

knew it would not fail when I sensed your struggle to

speak. But it had to be successful, for my basic as-

sumptions were correct . . . But tell me, what do you

see?” His voice became eager, excited.

The Brain seemed to hesitate. And when the answer

came, there were breaks and pauses between the phrases,

as though the Brain were groping to express itself.

“There is much that I cannot tell you—your mind with

its meagre strength would break under the weight of

knowledge. There is much that even I cannot yet com-

prehend—though my knowledge and understanding is

steadily growing.

“I see our universe in all its myriad stages of develop-

ment—a flat, whirling spiral of nebular flame,then a mass

of contracting suns; I see them condense. I see our own
little sun spinning in space with its countless fellows—

a

diminutive thing, whirling alone. I see another star,

larger, pass by—^they come within the gravitational pull

of each other—but their speed is such that they do not

collide; they swing in a great arc around each other, and

the Wanderer passes on into endless night.

“I see our sun, her surface of flaming gases tom into

raging billows of fire that leap millions of miles high,

whirling endlessly until she casts from her the plumes

of flame. I see them contracting to form the sun’s fam-

ily of planets—one of them our Earth.

“I see the Earth cooling by radiation, and slowly con-

tracting. I see a hardened crust forming on her surface,

see that crust warping and buckling to form mighty, jagged
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mountain ranges. I see moisture condensing and falling,

and rising again to blanket Earth with a sea of clouds.

I see Earth cooling to a greater degree—seas are forming,

and the planet is cloaked with mists.

“I see the dawn of life upon the Earth. I see the grad-

ual change from one form of life to another—and see the

rise of Man to supremacy.

“The past history of Man, from the morning of time to

what you call the present, and the future of Man, the

Earth, the Sun—all these I see—and they are occurring

simultaneously, are taking place in the endless, eternal

now!
“I see you operating on the head of John Ovington

—

and see your end! There’s nothing, nothing, Koszarek,

in this sphere of the fourth dimension, in time, that I can-

not see—or, more accurately, sense.

“Beyond the fourth there is a fifth dimension; and I

sense it but dimly. Eternity, I think you would call it.

It is the line, the direction perpendicular to time—but it

eludes me; I cannot grasp it.” The thought of the Brain

ceased.

Leo Koszarek was almost speechless with excitement.

His ugly face was agleam. For a moment his repulsive

features looked almost attractive. But after that instant

his unlovely nature asserted itself in a flash of jealousy

that made itself evident in his voice.

“In every way—in every way I was right! But why
can’t / sense it—why can’t / see it all? Mine the honor;

but my senses blind me!”
Suddenly he appealed to the Brain. “Isn’t there some

way you can show me what you see—some means by

which I can see the future—or even the past? Before

you had gained the power to transmit your thoughts, I

got a glimpse of it all—but it was so little—and seeing

it as you see it, from the four-dimensional viewpoint,

would be too much for me. But isn’t there some other

way?” His voice had taken on a note of pleading that

was entirely out of harmony with his character.

/

"POR long moments the Brain made no reply. Then
abruptly, as though coming to a sudden decision, the

answer came; and there was a curiously exultant quality

in it.

“Yes, there is one way; and by means of it I can show
you either past or future events. But it necessitates your

placing your will completely under the control of mine,

as you would in hypnosis.

“I’ve found since gaining this sublimated state, that

men follow a plan of existence somewhat akin to that

brought forth in the theory of reincarnation. Thus, you,

or a counterpart of you, exist numberless times in both

past and future, each existence, of course, separated by a

varying number of generations. Whether or not this is

due to what some call the soul, others the ego, which is

born in a future body—or whether it is due, perhaps, to

some microscopic part of the dead mind, finding its way
into the life cells of an unborn future generation, I can-

not say. Nor does it matter. But the fact remains that

it is so; and because of it, I am able to show you either

past or future, as it has been seen, or will be seen by
your past or future counterpart.

“You may think that this thought involves a paradox,

that you could not exist simultaneously in different ages

—

but you should bear in mind that those different exis-

tences are separated by the fourth dimension—time . . .

But, of course, with your knowledge of hyper-space, you
understand that without my explaining!”

Koszarek failed to detect the mockery in the silent voice

of the Brain.

“Anything—anything within reason to see the future!”

he exclaimed. “The past would be interesting, but it is

known. But the knowledge of the future—that will be of

tremendous value from a scientific and a commercial

standpoint! What must I do to see it?”

The reply came quickly. “First see that the machinery

that keeps me alive is in perfect order; then center your

mind on me to the exclusion of all else, as you did when
you caught a glimpse of the hyper-world. I shall do the

rest.”

Koszarek carefully examined every minute part of the

device that sent the artificial blood through the Brain;

saw that the motor and pumps were in perfect working or-

der and well-oiled; and tested the liquid in the tank to

be certain that the Brain was receiving only the elements

that it should.

Finally, all in readiness, he seized a chair, placed it

directly opposite the crystal sphere, and seating himself,

he fixed his eyes on the Brain, shutting everything else

from his mind.

A second time he seemed to be leaving his body. Like

a magnet of the intellect, the Brain seemed to be drawing

his mind from his physical being—and taking the former

into itself!

And slowly, with a transition, a transmutation, that he

could not detect, the mind that was Koszarek’s merged
with the mind of his coimterpart long centuries in the

future.

And before him imrolled the picture of a world of in-

conceivable complexity, a world of super-men, and a

super-civilization; and before him—^rather, within him

—

was enacted the tale of a life, his life in that future world

CHAPTER IV,

|The Super-Race

* INHERE was a black, angry frown on the face of the

man who gazed out through the tower window into

the night at the giant, human beehive, Cosmopolis, the

world’s largest city, in the year of 2944. His eyes were

narrowed, and his lips were drawn into a thin, straight

line that drooped at the corners.

A deep roar of sound, a ceaseless medley of voices,

electrical, mechanical, human, poured up to him in a veri-

table torrent—the city made articulate. One above an-

other in a series of tiers, the traffic levels rose, each con-

tributing its individual sound to the bedlam. The dull

rumble of the heavy freight vehicles on the lowest levels,

the high-pitched roar of the passenger cars on the levels

above that; the voices of the pedestrians still higher; and

on the highest level, the ceaseless hum of the dangling

monorail cars, flashing endlessly over the network of shin-

ing steel that covered the city. And above all these, dron-

ing like so many angry hornets, the myriad aircraft of the

period darted, crossing and re-crossing in a nocturnal sky

that was aglow with countless vari-colored beacon lights.
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The frown on the face of the man at the window deep-

ened; a wave of red crept up the knotted cords of his neck,

suffused the set jaws, then suddenly swept in a tide over

cheeks and temples. A low laugh, cold, unpleasant, mirth-

less, fell from his lips. It ended in an almost inaudible

snarl. Then the man was silent, and motionless, and only

his eyes were active, glaring out of deep sockets like

points of black light; only his eyes—and his mind.

How he hated it—the glare of lights, the towering build-

ings, the madly speeding vehicles, the vast milling

throngs! He hated, loathed them all

—

all—^for they were

the instruments, the subjects, aye, the creations of—the

Brain!

The people—^he hated them particularly! This self-

styled super-race, this race of physically perfect beings,

every member of which had even, regular, harmonizing

features, without spot or blemish, whose bodies were

matcliless physical machines—God! How he hated

them! For of all Earth’s billions, he alone was ugly,

he alone, deformed! They were perfect—and he was
not—and because of his deformity he was a creature set

apart from them, tolerated, but secretly despised.

He hated the people; yes—but far, far beyond that

feeling was his hatred for the Brain, the power behind

the super-race, the cause of it all. For the Brain had

conceived the present complex world, had*brought about

the present perfection of the race; and likewise, it had

been responsible for his having to remain the one ano-

maly, the one physical monstrosity in the civilized world!

More than a thousand years before, so history said,

the Brain had come into existence. A scientist of that

day—his name had been lost during the centuries—had

removed the brain of a man and had kept it alive by arti-

ficial means. For some strange reason that brain had

developed incredible mental powers, powers that it had

exerted through the scientists that attended it, until it had

become the re<x^ized scientific authority of the world.

And gradually as the years of the Brain’s life dragged

into centuries, and after countless changes had been made,

countless inventions introduced by die Brain, all man-

kind had accepted the bodiless thing as their ruler.

Four centuries in the past the Brain had established its

most revolutionary change—^the change that most parti-

cularly affected the man at the window. At that time the

world had been faced by a seemingly insoluble problem.

The steadily increasing fertility of the less desirable mem-
bers of the world’s population was gradually, though

none-the-less certainly, lowering the mental level of hu-

manity. The Brain, to correct this, working through die

scientists, created the first ectogenetic child. An ovary

was removed from a woman who had been killed in an

accident, and was kept alive in a liquid similar to that

which held the Brain. Several ^gs were obtained from

it, fertilized successfully, and the embryos grown for

nine months, then brought out into the air—living, nor-

mal children.

In spite of strong opposition, the Brain gradually es-

tablished ectogenesis throughout the world, until two gen-

erations back, it had been declared a criminal offense,

punishable by death, for children to be born of women.

There were few offenders, however, for the women of the

world were glad to escape the pain and travail of child-

birth. And the comparatively small number of men and

women who were selected as progenitors for each succeed-

ing generation, wwe so unquestionably superior to the

majority, that a marked mental and physical advance in

the race became evident almost immediately. Gradually

the present super-race had been created.

The man at the window laughed shortly, bitterly. He
was the result of disobedience of that law, the ectogenetic

law, as it was called. He had been bom of a woman, a

woman whom he had never seen; and the Brain had per-

mitted him to live as an example of what disobedience to

the law would result. And because no individual in this

age could lead a useless life, he had been trained to be-

come a scientist, a student of chemistry.

"LTE turned and surveyed the room—^his laboratory. A
"*• laboratory that contained everything that a chemist

could desire—but he loathed it—^for behind it was the

Brain! Everywhere

—

everywhere—the Brain! The thought

was maddening.

Hatred for the Brain—^his mind seemed able to grasp

only that. His thoughts moved in a cycle that began

and ended with the disembodied thing. Day and night

his own brain would not stop mangling and tearing itself

to pieces—and would not let him rest—and there was

no peace—^none! His lips drew back in an angry snarl,

and a low, bestial growl welled up in his throat. Then

he began to curse violently, giving vent to his hatred for

the Brain.

After a time the paroxysm passed; the demoniacal hate

on his face faded. Through utter exhaustion the voice

of hatred in his mind had ceased its plagueing.

He moved slowly toward a doorway in a far corner, a

doorway that led to his bedroom. He’d try to get some

much-needed sleep. He paused before a small, concave

mirror in the wall beside his bed—a mirror that strange-

ly reflected his entire figure in miniature, yet without

distortion—and gazed at his features. He w<is ugly,

there was no question about that. Those bony protuber-

ances above his eyes; his prominent nose with its cruel-

ly depressed tip; his high, square-cut cheek bones, and

hollow cheeks—and above all, his deep-sunken eyes

—

they constituted a picture of grim ugliness. He made no

attempt to deny it

His body too, with its twisted spine and crooked legs,

one shorter ffian the other—it was a repulsive thing!

And the costume of the day, the garb of the scientists,

sleeveless, loose-fitting garments of white cloth that reached

to the waist, daric blue trunks terminating midway between

waist and thigh, and insignificant sandals—they but served

to make his ugliness more evident.

He ground his teeth as he gazed at his image, for he

knew that, had the Brain so willed, his deformity could

have been corrected. But that had been denied him—
the ever-recurring thought returned again—by the hate-

ful, the accursed Bram!
Suddenly breaking in upon his thoughts, ho heard a

sharp buzzing in the laboratory. With a muttered im-

precation he left the bedroom, and approached the small

duo-televisor screen that stood close to the door. With

an effort he drew his face into an expressionless mask;

then deftly made the necessary contacts.

The interior of a great, dome-ceilinged room of palest

lavender appeared on the screen. Walls and ceilings
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were of glass, cast in great, translucent slabs; the floor

was a sheet of highly polished metal. In the center of

the chamber was the hollow crystal globe that contained

the Brain. And beneath the globe was the apparatus

that kept the Brain alive, a series of tanks, pumps and

atomic energy motors that were as perfect as machinery

could be made. Centuries before, at the direction of the*

Brain, they had replaced the original antiquated devices

that the Brain’s creator had used.

“Clavering,” the thought came to the man in the lab-

oratory. “I need the liquid upon which you have been

laboring for the past two months—and I must have it

tonight! You have your directions; you will complete

the process within the next hour. Bring the liquid to

me when you have concluded your task!”

The screen flashed white; the thought of the Brain had

gone from Clavering’s mind. The latter broke the con-

tact.

For long moments he stared at the duo-televisor screen,

an angry flush creeping over his face; then abruptly he

shrugged his shoulders. It was the way of the Brain; he

had to obey

For two months he had been conducting countless ex-

periments under the guidance of the Brain, slowly, very

slowly, forming a liquid that he believed was the long

sought-for elixir of life And now the end was in sight.

He limped across the laboratory to a long table on

which a deep blue flame biuned under a device some-

what resembling an alembic. Swift, little phosphores-

cences played over the surface of the crimson liquid

within. Strange fumes arose. Beside it in an appara-

tus of twisted quartz, a clear blue solution sparkled.

Other activities were going forward. Donning a long

white robe. Clavering resumed his labors.

Gradually for him Ae room seemed to vani^; only

his work existed. With complete concentration he bent

his mind upon the task before him.

After a time he relaxed to some extent and his thoughts

turned to the purpose of the liquid that the Brain desired.

Little more remained to be done; his work no longer re-

quired his complete attention. That this was the elixir of

life, he felt sure—^fliough why he had come to that conclu-

sion, he did not know. True, he had repeated in part

the experimMits of the ancient alchemists of former ages,

alchemists and philosophers whose lives were now only

legends—^Aristotle, Albertus Magnus, Roger Bacon,

Aquinas, Paracelsus— and they had been seeking the Al-

kahest, the universal solvent; but their’s were selfish

ideas! He had followed the directions of the Brain

—

that was all; but all during his labors the thought had

beat incessantly upon his mind that this was the elixir

of life, the solvent of death!

TLXE raised a test tube to the light, stared for an instant

through the liquid it contained, then replaced it in

the clamp above the flame. He waited patiently until

the furiously boiling fluid had varied from a dull brown
to a deep emerald, then dropped a minute portion of the

fluid from a little bottle into the tube. In an instant the

substance changed to a brilliant yellow that glowed with

a living light. Clavering removed the test tube, turned

down the flame, and cooled the liquid in running water

—

and the thing was done! Whatever it was that he had
made, it was complete.

He transferred the sparkling fluid to a platinum flask

that contained more of the substance; and he W£is ready

to deliver it to the Brain.

Hastily he started toward the door, as though he

feared the substance he bore. His mind seemed not his

own.

“The Brain! The Brain! It must go to the Brain!”

he muttered—then abruptly he stopped short, his eyes

wide in wonder at the thought that had come to him.

For long he had sought to enter the Chamber of the

Brain to destroy the object of his hate, but his efforts had
always failed. None were permitted there unless they

were summoned by the Brain. And now the opportunity

was at hand! At last he might be able to blot out the

monstrous thing fliat had been responsible for his remain-

ing the object of scorn that he was!

He had a weapon—oh, yes, he had a weapon! Scientists

were not supposed to have weapons of any sort while in

the Science Tower—they were forbidden by the Brain

—

but he had constructed one, a diminutive thing that he

could well conceal beneath his garments, but that was
powerful enough to shatter the crystal ball with the

metal pellet that it cast from itself. And he knew how to

use it; he had practiced for long hours. He had made it

to destroy the Brain; and now he might be able to use it!

Clavering was beside himself with excitement. “The

Brain! The Brain! Death to the Brain!” Wildly the

thought throbbed through his mind. Trembling with

eagerness, he secured his little weapon, concealed it be-

neath his white jacket, then left the laboratory.

Quickly he stepped upon the moving half-section of the

floor that sped toward the center of the building, and was

swept toward the great elevators in the heart of the gigan-

tic tower. Upon reaching them, he was accosted by a

tall, handsome, powerfully-muscled guard—one of the

hated “super-race.”

“Well, what do you want, Clavering?” the latter asked

grufBy.

“Audience with the Brain!” Clavering drew himself

up as straight as his twisted form permitted.

The guard adjusted his portable duo-televisor, and spoke

to the entity in the crystal sphere.

“He may come; 1 called him,” the thought came to

them. And Clavering entered an elevator that bore him

upward with incredible speed.

Up—up to the very top of the mile-high Tower of

Science, where, in the gigantic dome that crowned the tre-

mendous structure, was the Brain

!

Clavering was strangely cool now; his nerves wmj
steady; to all outward appearances his mind was not par-

ticularly ccmcemed about anything. One hand carried the

flask of yellow fluid, and the other hung free; but under

the arm that held the flask was pressed his weapon.

At Imgth the speeding elevator came to rest and Clav-

ering alighted. He was in a vast, circular hallway that

completely surrounded the domed Chamber of the Brain.

Only one doorway led into the room; Clavering saw it a

hundred feet away. But he made no attempt to approach

it; a telepathic message had commanded that he wait.

Coolly he moved toward one of the many windows that

alternated with the elevator doors in the thick walls of the
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circular hallway, and gazed out over the city. From his

vantage point in the tallest of the towers of Cosmopolis

he could see to the farthest corner of the city he hated

—

though the maze of beacon lights and darting planes

far below him distorted his vision to some extent.

A vast, broken, sky-blue plain from which jutted count-

less spikes and spires. Titanic domes and arches, gigantic

pyramidal masses of masonry with flattened tops; spark-

ling ribbons of light that were the streets, one rising above

another, five ten, twenty aerial thoroughfares—that was

Cosmopolis! And above it rose the four great towers

—

the Tower of Science, the Tower of Business, the Tower

of Art and the Tower of Music. The terraced Tower of

Science—this tower—^was the center of all, like the hub

of a Titanic wheel. And like a wheel, the great avenues,

its spokes, began at the Science Tower and led out in

straight lines, with other streets crossing like the glowing

strands of a spider’s web. And at carefully planned in-

tervals at the city’s edge, the three other towers projected

into the sky—lesser towers housing industries of lesser

importance. For high above even these three rose the

Tower of Science—the dwelling place of the scientists of

the world.

CHAPTER V

The Triumph of the Braiii

/^LAVERING’S lips twitched into a sneer. A great city,

a tremendous city—yet the super-men had made every

external part of it either dark green or blue, because it ap-

pealed to their sense of beauty, and because they said

that blue and green were restful to the eyes!

It was almost silent up here; only a faint hum of sound

reached him—so far below were the noises of the busi-

ness levels. Silent . . .

“I am ready. Clavering!” It was the silent voice of the

Brain I

Clavering turned from the window and limped toward

the opening into the domed chamber.

He reached under his jacket and grasped his weapon—
and suddenly he realized that he was no longer as self-

possessed as he had been. Now that the goal of his hate

was within his grasp, his mind was in a state of turmoil.

Almost idly he had gazed out over the city—yet all the

while, subconsciously, his mental unrest had been marshal-

ling its forces. Emotions, the gamut of them, assailed his

brain like vultures swooping upon their prey; his mind
began suddenly to stumble. What was wrong?
Then abruptly he was in the Chamber of the Brain,

without a conscious knowledge of how he had gotten there.

His jaw sagged dumbly; his eyes widened in unbelief.

Ranged in a half-circle before him, between him and
the Brain, were members of the Guard! Mechanically he

counted them—twelve—thirteen—and they were tall and
strong—and it was a trap, a trap set for him!

Something seemed to snap—audibly—in his mind; he

felt his muscles grow taut as steel; and a madness of hate

seized him. Curse the Brain! Curse the handsome faces

before him!

The hand holding the platinum flask drew- back, and

the heavy thing flashed through the air. It crashed against

the forehead of one of the men; he slumped to a mo-

tionless heap—and Clavering laughed wildly.

They were closing in upon him now, the Guards; and
he was vaguely aware of the thought of the Brain urging

them on. The Brain! He had forgotten! His weapon
flashed up, and he pressed on the little knob at its back.

His aim was good—^but one of the Guards leaped between

him and the Brain . . . And then reason left Clavering

- completely.

The domed room, the Guards, everything before him
whirled around in great, red, pulsing circles. A fury

that shook him to the depths of his being took possession

of him. He knew nothing, was moved by nothing save

an overwhelming lust for vengeance. With a mad cry

he tore into the Guards.

The fight could not last long—nor did it In a mo-
ment Clavering, biting, kicking, and clawing like some
ravenous beast, went down under the superior numbers
and strength of his attackers. Something struck his head
—and blackness descended,

A telepathic command from the Brain brought back

Clavering’s senses. The Guards were holding him power-

less before the crystal globe. He stared with fearful fas-

cination at the Brain, with its countless convolutions;

and he continued staring when the Brain addressed him.

“Where is the flask of that fluid yon were to bring to

me. Clavering? Oh, yes; it lies close beside you. You
thought it might be the elixir of life, did you not? And
were tempted to drink it? You thought wisely. Claver-

ing—I saw to that. It is the solvent of death; and your

impulse to drink it was only natural—since I had you

make it for yourself! You will be the first man to use

it! Think of it—eternal life, as I have eternal life!”

A Guard stooped at the command of the Brain and se-

cured the somewhat dented flask. Removing the cap, he

held the vessel in readiness.

“Because you might attempt to frustrate my plans, and

refuse the honor I am conferring upon you,” the Brain

continued, *the Guards will hold you while they force you

to drink. After that you will be released; for I regret to

say that your body will become rigid and lifeless, literally

petrified. Your brain alone will have eternal life. It is

merely justice; you must forfeit physical life for the men-

tal. Always I’ll have you with me. And our friendship

will grow and grow!” The taunting thought ceased.

Clavering’s mind was a seething vortex of fear. Eter-

nity with the Brain, his body a rigid, helpless thing—his

reason froze at the thought. He screamed in a flood of

madness.

And then despite his struggles his head was forced back,

his jaws pried open; and they were pouring the sparkling

liquid down his throat. Involuntarily he swallowed—and

then he was free.

His body was afire—^yet he was frozen by a blast of

feeling colder than ice. He staggered back a step, clawing

at his throat. His eyes closed—and opened again to stare

wildly around. He gasped—an instant’s pause—^then sud-

denly a quivering, an uncontrollable tremor possessed him.

Quickly it was gone, and in its place Clavering became

aware of a strange, cold numbness that was creeping over

him.

The Guards were watching hiih intently—and there was

the Brain—and eternity lay before him. Eternity with

the Brain? God, no! There was one way of escape

—

only one.

With a sudden, wolfish howl he whirled, fighting against
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the numbness. He dashed through the door; and none

moved to stop him. The windows—^there lay escape!

His muscles were rapidly growing cold—soon it would
be too late—and the Guards were after him now. With a

final, frenzied effort he leaped, was on the window sill.

A cry arose from the Guards; he sensed the thought of

the Brain, chuckling amusedly; and then he leaped far

out with all his waning strength.

And turning end over end like a lifeless thing, he hurtled

down, down—^rapidly down—endlessly down, in an eter-

nity of falling—until there was a tremendous crash, a flood

of absolute blackness—and the oblivion of death.

Clavering the Deformed was no more!

r\R. LEO KOSZAREK slowly opened his eyes. What

—

what had happened? He was conscious of lassitude

and fatigue, as though he had been upon some long journey

that overtaxed his strength; and his body was trembling;

his mind seemed to be in some mental maze that had en-

trapped him, a maze from which there was no escape.

What

—

The Brain! There it was—^the accursed thing—direct-

ly before him! But—but he had leaped from the win-

dow; had fallen horribly down, down . . . Then in a

flash he understood. That had been Clavering, the crip-

pled scientist of the future, whose adventures he had ex-

perienced through the agency of the Brain—but he, in

the present, was Leo Koszarek! That, after all, had only

been a vision; this was reality.

“God, but it seemed real!” he exclaimed in a shaken

voice as he arose from his chair. “I still can feel ray

body—or Clavering’s body—growing numb and cold—
and—and can still feel that terrible, endless falling!” He
shuddered at the thought.

“Seemed real!” the Brain replied. “It was real. You

saw what is happening in one small part of the fourth

dimension—in the great, all-inclusive now. But that was

nothing compared with your next phase of existence!”

Koszarek seemed not to have sensed his thought.

“But your knowledge, whence came the knowledge that

enabled you to accomplish all you did in the future

world?”
“From the even more distant future, of course—a time

when Man, after sinking to the lowest depths, has climbed

again to incredible heights. Since I see all that is oc-

curring in every age, I have but to choose what I wish

from Time’s store of knowledge, and transmit it to others

for execution." There is no paradox in this; I am in no

wise changing the future—^for in the fourth dimension

all is the present; and in certain portions of that present

I exist.

“But come; I shall show you your next reincarnation,

if we may call it that—your existence as Vastine, at-

tendant of the Brain, in the year 3660.”

Involuntarily Koszarek shrank back. Fear of the Brain

was upon him again—though that fear was not so inex-

plicable now. For the Brain was a thing of tremendous

power; and he was terrified by that power. He—he had

seen enough of the future. Better for him and the world

if this entity were destroyed! He’d destroy it himself

—

but—but—he couldn’t! It had existed in the future; and

he could not possibly destroy it now, thus interfering with

future events . . . Careful ! the Brain knew even his present

thoughts!

“Come, come, why do you delay? You wanted to see

the future, did you not? Through me you may see it.

Think—that world of the supermen that you saw, laid in

ruins, the result of an invasion of the monstrous inhabi-

tants of a planet in a distant galaxy. Mankind almost
obliterated by the invaders. Think, Koszarek, of yourself

as Vastine, the one through whom the world is saved from
the invading hordes! Of course you want to see it!”

Koszarek felt an_ almost irresistable curiosity sweeping
over his mind. He wanted to see the world of the future;

of course he did! What ridiculous thoughts those had
been that had made him fear the Brain! Fear the Brain?
There was no reason for fear, for his creation was a kind-

ly, benevolent thing—at least, something seemed to be
telling him that it was ...

Abruptly Koszarek shook his head. His mind seemed
to be in an incredible state of disorder, seemed to be
possessed of thoughts that did not belong there!

He shrugged his shoulders. He was certain of one thing,

at any rate; he wanted to see the world of 3660, indeed,

must see it!

“Of course I want to see it,” he said to the Brain, reply-

ing in the exact thought of the latter.

“Remember,” the Brain admonished, “that all you have

seen and will see is unchangeable. The invasion of the

world—I knew—or know—^it is to take place, yet it can-

not be avoided, because it already has taken place—^in the

future. I can do nothing that lies beyond the natural

course of events.

“And now—complete concentration on me.”

Koszarek relaxed in his chair; and for the second time

he experienced that strange merging of himself with the

Brain; and again his mind, in experience, was transported

to the remote future wherein he lived and moved, a part of

the future life.

CHAPTER IV

Monstrosities From the Sea

“T^HEY come. Master, they come!” The alarmed cry

echoed through the great chamber of the Brain as

Vastine the attendant darted through the portal and sped

toward the crystal globe and its occupant. He cast furtive,

terror-stricken glances over his shoulder as he ran. Pant-

ing with nervousness and cringing fearfully, he paused be-

fore the mass of apparatus in the center of which was the

Brain.

Quietly, dispassionately, unruffled, came the thought of

the Brain: “Do not fear; I knew they were coming; they

will do no harm.”

“But they can read the thoughts of men; and they will

know that I have some scientific knowledge, and because

of it, they will destroy me, as they have all the other scien-

tists that they’ve discovered! And—and I cannot hide.”

Again the thought came: “Do not fear. My thoughts

they cannot read, for though their minds are great, mine is

greater. You will yield yourself completely to me, and I

will replace your intelligence with mine. Then, when they

strive to read your thoughts, they will learn only that which

I desire to have them learn.”

With an effort Vastine composed himself and thought

only of the Brain—and in an instant his mind was blank.
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and his intelligence was gone, dispossessed by a greater.

Not a moment too soon had the Brain taken over the

control of Vastine’s body, for suddenly in through the

portal of the domed cheimber drifted the objects of Vas-

tine’s fears. Six great globes of transparent crystal,

fully four feet in diameter, they floated toward the Brain.

Globes of crystal whose shining surfaces were constantly

flashing the manifold hues of iridescence—and globes

from which protruded at regularly-spaced intervals a ser-

ies of long, needle-sharp, metal-capped spikes. And be-

hind each spike, within the spheres, hung a minute metal

mechanism.

But none of this had inspired fear in Vastine’s breast;

his was fear of the repulsive monstrosities floating in the

almost colorless liquid that filled the globe. Unlike any

creatures of Earth, were they, though they resembled to a

slight extent deformed octopi whose tentacles had shrunken

and shriveled to a small fraction of their normal size.

Roughly circular, their bodies were, covered with a

sheathing of minute scales that gleamed like burnished

copper. On opposite sides of the things gleamed two, un-

winking discs of crimson fire, their eyes. And between

those eyes, in a cincture that completely encircled the

monsters, protruded countless, thin, scaly, snakelike feel-

ers that seemed always to be in motion that seemed never

to cease their nervous twitching and darting about.

When the spiked globes reached Vastine and the Brain,

they paused, floating in midair. Then one of them sep-

arated itself from the main body of globes and arose to a

position directly above Vastine’s head. A tremor passed

over the man’s frame; then he was motionless, rigid, as

though chained. And from one of the globe’s metal-

capped spikes leaped a wide-spread beam of utter black-

ness, a funnelshaped, ebon veil that was the complete

cessation of all light. It covered the man completely for

long moments—then was gone.

Into Vastine’s mind—^the mind controlled by the Brain

—came the thought, strangely reptilian:

“Not much of knowledge have you—weak is your mind
—and it is well for you. For in your ignorance you can

do naught to impede the progress of our plans—else would

we destroy you. Even so would you die were it not that

you are the watcher of this—Brain you call it—and at our

leisure we desire to study this strange thing. See you
that you watch it carefully until we return! And see you
that you remain within the confines of this tower—^for on

the lower levels lies only death for you and your kind.”

The thought ceased and the monster in the spiked globe

joined its fellows.

For an instant they hovered motionless—^then without

warning six beams of the uncannily solid blackness leaped

out toward the Brain, completely encircling it. Somehow
it seemed to be probing deep, deep. Then, as though in

anger, baffled, the beams of gloom vanished. The globes,

one after another, sped through the portal, out into the

great, circular hallway, and from thence through a window
into the open.

For a fleeting instant after they had gone, Vastine re-

mained immobile; then, with the withdrawal of the Brain

from his intelligence, and with a rush of knowledge of

what had occurred, he sprang in the monsters’ wake. Upon
reaching a window, he leaned far out and watched the

spheres flashing rapidly downward, until they plunged

into the waters that lapped the sides of the Science Tower
a half mile below.

And then, as he had done countless times before, Vas-

tine gazed out over the desolate scene that lay below

him. And as his eyes swept in a wide panorama over an

inundated world, a heavy weight of hopelessness, of fu-

tility settled on his heart.

Water—everywhere! An endless green expanse that

lost itself far away in the blue-grey of a somber sky. Mile

upon mile in every direction the solemn waste of water

stretched, a boundless ocean that covered all of Earth, that

swallowed up both the creations of nature, and the struc-

tures of man, save only the highest mountains and the

tallest buildings.

/^F all the structures that had constituted the gigantic

city of Cosmopolis, only the four towers—^the Towers

of Science, Business, Music, and Art—remained above the

surface of the water. Here and there the waves swirled

white and seething about tbe top of some great structure

that almost reached the surface—^but aside from that all

sight of Cosmopolis was gone.

And ever, unceasingly, the sea warred on all that re-

mained above her surface, battering with her tides and

currents, corroding With her salts, beating and crashing

with her tempests—^until eventually nothing but water must

remain—until eventually nothing of man would appear on

the face of the deep—until Earth would become an aqueous

world!

With his mind the prey of an unredeemed dreariness of

thought, Vastine drew back from the open window, and

returned to the chamber of the Brain. He crossed to the

apparatus in the center, pausing before the living entity

that it held, and looking up at it as though expecting some

communication that would dispel the gloom in his mind.

But no message came.

After waiting a few moments, Vastine turned away and

moved over to a long, narrow bed which had neither head

or foot-board, and which rested on legs that raised it about

six inches from the floor. He cast himself on this, stretch-

ing to full length, and yielded his mind to gloomy retro-

spection.

He was afraid—deathly afraid—and he knew it. All

this must end very soon, with the sea and the marine

monstrosities victorious, and man and his works totally

obliterated—and he, Vastine, must die! It must be so; it

could be no other way! All the men of science were

gone—^though even while they had lived they had been

able to do nothing to save humanity—so no hope lay in

that direction. There still remained the Brain, and him-

self—but he could do nothing; and the Brain had done

nothing up to this point, at least. Hope! There was

none.

After a time Vastine’s mind reverted to the coming of

the invaders two years before his birth. Numerous were

the tales of their arrival that he had heard as a boy. A
great horde of black metal spheres had fallen from the

sky at night, flashing downward into the sea. Their com-

ing had been seen by men on a floating airport on the

breast of the Pacific. One had struck a corner of the

great metal plain—and had been captured. The men had

forced the metal sphere open, killing the monstrosity

within it—^but not before it had sent forth to its fellows a

telepathic plea for aid.
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The latter had come, a great cloud of spiked crystal

globes, divested of their metal armor, had swept all life

from the surface of the airport—all save one man, who
had concealed himself, and who had later returned with

the tale of the invaders’ coming.

Then the cloud of globes had divided, and had spread

abroad over the face of the Earth. A night of terror, de-

vastation, death had followed for every city on Earth.

The globes, flashing about high above the teeming hives of

humanity, had hurled showers of liquid fire down upon

them, fire that cascaded over the cities like molten metal,

white-hot, searing—but metal that seemed not to cool as

it flowed. Like a crimson-and-amber acid that glittered

and flamed, it had eaten its way from level to level, from

aerial street to aerial street, destroying as it went, until

at last, after working incalculable destruction, its powers

had slowly vanished.

Spasmodic, ineffectual attempts at retaliation had been

made by fleets of armed helicopters, hastily marshalled,

but the globes had out-maneuvered them at every turn,

and had put them to route with their liquid fire.

Then, before the devouring flames had completed their

work, the globes, spinning madly, had sent thin jets of

purple vapor from the tips of their spikes. The vapor

spread in faint, tenuous clouds and sank slowly, like

blankets of fog, over the cities. And men, as they breathed

the vapor, slowly, with agony unspeakable, had passed

into the oblivion of death. Then the crystal spheres had

darted away to vanish beneath the sea.

So delicate had been the balance of the complex super-

civilization, that that single night of turmoil had been

enough to start it tottering on the brink of destruction.

It was not the loss of life that was to blame; rather was

it the complete demoralization of commerce, the disrup-

tion of industry, the shattering of organized government.

Given time, of course, conditions would have righted them-

selves—but the invaders gave Man no respite. An imre-

mitting warfare between the monsters in the globes and

the human race had begun, to continue for fourteen long

years.

All that had occurred before he, Vastine, had been

bom—a natural birth, his, for with the coming of the

invaders the long-standing Ectogenetic Law with all other

laws, had become void, meaningless. His parents had been

a male and female scientist who had given him birth and

had raised him in the heart of the Science Tower. ,

HORTLY after he had reached his twelfth year the

warfare between mankind and the invaders ceased.

For then—^the floods had come! Until that time the

monstrosities had made no concerted effort at destruction

except the first, evidenlty occupied with some prepara-

tions and tasks of greater importance to them. But in

the fourteenth year after their coming, they had emerged

from the sea in all their power.

Millions upon millions, there mus^ have been, the re-

sult of fourteen years of procreation. From Atlantic and

Pacific, from every large body of salt water on Earth,

they had risen, to gather in a gigantic body in the upper

reaches of Earth’s atmosphere.

And mankind, expecting another deluge of fire, had

cringed in abject fear.

But the globes had ignored the puny humans, and as

though by prearranged plan, had divided into groups;

and each great group had flashed away on a mission that

would result in death for Man and increased life for

themselves. Several had gone to the Arctic ice cap;

others to the Antarctic; and still others to the' snow-

covered peaks of Earth’s great mountains. And hover-

ing above the frozen wastes, they had loosed their tor-

rents of liquid fire—^to melt the snow and ice of Earth

—

to flood the seas and make them rise—^to drown the world

of Man I

From all high places the myriad converging streams

had flowed, as the mountain snows had dissolved, mad
torrents of water that swept all before them. From the

mighty Alps into the European lowlands; from the Hima-

layas into the Ganges plains; from the African heights

into the slowly-rising negro civilization, and northward

into the thickly-peopled Egyptian flatlands; from the

Rockies into the gigantic cities of the world power, Amer-
ica; from the Andes into the vast South American manu-
facturing centers—from all these and other lesser heights

the aqueous doom had triumphed down.

But far worse than these, even in the aggregate, had
been the thawing polar ice sheets—they had been the

cause of the ocean’s fearfully rapid rise.

Refuge? There had been none save in the great tow-

ers and skyscrapers—and these could hold only an in-

finitesmal fraction of Earth’s hordes. Fights there had

been for the meagre available refuge—a mere lad, they

had terrified Vastine; and he remembered them now

—

bloody, brutish affairs!

His scientist father at that time had been an attendant

of the Brain; and when the globes had started to flood the

world, though before panic had stricken humanity, the

Brain had told him of the impending doom, and he had

taken his wife and son up into the domed chamber with

him. After securing a supply of water and food tablets,

he had fastened the door of the room beyond all power

to release it from within.

Weeks had passed before the Brain had informed them

that the waters had ceased rising, that the ice and snow

were all gone, and that they could safely open the door.

They had done so, to learn that the half-mile of tower

that still remained above water was filled with an incredi-

ble number of scientists, living in terribly congested con-

ditions. But because they feared the Brain and its power,

they had left the domed chamber unmolested.

That had been five years before, five years during

which the marine monstrosities had been seen but rarely;

evidently they thought that the few survivors of the flood

could be no menace to them—nor had they. During that

time, Vastine’s parents had died—whether by violence or

accident he did not know. They had gone helow into the

tower for water—the salt water of the sea was distilled

in the laboratories—and had failed to return. And he,

yastine, had become the attendant of the Brain.

All had been well with him after that—^though the

scientists below had not been so fortunate—until three

days before, when some of the globes had come out of the

sea to destroy the surviving men of learning, and to put

into effect some plan that they evidently had in mind.

He had been in a state of fear for all of the three days;

and the visjt he had dreaded had finally taken place.

But soon all would end, must end—and—and he would

die . . . His mind, moving in a circle, had returned to his

original thought.
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CHAPTER VII

The Warning

“TTASTINE, come here!” Abruptly the Brain broke

^ in upon his reverie. In a moment he had risen and

stood before the crystal sphere.

“Yes, Master.”

The thought of the Brain came slowly, with great de-

liberation :

“The time has come, Vastine, for these monsters from

space to be destroyed. I could do nothing before, be-

cause the hour had not arrived; but now the invaders’ de-

struction and the salvation of man are to be accomplished.”

A momentary doubt assailed Vastine, to be replaced in-

stantly by a wave of eager joy. Was not the Brain all-

powerful?

“Far out in space,” the thought of the Brain continued,

“a gigantic swarm of meteors is sweeping across the void

with terrific speed. Before long it will reach the orbit of

the Earth—and Earth will pass through the very heart of

the swarm!

“The world has passed through clouds of meteors be-

fore this, but none of them remotely approached this one

in density and in the size of its component bodies. Under

ordinary circumstances the bombardment of incandescent

metal would reduce the world to a miniature sun; but now

the water will be the means through which we escape that

fate. For the meteors upon striking the water, will be

cooled, and their velocity will be checked.

“And as the water saves Earth from the meteors, so will

the meteors free Earth from the enslavement of the waters.

For when the molten masses strike the sea, the oxygen in

the water will unite with the hot iron in the meteors

—

and they are composed chiefly of iron—to- form iron

oxide; and the hydrogen will be free as a gas, which will

unite with the atmosphere.

“I am aware, of course, that this vast amount of hydro-

gen in the air would render it unfit for breathing. So,

many years before the coming of the invaders, I had an

apparatus constructed that will rid the atmosphere of the

excess hydrogen. It lies far down under the water now,

but at the proper moment, when the water is reduced to

a certain level, it will begin to operate.

“The apparatus—though you can scarcely comprehend

even a part of my explanation—employs a principle

brought forth many centuries ago by a famous astronomer

of that day—the idea that under certain conditions the

transmutation of elements takes place. This scientist said

that in the Sun hydrogen is constantly changing to helium

gas, by the union of four atoms of hydrogen to form one

atom of helium. I’ve gone a step farther, and my device

will change hydrogen to helium, and helium to palladium

—the latter, a silver-white metal which has the power to

absorb a great amount of hydrogen without losing its

metallic form. This metal will aid my transmutof—^but

enough of explanations! They mean nothing to you.

“You’ll be more interested in knowing that the mon-

sters in their globes will die during the meteoric shower,

for the seas will be boiling, together with the liquid in

which the creatmes float. For, though the jinvaders send

streams of liquid fire from their globes, that fire has no

great heat until it unites with the oxygen in the air;

they are no more immune to heat than is Man.

“Ask me not how I know all this; that I do know is

sufficient
!”

Numerous questions leaped to Vastine”s mind as the

thought of the Brain ceased for a moment, but he knew
that to give them utterance would avail nothing; the

Brain would tell him only that which it wished him to

know. In silence he waited.

Suddenly the Brain resumed its communication.

“During the rain of meteors, the few towers that now
remain above the water, and many of the buildings that

are submerged, will be shaken to their foundations, some
even destroyed, while the tops of most of them will be

shattered and broken by bombardment. The Science

Tower will be one of those most seriously affected—we’ll

have to leave this chamber immediately.”

“Leave!” Vastine exclaimed. “But there is no place

for us to go to—and how can you leave?”

The thought of the Brain continued uninterrupted.

“When this tower was erected centuries ago under my
supervision; I had the artisans construct a great, circular

shaft that begins beneath the floor of this room and

reaches to the ground level of the tower. And beneath

the shaft on that level, is a chamber identical with this

one, a chamber which, together with the shaft, I had con-

structed for just this emergency. For in that chamber

we’ll seek refuge from the meteors.”

'
I
'HE Brain then directed Vastine to gather together his

entire supply of food tablets and water, and to place

them on the floor close to the device holding the Brain.

As he did this, Vastine noticed for the first time that an

almost invisible line in the floor completely surrounded

the Brain, forming a great slab of metal fully eight feet

in diameter, a sl^ separate from the rest of the metal

floor. He placed his bed on end within the circle, beside

his supplies.

Then at the Brain’s direction, he turned a little knob

in the exact center of the slab, beneath the apparatus of

the Brain—and they began sinking slowly.

“This, like the motors in my apparatus, is run by

atomic energy,” the Brain informed Vastine.

Down, down they sank, slowly at first, but with their

pace accelerating until they were descending at breath-

taking speed. Vastine clung to a metal support in a

sort of frenzy as the smoothly polished walls fiashed by

them. Steadily the light from above grew fainter, till

at last they were hurtling through utter blackness.

After an interminable period of downward progress, the

slab of metal seemed to check its speed. At last they were

only creeping along. And then, when they seemed to have

reached a standstill, the slab of metal jarred against an-

other hard surface; there was a sharp clang—a slow drop

of fifteen or twenty feet—a faint click—and the sudden

flood of light streaming from the lavender walls told Vas-

tine that they ha(f reached their destination.

Quickly he stepped from the sheet of metal, and at the

Brain’s command, removed his supplies and his bed. As

he did so, he noted that there were now two layers, one

of metal, and one of glass, the latter evidently a part of

the ceiling of this room. With his possessions removed,

he stood before the Brain awaiting orders.

“Now,” the message came, “you must lift the entire

mass of apparatus that holds me, and bear it to one side
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of the slabs so that they may return to their former posi-

tions.”

Vastine stared in amazement at the entity in the sphere

of crystal. “But—I—I can’t lift all that weight!” he cried

in consternation.

“You can,” the Brain replied, “if you’ll let me control

your body, for my will is far stronger than yours . . .

But first we ifiust deal with a visitor!”

At that instant Vastine fell back from the Brain with

a cry of terror. For into the room from the mouth of

the shaft above him had dropped a great spiked globe;

and from one of its spikes flowed a stream of liquid hre.

Only for an instant did the radiant stream strike the floor;

as abruptly as the monster had come, the fire ceased

flowing. And the spiked globe hung motionless in mid-

air, every tentacle of the monster within it reaching to-

ward the Brain.

Vastine stared at the creature in wide-eyed surprise.

Then he became aware of a Titanic struggle that was

taking place. It was silent, and motionless, yet it was
violent—the clashing of two powerful wills.

Moment after moment he watched the tense figure of

the monster—then abruptly it shrank back to the rear wall

of the globe, and the spiked sphere settled to the floor.

With a slow, cringing, beaten motion, one of the slender

cords reached out, fumbled with a device behind a spike

—

and a circular section of the globe drew aside, leaving an

opening a foot in diameter. Out through this the mon-

strosity crawled, collapsing on the floor like a pricked bal-

loon. The globe tilted over and dashed its contents

across the floor.

With a little shudder of revulsion, Vastine drew back

his foot and kicked the quivering, flabby thing to the far

side of the room. It landed with a dull thud and a rasp

of metallic scales—^then it lay still.

“Vastine!” It was the Brain. “The survivors in the

three other towers must be warned of the coming shower

of meteors in order that they may hide in the depths of

the towers and escape destruction. This globe affords

a means of your accomplishing that end. You shall en-

ter the vehicle, rise up the shaft, and visit each of the

towers. The shaft will remain open until you return.”

While Vastine poured the remainder of the liquid

from the globe, the Brain revealed how it was operated

—

knowledge it had gained in its mental struggle with the

monster. Then Vastine crawled into the globe, closed

the twelve-inch opening, and gingerly fingered the mech-

anism behind the spikes. As they answered to his touch,

his confidence increased, and an instant later he flashed

up through the blackness of the shaft.

Nearing the top of the tower he checked his pace, and

proceeded cautiously through the domed chamber, across

the hallway, and out through an open window. The gray

of dusk had fallen; Vastine was thankful for it, for it

minimized the chances of his being discovered by the

monsters. But with the open sea below him, a sea whipped

into long, rolling, white-capped waves by a brisk wind,

his courage faltered; the spiked globe however continued

unswervingly toward the goal he had set, the Tower of

Music. It buoyed up his spirit. In a very few min-

utes, it seemed, he reached the gigantic edifice.

T^IM lights shone from the windows to within a few

hundred feet of the water; faint sounds of music

drifted out into the twilight air from the highest floor.

But when Vastin’s globe drifted in through a window the

music broke off like a snuffed-out flame. A sudden, pal-

pitating silence fell over the small group of men in the

room.

Then one of them cried, “A man! It’s a man!” A
half-breathless murmur of amazement and incredulity

burst from the lips of the others.

Quickly Vastine settled to the floor, slid back the open-

ing in the globe, and stepped out.

“Yes, a man,” he said. “I come with a message from
the Brain. He bids me inform you that in the very near

future a swarm of meteors will strike the Earth; the water

will withdraw, and the monsters will be destroyed. He
bids me say that your only safety lies in descending as

deeply as possible into the heart of your tower, where you

may escape the fall of meteors from the sky.”

A swift hush had fallen over the group at Vastine’s first

words; but now they burst into a frenzy of questioning.

Their voices mingled in a strangely musical hubbub of

excitement

Suddenly one of them began to sing, a lilting melody

sung to a queer bit of improvised verse:

In an instant the entire body had joined in singing and

the room was filled with the sound. With a grimace of

distaste, Vastine reentered the spiked globe preparatory

to leaving. They paused long enough in their singing

for Vastine to repeat his warning; then he drifted out

through the window and sped toward the Tower of Busi-

ness. For a few moments he could hear the song drifting

after him: “Prais’d be the Brain!”

His visits to the two remaining towers were without

incident; a comparatively short time after leaving the

Science Tower, he was returning. Reaching it without

mishap, he darted into the lighted chamber—^with the com-

ing of darkness it had automatically illuminated itself

—

flashed down the shaft, and entered the room that now
housed the Brain.

There, at the direction of the Brain, he yielded his mind

to it, and actuated by its superior will, moved the mass of

apparatus to one side while the slabs closed the shaft, then

replaced it in the room’s center. When control of his

senses was returned to him, he knew nothing of what he

had done, except that it was done. But he was conscious

of the dragging weight of a terrible fatigue.

Wearily he relaxed on his bed. There was only one

thing to be done now—^he mihst await the coming of the

meteoric swarm.

During the days that followed, a change came over

Vastine—a subtle change, one that he himself did not

recognize—^but nevertheless a definite metamorphosis that

made of him a new man. The solitude was responsible

for it. Alone with the Brain and the motionless monster

across the room—that, and the constant thought of the

Brain, himself, and the future. He had to think of some-

thing beyond the room, he told himself, or sight of that

ghastly, scaly thing before him would drive him mad.

After the recession of the water—what? Would he con-

tinue as the attendant of the Brain, always obeying orders,

to have no thought of His own? The prospect didn’t seem

very attractive. True; the Brain was a worthy leader

—

but what could it accomplish without him, Vastine? He

had enabled the Brain to flee from the meteoric swarm, had

he not? After all, the Brain, despite its wisdom and know-
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ledge of future events, must have a physical being through

which to act Up to that time, since the death of his par-

ents, he had been the Brain’s body—but what of the future?

The Brain would probably rule the surviving remnants

of the human race after the waters were gone, as it had

before—through him possibly, since no other possessed

as much scientific knowledge as he.

But why should he not rule without the Brain? Lake

a flood of brilliant light the idea came to Vastine. His

mind and heart quickened at the thought. Why not?

Supreme ruler ! If he could be ruler with the Brain, why

not without?

It was the birth of ambition in the mind of Vastine.

Gradually it became an obsession, this thought of rul-

ing—and because his mind had never been particularly

strong, it gave way under the strain. He became a mono-

maniac. Musing on the thought of his future power, he

passed through the days that preceded the coming of the

meteor swarm.

CHAPTER VIII

Vastine’a Revenge

And finally it came. Vastine was awakened from sleep

by a dull, rumbling sound that seemed to permeate

the air all about him, a heavy shuddering of the walls and

floor as though the building shook with fear. A momen-

tary lull—^then a deafening crash, followed by a series of

minor roars and rumbles revealed that the tower above

him had been the target of a heavenly missile. After that,

the thing was incessant In spite of his distance from the

actual meteoric bombardment, and in spite of the vast pile

of masonry that lay between him and the decomposing

water, he could hear the groan of falling buildings, the

thunder of crashing meteors, the roar of steam and ex-

ploding molten matter. All this came with comparative

faintness, but it was nevertheless terrifying.

Outside, it must have been a tremendous spectacle—

a

deluge of fire balls from the heavens—but Vastine could

only imagine the outside.

For three days and nights, so the Brain told him, the

shower of meteors continued; then as Earth passed through

the heart of the swarm, it dwindled rapidly, until by the

end of the fourth day the last straggler had fallen, and

Earth was free!

Trebly free! Freed of the meteors, freed of the flood-

ing waters, freed of the marine monstrosities that had

started the trouble in the first place!

Then at last there came a day when the Brain told Vas-

tine that it would be safe for him to open the portal and

go into the outside world. He had been awaiting permis-

sion to leave the place ever since the Brain had told him
that Earth had passed through the meteors; eagerly he

grasped the opportunity.

The curved metal door of the room had not been opened

for centuries; it did not open easily now, but finally after

strenuous effort on the part of Vastine, it slid aside. A
sudden rush of water almost swept him from his feet

—

water that had gathered on the sloping runway that led into

the pit in which the great dome lay. Vastine staggered,

then regained his footing, and after seeing that the floor

was only covered to a depth of a few inches, he continued

through the doorway.

Everywhere was evidence of the effects of the water. A
heavy, viscous scum covered the floor; strange sea plants

grew all about in wild profusion, though now they were

withering and dying. Thick, green slime hung from the

walls. Here and there lay the remains of dead creatures

of the sea. Many days would pass before the lower levels

would be habitable, thought Vastine.

Finally he came to the end of the hall, passed through a

wide, high-ceilinged room, and stepped out into what had

once been the freight level of the civilization that now
seemed so remote. And as he gazed about, a gasp of hor-

ror burst from his lips. He had had no teal conception

of the extent of the destruction.

On every hand were the marks of the searing, liquid

fire, the battering, corroding sea, the crashing meteors.

S^ments of broken buildings hanging perilously, sag-

ging like drunken things; dangling girders from twisted,

aerial bridges; decrepit, tumbledown wreckage of for-

merly majestic architecture—an ugly, battered skeleton

of a city! And everywhere hung the inevitable sea slime,

the marine flora; and everywhere were rotting carcasses

of hideous creatures of the deep, befouling the atmos-

phere wiUi their fetid odors.

Spiked globes, too, he saw, with their monstrous cargo

of dead, scaly flesh. And there were other things, half-

consumed bodies that had once been men and women,

human skeletons hanging hideously from twisted ruins

—

Vastine tried not to see them. But death, complete and

terrible, was on every side; it could not be avoided.

About to turn back, his nerves shaken, sick with horror,

Vastine paused at the sight of what he thought was mo-

tion some distance away. He watched tensely—then he

was sure. Men were approaching! Men, fighting their

way slowly through the miasmic slime and filth. They

must be refugees from one of the towers.

Eagerly now he watched their approach—for these were

to be his subjects, were they not? Of course! His sub-

jects—come to thank him for deliverance!

When they had almost reached him, he drew himself up
in what he imagined was the posture of a ruler, and waited.

An instant later the body of slime-bedaubed men halted

before him.

“Boy,” a pompous individual in the lead exclaimed,

“where is the Brain?”

“The Brain is inside . . . But—^but don’t you recognize

me? 1 am the man who told you of the coming of the

meteors.” He emphasized the word “man.”

“Yes, yes,” the other replied, brushing past him, “But

we seek the Brain; we need guidance, a leader.”

“I’ll be your leader,” Vastine cried.

A short laugh burst from the men, and without paying

further attention to Vastine, they swept into the tower.

TASTINE’S face grew crimson; then it faded into a

’ chalky white, and a look of dogged determination

came into his eyes. He would be their ruler!

Those had been representatives of the business men ; he’d

wait for the musicians, the artists—they’d remember him.

But the representatives of the musicians came, some

singing their maddening song, “Prais’d be the Brain,” and

they would have none of him. They sought the Brain.

And the artists, when they arrived, similarly ignofed him

—like the others, they sought the Brain.

And Vastine drew sullenly back into a remote corner
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of the Science Tower, and with his mind that was not

quite normal, he brooded over his fancied grievances. He,

the rightful ruler of Earth’s human survivors, had been

ignored, had been scorned! Without exception, they had

flocked to the Brain. And since the Brain was the cause

of his being rejected by the men from the towers, the

Brain must die! He would show them who was the more

powerful! That very night he would destroy the thing.

Anxiously he weiited for darkness. There would be

no light to betray him then; the lighting systems had not

survived the deluge. And none would seek to bar him

from the Chamber of the Brain, for was he not its at-

tendant? As for the lights in the room—^they could be

extinguished from the outside if one knew how—and he

knew.

Ah, yes! His plan was feasible—it could be carried

out with ease. He had but to move stealthily through

the utter blackness of the hallway, extinguish the light

in the room, then creep silently into it, toward its cen-

ter, and crush the crystal sphere with a metal bar—and

the Brain would be destroyed!

Then they’d have to concede that he was master!

And when darkness came he put his plan into effect.

Though he was not thoroughly familiar with the long

hallway, he traversed it without mishap, the latter half

of the journey in darkness, since he had extinguished the

light in the domed chamber. He paused at the top of

the short rimway that led into the room of the Brain.

Then he descended, his feet swishing almost inaudibly

through the water—and he was in the chamber!

Cool, cool, he must remain cool—yet Vastine could*

not keep his breath from quickening, and he felt his heart

thudding violently in his breast. Gripping his metal bar

nervously, he moved stealthily toward the Brain.

Would he never reach it? With almost childish petu-

lance the question came to him. He had been moving

forward endlessly it seemed, yet he had touched nothing.

If only there were some sound to guide him! But the

mechanical body of the Brain functioned silently—^there

was no sound. And—and it was so utterly dark! Not

that he feared darkness—that was absurd—it was only

that it made his task more difficult. Yet for some strange

'reason his throat was dry, his tongue clove to the roof

of his mouth, and a spasmodic trembling shook his body.

He—he’d be glad when this night’s work was done!

Ah! His outstretched hand touched a length of metal

tubing. A little farther over now—and he felt a smooth,

curving surface at his fingertips. He had but to raise his

bar—and strike . . .

What was that? Involimtarily Vastine staggered back

a pace. His heart seemed to have stopped. With a cur-

ious fascination of horror he stared through the black-

ness. Two strange lights glowed over there—two glaring

discs of phosphorescent, crimson fire! They seemed to

stare—filled with a madness of hate—or was this some
ugly phantasy that he was dreaming—some nightmare con-

jured out of the blackness?

No! No! They were real—were coming nearer

—

nearer! He felt his face muscles tighten. He fell back

another step, then halted, a curious paralysis creeping over

him. Eyes—^that’s what they were—^baleful, hungry eyes

—eyes of crimson flame—devilish eyes that were fixed on
him with terrible intensity. Eyes—of what?

Then abruptly, in a wave of horror, he knew. They were

the eyes of the monster that the Brain had driven from the

globe, the monster that he had kicked across the room

—

and now it had come to life, revived by the water, prob-

ably—and it—it was creeping toward him! He heard it

splashing through the water, heard the rasp of its scales

against the floor. He shuddered.

He—^he’d have to get out of here—but the dreadful fas-

cination held him motionless.

Suddenly by the light of those terrible eyes he saw a

writhing, slithering tentacle . . . There were others . . .

The place was alive with them—snakelike things that

waved sinuously in the air. They were feeling out

—

feeling out everywhere

—

for him! He lashed out with

his weapon, felt it torn from his grasp! He screamed

madly as a scaly arm rasped across his cheek; stag-

gered back; overbalanced; and collapsed with a great

splash into the water.

Only an instant he lay there—it couldn’t have been

more—yet in that instant a heavy weight had leaped

upon his chest—those eyes were directly above him,

glaring hideously—and that forest of tentacles was twin-

ing about him to crush out his life!

Vastine screamed, and screamed again. In a frenzy

of fear he tore at the contracting bands that were burn-

ing into his body—^tore and tore and tore—and screamed

again. Then a writhing cord encircled his throat—and

only an ugly, choking cough came forth.

Steadily his struggles grew weaker. His entire body
was held as in a vise—and a searing, burning pain was

eating into his breast. His throat was on fire, and his

mind was aflame with a thousand agonies.

Slowly, slowly all was fading. He, Vastine, was dy-

ing; dully he realized it. And then the Brain sent forth

the last thought that Vastine was to receive. Unintelli-

gible in part, yet strangely horrifying, it flooded his

mind.

“Dying, Vastine? You have to die. You—and the

others like you. You sought to destroy me—^but you are

being destroyed. And I live. Justice—only justice!”

And there followed a thought of boundless mirth—the

Brain laughing amusedly!

Then blackness, utter blackness, merciful blackness cut

off his thought, his life . . . Vastine the Attendant lay

motionless in death, while a horrible monster squatted

on his body.

*

I
'HE sagging body of Dr. Leo Koszarek stiffened; he

straightened slowly. He saw a faint glimmer of light

piercing the oppressive blackness that lay upon his mind
like the folds of a pall. A glimmer of light—but that

light seemed loath to become more than a glimmer; his

mind seemed numbed, to be waiting somehow for the re-

turn of consciousness. Was this consciousness that was
returning, this dull, monotonous pain? Was it that dead-

ening fear that was urging up in his thoughts? Or were
they merely the results of returning consciousness?

Slowly his brain cleared
; and as it did so, his eyes, wid-

ened with dread, fixed themselves on the Brain. His

body, sinking back, cringing, trembled. And his mind,

when the last stupefying veil of uncon^iousness had gone
from it, dwelt on his fear, the Brain—and himself.

It was diabolic, the manner in which the Brain had

worked to accomplish its purpose; and that purpose was
the complete control over his, Koszarek’s, mind and will.
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Those visions of his existence in the future had been given

to him with the sole thought of permanently bending his

will by suggestion to that of the Brain. And though he

knew this to be so, though it seemed to be an unquestion-

able fact, he could do nothing about it—^for his will was

already subject to that of the Brain; his mind was not his

own!

If only there would be no more visions; if only he

could avoid seeing any more of the future—^then perhaps

he could regain control of his will! But he placed no

hope in that; the Brain would follow up its advantage.

And at that moment in answer to his unspoken thought,

a message came from the Brain. Behind the thought

seemed to be a cold, hard, triumphant note.

“One more vision, Koszarek, only one! Vision of the

world of the remote future when Man is approaching the

nadir of his decadence. Vision of yourself in that world

as Koz, the Demented, Kos, the Outcast!”

With a superhuman effort Koszarek aroused himself

from the numbing apathy that held him. “No! no!” he

cried in a voice that was quavering, dominant with terror.

“No more—I—can’t bear it! What have I done to merit

this ordeal; why must I experience death again and again?

Be merciful!”

He fell to his knees and raised his ugly face in pitiful

supplication to the machine, the mass of grey matter in its

crystal sphere.

“Mercy!” Scornfully the thought came from the Brain.

“What mercy did you show to John Ovington? You
robbed him of his discovery, his reputation, and finally his

life. You showed no mercy to Ovington; I, the Brain of

Ovington, can show you no mercy. Justice—only justice!”

Koszarek’s face was gray and drawn when he arose.

His shoulders sagged, and his entire body seemed to be

drooping. Listlessly, at the command of the Brain, he

sank into his chair. And then, for the third time his

mind seemed to merge with the Brain; the laboratory van-

ished; the throbbing of the motors in the apparatus of

the Brain ceased; and Koszarek, in thought, lived as Koz,

an outcast of a future world.

CHAPTER IX

Koz, the Outcast

A SMALL, ugly, misshapen figure crouched beneath

the shelter of a twisted mass of corroding metal,

half-concealed by luxuriant vines and creepers—metal that,

centuries before, had formed a great aerial street over

which countless human feet had passed. Close-set, little

eyes, alight with hate and fear, gleamed in the crouching

man’s face. Furtively, those eyes darted here and there,

searching—and suddenly they saw that which they sought.

Men, twelve, fifteen of them, were rapidly forcing their

way through the tangled thicket forming a roughly de-

fined road that had once been a wide thoroughfare—men,

the Priests of the Mighty One!

With a muffled curse, Koz the Demented turned and

wormed his way deeper and deeper into the wilderness.

Steadily, incessantly, the thought beat at the mind of

Koz; what a fool, what an utter fool he had been! If it

had not been for his folly, even now he would be safe in

the midst of the Clan, rather than a miserable fugitive,

fleeing into the beast-ridden jungle. He had blasphemed

against the Brain, the Mighty One, the god of the Clan,

so they said; and the Priests had tried to seize him. He
had escaped, but now they were on his tracks.

He had blasphemed, according to their ideas, for he

had said that the Brain was a creation of Man. But

—

the thought asserted itself doggedly—^his statement was

correct, and they were wrong! There was nothing divine

about the Mighty One; somehow he knew it was so.

Suddenly the reverie of Koz, as well as his forward

progress, ceased. A few feet before him a huge pile of

shattered masonry and debris blocked his way, rising to

meet the towering wall of a great building—^ wall now
blotched as with leprosy where masses of stone had fallen

away from the steel framework. To left and right it ex-

tended, cutting off his escape—to left and right, meeting

those other walls between which he had been moving.

The way was blocked; he could go no farther!

Like the demented creature that men said he was, Koz
tore through the thicket. The length of the barrier he

dashed, and back again; but there was no way of escape.

Suddenly his strength seemed to desert him, and he sank

to a seat on a huge, fallen girder. And there the Priests

found him, an expression of dull resignation on his face.

Back over the way he had come, they led him, through

the matted undergrowth, until they reached the inhabited

part of the gigantic, ruined city. Here, too, were signs

of ruin and decay, but the lower stories of the buildings

held been repaired, the streets were clean, and throngs of

people moved about.

As Koz and his captors entered the throng, a chorus of

derisive jeers greeted them. Small boys ran before them
crying in their shrill voices:

“Here comes the madman! Crazy, crazy Koz!”

And Koz with lowered head, looked neither to right nor

left. But in his heart there burned an undying hatred for

the race that scorned him; a fire of rage smoldered in his

mind.

In a comparatively short time Koz and the Priests

halted before a great tower whose shattered top lost itself

far up in the clouds. As though a rebuking hand had

been clapped over their mouths, the screaming children

fell silent. Quickly they dispersed. For this was the

Temple, the dwelling place of the Mighty One, the Tower

of the Brain.

Bowing before the building, the Priests defty described

certain ritualistic signs with their fingers. Then after re-

moving their sandals, they raised Koz, and in spite of his

protests, bore him into the tower—^bore him, for they

dared not let his feet walk on holy ground!

In the room they entered, they were greeted by a tall,

thin man with little, ugly eyes—Sweig, the High Priest.

At sight of Koz his thin lips twisted in an eager leer.

“You have him already!” he exclaimed in a voice as

dry as the sound of two dead branches soughing against

each other. “Soon, if the Mighty One wills, we may see

brother Koz climbing the Pillar of Fire . . . But come,

the Mighty One awaits.”

At the mention of the Pillar of Fire, the face of Koz

grew pale. He had seen men climb the tall, metal pole

with tongues of flame leaping hungrily after them—climb

higher and higher with the flames drawing steadily closer,

until they had crashed to earth, living torches. Crashed,

and died. For an instant he contemplated attempting to
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escape; then he realized that his efforts would be futile.

He remained passively in the arms of the Priests.

They were moving through a long corridor; it seemed

endless. Koz knew that they were approaching the great

domed chamber that held the Brain. His heart-beat quick-

ened. Only twice before had he seen the Mighty One;

once when as a boy he had accompanied his father, and a

few days before when he had been admitted by the Priests.

It was after the second visit that he had blasphemed.

They had reached the domed room now, and paused

before the door. Again the fingers of the Priests made

their signs; and Sweig said slowly:

“The Priests bring Koz, who has blasphemed against

the Mighty One. They desire to consult the Master con-

cerning his fate.”

"CROM within the chamber a voice replied, “You may

not enter; the Master will not see you.” It was the

watcher, the attendant of the Brain, who was always

there.

Before the High Priest could voice an answer, the

thought of the Brain entered the minds of all of them. “I

know of the offense of Koz; and I know him. He shall

be cast out, separated forever from the company of men.

He is to be blindfolded and bound, and four of you shall

lead him far beyond the edge of the city to a place I shall

show you. There leave him, bound and unarmed to await

his death—unless he can release himself.” The thought

ceased.

A disappointed expression crossed the face of the High

Priest, to be banish^ quickly; and the men turned and

retraced their steps- through Ae corridor. Upon leaving

the building, four of the Priests took Koz, and after blind-

folding him and binding his hands behind him, as the

Brain had directed, started toward the edge of the city. At

length they entered the thicket.

For Koz there began a seemingly endless struggle

through the thick, almost impenetrable undergrowth. The

Priests led him, but they exercised little care; branches

lashed him, outjutting roots and tangled vines caught at

his feet. Cries of protest burst from him at first; but the

Priests only mocked him, so he gritted his teeth and bore

his torment in silence.

Several hours had passed when Koz and his captors

came to an abrupt halt. One of the Priests spoke.

“Here we will leave you; it is the will of the Mighty

One.”

Roughly they cast him to the earth; he felt them lash

his feet together. For an instant he struggM, but to no

avail. His only reward was a brutal blow that set his

head to ringing, and that numbed his senses.

And when his faculties had fully returned, the Priests

had gone. He was alone.

The sudden realization of his position momentarily

shocked the mind of Koz into immobility. Sluggishly his

thoughts came; his brain seemed to be groping in the

dark, trying to grasp the full significance of all that had

occurred. Knowledge broke upon him like a flood of

light—and a great sickness of heart smote him—and ming-

led hate and fear besieged his mind.

Alone! Bound hand and foot—and blindfolded so that

he could not even see the approach of peril ! And the tales

men told of the beasts of the wilderness; monsters, gigan-

tic, horrifying! He had never seen any of them himself

—

but there was much that he had not seen.

Cold sweat broke out upon his forehead. What if one

of the beasts were approaching now! He listened intent-

ly—heard a faint, rustling close at hand. A tremor shook
him from head to foot, and a scream of terror leaped to

his lips—a scream that he did not utter, however, for fear

stopped his mouth. Perhaps no monsters were near, after

ail, and his cry might summon them!
He must free himself—at once! Only thus could he

escape the death that seemed so imminent. He began
struggling furiously with the cords that bound his hands.

From side to side he rolled, exerting all his strength, but
his bonds held.

Koz’s struggle had one effect, however; something of a
vegetable nature crunched and squelched beneath his twist-

ing body, with a semi-liquid sound. And the air became
polluted with a heavy, concentrated stench, suggestive of
dead flesh long in the clutches of decay.

Koz gagged and choked, and redoubled his efforts to

break the prisoning cord. Not for long, he knew, could he
breathe that terrible odor, emd survive.

And suddenly his hands were free! The cord itself

had held, but the knots, carelessly tied, had given way.
With a single motion he tore the cloth &om his eyes and
stared around. His heart leaped. No monster was in

sight.

Quickly he freed his feet and arose. With a single,

sweeping glance he surveyed his surroundings; then
turned and fled. In a few moments the charnel odor had
been left behind.

At a safe distance Koz turned and studied with greater

care the place he had left. It was a forest—^but a forest

totally unlike any he had ever seen. The trees were mere
slender, pale-green stems, shooting upward to great

heights, surmounted by feathery tufts of leaves from
which which hung long fronds of purple blossoms. Count-
less vines, gorgeously abloom with vivid flowers, twined
about the slender trees. Here and there, huge, knotted

masses of ugly, fleshy crimson reached skyward, ugly
growths that thrust aside vines and trees alike in their

groping toward the light.

But none of these had caused Koz to flee from the strange

place. His had been a revulsion, a horror of the great

variety of squat, mushroomlike things—^violet, blue, yel-

low, orange, that covered the ground between the other

flora like a discordantly colored carpet—and the all too

numerous “death-traps”, carnivorous plants with great,

gaping orifices in their sides, like hungry mouths from
which writhed long, purple tentacles, curling and uncurling

incessantly. He had crushed some of the fungi in his

struggle for freedom, liberating the terrible stench; and
his rolling had carried him almost within the reach of

an eager tentacle. But now he was free of that danger.

CLOWLY he turned away with the intention of putting

greater distance between himself and the wild scene

—

and abruptly in mid-stride he halted; and an expression

of bewilderment settled upon his face.

What—what was this that had seized his mind? A
thought of mirth, boundless, riotous mirth! It jarred

and jangled insanely through the cells of his brain. Then

came a telepathic message, a thought that was not his

own:
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“You are free now, Koz, are you not? Then why do

you tarry?” And again the tumult of silent laughter

coursed through his mind.

Koz cursed angrily; impatiently shook his head. Was
he going mad—thinking so disjointedly? For that mat-

ter, why was he delaying? It must be that strange forest

with its insane anarchy of coloring that was affecting his

reason.

He essayed to move, but his body would not obey! A
numbing paralysis gripped him.

Solemnly, grimly, now, another thought came. “The

Brain is speaking, Koz, so heed!” It was as though a

voice had whispered in his ear; yet he had heard nothing.

“You are free in body, but you cannot move, for your

mind is my slave—mine to do with as I desire! Slave of

the Brain, the Mighty One!”

The Brain! Communicating with his mind across the

miles of wilderness! The face of Koz grew hideous with

a panic of dread.

Then slowly, inexorably he felt his will weakening, and

felt all strength of mind oozing from him—drawn away

by the will of the Brain. Vaguely, only half recognized,

the thought flickered in his consciousness: now was he

slave indeed! Flickered—and was gone—and with it, all

thought.

“Speak, Koz; are you not my slave?”

Weakly his lips twitched. Dully, in a colorless voice

he replied, “Yes, Master, your slave.”

“Then obey my will.”

Like an automaton Koz turned, and with steady, un-

faltering stride, moved toward the brilliantly-colored for-

est. Without hesitation, eyes facing directly ahead, he

stepped upon the carpet of fungi, ignoring utterly the

stupefying stench. He passed within a foot of an eagerly

reaching tentacle, but he gave it no heed. It was as

though his mind and body were so completely under the

control of the Brain that he was totally oblivious to all

extraneous things.

On and on, deeper and deeper into the unearthly wil-

derness Koz strode, moving ^ead mechanically. Time

after time he escaped death by a hair’s breadth; the power

of the Brain guided him past the vegetable destroyers that

sought his life.

After an indeterminable time Koz paused; and with

startling abruptness the control of the Brain was with-

drawn. To Koz it seemed like the awakening from a

deep sleep—awakening in a nightmare world! He stag-

gered wildly, caught himself, and stared around; an in-

credulous gasp burst from him. An instant he stood rigid;

then he sank weakly back against a huge rock.

He was in the heart of the rainbow-hued jungle, stand-

ing on a rough, jagged hemisphere of stone that reared its

head above the surrounding thicket like an island in a sea

of verdure. At the very edge of the rock the carnivorous

death-traps grew; and beyond them Koz could see other

strange plants that might likewise constitute a menace to

his safety. He was trapped—^led to this place by the

Brain, and left there—to die!

Suddenly he cringed. A thought had come—^from the

Brain:

“I’ll leave you now, Koz, to your own devices. Here

you can meditate upon my divinity—or lack of it—and

perhaps you may recall some of the distant past—may

remember the justice of the Brain! If you wish to leave

this place, you may do so; but I believe you will be

—

safer here!”

And with the cessation of thought, Koz knew that the

mental presence of the Brain was gone.

CHAPTER X

The Justice of the Brain

CLOWLY his self-possession returned. He remained

standing there motionless until his self-mastery was

complete; then he turned and climbed to the top of the

bald mass of stone. If there was a single way of escape,

he intended finding it. But there was none; on every side

as far as eye could reach lay the alien wilderness. Only

by plunging into that trackless waste and fighting his way
through it, could he hope to gain freedom. His face paled

at the thought. The terrible odor of the fungus growths

still clung to his clothing; he had no desire to tread again

on the reeking things.

Koz realized at that moment that dusk was falling. The
reddening west gave evidence of the approach of night.

Night—^when beasts prowled abroad through the jungle

—

so men said. Night, with all its hidden horrors! Koz
could not know that the deluge of six centuries past had

blotted out all animal life save Man and a few of the smal-

ler animals that could swim, and had remained alive on

masses of floating wreckage.

Through the gray of dusk, into the blackness of night,

Koz waited. He could do nothing else.

Slowly time passed; and as the minutes dragged by the

imagination of Koz began to work—even as the Brain had

known it would. The deep, purple shadows creeping over

the wilderness so stealthily, seemed to him to be the hiding

place of countless terrifying shapes, monsters that even now
might be crouching to leap upon him!

Deeper grew the shadows, more oppressive became the

blackness. The sky was overcast, heavy with clouds; the

darkness seemed to become tangible to the touch. And,

with the deepening night, twilight crept upon the darkening

mind of Koz.

His thoughts gradually lost all semblance of order—even

his terrors became disjointed things. He grew aware of a

fearful sense of isolation, a horrible, haunting sense of in-

security. A horde of ghostly shapes were rising up out of

the blackness to plague him with sinister possibilities. He
closed his eyes to shut out the sight—and hastily opened

them again, lest some horror leap upon him, unseen.

Suddenly Koz bent forward, listening. Faintly, scarcely

audible, there came a curious, swishing sound. It was

only the rustle of the plumelike leaves of the slender

trees swaying under the weight of a sudden gust of wind

—but to Koz it signified the approach of an indescriba-

ble monstrosity. He whirled toward the sound . . .

Only the impenetrable blackness lay before him.

A brisk breeze had sprung up, and in an instant the

swishing sounds assailed him from every side. Suddenly

Koz, in a moment of lucidity, realized the nature of the

noises, and laughed—and shuddered at the rasping, un-

natural, mirthless tones. Then the sea of mental tor-

ment closed over him again, and all those visions that

plagued him, and all the sounds that beat at his brain

had returned, gnawing like rats at his dying reason.

Up to this point the mental torture of Koz had seemed
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cunningly just to skirt the border-line of strain that he

could endure, just to stop short at the breaking point

—

but suddenly that border-line was crossed. Koz, peering

wildly into the blackness, saw rising up before him a vast,

formless cloud of grey vapor, filling half the sky, a

cloud that contracted slowly until it resolved itself into

a gigantic vision of the Brain in its crystal globe! Each

convolution of the ghastly thing, increased in size a thou-

sandfold, was clearly visible, silhouetted against the

pitchy blackness of the night.

And suddenly into the mind of the man there, rolled a

thunderous voice, cold, harsh, mocking: “Crazy, crazy

Kos! Crazy, crazy Kos!” And there followed a wild

peal of laughter, an insane, abandoned crackle.

And Koz, wild-eyed with insane terror, his lips drawn

back over clenched teeth, glared for an insemt at the vis-

ion—then he threw back his head and roared in unhinged

glee—^roared and shrieked and howled with mad mirth

—

roared even after the vision had gone. For the mind of

Koz had sunken into the gibbering realms where reason

tottered and was lost!

Minutes later, when his mad laughter had subsided,

he squatted on the top of the rock, glaring into the black-

ness of the wilderness. His deep-set eyes glowed with a

demented light, burning like live coals. And there he

stayed throughout the remainder of the night.

Not until the sun was well above the horizon did he

stir on the following morning. Then abruptly he sprang

to his feet and croaked the single word;

“Thirsty!”

As suddenly as he had arisen, he dashed down the

sloping side of the mass of stones, into the jtmgle.

The tentacles of the death-traps tore at him as he passed;

clouds of noisome odors arose in his wake from crurfied

fungi; dangling vines strove to trip him. But madman he

was; and to him had come the strength that maniacs often

possess. Though his clothing was torn from him in a very

few moments, though blood poured down his naked body

from open wounds, though ugly crimson welts arose on his

fiesh, nothing seemed to stop him. Twice he fell, entangled

in the vines and creepers, and once a death-trap had him

in its grasp, but each time he tore loose and dashed on.

And at last he passed beyond the edge of the nightmare

thicket, into a forest of natural trees and undergrowth.

CTRANGELY, a stream of water ran through the woods

close at hand—^instinct, evidently, had guided him to

the life-giving fluid. Again Koz uttered the single word,

“Thirsty!” dashed over to the stream; and drank. His

thirst satisfied, he arose, smiling vacantly—then suddenly

he stiffened. The vacuous smile left his face; the insane

light in his eyes dimmed.

“Kos,” a voice whispered in his >mind, “listen to your

Master, the Brain.”

“I hear you. Master,” Koz replied tonelessly.

‘Then heed! That ordeal through which you have

just passed was punishment for your blasphemy, your an-

tagonism toward me. For another offense must you like-

wise be punished. Then will all be finished . . . But

now, obey my will.”

With the same mechanical stride, the same lack of in-

terest in extraneous things that he had displayed when

entering the wilderness of the death-traps, Koz moved

rapidly along the bank of the stream. After going about

a half mile, he turned away from the water-course and

fought his way through the wilderness, moving unerring-

ly toward a strange object half buried in the thick loam

of the forest.

It was a crystal sphere, four feet in diameter, with long,

needle-sharp spikes protruding from its surface—a globe

that had been used by invaders from space six centuries

before.

Without hesitation, guided by the Brain, Koz lifted the

sphere from the loam, opened it, removed the rotting

bones and the queer, metallic scales that lay within it.

He entered the vehicle, which, despite its age, seemed im-

injured.

An instant later it rose into the air, hovered high above

the tree tops, then sped eastward toward the ruins of

Cosmopolis.

In a curiously detached way the mind of Kos, its place

usurped by the mentality of the Brain, was aware of what

was taking place—but he had power to do naught but

obey.

In a few minutes the spiked globe descended into the

open space before the Tower of the Mighty One—and as

abruptly as before, the Brain released the mind of Koz.

Momentarily bewildered, he stared through the trans-

parent wall of the sphere at the awe-stricken faces of the

nearby members of the Clan. Then suddenly recovering

his senses, suddenly aware of his precarious position, his

nakedness, and suddenly wracked by the pain of his

wounds, he fumbled frantically with the machinery be-

hind the nearest spike, in an effort to escape. Nothing

happen'd- With a muttered imprecation, Koz drew him-

self through the opening in the sphere, and sprang to the

earth.

“It’s Koz!” the amazed cry arose from many throats.

“Kos,” someone said, “and look at his body—naked and

a mass of wounds!” Koz turned slowly. He was sur-

rounded; men hemmed him in on every side.

He heard the voice of the High Priest. “Hm-m—^Koz,

returned to climb the Pillar of Fire!” But Koz gave lit-

tle attention to that; his mind was centered on the men
who were closing in on him.

His eyes, like those of a trapped animal, roved from

side to side. He crouched, his body tense—to escape if

an opening came; to fight as a last resort.

Then with sudden surprise he realized that the throng

had stopped, that their faces were mantled with wonder.

Then he knew why, for to him had come the thought of

the Brain.

“Let be! I shall attend to Kos!”

Then to Kos alone came the thought, “Look behind you,

at the globe!”

He whirled—and fell back in stark amazement. For

there in the globe was the Brain, floating in its green

liquid! And the spikes were gone from the thing—it was

the crystal sphere of the domed chamber, the crystal sphere

unaccountably grown larger! . . . But—but this could not

be; it was a trick of the imagination; it must be that!

“Imagination? Is this also imagination?” With the

thought from the Brain, the sphere arose into midair and

hovered above Koz’s head. Then slowly, slowly, the

Brain began to expand, began to increase in size like a

huge bubble; yet it had not the tenuousness of a bubble.

Wide-eyed, Koz watched its leisurely growth—and dully

{Continued on page 182)
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from the short-circuited switches through the torturer’s body.
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A blue flash leaped

MASTER OF STORMS
By Edwin K» Sloat



The Master of Storms
by the author of “The World Without Name,” etc.

HE tiny avian slowed its swift westward flight in

the darkness above the Arizona desert as Harry

Allard moved the control lever. He changed the

form of the artificial feathers of the wings so that he nearly

closed the little vacuum pockets created by the wind which

Nature kept trying to fill with air. He succeeded thereby

in hurling the tiny craft across the sky at three hundred

miles an hour.

Allard glanced at his self-winding

wrist watch. Fourteen o’clock, or, as

the ancients measured time, two hours

after midnight. The boys with their

radio-motored trucks should have ar-

rived by now. He glanced back, search-

ing vainly for the lights of that big

craft that had fallen in behind him
shortly after he left Louis City, The
night sky revealed nothing. He grinned

to himself, and patted the side of the

avian affectionately. She left no mag-

netic field of motors to be trailed. His

own electro-warning indicator showed

only three moving bodies, all beneath

him. Undoubtedly the trucks.

Down he swooped like a great tim-

ber owl, and started to wheel in great,

silent circles at twenty miles an hour,

a thousemd feet above the

desert. All land-marks, the

mountains against the

gemmed heavens and the

pointer on his earth induc-

tion chart showed that the

cabin must be directly be-

neath him.

Ten impatient minutes

passed. No sign of the

trucks. Black light sig-

nals, of course! With an

irritable shrug at his own
tardiness in thinking of

them, he jerked a pair of

octrahedral spectacles from

their pocket on the control

board and slipped them

over his eyes. Imme-

diately four lights set in a

square on the ground be-

low could be seen. He
dropped the avian swiftly

toward them, started the

tiny motor that spun the

helices, and eased down
lightly as a feather into the prepared square.

A group of men materialized out of the darkness about

his ship. Grimly he drew his ray pistol. If he had been

tricked— Then he recognized the voice of Jukes, his chief

laboratory assistant.

“The three trucks are here, Harry. Everything is

ready. All we have to do is to put out the molecular
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vibrator, and hook up the Bostron tubes. I had a lot of

difficulty with the inverse aerial. Finally ran it along

the fence in the form of heavy mesh wire. Luckily none

of the Workers live nearby to investigate.”

Allard nodded to himself. This portion of the desert

had been selected as the key position of the great ex-

periment on account of its particularly grim, inhospit-

able character. No less than sixteen

persons had either starved to death or

succumbed to the heat within a radius

of three miles of the deserted shack that

stood nearby—which in itself was

enough to keep the unfortunate Work-

ers from settling here.

“How about the seed, Jukes?”

“We have several truckloads stored

in the mountains,” was the prompt an-

swer. “Mostly Quicklive wheat which

will take root and thrive on bare ground

regardless of temperature extremes if

it has sufficient moisture.”

“Good!” exclaimed Allard. “I have

been so tied up with the legal end of

this business I couldn’t keep track of

these details out here. Now to work!

Remember that we are literally in enemy

territory. President Holan, of the

T EST our readers feel that some of the devel-

opments of future science put forward by our

authors are mere brainstorms, we offer the fol-

lowing despatch in the New York Times from
Moscow. Experiments” said the article in part,

“had discovered a method of precipitating mois-

ture from the clouds, either in the form of rain

or snow or by means of electrical ionization . . .

if they prove successful it is the intention to

establish a chain of stations around Moscow for

snow precipitation in Winter. Before clouds

reach Moscow they would be ionized and the

snow would be made to fall on collective farms,

where it would be useful in covering the Winter

crops and in preparing soil for the Summer.”

The possibilities offered by this control of our

climate are enormous. They could affect every

part of our lives. There is little doubt but that

such control will eventually come; and when it

does the startling series of adventures pictured

in this story will probably become realities.

Workers’ Assembly, has

roused the Workers, and

they’ll end us and my rain-

making machinery togeth-

er if they catch us. How-
ever, the apparatus is all

well concealed for a time

at least. Strange how
perverse humanity is! Even

though these people should

know, as they have been

told, that we are trying to

help them, they blind

themselves to the benefits

and want to kill us, so that

the artificial production

of food will not be inter-

fered with. Of comse, the

Cities will benefit, too,

but both Ehenezer Thros-

tle, whose millions are fin-

ancing this thing, and my-

self decided to help the

Workers who want to per-

manently settle on the

land.

Armed guards slipped away into the darkness. Allard

and Jukes and their trained laboratory workers swiftly

unloaded piece after piece of apparatus from the trucks

and placed them in previously mapped-out spots about

the abandoned shack which was to house the controls.

When they had finished, the landscape—had there been

daylight to show it—presented no different appearance

149
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than before. The huge molecular vibrator, however, a

solid, lasting thing of rustless steel and few working parts

that would function for years without further attention

—

sprawled over more than three acres of ground, concealed

from the air by cactus growths.

“We’re all set, men,” said Allard crisply. “This is

the last station, the strategic point of the chain. The others

clear down to the Gulf of California are ready to func-

tion. Jukes, you had better keep one of these trucks.

If you are discovered and have no chance to escape by
air, you will have a better chance to escape to the moun-
tains, and send us an SOS. Take the other trucks out of

the country.

'

I
’HE men hesitated, a bit awed by their part in this at-

** tempt to change the natural forces of the world.

“Are you planning to use the moisture already in the

air, or are you going to bring in fresh air?” asked one of

the men.

“Bring up fresh winds from the ocean,” explained Al-

lard. “There is, according to our tests, sufficient moisture

in the air already here to cause fair rains, but not enough

to furnish the amount of water we need. So we have set

up a pass ten miles wide at the edge of the Gulf of Cali-

fornia between Bunsetter dead atom screens—^the trans-

parent, molecular barriers to air movements, you know.

We’ll cause precipitation by other screens slanted across

the path of the wind which will throw the air upward

and cool it. Later we may—what’s that?”

The men strained their ears. Far in the distance sound-

ed the indistinct drone of air propellers in the night.

“Douse those black lights!” ordered Allard tersely.

The soimd became more distinct, and swelled in volume

until presently the tense group caught the black shape

of a plane outlined by the stars far above the desert.

It passed by to the south and bored its way into the

western night at several hundred miles an hour.

The men gave a sigh of relief—then jerked up tense and

Ibtening again. The mysterious craft was returning, cir-

cling far off to the south at greatly diminished speed.

“They’re hunting us!” muttered one of the men. “But

I didn’t know that Workers were allowed to have aircraft.”

“They’re not,” replied Jukes bitterly. “But that is no

ordinary plane; it is a battle cruiser from the Cities. I

would know the sound of their propellers on my death-

bed.”

Allard was thinking furiously. What was behind this

new menace? There flashed through his mind the mem-

ory of the small dark man scribbing furiously in his note-

book at the Supreme Court hearing when Allard won the

decision over Holan to proceed with his invention—Holan,

the radical who opposed everything that promised to affect

the Workers in any way. Who was the scribbler? Again

Allard racked his brain, and had to give up the pursuit

of that elusive memory.

Closer and closer droned the big cruiser, dropping to a

thousand-foot level. Abruptly there stabbed down from

it the white beam of a searchlight. Allard gasped and

spoke rapidly to his companions.

“They’re after us! I’m sure of it now, although why
they should be is more than I can guess since we hold

court permission to proceed with our experiment. I’ll

play decoy so you can get away with those trucks! I dare

not turn on the helices; the motor disturbance would reg-

ister at once on their electro-detector. You’ll have to get

a rope and pull me into the air.”

A towline from one of the trucks was looped behind the

nose hook of the avian, and with the wings feathered to

catch the slightest breath of air passing over their sensi-

tive surfaces, the avian went bouncing over the uneven

ground. Fifty feet. A gust of wind struck the wings.

It leaped like a living thing and shot over the heads of

the running men.

Up, up; swifter aiid swifter! The black pool of the

desert dropped magically away. Eighty, ninety, a hun-

dred miles an hour. A thousand feet high and ten miles

from the vibrator station. Allard dove to . the hundred-

foot level.

The big battle cruiser was soaring a scant two miles

distant now, whipping the beam of its powerful search-

light back and forth across the floor of Ae desert among
the tiny, deserted Workers’ shacks.

Allard switched on the tiny motor, leaving the helices

out of gear. He knew the electrical disturbance would

register immediately on the detector of the big cruiser.

The response wtis instantaneous. The cruiser banked

sharply about and the white searchlight probed grimly for

him. He purposely held to his line of flight so it would

pick him up.

Within a moment he was centered in the fierce glare.

Now for it! He sent the tiny avian hurtling skyward with

every ounce of its growing power. The searchlight clung

to him relentlessly. He would have to dodge in a few

minutes, or the ray artillery of the craft would blow him
to atoms. But there would be the usual warning first

—

already was, probably, on the radio ; but he was not tuned

in. Then it came.

^Ground that avian at once, or we fire!” The voice of

the mighty loudspeaker boomed in his ears, rolling away

across the desert like thunder of the gods to reverberate

back from the distant mountains.

A T the sound Allard hurled his ship out of the light

^ beam into the protecting darkness. Down an invisible

slope. The rush of wind over the wings rose to a howl.

Then the searchlight picked him up again. He jerked the

stick. The avian sprang upward forty feet

At the same instant the mighty ray guns of the cruiser

stabbed wickedly, just missing him. Again the safety of

the darkness, climbing with rocket-like momentum. The

big battle plane swept after him.

Again the clawing searchlight found him—and lost him

as he sprang upward again. Crackling death rays filled

the air below him. The mountains were close now. Now,

over them! The searchlight caught him as he topped the

summit, held him in focus just an instant before he

dropped down the other side. The little craft shuddered.

Allard stared down imbelievingly at a black, yawning

hole in the bottom of the cockpit, slashed there hy a

stabbing ray.

Then he found himself fighting the little craft des-

perately as it fell out of control. Down, down, yawning

wildly from side to side, spinning. He flashed on his

landing light.

Tall pines speared up at him from a narrow plateau.

He glimpsed an opening between two trees, tried to

throw the ship into it. With both arms about his head

for protection he waited while the avian hurtled between
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the trees, breaking off huge branches and plowing head*

on into the boulder-strewn ground. The fierce, crashing

impact hurled Allard clear of the cockpit, stunned and

helpless.

He opened his eyes to see a blinding light probing

down through the trees. With a convulsive effort he

dragged himself behind a boulder out of sight.

Down out of the sky dropped the big battle cruiser,

and hovered a scant ten feet above the spire-tipped pines

with helices whirring. A porthole opened and a man
thrust his head far out, peering down. There was some-

thing vaguely familiar about the head and shoulders sil-

houetted against the glow of light inside the cruiser.

With a shock Allard recognized him as the small dark

man, the scribbler who had hurried from the court room

at the bearing.

Another porthole forward in the control cabin opened

and a second man thrust his head outside. He swore in

astonishment, and pointed down to where the searchlight

lit up the wreckage of the avian.

“Harry Allard’s avian, Cassillo!” he called back to the

small dark man. “I know the craft well. I had no idea

he was the man we were chasing!”

A string of vitriolic curses answered him.

“We were supposed to capture Allard instead of kill

him, you fool!” screamed Cassillo. “There’ll be hell to

pay for this! Wipe out the wreckage and his body with

it. We’ll report him dead. It is all we can do!”

A great disintegrator ray stabbed down from the battle

plane, rendering the broken avian swiftly to dancing

atoms. Then the propellers roared to life and the cruiser

vanished swiftly into the eastern night

Allard forgot his swimming head, and throbbing, ach-

ing body. Cassillo! He might have guessed that the

private agent of Councilor Erlanos, head of the Secret

Council of the Cities, would “muscle in”, as the ancients

phrased it, on this attempt of Ebenezer Throstle to alle-

viate the need and distress of the Workers, who were un-

der the ruthless domination of the Cities and their gov-

erning Secret Council.

Allard slumped down. His pounding head would not

permit him to think further. He knew he must find shel-

ter, for he was just beginning to realize how seriously he

was hurt. Night here on the mountain with its pene-

trating cold might prove fatal. There were no homes

on this side of the mountains, for this was the beginning

of the no-man’s land established and maintained by the

Cities. The nearest possible haven was back over the

mountain to Jukes at the vibrator station.

He struggled to his feet, swaying giddily. Then he

stsuted. With his first step his toe encountered some-

thing smd hurled him headlong to the ground. In blind

rage he fumbled about in the darkness for the obstacle.

It proved to be a small, oblong box. His pocket radio!

With a cry of relief he started to open it. No! The call

that would bring Jukes hurrying to him must not be given,

for Jukes must remain to guard the vibrator. He must

go to Jukes.

Resolutely he clenched his teeth against the throbbing

agony and weakness and started again.

CHAPTER II

Pursuit!

p\AWN found him at the edge of the desert, staggering

blindly ahead into the arid, cactus wastes. Then the

sun caught him and downed him in the scant shadow of a

low rock. In the red mists that fogged his sight and

dulled the world one thought hammered at him. A thought

of what. He wrestled deliriously with it. Something

to help him. Ah, the micro-radio. Quick, quick!

His fumbling fingers pulled out the trim oblong box,

imconsciously snapped on the contact.

Jukes, waiting anxiously with ear glued to the tiny

ear plates of the set in his lap caught the faint whisper:

“Jukes, Jukes—^help—desert
—

”

“Where, where?” shouted Jukes into the mouthpiece.

There was no answer.

Jukes leaped to his feet. Allard out in the desert, hurt

—^maybe dying! The heat of the blistering sun. No
water. Jukes sprang to the broken-wave sending set, call-

ing madly for Throstle at Cuba. A reply. Things be-

gan to happen. Engineers raced to open the huge intake

valves of the convection turbines. Bunsetter and vibrator

station operators clear down to the Gulf of California

snapped to attention. Molecular vibrators began to heat

the air all along the way. Mile-high Bunsetter dead atom

screens, electronically created and maintained, flashed in-

to being.

A wind began to blow off the Gulf, a wind that strength-

ened swiftly to half a gale as it swept inland across the

desert wastes raising vast clouds of sand and dust. Ema-
ciated Workers and their children crept to the doors of

their shacks to witness the miracle that was coming, the

boiling clouds of condensing moisture-laden atmosphere,

racing past overhead to fill the sky.

Rain! Rain! It poured down on the dusty, arid land,

drumming on the desert, soaking the parched earth, sweep-

ing onward to save a lone broken man whose brain had

created this miracle.

Jukes wandering frantically in the storm, soaked and

hatless, found Allard unconscious on the muddy ground,

the life-giving water beating on his face and protruding

tongue.

It was three weeks later—^three weeks of bursting green

life on the desert and three weeks of wondering, exultant

labor of the vibrator station listening breathlessly in on a

secret meeting of the Workers’ Assembly in a mountain

cavern far across the desert. One of Jukes’ friends in the

Assembly was catching the proceedings by micro-radio and

broadcasting it to Jukes’ receiving set at the vibrator sta-

tion.

“And now we face extermination—all on account of this

hellish rain-making invention!”

The loudspeaker hurled President Holan’s impassioned

words out into the room. The uneasy stir of half a hun-

dred members in the vast cavern followed. A man cleared

his throat.

“But we have food aplenty for the first time in our

lives, and instead of a furnace we now live in a pleasant

climate
—

” he began.

“And the Cities want our land!” thundered Holan, smit-

ing the table with his fist. “Their battle planes have been

cruising greedily above us day after day, watching the
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growing wheat, the numberless vegetable gardens and flow-

er plots you men have planted. Since the rains began,

this savage torrid desert has become one of the garden

spots of the world—and the coupon-clippers of the Cities

will kill us to the last man if necessary to wrench it from

us! And all this because of this meddling, dangerous

Allard and his rain-making!”

Cries of “Death to Allard and the coupon-clippers,”

“Robbers”, “Assassins” filled the cavern. Holan finally

suppressed the mad shouting with the noisy beating of

his gavel.

“Workers, you have been misled if you think this Al-

lard has been working for you!” he bellowed. “I tell

you that this Allard is a spy from the Cities! Do you not

recognize the hidden hand of the Secret Council in this?

First we are cheated in the courts when I try to stop Al-

lard legally. The coupon-clippers let Allard go ahead

with his wild scheme to see if it would work. But they

wanted him to try it in the Workers’ territory first. Then

if any harm resulted, it would fall on the poverty-stricken

Workers and not on the scrubbed and combed estates of

the coupon-clippers!”

“That’s a lie!” growled Allard aside to Jukes. “Throstle

and I both knew that if we tried it first in the Cities and it

worked—as we knew it would—the Secret Council would

never let the Workers have it out here.”

“Now that the device is successful, the Cities will seize

this territory! Harry Allard is a menace to the existence

of you Workers! He was born among the coupon-clip-

pers in the Cities; his heart is with them! He deserves

death!”

Jukes snapped off the loudspeaker impatiently.

“Holan is a fool!” he cried angrily. “A fool and a

dangerous man! He makes me ashamed of being a Work-

er by birth. Those Assembly members are mere rabble

for the most part, and he sways them with a word. You
make a garden for them out of a desert, and they would

kill you for it. Even though you may never have been

in sympathy with the Cities, no one could blame you for

turning to them now.”

Allard, still thin and pale from his injuries in the crash

on the mountain, grinned and turned to another radio set

beside his chair.

“The Workers aren’t the only ones with such ideas about

me,” he remarked, as he snapped on the current of the

receiving set, and pressed a broadcast switch.

*^HE speaker hummed to life, and presently a deep voice

spoke from it.

“CX376Z answering. Give the countersign, please.”

“Triple X30. What is the latest news, Arban?”
“Not much change, Mr. Allard. The Secret Council

was in session again last night, and talked long over var-

ious plans for capturing you, since they are certain now
you were not killed in the crash. They are determined to

make you operate, or at least show them how to operate

the rain-making apparatus. Cassillo is positive he can

regulate it once it has been started. He and a group of

specialists crept into the Workers’ territory about three

weeks ago, shortly after the apparatus there began to func-

tion, and have made and installed exact duplicates of all

your machines.

“It covers the country from Kloma City on the western

border to the Atlantic Ocean on the east, and is fitted up to

bring down cool winds from Canada in summer, and warm
winds from the south in winter. But they have been un-

able to make it function, sir, and they realize that you
protected the device and yourself as well by withholding

some of the information about it. Be very careful, Mr.

Allard, for they will torture the secret out of you if they

catch you. And once they have it, they will sentence

you to death for trying to benefit the Workers instead of

the Cities with your invention.

“By the way, sir, Mr. Throstle has fled from Chi City

and has taken refuge on his fortified estate in Cuba.”
“What!” Allard jerked erect and scowled. “Don’t tell

me he has been proscribed!”

“It is true, sir. We discovered a plot against his life,

and he very wisely fled in his air yacht in the dead of

night.”

“Are you yourself safe, Arban?”
“Safe as ever, sir. But I must discontinue now.
The radio fell silent. Allard turned to Jukes who met

his angry gaze with a scowl.

“I believe the Cities are worse after all, Allard. At
least the Workers don’t want to murder the kindest, most
benevolent old man who ever spent his millions to help

the underdog. Nor do the Workers torture a man before

killing him. But the biggest difference,” he added bitter-

ly, “is that the Workers are only being misled, while the

Cities have fallen into moral decay.”

Allard nodded. He had been thinking a great deal

about the Cities, for he realized that slavery—not merely

the possible economic type, but the absolute possession

of a man’s body which had once thrown the United States

of old into a bloody civil war—was being seriously con-

sidered by the coupon-clippers for the Workers, an en-

tirely possible thing. The flight of Ebenezer Throstle was
specially alarming for this reason; for the elderly philan-

thropist was passionately opposed to the idea of slavery.

“Listen!” Jukes’ voice was low, as though he was afraid

that the receiving set might possibly carry back the sound

of it to the Workers assembled in the distant cavern. He
had tuned in the radio again, and a thin-voiced man was
making a report.

“—and I have traced Harry Allard to an abandoned

Worker’s cottage ninety miles northwest of here. Who
took him there I cannot say, but I hope to learn the traitor’s

name before long. Allard must have been badly hurt, for

I found the wreckage of his avian in the mountains. We
can have him here in less than two hours.”

“Good!” roared Holan. “He shall be tried here be-

fore the Assembly! Let’s have the vote!”

A mighty shout of “ayes” answered him.

Allard leaped to his feet. Jukes protested.

“Do you feel able to fly?” he queried anxiously.

“I’m all right. A trifle weak, perhaps. I have a plan,

anyway.”

“Fine!”

“I’m going to Cuba and see Ebenezer Throstle. With

his monopoly of all the Caribbean Sea convection tur-

bine generators as a weapon, we can dictate to the Work-

ers and barter for my safety. Perhaps we can force some

kind of an understanding with the Cities. Throstle will

know about that.

“Good!” approved Jukes enthusiastically. “But you’ll

have to hurry. The Workers have secured some up-to-

date battle planes from the Asiatics—probably bartered
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garden truck for them—and they’ll be here in no time.

My avian is in the shed. Come on!”

The morning outside was clear, warm and exhilarating.

In the near distance the mountains loomed purple, majes-

tic and cameo-clear against the azure sky. The arid grey

and blue of the desert had vanished before the onslaught

of thriving green wheat. Far to the southwest a cloud

bank raised ramparts of mist, presaging the daily rain

that was pulled up from the California Gulf by the rain

maker.

'
I
'HE two men allowed themselves but a glance at the

miracle they had wrought as they hurried to the tum-

ble-down shed and hauled out the trim little avian. Al-

lard scrambled into the cockpit and buckled on his safety

belt.

“What will you do. Jukes?” he asked, as he switched

on the helice motor.

“Disappear,” replied Jukes grimly. “I have many
friends among the Workers—far more than Holan or the

Assembly suspect.”

As the avian shot skyward, Allard caught sight of two

black dots far to the south above the distant mountains.

He nosed the avian into a short, steep dive with wings

feathered to catch the greatest momentum of the air pres-

sure.

The graceful flyer responded like a thoroughbred that

hurled it up again in a long, speeding climb toward the

eastern range of mountains. Allard, crouched low in the

cockpit, was tense and worried. Those oncoming planes

would scarcely dare to leave the Workers’ territory. In

that hope lay his only chance to escape.

They were close now—lean, blue craft with knife-like

wings, roaring along at nearly five hundred miles an

hour. But even this terrific speed could not cut ofif his

escape over the peaks. Allard plunged over the line of

peaks triumphantly, knowing he had been sighted, and

darted off at right angles, down along the range like a

hunted bare along a hedge.

The two huge planes overshot far the wild wilderness of

no-man’s land before they discovered him, and banked

about to take up the trail again.

Allard made the most of his slight advantage. Clouds!

How desperately he needed their invisible mists to veil

him. But there were none. At least he had one advan-

tage. Without searchlights to aim the ray artillery, the

gunners would have no such deadly accuracy as they had

at night.

He banked and twisted, ever working farther and farther

out over no-man’s land. Another backward glance. The
planes had vanished! He laughed exultantly. This had

been easy—easier by far than he had dared hope for. Now
for Cuba! Then he gasped and stared.

A mile away to the right hung a great battle cruiser that

had risen from a canyon far below. Faintly he made out

insignia of the familiar skyscraper on the hull. A battle

plane from the Cities! He swung about frantically. On
the left was another cruiser. Others lay ahead and behind

him. They had him hopelessly bracketed. It was either

surrender or annihilation. He slipped on the radio head-

phones. Yes, the fleet commander was calling him.

“You will accompany us eastward. At first attempt to

escape you will be disintegrated. Do you understand?”

“Yes,” replied Allard tersely into the microphone, and

obediently swung the avian eastward.

He was thinking furiously, desperately. Whether they

recognized him or not he was doomed to death, for he

had come out of the Workers’ territory in a small flier,

and the penalty for an individual Worker owning an air-

craft was death. Somehow he must escape!

He had been recognized! He realized it when the fleet

commander passed by Kloma City on the western fron-

tier, the place where captured Workers were usually taken,

and went on east toward Louis City on the Mississippi

River. He realized it with growing hopelessness when
he saw how carefully the great cruisers maneuvered in

flight formation to cut off the slightest chance of escape.

Cassillo himself was standing in the center of the airport

which seemed strangely deserted, when Allard eased the

avian down to a feathertouch landing. He grinned crook-

edly when Allard stepped out of the flier.

“Ah, the sensational young scientist again,” he sneered.

“The valiant mouse that would defy the tiger. The Cities

have a fitting punishment for those who turn traitor to

their interests.”

Allard glanced swiftly aside. Hopeless! Gunmen,
slender little men picked for speed and accuracy with ray

pistols, stood all about, coldly alert. Cassillo grinned

again.

“You are thinking of certain suicide, Allard,” he observ-

ed pleasantly. “The boys have a routine for escapes.

First the arms, then the legs, after which the still living

torso with the head and blackened stumps of limbs rolls

on the floor, often conscious and able to answer ques-

tions for a little while. If you doubt me, you might make
a break for the gate yonder.”

Allard’s already pale face whitened at the thought His

illness had left him weak, and in spite of his contempt

for himself, he could not refrain from shrinking at the

thought Cassillo’s ferret eyes caught his involuntary

shudder. He smiled unctiously, and moved closer to his

prisoner.

“Let us slip down to my rooms on the seventh street

level, Allard,” he muttered with ill-concealed eagerness.

“There you can explain in safety to me what must ulti-

mately be explained, and together we can go to certain

gentlemen who demand this interview, and I can help

you over the rough spots.”

Allard drew back, scarce able to conceal the revulsion

that welled up in him at the sight of the smug, ingratiat-

ing face. Once in Cassillo’s rooms, and the world would
never again look on Harry Allard alive.

“No use, Cassillo,” he snapped contemptuously. “We
may as well go to the Secret Council and get it over

witL I’ll tell you nothing.”

“As you will, fool!” snarled Cassillo. “When you

are in the torture chamber you will wish you had never

been bom. On with you!”

CHAPTER m
The Great Storm

T TF. thrust his hand savagely into his pocket as they

approached the unbroken metal fence that enclosed

the airport Abmptly a hidden panel in the wall slid

open to admit them.
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Allard knew then why the airport had been cleared of

its usual teeming crowds; the Secret Council did not want

the public to learn about secret exits. He knew, also, that

Cassillo had opened the panel by means of a special

micro*radio device in his pocket

They passed through the opening and found themselves

in an abandoned alley behind a street of small villas that

covered the top of the enclosed city. A mono-wheel car

was waiting. They mounted it, guards and all, sitting

on the circular cushion in the center with their feet thrust

outward. The radio motor inside whined, and they were

off.

The little car drew up before an abandoned warehouse

on the river front ten miles away on the third street

level. The door slid noiselessly open as they dismounted,

but before they entered, Cassillo bound Allard’s hands

behind his back, and blindfolded him with a huge scarf.

“No blindfold will be necessary when you come out,”

he jeered.

Into the warehouse they marched, down a hall, appar-

ently, then descended an iron stairway that rattled nois-

ily underfoot. Presently the scarf was jerked from Al-

lard’s eyes.

He found himself standing in a small room with black

walls and ceiling. Enclosing the center where he stood

was a horeshoe-shaped table about the outer edge of

which sat eleven, black-robed and hooded figures. The

dreaded Secret Council! Allard shivered in spite of him-

self.

Close beside him stood an iron brarier on a three-

legged stand. The brazier was red-hot and filled with

burning charcoal into which were thrust many long-han-

dled irons. Just before it hung a rope from the ceiling

with a huge hook at the end of it. There was a stand

supporting a tray of surgical knives and scalpels. Be-

yond that against the inner side of the table was a small,

compact electrical switchboard, the massive switches of

which suggested terrific voltages.

Other devices in the little space Allard did not recog-

nize, excepting one, a portable photoelectric sound record-

ing set which was undoubtedly wheeled about wherever

needed to catch and record the dying, pain-racked gasps of

the victims as they babbled forth their confessions.

Allard fought down his panic and horror, and set his

teeth grimly to keep back the words that would buy his

freedom, fleeting though it might be, from the agony that

awaited him. There was a growing conviction within him

that he was to be killed here after the Secret Council had

tortured from him the information they sought.

The plan he had been rehearsing since his capture above

the wilds of no-man’s land now seemed a faint, desperate

thing, a dying hope. Yet it must work—it had to! It

would be his revenge for what they were about to do to

him, his dying blow at the decaying Cities, sinking into

brutality and barbarism. How he hated the people who

accepted it all with such smug satisfaction!

He wanted to open his mouth and scream forth the

words, yet he knew it would not do. His confession must

be torn from him by torture, or the Secret Council would

not believe. Yet he must not wait too long, for his weak-

ened body was not yet recovered from the illness that

had followed the crash of his avian. In delirium he might

tell the truth. At just the right moment he must babble

out his prepared confession, and hope for a quick, merci-

ful death.

The ceiling lights flicked out, and other set like foot-

lights round the edge of the inner space flashed on. Dark-

ness veiled the members of the Secret Council.

Two huge men bared to the waist with hairy chests

revealing immense strength entered the lighted space. Al-

lard clenched his fists in anticipation, but the torturers

halted, waiting. A deep, sonorous voice spoke out of the

darkness.

“You, Harry Allard, will now tell us how to start the

rain-making machinery, the secret of which we have not

been able to discover.”

Allard stood white and mute.

“You have heard,” repeated the voice coldly. “No de-

lay will be tolerated.”

Still Allard forced back the words the horror of his

coming doom sought to force from him.

The two torturers moved silently toward him. Suddenly

Cassillo spoke.

“Just a moment, your honors,” he said, mopping his

face nervously, for he entertained a vivid horror and per-

sonal fear of this room. “Harry Allard, who stands be-

fore you, was badly hurt in the crash of his avian three

weeks ago. He has recovered, but is still weak.”

A WILD hope leaped into Allard’s mind, an over-

** whelming gratitude toward the small, dark man who
was speaking in his behalf.

“The severer forms of torture will undoubtedly kill

him—perhaps before we can get the information we seek,”

continued Cassillo. “May I suggest that these two gentle-

men start the proceedings with one of the milder forms

—the strapado, for instance—so that he can still talk co-

herently when he gives the directions?”

Through the numb, sickening realization that Cassillo

was only suggesting more refined torture, Allard heard

the voice give approval.

“Well suggested, Cassillo. Let it be the strapado.”

The torturers jerked Allard under the rope with its

huge hook which they slipped under the cords of his

bound wrists. The rope tightened, pulling his wrists up

between his shoulder blades as his feet left the floor.

He cried out once at the sudden agony, then gritted

his teeth and bore it in silence. Great globules of sweat

broke out on his forehead and ran down his face off the

end of his chin, and his breath came in whistling gasps.

The rope gave a sudden jerk. He fainted.

When he came back to consciousness he was lying on

the floor. Ice water was being poured over his face.

Surprise that he had fainted so easily filled his mind;

he had not realized how weak he was. His arms, still

lashed behind his back, throbbed in agony. Cassillo was

leaning over him, his liquid black eyes bright and eager.

“Come, Allard, out with it! I have the sound recorder

beside you—see? How do you start the vibrators and the

Bunsetter machines? What are the dial readings?”

Allard opened his lips and closed them again fear-

fully. Ndt yet, not yet! Cassillo sprang up wrathfully.

““Up with him!” he snarled. “We’ll loosen that mouth!”

The torturers jerked him to his feet again. At the sight

of the sinister rope with its pendant hook a great fear

gripped Allard. Not fear of the agony that awaited him,

but terror that he might become delirious and not be able

to recite his prepared confession.
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“I’ll tell. I’ll tell!’ ’he screamed abruptly. ‘Dial read*

ings from top left to right are 37, 16 6XX, 9—

”

“Here, here, just a minute!” broke in Cassillo excitedly,

jerking the portable recording set into position in front of

Allard. “There! Now go ahead!”

It was easy for Allard to simulate the extreme terror

he more than half felt, and babble out his directions in

feverish haste, those directions he had rehearsed over and

over again on his flight to Louis City as a captive until

he could not forget them.

Cassillo fairly wriggled with satisfaction when he had

finished, and promptly switched in the speaking mechan-

ism of the set which rattled off the directions in Allard’s

own voice. Allard dropped his chin to chest to hide his

exultation. Now let the Secret Council do what it would

—but only let death come quickly!

Cassillo addressed the invisible robed figures again.

“Your Honors have heard!” he announced triumphant-

ly. “Now shall we not turn this traitor over to the tor-

turers to receive his proper punishment for refusing to

allow the Cities to reap first benefits from his rain-making

machine?”

“Not yet,” answered the sonorous voice. “Hold him

until we learn if the directions he has given will set the

apparatus to functioning.”

“Very well then,” replied Cassillo coolly. “Watch

him, you two keepers, and see that he does not leave this

room until I return.”

He ripped open the sound recorder, seized the tiny

roll of film and dashed out of the room for the nearest

radio station to broadcast the directions to operators of

rain-making apparatus throughout the country. The gun-

men went along to protect the precious film. Inside, Al-

lard laughed grimly.

One of the torturers snapped on a light switch, filling

the entire room with light. Allard was startled. The

robed and hooded figures had vanished. Even the chairs

in which they had been seated were gone. Mechanical

magic, doubtless.

Allard waited tensely. Not until the broadcast was fin-

ished and the directions to the operators carried out would

his task be finished. Not until the last dial—ah, that

was the joker, that last dial! For it would cause the

controls to burn out under the terrific voltage.

T TE moved his hands, and was surprised to discover

^ that they moved so loosely in the bonds. Not sur-

prising either. The bonds should be loose after support-

ing his body from the strapado. Surprising, rather, that

the hands still obeyed his will. Still he could not free

them. In normal health, perhaps, but not now.

Desperately he began to contrive plans to escape, but

dismissed them one after another. He would first have

to get his hands free—an impossibility, although he be-

lieved he could manage it if he could have a little time

to saw the cord up and down against one of the rough

iron legs of the brazier.

One of the torturers straightened up with a grunt.

“Must be going to rain,” he grumbled. “My rheu-

matism is beginning to bother me.”

“Seems close and hot in here,” agreed the other, glanc-

ing up at the mouth of the air ventilator. “Change due,

all right.”

The first man walked leisurely over to an air pressure

torture device to which was attached a small barometer.

He glanced at it, then stared with growing amazement

Allard watched him, tense, breathless, wildly exultant

“By the fates!” ejaculated the man. “Never in my life

have I seen a barometer reading so low! Must be a ter-

rific storm brewing! I’m going to look!”

He hurried round the end of the table to the wall and
pulled aside a curtain, revealing a big window that look-

ed out upon the river below.

Tbe sky was oily black. Boiling clouds were piling up
rapidly above the skyline of the lower city—were already

passing overhead—^tinged at their edges with lurid green
light. Through the thick glass of the window sounded
the shrill, ominous whine of the wind. Allard could
scarcely contain himself at the sight. He knew, he was
looking at the proof, that his directions to the vibrator

operators had gone through intact, and the operators were
now powerless to check the mighty storm gods that were
stirring in their wrath,

“Lars, come up here!” shouted the keeper at the win-

dow to his companion. “What a storm it is!”

He slid back the catch of the heavy window to slide

it up. Allard, watching him, threw himself flat on the

floor. Next instant invisible fingers of air tore at him.
A hoarse, despairing cry burst from the keeper at the

window as the outrushing air from the room hurled him
out of the building to his death in the river a hundred
feet below. Lars, the remaining keeper, saved himself

by clutching the side of the window where he hung star-

ing out in awe at the gathering atmospheric maelstrom.

The long, sweeping tail of a newly-born tornado whipped
and bounced along the river, tearing off portions of the

lower city on the opposite bank and finally lifting a huge
barge from the river high into the air where it broke in

two.

Allard jerked at his bonds till they bit so deep into his

flesh that they crimsoned with his blood. In vain!

Slowly Lars turned from the window and the darkening
storm outside. His eyes glowed with murderous fury.

“You caused this!” he snarled, pointing at Allard.

“You created this storm to kill us all. You tricked Cas-

sillo and the Secret Council with your trumped-up direc-

tions for that infernal machine, but you have not tricked

me. With these two hands I’m going to break your
neck!”

He advanced slowly from the window hunched over

like a huge ape with his powerful, stubby fingers hooked

to rend and tear. Allard struggled to his feet The
brazier! Deliberately he backed into it and held himself

relentlessly against its redhot side. An odor of scorched

flesh and burning hemp. His hands burst free!

With a frantic dive Allard plunged behind the brazier.

Too late the torturer saw the glowing charcoal and cherry-

red irons tipping toward him! The cascade struck his

naked flesh as the brazier fell on him.

An agonized scream filled the room above the roar

of the storm. The torturer s^pggered back blindly, car-

romed off the stand of surgical instruments into the switch-

board. A blue flash leaped from the short-circuited

switches through his body, contorting it into a rigid

corpse as the lights in the room flashed out.

An instant later Allard’s feet were pounding up the

clattering iron stairs out of the warehouse.

Escape! The imperative, driving need of it filled his
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entire mind with a frantic urge. He must get out of the

city! Yet none knew better than he how slender his

chances were, for by this time the storm must be raging

terrifically. It would continue to gather strength, would
raze the countryside, in time might even smash and de-

stroy this mighty metropolis of concrete and steel.

But it might not be too late to escape by air from
the landing field on the roof if he hurried. An avian was
out of the question. But a metal helicopter, or a sturdy

battle plane ought to carry him up to the safety that should

be found at 30,000 feet. And then to Cuba and tbe protec-

tion of Ebenezer Throstle and his private army!

CHAPTER IV

Saved by Water I

pRENZIED, panic-stricken people crowded and buf-

feted him aimlessly as he fought his way up from

one street level to another. Safe though they still were

in their massive ferro-concrete warren the storm outside

was infecting them with nameless fear. Most people knew
from the visi-screens that the climate and storms were

about to be controlled by the Cities, and now wild ru-

mors arose that the machinery had gotten out of control.

At last Allard found himself on the ramp leading up
through the roof to the airport. He clung to the iron hand

rail just inside the entrance, bracing himself against tKe

gale of wind pouring up out of the city to join the hurri-

cane outside while he peered in awe at the wreckage on

the roof. More than half the trim little villas with their

brilliant flower gardens had been swept away. Even as

he stared another villa was caught by the whipping tail

of a newly-hatched tornado and jerked from tbe roof to

vanish in the murk.

The mighty diapason of the storm was crescendoing in

power, filling his ears with the screaming howl of winds,

the musketry of hail and rain, and the deep, ominous un-

dertone of unleashed, savage tempest. Suddenly he

glimpsed a dancing cluster of lights above the deserted

wind-stricken airport. A sudden glare of lightning out-

lined a huge, misty transport liner from the eastern Cit-

ies battling for a landing.

Only an iron-nerved, surpassingly skillful pilot could

handle a plane like that in such a maelstrom! By the

fates, he would make it! No! Yes! He was settling

now with blurred, speeding propellers holding the ship

against the thrust of the hurricane. A wave of admira-

tion surged through Allard. There, the wheels were

touching—gone! The liner had dissolved in mid-air. A
bit of the wing smashed the side of the entrance.

Allard turned ifack down the ramp dazed and irfco-

herent from the tragedy, aware only that escape was irre-

vocably cut off.

“You—I’m talking to you, you sensational young scien-

tist! Get those hands up!”

With a shock Allard stared at the men about him. Cas-

sillo and his gunmen! Like a dull-witted fool he had

walked into their arms at the bottom of the ramp as they

rounded a comer and started up to the airport.

“This is the greatest piece of luck I’ve had today!” ex-

ulted Cassillo. “There will be no mistake about your

death this time. But first I would have a little personal

satisfaction ...”
He ripped a smashing blow to Allard’s face while three

gunmen froze to Allard’s arms and legs, holding him
powerless to defend himself.

“You will put my life in danger with your lying direc-

tions, will you? And put the Secret Council on my trail!

Take that, and that”

He beat Allard with childish, insane fury until he went

limp in the hands of the gunmen.

“The first thing you will do is stop this storm!” snarled

Cassillo, as his victim struggled back to consciousness.

“I can’t,” mumbled Allard through cut swollen lips.

Cassillo grinned mercilessly and jammed his ray pistol

against Allard’s forearm.

“You will, or I’ll burn you to death an inch at a time!”

“Burn and be damned,” retorted Allard with growing
strength. “The controls of all the vibrators and Bunsetter

machines have been short-circuited and burned out The
only man who can stop the storm is Ebenezer Throstle,

and he’ll have to shut off the generators.”

The pistol hovered over Allard’s heart. But Cassillo’s

agile, ferret brain was swiftly sorting over the possibil-

ities of this new information. Suddenly he thrust the ray

pistol back into its holder and dove into his pocket for

his micro-radio set.

“Erlano, Erlano!” he called into the tiny mouthpiece.

“I have succeeded in capturing this Harry Allard again,

and have wrung the truth out of him that only Throstle

can stop the storm. Shall I take the boys down to Cuba
and seize control?”

To Cuba! Allard jerked up bis head and stared. It

was the very place he was trying to get to himself!

Cassillo waited tensely for Erlano’s reply. Strange!

It was the first time he had ever called the head of the

Secret Council in that fashion that he had failed to an-

swer. With a frown he tried the secret wavelengths of

the other members of the Council. No answer.

/^ASSILLO thoughtfully pocketed the micro-radio again.

Undoubtedly the Secret Council was no more—^its

members must have been killed in their air yacht by the

storm on their way to Nork City. The small dark man’s
eyes fired up with a strange light.

“Bring him along, boys; I’ll have a need for him
soon,” he ordered tersely, indicating Allard. “We’re go-
ing to Miami City on the Florida coast by mail tube. Tbe
storm there is much milder, so the visi-screens show.
We’ll grab off a plane and hop over to Cuba where we’ll

wipe out Throstle and his men and take possession of the

convection generators. Then let the Cities, the Secret

Council and all the rest come to me, Emanuel Cassillo,

and sue for peace!”

Mail'^be! Safe imderground trave!*at five hundred
miles an hour beyond the reach of the storm.

The big concrete tube room below tbe lowest street

level was deserted save for an attendant, a middle-aged,

terrified man, who guarded the airtight tube doors. A
score or more of long steel mail torpedoes stood on the

little tracks before them ready to be rolled into the tubes

each with its emergency oxygen tank inside for human
or animal occupants.

“Four of you get into the first torpedo,” ordered

Cassillo. “The' other two and myself with Allard here

will follow in a second. Listen you,” he flung at the

staring attendant. “Shoot us into the Miami City tube.”

The attendant shook his head violently.
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“Too dangerous,” he protested.

“We’ll take the ride, you fool!” shouted Cassillo im-

patiently.

The attendant refused to budge.

“It is not safe. We have had word—

”

With a snarling curse Cassillo rayed the man through

the bead, sprang over his fallen body and seized the big

lever operating the doors. They burst open with a whist-

ling scream of air. Then out of the tube spurted a huge

column of muddy water, drenching all four men to the

skin.

The gunmen tore their pistols from holsters and hurled

them far across the room. Familiar as he was with the

weapons, Allard knew that the soaking they had received

made them extremely dangerous to the user.

Cassillo started frantically to release his other men
from the closed torpedo, in which they had already locked

themselves. Allard leaped on him like a wildcat. Gone
was his weakness, and exhaustion of torture and beatings,

swept away by a fierce elation.

Cassillo went down under Allard’s smashing right, and

vanished in the muddy water with a gurgle of terror.

Allard had no chance to follow up. The two gunmen
had closed in on him. With a grim, exultant laugh he

met them. Picked for your small size and pistol speed,

eh? Well, fight now with Nature’s weapons! Sock! The
leading gunman took Allard’s fist fair on the chin, and

fell with a dull splash in the rising flood.

The second man closed in a squeal like a cornered rat,

trying to barge past for the door. His teeth sunk in Al-

lard’s wrist. With a savage grunt Allard loosed a ter-

rific jolt that caught him behind the ear and dropped

him.

Cassillo was rising to his feet, his dripping face coun-

torted with insane fury, and his hand clutching his ray

pistol. Allard ducked instinctively as the weapon levelled

at him.

No ray stabbed at bim. Instead the terrific force locked

in the little weapon, short-circuited by the water, fused

the inner workings of the pistol. The ray flashed up Cas-

sillo’s arm, striking the base of the brain. He fell life-

less.

Allard caught the body, drew from the pocket the

micro-radio and fled.

Four days later Jukes and a troop of soldiers from
the Workers’ Army entered a tiny mono-car garage be-

hind the Science National Bank in Louis City. Allard,

who was seated in the comer, devouring a sack of bananas
he had found in a deserted peddler’s cart outside, stared at

them unbelievingly.

“What are you doing here. Jukes?” he asked.

“Rescuing you for one thing, Allard. After you dried

out that micro-radio set and got into communication with

Ebenezer Throstle and told him to shut off the current, he
got in touch with me and told me where you were. So
we came here first”

“But the soldiers!” exclaimed Allard in bewilderment
“Advance guard of the Workers’ Army which is mov-

ing in to take possession of the country.”

“But I don’t understand! Have you made up with

Holan?”
“Hardly that,” grinned Jukes. “Instead, we launched

a revolution among the Workers and overthrew Holan and
his Assembly the day you were captured. Holan fled the

country, but we have announced his pardon if be wishes

to return peaceably and accept the new order. This isn’t

the old Workers’ Territory, and the League of American
Cities that you knew; it will be a new united nation. We
are holding an election the day after tomorrow. Ebenezer

Throstle is our unopposed candidate for President, and
he has already named you for the position of Secretary

of Science in his cabinet.

“We are taking over the entire country, thanks to your
double-edge invention which helped us and fought the

Cities. America has been stricken by the biggest storm

ever known. Millions of lives have been lost. Some
of'the smaller cities have been razed, and the League has

fallen. But out of this disaster will rise a republic, the

New United States of America, on the sites of the ancient,

original United States, with freedom for all, and a gov-

ernment for and by all the people—of the people. How
in thunder does that old document read, anyway?

“That’s one reason I’m in such a hurry to get on east

to Wash City—blast these names anyway! We’re going

back to the originals, and instead of Wash City it will be
Washington. I want to go to the historical museum and
examine that old constitution of the original United States

and that other ancient document, the Declaration of In-

dependence, so that our first Congress can found the New
United States upon the same principles that will guaran-

tee the individual the same freedom and protection he
enjoyed in the old United States back there during the

twentieth century and earlier.”

THE END.

one XLN — AX €THECX XEE IT
Our own favorite star is so bright that it is almost impossible for us to imagine a universe

where it is not the dominant luminary.

Yet, travel a few light-years away and our Sun becomes invisible to the eye while other

stars of apparently feeble light are shining with apparently undiminished lustre.

If the majority of the stars we see on a clear night are circled by inhabited worlds (which
astronomers now doubt) there are very few of these from which our sun is a conspicuous
object: and none from which even our largest planet, Jupiter, could be detected.

From outside the galaxy our sun would be invisible, even with telescopic aid, and all of
its bright neighbors except one—the name of which is perhaps familiar to readers of Wonder
Stories.

Read this interesting article in the JULY ISSUE OF
EVERYDAY SCIENCE AND MECHANICS



BROOD OF HELIOS
By John Bcrtin

(Illustration by Paul)

He heard dimly a crash—the crash of a rocket ship driving into |he great stone face.

Then he struck water like a plummet.
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BROOD OF HELIOS

What Has Gone Before

pROFESSOR OBOROE MEREDITH, eminent eeientist, hii niece Ryih
Meredith, her friends, James Gregory and ±lan Deneen, former fooibaU

Ktar, awaken from a trance in Meredith*s laboratory tn a skyscraper in
the heart of New York to find themselves in another part of the universe,
Meredith had been experimenting with electronic barriers.

They find themselves on the side of a hUl in a wUd desolate cowUry,
filled with a strange rubbery vegetation and populated by strange animals.
Above them are two suns, a red and a blue sum, and at night a strange
moon shines out. The first night in the wilderness they see a great
rocket ship shriek across the sky. They realize now there must be sen-
tient creatures on this world. One ship falls near their hiding place
and they rush to meet it. They are attacked by a group of kangaroo'
like creatures. While Gregory and Meredith rush to the ship, Deneen
fights off the cTsatures with Ruth at hia side.

The two men are apparerdXy captured by the creatures from tho ship,
which rises into the atr again and disappears to the north.

Deneen recovers and with Ruth they fight for months against nature
for survival. They find thnt this world has two types of vegetation and
life—one of the non-protoplasmio rubbery variety, the other the kind
of life they had seen on earth,

Deneen and Ruth after seeing rocket skips eternally shooting toward

the north determine to go north themsAves and try to find the cMEzaMon
that must exist, rather than fight brute naluro for t/io rest of their lives.

One day they see a rocket ship settle down on the ocean shore near
them. They find it on the beach the next day with some bald, tooth-
less creatures dead around U. Deneen and Ruth are attcicked by some
fierce, savage, hoLf-naked men, on4 escape in the ship, whose contrU
Deneen learns. As they are flying over the ocean in U, men from
another rocket ship signal them to fbUow, They reach lamd and find
themselves over a great city in the inland. Here the rocket ship crashes
and Deneen and Ruth fight their way through tAe hordes of eaoaae
men that surrounded the city. They are welcomed to the cUy by
Gregory who hoe been here with Meredith since their disappearance.

Gregory points out to them a great face of Waehingtcn carved in the
rocks, th^ is an intake of god to these savage men. The savages ore
bent on the extermination of lAit greol <fity, which is filled by ti^ told,

toothless creatures. Deneen learns that they are stm on earth, tut
tAot they are 4,000,000 years in the future, Gregory explains that
these toothlese creatures, who seem to have no spoken language tnt
communicate by telepathy, have oome from the moon. They have last

mU power of fighting and^are therefore at the mercy of the hordes of the
spearmen attacking their city. They look upon Deneen as a "water'*

or war lord.

Now Go On With the Story

jlHE wide front street was as bright as day. Below it

I

flowed the river, twisting at the avalanche mound,

ruling on at a faster pace. Another group of the

ape-like men came over the road edge. Deneen slowed. He
paused behind a fluted column, noticing several of the

moon people running awkwardly away from the place

they should have defended. But a rallying yell di^ on

his lips.

It was already too late. Across the narrowed river

the enemy began to pour, a living wave, part of a vast

torrent beyond. The gorge was full of a loud, sustained

crying that had displaced the marching chant, a yell of

lust and power.

Deneen picked arrows from his quiver. A thousand un*

asked questions would die

swn

with Meredith and Gregory.

They could never escape,

perhaps he could not es>

cape himself with Ruth,

upriver. The front of the

living wave, of dirty-brown

men, club-armed and bes-

tial, lapped over the street

edge, and began to move
beneath the fluted columns,

slowing as if in awe of the

great structures. Then they

glimpsed Deneen—the scat-

tered group of undecided

moon people behind him.

A stone-tipped spear rang

against the pillar by De-

neen’s face. Rocks, hurled clubs, made a cloud of mis-

siles that rebounded off the smooth paving. After them

came the squat horde, yelling its blood call. Regrets

died in Deneen. He stepped out and pulled the heavy

bow across three feet of arrow shaft.

The long feathered missiles, driven with terrific force,

created an eddy of confusion. The front line of the

horde curled back on the thrust behind them, fighting to

get away from the winged death. But the pressure b^ind

was overwhelming. With scarcely a pause the torrent

came on. It flowed up the street, and the right edge of it

spread beneath the columns.

A thrown club staggered Deneen. The whole scene be-

came a nightmare, a fantastic inferno wherein his task

was to stop legions of howling devils. Another club

strude his shoulder, numbing it, twisting the flight of the

arrow he was discharging. Gregory’s words rang dully

in his ears. They were finished. He thought of Ruth,

and turned.

Then the lights went out, winked into a phantasmagoria

of moving torches, shadows that wavered and flickered and

retreated, and long, fading ropes of glowing red hung

from the street posts and around the pillars. The lance

of the searchlight played over the advancing horde on the

front street.

Deneen swung his bow over his shoulder, and ran into

the half gloom beneath the pillars. To his right torches

flared showing grim scenes

^HE final installment of this masterpiece re-

veals completely the nature of the mystery

that has baffled our adventurers . . . and our

readers. The history of the silent, toothless

moon men, and of the fierce fearless spearmen

is almost unbelievable, yet it is convincingly por~

frayed. We see the rise of one race to a mental

'power unsurpassed, yet they are unable to fight

the battle for existence . . . they have forgotten

how to fight. We see the other part of our race

sunk in savagery. Between them the grim strug-

gle for survival and the destiny of the race will

he fought, and go on to its merciless conclu-
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—scurrymg, ape-like men
spearing soft-eyed fugitives

to death. The horde was

spreading through the city.

Deneen felt a cold dread

rush over him. Perhaps

he could not find Ruth, and

get her away upgorge, in

the darimess, the friendly

dariuiess of the wilderness

they knew. Time was short.

The city of the rocket peo-

ple was doomed.

“Gregory!” he yelled.

“Ruth!”

Then he heard a change

in the shouting behind him.

From lust to terror the cries changed, and Deneen, turn-

ing, saw that the front street had become a shambles. In

rigid astoniriiment the man stopped, and watched.

Some invisible power was withering the close-packed

ranks of savage men. They fell in writhing groups, fell

in long lines, lines that crumbled instantaneously along

their length. The whole mass of them was prey to some
terrible decimation. Torches and bodies fell in indescrib-

able confusion, and to Deneen’s blank amazement, the sur-

fara of the street showed long scars, rapidly growing, a

crisscrossing of lines around which the material of the

roadway slowly tumbled till the whole level of the section

was well below the flooring under the columns. The din
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was indescribable. Near the street edge one of the pillars

buckled and crashed down upon the mass of bodies and

the shattered concrete. Back at the city’s extremity, where

the horde came up from the river, was a wild confusion of

fleeing men meeting the main army from the valley.

And now Deneen saw the withering death strike home in

the packed mass below the roadway. The avalanche

mound that furnished partial approach from across the

river began to shift and lower as deep crevices appeared in

it Bodies and dirt and stone—Deneen saw with something

like horror that where the darting lines

passed, bodies and dirt and stone disap-

peared entirely. Through the white

glare of the searchlight glinted greenish

stabs, evanescent, somehow connected

with the annihilation of substance going

on in the river bed. A spray of the

greenish tinge touched the opposite

gorge wall, and Deneen saw the shadowy

mass begin to move. A rumbling roar

dwarfed the sounds of human terror

and pain. Countless tons of rock and

earth smashed down into the gorge,

blocking the river’s course entirely.

A cry roused Deneen. Echoes of the

second avalanche were rolling, dying in

the air. Beneath the columns of the

city, beast like men, no longer pursu-

ing the rocket people, crouched like

cornered rats, gazing at the terrible

scene beyond, torches flickering in their hands, and glint-

ing in reflection from obsidian-tipped spears. The yell

which had roused Deneen was repeated.

CUDDENLY the full glare of white light bathed the plaz-

as again, revealing the scattered mass of the horde peo-

ple. Far in, at foot of a wide stairway, Deneen saw a man,

wildly beckoning—Gregory. He ran forward, and as he

moved, the skin-clad mass to right of him shifted away,

edging back toward the crumbled street. They were

caught in a city of magic, and all the ferocity of mo-

ments before had vanished. Sprawled bodies, clad in

grey cloth, lay under the columns, and to the primitive

minds of the retreating vandals, those bodies called for

vengeance. Deneen did not swerve. He ran straight for

Gregory. “What’s up?” he cried, reaching the broad

stairs. “Is Ruth all right?”

“The death ray! Meredith’s got it working! Ruth’s

up with him. We’re saved, Deneen—saved!”

Deneen looked around. “We’ll have to get that in-

vention down here. If those fellows had their nerve left,

they could scatter around the plazas, get up these stairs,

and wipe us out My arrows won’t last long. This

—

death ray?” he asked sharply
—

“can it Be moved? What

is it?”

“I don’t know!” muttered Gregory, watching the torch-

men beyond. “Better come up and see yourself. There’s

nothing I understand around here.” He suddenly stared.

“Look! What’s that?”

Deneen turned. “Water!” he said slowly. “The river.

It’s blocked down below, and rising. These courts will

be flooded in ten minutes. And those spearing fellows

might try the stairs. Let’s go!”

The upper portions of the moon people’s city was a

fairyland of majesty and decoration. Wide, winding

stairs debouched to great halls. Deneen saw archways,

rooms, corridors, everywhere. But the need for action

was too pressing for any but momentary observation.

Through the corridors, on the stairs, waiting dumbly in

the halls, were people—sad, soft-eyed people who cried

to Deneen without audible speech—people that followed

him and Gregory. “Look!” muttered

Gregory as they passed a wide doorway

in the side of a corridor. “Power house.

Laboratory behind it. These people

know things you’d never dream of,

Deneen.”

The open doorway showed a vast

room, packed with mushroom-like rows

of machinery—lit by greenish, mellow

light. A low hum of revolving wheels

came to Deneen. “These cables,” said

Gr^ory, kicking two round objects

that wound along the corridor
—

“are

connected to that ray. It’s just a make-

shift. There’s Meredith now.”

Deneen strode forward. In another

doorway, some fifty feet ahead, at the

end of the corridor they were in, stood

Dr. George R. Meredith, clad in the

greyish, metallic suiting of the rocket

people. Back of him was Ruth. The room behind was

filled with the soft-eyed moon men.

“Deneen! Alan Deneen!” Meredith’s greeting was al-

most reverential. Like Gr^ory he looked tired, starved.

But in his squinting eyes, behind large glasses, Deneen saw

a glow, a light of excited zeal. “Come in, Deneen. These

people are waiting for you—they know you. Come in.

We’ll go over to that breach I made in the wall, so I could

play that ray of mine over the riverbed and the front

street Come in.”

Deneen slowly complied. He wondered if Meredith,

like Gregory, was going mad. It was queer talk, about his

being known to the bald folk.

Ruth came to him, and the feel of her supple body in

the circle of his arm, brought a contrast sharply home
to the man. The wilderness they had known, they had

come to know, but that great room and its people ... he

noticed a wonder in Ruth’s eyes—a veiled fear. They

threaded a way through the assembly. Deneen felt no

enmity, no strangeness in the people themselves. They
were kindly, bewildered folk, wistful and helpless. But

now a vague sense of the complexity of the riddle these

things presented came over him. Meredith stopped by

an oblong, box-like arrangement on metal legs, connected

by smaller cables to the two main strands on the floor.

The front of the box narrowed, projected into a ragged

hole in the wall. Deneen went closer and saw the river

water, lapping over the street edge below, saw a barrier of

earth and stone further down, and beyond a turmoil of

ruddy lights over fleeing, moiling masses of men. Across

the gorge, high up on the wall, were the protuberances of

JOHN BERTIN
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stone and soil, which held, aloft, the overhanging face of

George Washington.

“Meredith,” said Deneen sharply. “Tell me one thing.

Who carved that face up there? These people? How in

the name of sanity did they reproduce Washington’s fea-

tures like that?”

Meredith turned from the oblong contrivance by the

wall. He gripped Deneen’s arms. “I thought you were

going to ask about this ray. Ask about the power-room

you passed. Because in that room, in the laboratory be-

hind it, and assembled into this box, are secrets of nature,

and the control of nature that makes of these people more
gods than men. The powers of the imiverse, Deneen! In

our hands!” His voice rang. The people around looked

on with their great soft eyes. “That face,” continued Mere-

dith in calmer tone, “was chiseled out of granite by your

countrymen and mine. About four million years ago.”

“Alan—uncle was telling me that face is part of the

Rushmore memorial, from the Black Hills of our South

Dakota,” said Ruth. “I can’t understand.”

“The truth,” said Meredith loudly. “God’s truth, De-

neen. That face is Washington’s, chiseled in gremite when
the United States of America was upon the earth, and

the earth revolved around the sim we knew, countless years

ago.

“Meredith—we’ve never left the earth? But how—

”

“My boy—” Meredith’s head shook. “After I tell you,

you will not grasp it; not for days and weeks. It is

stupendous, cosmic, terrible, the story of these people.

The tale of the ages, Deneen! An epic that makes of

Homer a babbling child! Back in what I call the library,

among thought transmitters and intangible voices from the

past, are steel-leaved and bound books, incredibly an-

cient, written in English. The story in those volumes,

Deneen, is beyond my powers to convey. It is tbe tale

of a cataclysm that will leave you breathless, staring back

into tbe chasm of the past to the years and centuries in

which the fate of humanity hung in the balance. After

these writings there is no other trace of our language,

Alan. Language is unknown to these people who are at

one and the same time our contemporaries and the in-

credibly remote descendants of our fathers!”

CHAPTER XIV

The Silent Race

T^ENEEN grew rigid. The sense of the menace below

them ebbed down in his mind. “You mean these

people are our kind—our blood? Gregory said they came

from tbe moon!” Thoughts crowded upon him. “And
that moon—where did we get it?”

Meredith smiled. “We never lost it, Alan. That great

globe is Diana herself—our old satellite, much nearer,

twisted out of tidal balance, revolving no longer in con-

junction with its monthly circuit of the earth, but showing

us all its sides and waxing and waning its crescent phases

due to two suns. But it is the same moon, Deneen: The
refuge and the home of the human race for four million

years!”

Deneen looked at Ruth. Her eyes were round, bright.

“Uncle,” she said slowly, “you mean we stayed in the

Worth laboratory
—

”

A sudden jar halted her words. The floor quivered be-

neath their feet. A low, rumbling crash of falling walls

sounded from beyond the doorway. Deneen thought of

the torch fires on the rim of the gorge, over the city.

“This death ray,” he demanded. “Can you move it?

The story must wait, Meredith. Or mighty soon there’ll

be no story to tell.”

Meredith sobered. “I can’t move this, Deneen. It’s just

a makeshift—an appliance of a laboratory force these

people have long been familiar with. Can’t explain,'

now,” he added hurriedly. “I forget those devils out

there. Listen!”

From the wider valley came a reverberating chant. Wav-
ering, dying, it was taken up again—savage, weird! “Ai
Aye !—Ai Aye!” A song of stubborn hate that swelled

and grew and filled the night. Meredith’s wan face show-

ed conflicting emotions.

“Devils, Deneen. For scores of thousands of years they

have sung that chant in these hills, under the great stone

face that to them is God. For long ages a tradition has

persisted among them that the moon people would come
down, and rob them of their lands. They know no fear,

those torch-waving demons, Deneen—they have no instinct

of fear. That is why even the death-ray, a weapon the

like of which no human has ever seen, does not drive

them completely away. They’ll dance and chant, and
work up a blood lust, and come again.”

Deneen held Ruth closer. Meredith, like Gregory was

on the verge of madness. Something had slipped in the

professor’s mind, letting his imagination run riot. He was
speaking confidently of the traditions and ways of the

horde outside.

“No instinct of fear, eh?” Deneen asked quietly.

“And these people have no instinct to fight. Quite a com-

bination.”

“Quite,” said Meredith, going to the oblong mechanism

by the breach. “But this ray will save us, Deneen

—

save the stupendous body of knowledge that is now ours,

give us mastery over the planet.” He turned to them, the

odd light in his eyes heightened. “It just couldn’t be,

Deneen. The Power that brought you here, that worked

with King Zorr and through him, that kept our kind alive

through the aeons, would never ordain that all our

knowledge, all the things of the spirit and mind which

these people have achieved, should be destroyed by beasts

like that. I am but the instrument of God, Alan.”

Deneen* stood very still. Ruth gazed at her uncle with

wide, questioning eyes. Back of the big room sounded

another rumble, a smash and jar that quivered the solid

flooring beneath their feet. Deneen felt surges of alarm

in his mind, as if the emotions of the people about him

were being transmitted to him.

“We’d better make a couple more of these rays, and

point ’em at those fellows, on the gorge rim. Suppose

they drop a stone over this roof? And how about that

river? How high will it rise?”

Meredith, just stooping to touch the knoblike protruber-

ances on the death ray casing, suddenly stiffened. In an

instant a swift change transformed him, dimmed the glow

in his eyes, made of him a little, grey-faced man.

“The river won’t rise very high,” he said slowly, turn-

ing his head toward the door. “It’ll spill over that bar-

rier before reaching this room. And this roof is con-

ical. No stone can break through.” He was muttering,

as if another thought obsessed him.

A series of light jars, mingled with smashes of glass,

came to the packed audience about the death-ray pro-
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jector. Deneen saw horror in Meredith’s eyes. He was
trying to speak. Then a heavier crash, a long rolling

of thunder, jarred through the room. The lights puffed

out. They glowed again, then died slowly. The bald peo-

ple crowded together like frightened sheep. Deneen felt

a great pity. He could hear Meredith crying, like a man
gone mad.

“The laboratory—the power room! Deneen! We’re done

for! The end! The end of the human urge for power!”

He was groping toward Deneen and the frightened

woman. “To end like this! A prey to beast men, who can

never know—who will destroy everything, leave no trace.

Deneen—God Himself has forsaken us! Zorr was wrong!

Wrong !

”

Deneen held the woman close. In the gloom he seem-

ed to see the great, soft eyes of the rocket people, hear

their voiceless cries. Gregory babbled behind them.

Meredith reached them, shook them, voicing his queer la-

ment. Meredith was talking like a madman. And out-

side, rising, swelling, the chant of the skin-clad beast men
filled the night.

ENEEN’S voice rang with a note of mastery.

“Take it easy. Why can’t we get out of this, Dr.

Meredith? Instincts of fear or not, this rig of yours

made a terrible mess out there, and those fellows won’t

come across the river for some time. Let’s get some or-

ganization into the city. Can you talk to these people?”

“Sometimes,” replied Meredith calming. “I get the

sense of what I mean over to them. Not so much in words,

as by thought transference. But there’s a great gap,

Deneen—a gap that stops all communication in detail.

Their minds work differently. Only King Zorr crossed

the gulf to me, and to you, in a supreme effort to save

his people.”

Deneen reassured Ruth. The woman was anxious about

her uncle’s strange speech. “We’ll talk about Kling Zorr

later,” he told Meredith. “Just now, we’ve got to see how
much damage has been done to the power here. If it’s

gone entirely, we’ve got to run for it. Upgorge.”

Meredith waved his hands. He moved out past Deneen,

and waved his hands again. A movement stirred in the

packed room. “Let’s go, Gregory,” said Deneen simply.

“Get hold of a club or something. There are about a

hundred of those squat boys downstairs, and they’ll come

up as the water rises. Ruth, stay close to us.”

Meredith went back to the ray mechanism, which looked

like a huge beetle in the gloom. He returned. “Abso-

lutely dead,” he said.

The moon people were filing out of the doorway. Some
faint tracery of light still showed in the rope devices

strung around the walls, and in the very dim illumination

the scene was weird. There was no tangible evidence of

panic—^no rush, no cries of alarm. But in Deneen’s mind

rang a piteous calling, insistent, bewildered. He felt again

a great pity. There was something about the soft-eyed

people that was warm and human and likeable—an in-

tangible aura in the air, permeating their surroundings.

And all the soul of them, the hidden forces that cried

dimly across the gulf to his mind, were expectant of some-

thing, something that he, Deneen, could do.

Meredith said; “We had a line of emergency batteries

connected in parallel to every separate lighting circuit.”

He spoke now with a manner of a man in full possession

of his faculties. “The smash must have thrown the switch

in, but broken the battery cells up. There’s just a trace
of voltage in those light ropes.”

“That’s something,” said Deneen. “Our chances are
right there in that powerhouse. Get li^ts over this place
first. Those fellows downstairs can do good work in the
dark, on these slow-moving, soft people.”

“Deneen.” Meredith’s voice was still calm. They were
passing out of the big room into the corridor, pushing
through the slow moving, moon folk. “We’ve got Ruth
here, and I shouldn’t discourage her. But the fate in

store for us will not wait because we quibble. This girl

has come through a terrible adventure with you, Alan.
I believe she can face death.”

“Yes, imcle,” the woman said. “I can. What is it?”

“We can’t get away upgorge. The beast men have come
down the walls. We saw them this morning, inching down.
They’re waiting in that narrowed defile. In any case, the

dammed up river, washing up to sheer rocks, makes flight

that way impossible. Our only hope is the laboratory

—

the power-room in front of it.”

“The power-room, then,” said Deneen tersely. “Push
through, Gregory!”

But the power room was a smashed mess. The whole
roofing of the corridor had caved in by the door Deneen
had passed not a half hour before. Faint hissings came
to them as they began moving around the edge of the

debris. Glows of varicolored light showed a confused
mass of wreckage, of tangled wire laceries hung with

blocks of the concrete roofing. A dark, jagged hole mark-
ed the path of a great chunk that had crashed down from
the gorge rim.

“Follow me,” said Meredith, and began to clamber
over the debris. Gregory hung back, his gaze on the

tom ceiling. But the pale faces of the company about

him, the pleading eyes, were too much for his nerves.

He scrambled after Jiis three companions. To Gregory the

soft-eyed people represented madness. Their crying in

his brain was a ghost chorus which for months had
haunted him, had broken his spirit. He caught up with

Ruth and Deneen, and with them followed Meredith in

poking around the ruined power-room.

Deneen kept one arm around Ruth. His mind held

Meredith’s resigned words. Slowly he shuffled the pic-

tures of their position across his thoughts. The lower val-

ley, from which came the faint chanting of the horde,

and the gorge across from the city, beneath the great

stone face of a vanished memorial. Here the rising river

waters were spilling themselves over the columned plazas,

and driving squat men up the stairs to the upper halls.

Above them was the narrowed defile, blocked by the

flood, guarded by waiting spears and clubs. Yet there

had to be some way out—^some way out for him and

Ruth.

He began to force out of his consciousness the calls

for help, the feeling of responsibility which weighed upon

him, which had dulled his faculties since entering the

city of the moon men. The first law of nature spoke in-

sistently in the man who had been Alan Deneen. For

months he had fought, with the woman at his side, the

elemental forces of an unpeopled world, bridging the

ages back to the time when man lived by his unaided

brain and hands. Naked nature cried in him now. And
thought of Ruth, clubbed and mangled, revolted him, sent

the blood pounding through his splendid body.

He could get away upgorge with her, water or no water.
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He had arrows left—the swift, winged death that could

clear his way. He knew the darkness, the bare breasts

of earth. He could get away upgorge with the woman.

\TEREDrrH was saying slowly. “Just one comer,

over there—

”

pointing—^“free from the effects of

the fall. Want to risk it? Or shall we get out of here?

They may drop another mass at any moment.”
Meredith spoke sanely now. And it came to Deneen

that the little scientist would die with the soft-eyed moon-
folk, speared and clubbed in the short fight which would
ensue when the horde entered the city. And Jim Gregory,

the tall young man behind them, with the horror etched

into his face.

“What’s over in that corner?” asked Deneen, his voice

a bit hoarse. He could see better now, see the mass of

moon people in the broken corridor behind them, see

their dim moving shapes in the branch halls and passage-

ways which honeycombed the structure they had made.

“Searchlights,” Meredith was saying. “There’s a row
of little ones below the desk. The only part of this giant

plant I knew, Deneen, was that corner. We’re just chil-

dren when it comes to technical knowledge—groping bar-

barians. These people had things here
—

” he broke off,

as if explanations were futile. They moved among the

earth masses. Meredith tapped a protruding bulk with

his hands. “One end of a generator set. They start

electric currents, not by induction, but by direct breakup

of the atomic systems. My method, that froze and held us

in suspended animation so that we have lived to know of

these wonders) is elementary, practical physics to these

people; or so I infer. Most of what I know are infer-

ences, Deneen.”

He had reached the corner of the wrecked room, and
was fumbling along the wall. Turning, he levelled some-

thing in his hand, and shot a bright lance of light over

the tumbled wreckage, up to the ragged hole in the ceiling,

back across the faces of his three companions. “Many
of our simple things are still in use, due to the very

similar human needs of these people and ourselves. I

had intended fixing the death ray into little hand rigs

like this, and to gradually teach the men how to use

them. We had a war on our hands, a struggle to gain

possession of a planet. Cnee the crisis was past, victory,

with the powers possessed by these people, the Zorrians I

call them, would have been a matter-of-fact procedure.

But we did not pass the crisis. We failed Deneen. Zorr’s

message to me was wrong. The only thing left to us is

to die like, well, like good Americans. Follow me, into

the laboratory. It’s back there.”

Deneen said nothing whatever as they moved among
the wreckage of an amazing interior. Big glass tubings,

inverted, bulb-topped, faintly glowing, showed up along

the walls. At one place Meredith stopped them, to look

into a sort of pit in the floor. A blue, quivering flame

pulsed and eddied, faded and glowed, within a crystal

cylinder. Steps led down to it.

“That,” said Meredith, playing his searchlight over the

surroundings to allow his comptmions to approach near-

er—^“that,” he repeated in his strangely calm tones, “was

the first piece of apparatus the Zorrians installed. The

pioneers who found this gorge used emergency batteries

of the same type as those within the rocket ship walls,

to supply power for that transmitter. It was to be con-

nected with the main generators as soon as the technicians

could find time.”

“Transmitter?” asked Deneen, looking at the pulsing

blue flame.

“Yes. The moment that flame came into being, the

gorge was located to the Zorrian pilots. Every rocket

ship compass within a radius of millions of miles is

oriented to this blue flame.”

He paused. Silence was over the wrecked rooms, a
silence rufiTled by the chanting of the horde outside the
city, and the little half heard splashings of water below
them. “Just another thing to be smashed by senseless

brutes,” Meredith chimed in. “Or else they will squat by
it, and wonder dimly, or worship. And after the flame
dies, for centuries they and their descendants will come
to visit the ruins of these walls and hold their orgies in

the hall of Zorr.”

A silent battle fought itself out in Deneen’s mind. They
moved along, amid broken machinery and long table rows
covered with glass tubing. A row of benches, half hid-

den by a section of fallen wall caused them loss of time
as they moved back to the main corridor. “Over there,”

said Meredith calmly, “were technical books. Or so I in-

fer. Like headphones. They would strap them on, the
workers here, and sit for a while, relaxed. What came to

them through those bands is beyond me. They produced
in my mind only a far whispering, like the sound of a
great sea, too distant for clearness. Only Zorr, without
external aid, conveyed things to me.”

CHAPTER Xy

The War Lord

T^ENEEN’S bearded face was set to a struggle of im-

pulses.

“Something is wrong!” exclaimed Meredith suddenly,

as they began moving through the power-room, toward
the mess of moon folk in the corridors beyond. “I feel

it. I feel the sense of fear. Don’t you hear them calling

for help?”

Deneen’s breath blew forcibly through his nostrils.

“Yes,” he said. “I’ve got an idea what’s wrong. There’s

quite a bunch of those torch fellows, caught in the plazas,

down below. They saw that ray cut up the street and
mountainside, and they won’t go back. The water is

driving them up the stairs.” He almost growled the

thought in his mind. , “They’ll slaughter these soft-eyed

people as tigers would a bunch of sheep.” Across
Deneen’s back was the longbow, and the arrow quiver.

The arrows he was going to save f»r the flight upgorge,
the break for freedom with the woman whose supple waist

was in the curve of his arm. His woman. His life and
hers. There was no shadow of chance of saving anyone
else. Sacrifice would be useless.

“Well?” asked Meredith as they began moving among
the voiceless, large-eyed people. “What are we to do?
We’ve decided to die like good American. Yet—how
should good Americans die? Discussing these wonders?”

They paused in an intersection of passageways. Mere-

dith’s slim frame seemed animated by some strange ener-

gy. “Shall we wait while I tell you about King Zorr and

a little of the story that will die with us?”he continued

calmly, “like philosophers, while those beast men steal
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upstairs, from one hall to another, spearing, clubbing,

these kindly people?” His voice rose, lost its even calm-

ness. Meredith, the scientist, y/as submerging in another

personality.

“That’s what they are, Alan—kindly,” he went on.

“That is their main attribute—in that direction they have

made the greatest strides. Physically they are not what

we are, a man like you could live through things at once

fatal to them. They lack some virtues it is in our very

blood to admire, and because they lack them they are

helpless now. They can’t talk, Deneen!”

Meredith seemed to be pleading a case. “They seem

strange. Gregory cannot bear them around him. But I

—from the very start, Deneen, these people have grown

dear to me. Can’t you see? They are ourselves, lack-

ing many things, gone to another plane of existence, the

mental. But in going they have grown kindly, Alan. That

is their great achievement—their relations to one another.

I do not know their life. I cannot reach through to the

soul of them, But I feel it. Zorr made me feel it. Tech-

nically they have made tremendous strides—^the powers

of the Universe were theirs to use if they had been given

time to expand in their new home. But they used these

powers to further life.

“It was a wonderful sight to see them, in gatherings,

when danger was not threatening. They loved one an-

other, these people, Alan, like, children of Christ, applying

his message. They can communicate throughout this vast

city, without moving. And now all this kindness is help-

lessness.” He paused again, staring over the heads of the

massed folk. “Listen! From corridors far down the

gorge we hear cries of fear, of pain, of wonder. They

do not understand, these people, Deneen, what is going

on. We have the instincts in our blood, to fight, and for-

get the threat of death as we fight. But not these. To

them it must be a monstrous thing that men should kill

one another.”

“Well?” asked Deneen gruffly. Meredith seemed to be

addressing him indirectly.

“Four million years ago there was a race that already

frowned upon needless bloodshed, but still had the stom-

ach for it, because they were of that time, children of

another sun.” Meredith’s voice began to ring. “All

kinds die according to their kind. These people will wait

for death. It is natural. It is right. We cannot. We
commit no sin by fighting. Whoever passes judgment

over all races and all kinds will pass judgment according

to kind! Zorr sent me this message, Deneen—Zorr whose

mind had pierced the secrets of the Universe. He sent me
the message, telling me of you, fighting, traveling with

your mate through the wilderness, the war lord that was

to come and have his people. Zorr said that it was the

will of the Ruler of all times and all places that this

should be so!”

“War Lord?” muttered Deneen. “Walor!” He had

been looking closely through the semi-gloom at the high-

strung scientist.

Meredith had changed. His manner was rhetorical,

wild. But constant repetition, like water dropping on a

stone, were beginning to fret Deneen’s hard practicality.

“War Lord!” he muttered again. “You knew I was com-

ing. Who was this King Zorr? Did he have great, sad

eyes?”

“Dark eyes, Deneen—set in a misty face. A face that

shifted, appeared and vanished, back in our minds. Zorr!

That is the name I give to the voice and face that I saw
and heard, day and night. He kept me sane, and gave me
visions I never knew on earth—^visions that are both

science and beyond science. He ruled the Zorrian race

on the moon, in a great, white city, and watched over

these settlers, advising them, telling them that the future

of all spiritual things, of all human powers, lay with

them. Then the catastrophe happened. Zorr died. His
people cannot talk to me as he did. No more messages

came from the moon, save flashes in the light system

in the Great Valley, to tell us that Zorr was dead. Lead-

erless, lost, they are here, Deneen, about to be cut to

pieces.”

Deneen looked through the dark lanes of many pas-

sages, upon a silent, bald folk. They seemed to be call-

ing to him.

“War lord!” he half growled. It was impossible. “Why
do you speak in that tone, Meredith?” he asked directly.

“It seems you are accusing me of something. Didn’t you
say yourself we have no chance? How can I, or anyone
else, save these people?”

Meredith gripped his arm.

“I don’t know, Alan,” he said with another surprising

change from fervor to calmness. “It was Dr. Meredith,

American and scientist, who said we had no chance. The
circumstances doom us. There is no way out. But there

are some things in the cosmos, Deneen, beyond our fee-

ble comprehensions. After what has already happened,

I admit no impossibility. Zorr told me, to the very end,

that his people would not die, that you would deliver

them from this danger. And perhaps, communing with

him through all these weeks, I have come to some power
of reading thoughts myself. It seemed—” he broke off.

“Deneen—I love Ruth, But you can’t do it. You can’t

do it!”

“Look!” cried Gregory. “Down there! The beast

men!”

pAR along the main corridor the moon folk began to

move, to eddy. Yells from alien throats came to

their ears—and a silent crying, anguished, helplessness,

that caused Deneen’s nerves to crawl. He began to ad-

vance, slowly at first, like the decision forming in his

mind. Then the struggle within him died.

“Meredith,” he said decisively. “Half of your talk

is a riddle. But it fits in with some mighty queer things

I’ve seen and heard. And Zorr or no Zorr, I can’t get out

and let these killers butcher you and Gregory and

these— he paused for lack of words. Then, turning

—

“Ruth! I can’t! Can’t break for it!” He embraced her.

“Little woman, we got into this mess, when we left that

raft on the river bank.”

“They’re coming this way!” cried Gregory. “Look!”

Deneen released Ruth. She sensed the meaning of the

passages between her uncle and mate now, and was look-

ing up at Deneen. “Whatever you wish, Alan,” she said

simply,

Deneen cursed. She sensed his pain. “Stay, Alan!

Fight!” She was like a flame now, all her supple form

vitalized. “We can’t let these people die!”

“Right!” said the man* with an effort. “Meredith

—

perhaps Zorr was not wrong. We’re not dead yet. Gr^-

ory!” he ordered sharply now. “Get a club. Back in the

power-room. Ruth, stay with your uncle. Try to get
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these people moving the way I want them to. I don’t

know just how an American is supposed to die,” he fin-

ished, “but we can show ’em ‘what’s what’ while we’re

alive. Those runts in skins will pay a price for this city.

Meredith, throw that searchlight beam over there!”

He began ploughing a way through the crowd, swing-

ing the longbow to his hand. Then the swift fire died

in Ruth—she cried aloud.

Meredith’s talk of Zorr was too strange to convince.

Deneen was going to his death.

It was a grim, strange battle that began in the laby-

rinth of passageways, rooms, and circular halls, amid the

darkness, and the confused movements of the gravity-

crippled moon folk. Ruth refused to stay far from

Deneen. She cried to Gregory, and urged her uncle to

get into the fight. About them the soft Zorrians jostled

and tried pathetically to hide, as if the energy and passion

of the group were hurtful to them. Deneen wasted no

time in niceties. He pushed the people back, behind him

as he advanced to the front, giving orders to Meredith,

who with signs and mute mental urging, translated the

orders to the crowd. They were to retreat, press back,

through the halls and corridors going upgorge. Those

already within the area occupied hy the skin-clad spear-

men were beyond help.

Meredith’s searchlight, playing here and there, revealed

the attackers, squat men in knots and squads, criss-cross-

ing the corridor intersections, advancing, slaughtering

helpless, almost mute prey. It was now that Deneen

learned that the moon people were not altogether voice-

less. Broken sounds of terror filled the corridors, as if

the stress of the situation worked upon atrophied organs

of speech.

Then the longbow began to send its humming, winged

death to halt that piteous scurrying. They backed away

past the wrecked laboratory and power-room, into halls

clear of debris. Meredith’s searchlight illumined targets

for Deneen. Thrown spears and club fell short of them

as they retreated, pressing upon the bewildered Zorrians

that were making for the passageways leading uptown.

It was a running battle, with unexpected developments.

The club men burst out of side corridors, and there en-

sued fierce, short melees in the semi-gloom. The mass of

the moon people acted as a neutralizer, preventing the

active fighters from hand-to-hand contact, giving Deneen

space wherein to work the deadly bow. Sprawled bodies

dotted the room and halls left behind. Meredith was mov-

ing the mass with purpose, urging them to send their

mental messages through all the city, to retreat to the

council hall of Zorr.

“It’s an amphitheatre, high up, at the end of the build-

ing,” he explained to Deneen. “Only a few stairways

lead to it. And most of the uptown folk can reach it

before we can. Our best chance!”

Deneen scarcely heard. There was a tremendous jam

in the corridor, and the fighting was close. But after

a time the pressure at his back eased—the moon people

immediately behind them had entered a wide spacing.

Stairs led down to Deneen’s left. He could see water,

tossing, that glinted as Meredith flashed the searchlight.

“Arrows are going fast!” Deneen grunted to the scien-

tist. He moved past Meredith and Ruth. “I’m all right,

Alan,” she reassured. She was looking around them.

“They understand, Deneen!” said Meredith in quick

tones. “See them—all moving to that hallway over there.

That leads towards the council chamber. Look!” he add-

ed—“the beast men! More of them. Coming up those

stairs. Cutting the people off!”

“Where’s Jim?” asked Ruth, a note of anxiety in her

tone. “I’ve missed him!”

Gregory was nowhere to be seen.

'

H
^HE contest grew grim. Deneen’s arrows were almost

gone. They were moving in a vast circular hall-

way that had stairs opening every score of feet to the

water-filled lower rooms. Its center was a walled open-

ing down which could be seen to better advantage the

agitated river currents. But Gregory was not in the big

chamber.

Deneen moved among the crowd. “Gregory!” he called

futilely. Giving a short order to Meredith he pushed a

way back to the corridor from which they had emerged.

Some yards down was a feebly-moving form, on hands

and knees. Deneen felt a sinking in his breast, a swift

premonition.

Meredith and Ruth were making for the opposite side of

the circular patio beyond, and Deneen, without light, could

not see whether the moving man was Gregory or one of

the skin-clad foe. He called, imdecided. Behind him,

past the opening at center, was a confusion of attackers

harrying the streaming moon people moving toward their

objective. Hoarse shouting filled the air. Looking back

Deneen could see Meredith’s flashlight flitting about. Then
the man in the corridor ahead cried feebly for help.

Deneen ran to him, slowed, and then cursed, almost

calmly. His swift sense of tragedy was vindicated. A
broken spear haft protruded from between the man’s

shoulders. It was Gregory.

There was little time for sorrow. Deneen hung the

bow over his shoulders, lifted the desperately woimded

man, and made a way back to the open circular chamber.

At the junction of hall and patio he ran into two sulking

figures just completing ascent of the stairs immediately

to the left Deneen tried to ease Gregory down, and the

delay nearly cost his own life. A club blow glanced

off hb thick hair. As he reeled back a thrown ^ear

tugged at the grey suiting near his shoulder, and hb
swimming senses, out of focus for a moment, made of hb
two attackers a dozen leaping foes, springing upon him

over Gregory’s feebly moving fornn.

Reflex memories of another world moved Deneen’s

striking. His torso pivoted to back a smashing right-

cross of hb clenched fist. The blow landed squarely in

its swift side arc, against a leering jaw. Both went to

the floor, but Deneen came up alone to plunge in head-

long tackle under a thrown spear from the other assail-

ant. The two of them, fighting in grim silence, smashed

down upon Gregory, now curiously limp and still. The

longbow hampered Deneen. He could not roll over.

Smell of animal sweat was in his nostrils—a club flailed

at his head, missed and was drawn back for another blow.

Humping up on hb knees Deneen smashed out with both

hands alternately, savage drives that crumpled his op-

ponent into inertness. Then he rose slowly, and turned.

Gregory’s features were set. Deneen bent, and beard

a whispered word.

“Ruth!” The moving lips stilled. Deneen looked

closely into the wasted face. Gregory was dead.

It took a harsli effort of his will to rouse Deneen.
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Gregory had been futile from the start, a harried man
who had never recovered from the first shock of finding

himself in another world. But he had been Jim Gregory.

Deneen suddenly realized all the connotations of the name,

the bridging to the world they had known. He had been

one of four Americans, projected into space and time,

and his death brought home with sharp force the alien-

ness of that great city—the strangeness of the fight even

then raging across the vast circular chamber beyond. But

the emotion passed in Deneen. He remembered Ruth, and

with one final look at Gregory’s body, he ran past the

stairs, around the walled opening, into the thick of the

fray. Reaching Meredith, he voiced terse instructions.

Ruth cried out in pain as Deneen answered her ques-

tion about Gregory. Meredith, almost exhausted, seemed

to wilt at the news. But in face of growing peril they

fought to keep moving.

CHAPTER XVI

Temporary Relief

A T last they gained the big corridor at the other end of

the circular plaza, after fierce fighting in which

Deneen shot most of his remaining arrows. The moon
people were suffering terrible losses. They did not fight

back—^it was merely the packed number of them that

gave semblance of a battle where the squat spear-men

struck them. Meredith’s flashlight was becoming a dan-

gerous aid. The enemy, encouraged by the helpless at-

titude of the people in the corridors and halls, had be-

gun to comprehend the connection between the flashing

light and the winged missiles that cut them down. Scur-

rying about, yelling hoarsely, in groups of threes and

fours, they edged in upon Deneen and his two compan-

ions, sensing that where the light flashed was the source

of danger.

Mixed thus with the grey-clad, milling Zorrians, they

were almost impossible to hit. Deneen sensed an unbal-

anced, persistent sort of courage in them. The very fact

that they had come up the stairs to boldly attack as the

water rose spoke for an absence of fear that was alien

to primitive natures. The havoc wrought by the death-ray

would have remained a life-long impression in normal

savages. But these were now in an orgy of slaughter,

and deliberately working toward the killing of the group

around the strange eye of light. From every quarter

spears began to rain toward the flash—spears that were

recovered as the moon people milled helplessly about,

recovered to be thrown again. Meredith’s left arm was

pierced.

Ruth took the light. Deneen, his shaggy head streaked

with blood, growled approval. The woman had recovered

from the momentary breakdown at news of Gregory’s

death. She stayed by her uncle, half-supporting the little

man, whose strength had given way.

“The stairs!’’ he gasped, holding his bleeding arm.

“They don’t know about the other two flights. If we can

reach the nearer stairs, the bow and arrows will stop

them.”

“Arrows nearly gone!” said Deneen sharply. “I’ll save

’em. Keep that light out!” He had retrieved a thrown

club from the ground, and began circling around through

the confused mass, keeping Ruth and her uncle in center

of his movements. The flashlight no longer showing their

position, the venomous groups of the spear throwers

worked by guess, and Deneen, dressed in the fashion of

the moon folk, was a camouflaged tiger among sheep.

The strength of his iron sinews, the shock of his speed

and weight, disposed of one group of assailants after

another, and in the slow, dragging progress down the

hall, not one of the spearmen entered the confines of the

circle he stalked, to get at Ruth and Meredith.

Yet they were nearing the end. Even Deneen’s iron

endurance began to falter. It came to him that he had

been without food for many hours of continued excite-

ment and strain—he seemed to lack foimdation—^to fight

by sheer effort of will. His whole body was bruised, and

the pliant suiting which encased it, cut and bloody. The

spearmen were vicious fighters, and each flurry in the

crowd left Deneen weaker. The very weight of the piti-

ful moon folk, through which he had to push, began to

be an insuperable obstacle. His breath blew in labored

agony. Jim Gregory’s death seemed a portent of their

common fate.

He shouldered a way back to Ruth, guided by an answer

to his call. Meredith was barely able to stand. His arm
was bleeding profusely. “Vein cut, Deneen,” he whis-

pered. “I guess I’m done for!”

“Keep going,” Deneen tried to say. He dropped the

club, held Ruth close and, taking the searchlight from

her hand, flashed it in a quick sweep. “They’re making

the stairs,” he said with renewed vigor. “Keep going!”

The retreat up the long stairway was slow, a long,

apparently interminable withdrawal from the lower sec-

tions of the city, and Deneen’s strength came back. The

moon folk labored up the endless ascent. Meredith, Ruth

and Deneen brought up the rear, and now the searchlight

and remaining arrows, working with deadly efficiency,

kept the skin-clad attackers out of spear range. They

crept slowly after the retreating company, leering faces

showing in the light. Scores of them were inching up,

unmindful of the many dead they had left behind them in

the halls, of the group which had, rashly tried to rush

Deneen at the foot of the stairs. Somewhere outside were

thousands of them, chanting a barbaric song of hate.

Deneen occasionally bent to lift the failing Meredith

along. In his mind hopeless words ran and re-ran. They

were done for.

Came the time when he shot the last of his arrows. At

periodic intervals in the long ascent the spearmen for-

got the feathered death above them, and would suddenly

charge up, yelling insanely. Deneen drove the last ar-

row home, and stood with the useless bow in his hands,

gazing at the tumbling dead going down the tremendous

flight of stairs amongst their fleeing fellows. The next

charge would be the last.

Back of them the pressing, pitiful moon folk began

moving faster. “The hall!” breathed Meredith faintly.

“We made it!” Deneen roused himself. He placed one

end of the bow on the step near his feet, bore his weight

upon it, and unstrung the useless sinew. Working swift-

ly with the jacknife he had placed in the grey* clothing,

he cut a suitable length, and using the flashlight for

lever, made a tourniquet over Meredith’s arm to stop

the flow of blood. There came to him as he worked,

a whiff of fresh air, the tang of pines and green growth,

and the coolness of night. Jerking the empty quiver from

his shoulder, he hurled it down at the waiting fringe of

spearmen, and went for Meredith. “Come on, Ruth!”
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he muttered. “Stick close to me. Perhaps we can block

these doors.”

He found the moon people were already busy at the

task. Deneen felt surprise as he moved with Meredith un-

der an open sky. The hall of Zorr was up on the roof

of the city. It was a vast amphitheatre, wanly lit by the

risen moon, which showed low down on the southern hor-

izon.

The sudden shift, the change of scene, the host of new
impressions, taxed their minds. At first Deneen could not

comprehend. The visible moon was a riddle. Where

was the gorge wall? Then he saw the cliff outlines,

at back of the concrete bowl, a great cleft in the wall

which showed the open sky to the south and east and went

up again towering majestically over the city roof, down-

gorge. Little torch fires dotted the rim. Through the

cool air came the far chant of the spearmen in the lower

valley, out of sight around the curving left wing of the

amphitheatre. Thousands of the bald people were gath-

ered below Deneen and his party. He went up stone

steps, guided to a platform by Meredith’s instructions.

Below them the crowd was eddying. In the wan sheen

of the moon, Deneen could see streams of them moving

to certain places along the walls, building barricades of

some material they were transporting from the center

of the amphitheatre. He twisted Meredith around, to

look.

“They’re blocking the stairways, and the elevator shafts.

They’ve ripped out the bench rows in the center. They’re

fighting, Deneen. They understand!”

“Stay with him, Ruth!” the man muttered, putting the

scientist down. He ran down the steps to an intermediate

platform which led to the opening through which they

had come. A pile of debris, cracked sections of long and

solid material, had already been placed there, as if the

people in the filling amphitheatre below, blocking the

uptown exits, had waited for their fellows to finish, en-

tering by the one doorway the enemy threatened.

Deneen worked lik a Trojan, calling orders, waving

his arras. His authority was undisputed, and he felt glows

and currents of understanding pass between him and the

milling folk. They had a quick gra^ of mind that inter-

preted his orders. The longer and heavier pieces of bro-

ken benches, of a substance like aluminum, were criss-

crossed aslant the stair opening, and jammed beyond

removal. The spears of the attackers began coming

through toward the end, but the foundation of the jam
once laid, its background rapidly filled, and Deneen saw

with satisfaction that nothing less than artillery could

force a way through that entrance. He went back to Mere-

dith.

“We’re safe for the moment—^if those other exits are

well blocked. I’m going down to see. How do you feel.

Dr. Meredith?”

Meredith muttered unintelligently. He was almost

spent. Deneen sensed it, and so did Ruth, who was now
crying brokenly as she knelt by her uncle. “Get down
again, Deneen,” the scientist whispered. ‘Never mind me,

I tell you. I’m finished. See about those doors.”

Deneen went down again, this time crossing the middle

platform to descend other steps that curved the whole

width of the great bowl. Mingling with the crowd on the

floor of the amphitheatre he worked grimly, trying to

shut out of his mind an obvious conclusion. Once secure-

't; ly blocked in they were safe, but only till the body of

J

the horde entered the city. Once the yelling thousands

found their way over the swelled river, the walls of the

hall of Zorr, apparently impregnable, would offer little

resistance. For though the rear of the amphitheatre drop-

ped off into space, separated by himdreds of yards from
the gorge side, its flanking walls must be connected to

the city. Deneen could picture the spear throwers com-

ing in hundreds over the roof of the half-wrecked city, to

peer over the rims, and finally let themselves down to the

slaughter in the packed arena. Deneen almost groaned

as he looked at the soft-eyed people that everywhere sur-

rounded him, entreating with their mute expressiveness.

They were hung up at the top of the city, like sheep wait-

ing in a pen for the coming of deatL

He went back up the stone steps and reached Meredith

to find the scientist and Ruth surroimded by the moon
folk. Pillows propped up the dying man, soft blankets,

strips of the grey clothing. Deneen cleared room around

him. He spoke tersely.

“We’re safe, for some hours, Dr. Meredith. How do you

feel?

“Take me up, Alan,” said Meredith, his voice surpris-

ingly strong. “Move me to the throne of Zorr. That

seat at top of the stairs,” he moved his head. “I feel Zorr

is near me now.”

Ruth cried. Deneen, followed by Ruth and the close-

pressing folk, took Meredith along the top of the curving

series of steps to a structure of pillars and roof and orna-

mental frieze work that was outlined in graceful winged

shapes against the sky. Within the solid stone walls was

an upholstered interior, a protrusion like a wide seat over-

looking the bowk
From this position the whole amphitheatre opened up.

It was nearly filled with a solid mass of upturned faces.

Deneen felt the play of strange currents—disembodied

calls and voicings and urgings.

“What are they doing down below, Alan,” Meredith

startled him by asking evenly. “The beast men—are they

marching up the valley?”

“I think so,” muttered Deneen. They were crowded in

the small space. Ruth was in the circle of his right arm.

Meredith reached forth a hand. He lay back on the padded
chair-like throne, but his eyes were closed to the view be-

low. His groping hand touched Deneen’s bruised, blood-

stained face, ran over the thick beard. Then the light

fingers shifted to Ruth, patted her bowed head.

“Get food for her, Alan. These people have tiny slabs,

wrapped in a sort of paper, that suffice to feed them.

They lack certain elements for our bodies. That’s why
Gregory’s mind gave way. We were both half-starved,

dying by inches. That’s why I will never recover from that

loss of blood. But get the food for her, Alan. It helps.”

He lay still for a while.

“TheyMl understand,” he muttered after a while. “Some
of their fear is passing. They feel someone among them,

Alan. Zorr! He is back! I see him!”

Ruth sobbed brokenly. Deneen looked over the audi-

ence in the great space below, then up to a star-splashed

sky and across to the higher gorge wail, where the stone

head of Washington poised over the waters of the dam-
med-up river. Meredith had lost his mind.

“Go on, Deneen. Get her food. Eat some yourself.

Go and look over the walls once more, and see if the

beast men are marching. Then come back to me. I have

a story to tell you.”
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Deneen spoke to Ruth, then slowly moved out of the

throne room. In his mind mists seemed to be forming,

and within them appeared the face of a man with great,

dark wells of eyes. Deneen passed a hand across his

blood-caked feature. The strain was telling upon him.

CHAPTER XVII

The Epic of Destruction

T^AR strains of a wild chanting came through the night

But a change seemed to have come over the moon folk.

The confused sense of strain, as of myriad inaudible voices

making themselves heard, passed, was gone. The crowd

seemed to be still attentive. But the change was brief.

A restlessness permeated the mass in the amphitheatre

again, and Deneen, stepping down the stairs, saw the vision

of mists and faces fade away in his mind, saw the great

dark eyes stare as if entreatingly, then vanish. He mut-

tered a bit impatiently. To normal vision the scene was

weird and strange enough.

He found the folk uncannily quick to grasp meanings

when he spoke of food. They seemed to be reassuring him

that Ruth would be attended to. He was given packages

like the ones he had taken for chewing gum on board the

rocket ship. The material inside had a pleasant, slightly

acrid taste. He was served water, cool and clear, and

pressing through the crowd to ascertain its source, saw a

fountain niched in the wall, almost a duplicate of those he

had seen in hotels back in New York.

Sound of the far chant was monotonous, undying. As

Deneen’s head began to clear, and he felt a warmth of

vigor due to the packeted food, there arose in him a sud-

den flood of disbelief.

He had been moving almost incessantly since the fall

of the rocket ship into the gorge, and his suppressed

thoughts, finding vent now, suggested question after ques-

tion. But despite his instinctive mental rejection of the

events he had passed through, the thing was there before

him—a vast bowl packed with thousands of people, over-

hung with the nebulously streaked sky. Barricaded door-

ways and lift shafts, held out the attackers. He went to

the rim of the amphitheatre, where it overhung the gorge,

and looked down at the river. It had swelled, and was a

flat black road winding upgorge. The current had prac-

tically stopped, and in the starlight the water looked like

an attenuated lake pulled out through the crevice in the

earth. Down past the city it was beginning to spill over

the barrier of earth, and a low roar voiced the return of

the fall to its original bed.

Deneen moved across the amphitheatre. His head had

almost ceased to pain him. The packeted food was won-

derfully restorative. He could now judge their position

more rationally. • The lower valley was still wreathed in

smoke. Thousands of ruddy lights were moving on both

sides of the river, and a scattering line of them in the cen-

ter told of the dried bed of the stream, filling again as the

water spilled into it, driving the beast-men back to the

banks. The horde was coming up, the noise of its chant

rising above the roar of falling waters.

Deneen reached the left side of the bowl of Zorr. Some-

thing leaped up in his tired body, a flame of hope. It

would not be easy for the torch men to come over the roofs

of the city and spill over the wall of the amphitheatre.

For the hall of Zorr was a detached arena, an immense

bowl of concrete separated near its top from the structure

of the city. The connection was many yards below De-

neen. He turned and made his way to the other end.

Upgorge the position from point of view of defense was

yet more secure. For beyond the amphitheatre, the city

fell away, petering out into tongues and pillars of the con-

crete-like building stuff, edging into the narrowing defile.

It was practically impossible for men to climb up that

way. And the other end could be scaled only by building

some sort of elevation beneath the wall.

The chanting in the valley below lost its grim message

of immediate destruction. Deneen made his way back to

Meredith, lifting his gaze, as he moved through the help-

less folk, to the throne seat of Zorr that rose, a solitary

structure at top of the series of curved stairways.

To his relieved surprise, he found the scientist in better

condition than before he had left. Meredith’s eyes were

still closed, but his breathing was smoother. Deneen no-

ticed bandaging—swathings of the greyish cloth, around

his arm. Ruth and two of the moon folks were in atten-

dance upon him. The outside of the throne chamber was

crowded with anxious scores of others. And Deneen re-

ceived a sharp sense of kinship now. One of the two by

Ruth, a woman, had a cape thrown over head and shoul-

ders. Head covered in this fashion, her whole manner

and expression was startlingly familiar to Deneen. He
entered the stone chamber, and sat on the wide throne chair

beside the scientist.

“We’ll be all right,”, he reassured, briefly explaining

about the walls. “They’ll have to get over the dam—that’s

a problem right there. And after that, scaling these walls

won’t be a picnic. We can get some of that bench mater-

ial and break it up into long spears. Let ’em come.”

“Deneen,” groaned Meredith. His fingers groped.

“Alan! Ruth!” He touched both their faces. “Tell me,

Deneen—^what does this place look like, filled with peo-

ple? I can’t see.”

Deneen spoke evenly. “And downgorge,” he conclud-

ed, “The city roof can be plainly seen, even to the hole

above the laboratory, where the fellows on the rim rolled

rocks. They can’t get to us by way of the roofs very eas-

ily.”

“I wasn’t thinking of that,” said Meredith. His voice

had lost its half wild note. “Deneen—I seem to have

wakened from strange dreams. Perhaps you thought me
mad with all this talk of Zorr, and prophecy. But—” he

stopped suddenly.

They all listened to a shrieking fizz which filled the air.

Over the great bowl swept a long rocketship, ghostly grey

in the moonlight, trailing its white vapor plumes. It cir-

cled above them, then vanished downgorge.

“The last of them, perhaps,” muttered Meredith. “Per-

haps bearing the body of Zorr. Deneen,” he said in

stronger tones, “prop me up. I was not entirely mad.

Listen!”

HIS voice began recital without effort, very calmly, as

if he were lecturing on scientific data. “I’ve pieced

this all together during my stay here,” he commenced.

“At first Gregory and I nearly died, from the sheer strain

of those voiceless questions tearing at our minds. It must

be some sort of radiation that the brains of these people

produce, that beats on the borders of our cruder men-

tal apparatus. Perhaps it is due to the excitement they
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are laboring under. For Gregory and I were made cap-

tive by bewildered people, Deneen. People caught in the

supreme crisis of their race, thrown into a strange world,

far more terrifying to them than it was to us. But I’m

straying,” he muttered, a slight cough breaking through

his lips. Ruth took water in a small cup from one of the

nurses and held it to wet the dry mouth.

“After growing accustomed to our position here,” the

scientist continued, “I found those books written in English.

It is best to begin from the point that that history re-

ferred to. The four of us date back a bit further. De-

neen—when we woke in that wrecked laboratory, and I

made a guess we had been in a state of suspended anima-

tion for years, I never dreamed the period of time was

to be reckoned in millions of years.”

“But how on earth?” Deneen’s question died as he

looked out over the vast bowl to the shadowy stone face

on the opposite wall of the gorge.

“You’ll find the technical matter concerning my meth-

od in that wrecked laboratory, in the corner where we

got the searchlight I wrote you about it, when you

were at college. You remember Plank, and Bohr and

Heisenberg, all the researches into the new physics, and

how I proposed, with that artificial electron stream, set

into circular motions by magnetic fields, to break up the

atomic systems. Well, I gave you a hint of what sur-

prising, unexpected results came from my experiments.

The reality, which Prof. Hitchcock alone of all my as-

sociates suspected, was that I succeeded in shifting the

electrons apart, spreading the energy rings to different

planes, and at a critical moment, suddenly all energy

disappeared.

“Scientists and philosophers had dreamed of that for

ages, and science had come to assert that such a result

could be obtained by causing the atomic nucleus to swal-

low its attendant electrons. But this would mean not

merely the disappearance of energy in a final blaze, but

the utter annihilation of matter as well. What happened

in my experiments however, was the utter frigidity, the

utter stilling of the electron whirl, keeping the ether in

the strained material state, yet immobile. You’ll find

all the data, Deneen. The greatest discovery up to our

time.”

“The greatest discovery of all time,” agreed Deneen.

“Time as we knew it.”

“Well—what happened to us is that, inadvertently,

due to carelessness, we were caught in a space wherein

energy, the flux and the changes of matter, absolutely

vanished. Something went wrong with the time switch,

and a current established itself in the tubes, flowing cease-

lessly, endlessly, conducted by matter beyond decay, pre-

serving that shell around us of plaster and wood and

the glass window absolutely intact. Four million years

sounds almost incredible, but the truth is that had not a

whole mountain jarred down upon us, breaking by sheer

shock of mass some little link in the conducting chain,

we might well have remained, we four humans and the

cat, utterly immobile for billions of years—the matter of

us unchanged, frozen, while suns and planets and systems

changed and died and were formed again.”

Deneen looked over the moonlit amphitheatre, and the

grey-clad mass of the rocket folk. Ruth came to him,

and he put his arm about her. A sense of awe oppressed

them both.

“Yes—^the thing which happened to us is technically

explainable,” continued Meredith. “But from a broader

view, there was in it the Will of God, Deneen. 0, I’m

not growing primitive as I face death. You will agree

with me.

“For New York, and all the world we knew, did not

last very long after that accident in the Worth building.

The histories mention the date 1940. Names of coun-

tries and trends of events show that it was 1940 A.D. ten

years after we were whisked out of the currents of life.

Just what the city of New York did about that amazing

phenomenom of the laboratory which no power of acety-

lene torch or explosive could force, what our families

and friends and relatives did and said about our plight,

is forever buried with the past We must have been visi-

ble through the window, the four of us, yet no earthly

power, even artillery, could nick that glass. I can see

Hitchcock frantically searching my notebooks. Perhaps

he came to know why we could not be reached. Perhaps

Mayor Walker addressed the throngs of sightseers, in-

forming them that New York again led the world in cur-

iosities. It must have been the miracle of the age. But

the people of earth had little time left to wonder about

anything.”

He shifted as if to gather breath. “The first book,

written by a master of style and expression, refer to

events we know of personally. The British Empire was

crumbling, losing its grip in the seething east. Japan

and China, after several preliminary skirmishes, locked

in a death grapple that was gradually drawing in all the

nations of earth. Germany went Bolshevik, led by its

defiant youth, who refused to bear the burden of debt.

The economic system of Western Civilization was falling

to pieces, and over our proud cities hovered the spectre

of chaos.

“The United States was building a huge navy and

army, preparatory to its inevitable plunge into the caul-

dron. What would have been the outcome of this mad-

ness is a matter of inference, for something came to stop

the suicidal hatreds of the human race, something which

in a few short months accomplished what ages had failed

to do, impressed upon men their common humanity, their

common lot on the planet.

“ A S if by magic the war passions died, and fifteen hun-

^ dred million souls prayed to the various aspects they

knew of God. For destruction w£is upon them. It was

as if the Spirit of the Universe had tired of their futile

narrowness, and was finished with them and their kind.”

The words of the speaker trembled—he moistened his

lips before continuing.

“The observers on Mt. Wilson, at the 100-inch Hooker

telescope, were first to see it, a new mark on their photo-

graphic plates, near the tail of the Great Bear. It was

taken for a small comet, entering the solar system. Some

advanced the theory of a trans-plutonian planet But as

the thing grew in the heavens, and various observatories

pooled their calculations, alarm began to spread, and it

spread from scientist to layman. It spread quicker than

any astronomical discovery had ever passed to the mul-

titude. The newspapers increased their references to it,

and screaming headlines voiced the imminent end of the

world. For the growing body in the sky was neither

planet nor comet, but a vast dark mass, an almost extinct
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sun of vast proportions. And at the velocity of one hun-

dred miles a second, it was headed directly for collision

with our sun and its attendant planets.”

Deneen and Ruth were very still. The gorge wall op-

posite, the star-splashed sky, were silent witnesses to the

epic, as the tale unfolded.

“The confusion in the big cities, throughout all the civi-

lized countries of earth,” Meredith went on, “was inde-

scribable. The story from this point taxes the powers of

the writer. At first there was general disbelief. But

among scientific men the grim reality of the impending

cataclysm soon became apparent. And as name after

name of great scientists—Eddington, Einstein, Jeans, and

hosts of others vouched for the truth of the lurid pro-

phecies in the papers, the civilized world went into an

orgy of despair. It finally ebbed to entreaty, to a great

surge of religious feeling, in the face of powers the scien-

tific knowledge of men could neither evade nor control.

“Humanity was utterly helpless. All its arrogance, its

boasts of mastery over Nature, were refuted. Through

their brilliantly-lighted streets they eddied, their impotent

tools and machinery, unable to deviate by a hair’s breadth

the onward rush of the great orbs coming together in

space. The writer reports that cynical philosophers

held meetings, united by the great stress, and drank sol-

emnly to old George Bernard Shaw’s toast mocking the

exit of humanity from the scene. But from the doomed

millions, there arose a piteous cry.

“For soon it became apparent that this was not some

false rumor, some scientific hoax. The bushmen in the

Kalahari desert, the Eskimo in the Arctic, every living

thing, came to know of the nearing sun. It grew to blot

out the stars, and take on a ghostly reddish glow. And

the oceans of the earth began to stir, to encroach upon

the coasts.”

Meredith’s tone was weakening, as if the reconstructed

events in his mind were weighing upon him. Ruth asked

again for water, and was understood at once by the hover-

ing nurses. About the throne seat the crowd of bald

folk was very still, as if they were following Meredith’s

tale.

“All the planets began to show marked perturbances,”

went on the ebbing voice. “But soon astronomical obser-

vations and reports became impossible. No one cared

any longer, because the phenomenom in the heavens

was apparent to the naked eye, and the stirring oceans

began taking their toll of lives. The seacoast people did

not reach the interiors of the continents in time. Gigan-

tic tides wiped out New York, Boston, and San Fran-

cisco. Grey-green water moved completely over all the

lowlands of seacoast Europe and the low coast lines of

other continents. All organization, all planning, van-

ished. Thrown back upon tbeir primitive instincts, men

fled and sought the highlands, and cowered before the

impending doom.

But there was no salvation anywhere. The tides in-

creased, and as the great body grew in the sky a new hor-

ror was added to the travail of the world. Cracks began

to open in the surface of the earth, belching forth lava.

All Ae solid crust was agitated and heaved by the power-

ful tidal stresses operating on the fluid or semi-fluid in-

terior. Mountain ranges buckled up, and parts of con-

tinents sank down as the fiery understuff began to slowly

moil. By this time the approaching sun was bigger than

the full moon, glowing now with a mixture of dull red and

the reflected sheen of our own sunlight.”

CHAPTER XVm

The Coming of Zorr

TkAEREDITH ceased. Deneen looked with unseeing eyes

at the massed moonfolk. He was reconstructing that

terrible picture of the doomed solar system, and various

thoughts were forming in his mind, to account for the

two suns and the strange sky under which they had

awakened. He scarcely heard the shriek of the rocket ship,

returning to pass over the amphitheatre.

“The writer of these histories engraved in steel,” went

on the scientist, “no longer follows detail. From the

phenomena he had already described, I judge the near-

ing sun to have already perturbed the earth out of its

orbit, swinging it closer to our own orF and the ad-

vancing star. Only very close bodies, even of such gi-

gantic size, could produce tides in the very matter of the

earth. The sun itself must have been close to the dis-

ruption point.

“Yet there was no direct collision with the other star.

The details of the great catastrophe are somewhat mis-

placed, because the writing was probably done many

years after, and by one not too rigidly scientific. But,

however, the solar system was disrupted, disrupted it

was. It was a gigantic cataclysm. As the star ap-

proached, the planets were twisted and warped out of their

courses, and ploughed on, colossal masses of matter in

the agitated ether.

“Perhaps Jupiter and Saturn collided, or grazed one

another, for the tale reports terrible heat waves striking

the earth in the last stages. Perhaps it was the sun’s mat-

ter, streaming out into the void as the giant alien body

passed—vast tongues of flaming gas that seared space for

hundreds of thousands, perhaps millions of miles. But

the earth escaped these Titanic flame jets that would have

shrivelled it to ashes. The earth and its wildly perturbed

moon were caught in the great gravitational eddy of the

passing star, and whisked away.

“Behind us was left the disordered system of our own

sun, left, probably, to a series of stupendous collisions as

the major and minor planets spun closer and then into

their disturbed primary.” Meredith’s breast heaved.

“That, Deneen, seems like the work of some Supreme

Power, closing a chapter in the history of the Universe

exactly as it had opened. You remember that it was a

passing star, disrupting the ancient sun, that gave birth to

the system in the midst of which life evolved, and it was a

passing star that broke that system up.”

The speaker labored, he coughed as if the burden of the

tale were growing upon him. Above them the air was

again cleft by the long rocket ship, circling lower. De-

neen held Ruth close. The full meaning of Meredith’s

words was coming home to them, and they saw back into

long vistas of time and space. The faces of the bald folk

seemed to lose strangeness. All that host of them in the

bowl of the amphitheatre became a symbol, and a slow

light of comprehension dawned in Deneen’s mind. Mere-

dith was fighting to go on.

“Just how the earth, alone of all the planets, was plucked

from the holocaust of destruction, and carried away on
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an incredible voyage through the skies, attached to an-

other sun, is perhaps explainable by the ordinary laws

of celestial mechanics, either those of Newton or Ein-

stein. It must be so explainable. The Universe works

in fixed ways, Deneen. Yet there was in it the hand of

God. For the alien sun, ploughing by close, to our sys-

tem, twisting it to chaos and taking away the earth, took

man along, took life along—life that survived the Titan-

ic disruption.

“It seems, though the books are not quite clear in

these details, that a band of Americans had developed a

rocketship capable of great speed. The probable facts

are that these ships were being developed by the War De-

partment in preparation for its part in the great struggle

raging among the nations. War is always . a mighty

stimulus to invention. In any case, whatever the details,

a band of Americans, led by one Reynolds, had posses-

sion of several of these ships, or obtained possession.

“Perhaps Reynolds was an army man himself. At

any rate he was a man of decision and intelligence. The

probable purpose of his use for the rocket ships was a

wild hope of escaping from the solar system before the

oncoming sun disrupted it. But as the rocketships must

have been quite primitive, and the art of navigating space

utterly beyond the experience of any mortal, he may have

hesitated till too late, hoping as all the world must have

hoped, that somehow something would intervene to pre-

vent the holocaust.

“Once the planets began to feel the gravitational twist

of the approaching sun, it was too late. To venture out

into that wildly disturbed space meant undoubted sui-

cide. So it was that this group, somewhere in the inter-

ior of the continent, far from the heaving seas, lived to

see the solar system pulled into chaos, and themselves

whisked away.”

Meredith was silent for a long time. Ruth was quite

rigid now. Even the far chanting of the horde, coming

to destroy them, seemed of little moment. For they were

looking back into the dim mists of Time, a man and wo-

man looking back to the annihilation of worlds. The

nebulousity in the sky, that had become familiar, stood

now as a tremendous symbol of the change they had

lived to see.

Meredith took up the tale, fighting the creep of nausea,

the darkness of sense oblivion from which he would never

awaken.

"Y^ET now, even as his breath quickened, and the nausea

threatened to overcome him, some queer energy sus-

tained the scientist. “Deneen—ITl try to finish ! If I fail

perhaps youfll find the books—you will live to find them.

You must. All the details are there—the details of Rey-

nolds and his party, escaping from the lava-scourged earth

to the moon. The moon had been twisted in an orbit close

to the earth. It filled half the sky. It had gathered an

envelope of mixed gases, perhaps torn off Venus when our

doomed sister planet was caught between two attractions

and, twisted out of orbital balance, plunged into the sun.

The details of that escape, from the earth to the moon, the

conditions here and there, all these you will find. I’ll

pass over them briefly. For the most important facts are

those that bear upon these people around us—people whom
the writers of those books never knew.” He struggled to

sit erect, despite the tearful protests of Ruth.

“Listen, my boy, listen,” the dying man persisted with

strange intensity. Deneen supported him.

“Reynolds and his party were the greatest pioneers in

the history of the Universe as we know it. They shot

themselves off the increasingly uninhabitable world, in

their primitive rocket boats. Along with them they took,

besides tools, a varied collection of animals and birds and
seeds—the story of Noah again, in a grander tragedy.

Read the details, Alan—a story for the ages, an epic of

the courage of our kind, and of an inscrutable Destiny.

For Reynolds and his party survived. The moon’s in-

terior, far more solid than the earth’s, did not yield to the

great tidal stresses—the whole globe was swept along the

lines of force, but the surface was relatively stable. Some
giant twisting however, probably in the first days of the

solar system’s breakup, had opened a mighty chasm in its

surface, miles deep, and running for hundreds of miles

over the pitted lunar landscape. In th's great cleft the

captured atmosphere settled, and conditions were near

enough to those of earth to allow Reynolds and most of

his band, who landed safely there, to survive.” Mere-
dith stopped.

His eyes were now open, staring over the crowd in the

amphitheatre of Zorr. The rocket ship came back again,

and began circling steadily over the bowl.

“I believe I can finish, Deneen,” the scientist gasped,

taking in the scene with his wide, strange gaze. “Rey-

nolds and his band, whether for good or ill, were selected

by Fate as the sole survivors of the human race. On
earth the shifting oceans, pouring their countless mil-

lions of tons of waters over most of the land, and the in-

ner shifts of the molten interior that brought the high-

lands down and lifted them again, all these changes wiped
out life, land life as we knew it. And somewhere on what
had been the eastern coast of North America, at first un-

der water, then lifted high above even the great tides by
an upheaval of the coast, was the wreckage of New York
City, an indescribable ruin, Deneen.

“Tbe writer of the first part of the histories did not

dwell on this, for to him New York was just one of many
cities. He did not know that somewhere in that tangle

of battered remains was a room that even the stress of tides

and collapsing buildings could not break—a room in the

interior of which three inen, a woman and a cat were
frozen into atomic immobility. No, Deneen, had the first

writer known of that and what was to transpire afterward,

he would not have had, in his work, a note of helpless in-

terrogation, he would not have questioned Destiny as he

did. He would have had faith, Alan—the faith of Zorr,

the faith I have now, dying, that all has not happened in

vain.”

Deneen’s great shoulders were as immobile as a statue’s.

Ruth had knelt, her head bowed upon the seat. In that

crash of worlds, though it seemed a detail forgotten by
Meredith, had come the death of their people, her family

and Deneen’s, and all the friends they had known.
“Look! The rocket ship! It’s landing!” Meredith

sat up straighter. He tried to stand. That strange in-

tensity of energy overcoming his weakness seemed to rise

in him. “They’re clearing a space for the ship to land.

See—see how they gather around it. I feel things, De-
neen!” He quivered. “Zorr! Zorr is in that ship—^the

body of Zorr!” He slumped suddenly and lay back with

closed eyes, breathing hoarsely.
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“I’ll go down and see,” said Deneen stirring. Mere-

dith’s hand clutched his arm.

“Not yet. Let me finish.

“"you know something of evolution, both of you. You
know the effect of environment. Well, Reynolds

and those with him were squeezed in the jaws of environ-

ment. They had come through a terrible experience, and

it had seared their souls. There in the Great Valley, as

they came to call the cleft in the moon, they framed them-

selves systems of conduct and govermnent that held for

thousands of years, systems free from the complexity and

antagonism of the competitive system of society upon earth.

The volcanic soil, watered by the acquired atmosphere,

grew marvelously fertile, and the small stock of life they

had taken from the earth multiplied and grew and filled

the new world. There were scarcely any carnivora, except

dogs.

“Now while the forces of evolution and environment

were acting on the generations being born on the moon,

both that body and the earth were sweeping along through

space in the wake of the giant sun that had captured them.

The skies began to change, though even considering the

speed of the earth’s new primary, they must have changed

slowly. But Time is long, my children. The skies

changed. The men who had escaped to the moon built a

city in the Great Valley, and through variation and muta-

tion and the action of natural selection, they began to

differ from men as we knew them.

“They developed some qualities and lost others. And
all the while, as the centuries rolled into ages, the ages

into icons, as the moon, operated on by tidal thrusts, be-

gan to sweep in a larger orbit, growing smaller in earthly

skies—on the earth itself a queer thing came to pass, like

an echo of life, a striving. You will understand, De-

neen,” he muttered. “We saw it”

“The hoppers,” guessed Deneen. “But

—

“The traces of the old civilization of man gradually

melted away into disintegration and rust,” went on Mere-

dith as if performing a rite. “As the centuries multiplied

into scores of thousands of years, iron and steel and con-

crete were lost in the dissolving flux of the elements, or

sank beneath the new layers of soil. Only two things sur-

vived as the scores of thousands of years grew to epochs,

to a million, two, three, and finally four. One was a box-

like incredible little affair on a mountain flank, where it

had been lifted when everything else had withered away.

Overhanging it was a great mass of stone, millions of tons

in weight Within it were four human beings and a cat.

Wait!” he muttered, as Deneen tried to speak. “Don’t

stop me! This is my last hour, Alan!

“The other relic of human life,” he took up at once, his

whole body tensed to the effort
—“was equally strange. It

rose in the interior of a continent that had once been west

from the Atlantic coast, but was now north, due to a shift

in the earth’s axis. An arm of the sea had flooded the

section men once knew as the Mississippi Valley, and north

of this sea, in a great upheaval that had elevated the old

Black Hills of South Dakota, stood the likeness of the face

of a man, chiseled in granite. A face that once had been

part of a group. You must remember the Rushmore me-

morial, of Washington, Lincoln, Jefferson, and Roosevelt.

The head of Washington, alone, escaped destruction in the

uplift of the new mountains, and like a symbol and a mem-

ory of what had once been on earth it looked down over a

gorge. The gorge we are in now, Alan.”

“God!” said Deneen holding Ruth close. A jostling at

his elbow awakened him. One of the rocket folk was
pointing at Meredith, then down to the ship which had
settled on the floor of the amphitheatre, and was now a

big grey shape in the moonlight, half hidden by the

pressing crowd. The chant in the gorge growing stronger,

was a savage singsong in the night. Meredith’s voice broke
in on Deneen’s questions. •

“They’re telling us that Zorr is down there—the body
of Zorr. I know. Tell them to let us alone. I have to

finish. I have to!” He raised himself up, to be caught
and laid in a more comfortable position by Ruth and
the tender nurses. Deneen made expressive signs to the

messenger from the crowd in the bowl. “I’ll be down
in a minute,” he reassured and turned to Meredith. “Doc-
tor—don’t excite yourself any more. I’m beginning to

understand—to grasp the whole stupendous thing. You
must live.”

Meredith’s fingers clutched him.
“Stay here, Deneen. And you Ruth. Don’t leave me.

You will not find me alive when you return. I’m dying.

I’ve been dying for months. That packeted food caimot
for long maintain our bodily forces. Remember that we
are four million years apart from these people in the

evolutionary scale. And that spear—^it bled me to death,

Deneen. I should be too weak to talk. But the same
force, call it what you will, that kept Gregory and me
alive because we knew you were coming, that same un-

explainable thing will keep me going till I finish what I

have to tell you. There are more things here than the

ordinary laws of physiology. Come closer!”

Deneen lifted the scientist’s head. Ruth held water to

his lips. Meredith scarcely touched the cup. He pushed
it away.

“You are beginning to grasp the thing, Deneen. Your
guess was right about those hopping, demon-like beings,

all that strange order of creatures that I said were not

composed of protoplasmic material at all. Like a night-

mare it seemed. Yet for the last million years, and up
to a few score thousand years ago, the only land crea-

tures on this globe were composed of that substance. In

the sea however, the old orders survived. That is why
you caught fish in the streams. The sea life never per-

ished from the earth.”

CHAPTER XIX

The Story of Chao*

^
I
'HE minds of Deneen and Ruth went back to a morn-

ing by a river. They saw a silvery, twisting shape es-

caping from a crude net.

“But the hoppers?” asked Deneen a bit hoarsely. “How
in the name of science or anything else can they be ex-

plained?”

“I can guess, Alan, more than guess, because part of

the wisdom of Zorr is in me. The terrible lava waves,

the upheavals which killed all land life, must have twisted

and distorted the very constitution of protoplasm; it must,

in fact, have wiped protoplasm out. But only from a

strict and narrow, scientific view is life absolutely limited

to protoplasm. Life as we know it, yes. But what of
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that which is back of life, the push out of which life

came, the cause of variation? No one knew, of course

—

even Zorr did not fully know. But you remember—pro-

toplasm meant largely the carbon compounds. These

compounds were due to a certain chemical integration

which, in the last analysis, we said was due to a certain

dance of the atoms, which caused the substance to differ

from others. All empty words, groping in the dark, De-

neen. Whatever it was, the terrible catastrophe warped

the process in its beginnings, and the push of life, issuing

again as the seething cataclysm ebbed, used other syn-

theses, other chemical combinations.”

“Great guns!” muttered Deneen. Ruth was rigid. The

visions in their minds seemed too great, too cosmic for

their puny human emotions.

“This new order was partly the result of intense heat,

and then of correspondingly intense cold, For the giant

sun that had broken up tlie solar system had little heat of

its own—it was nearly extinct. It stood in relation to the

earth and moon in the way Jupiter must have served its

satellites. As they left the disrupted solar system behind,

the cold of outer space closed in over the traveling bodies.

It must have been a gradual change—perhaps the two

suns moved in some sort of revolution around one another

before separating altogether.

“In any case, up on the moon, men, driven to inven-

tion, survived. They improved their city in the Great

Valley, enclosed it, heated it by tapping the last remnants

of sublunar fires and changed more fully from biologic

animals with a top structure of brain to brain users in the

real sense of the word. During those first epochs the his-

tory books were written and engraved on steel by the last

author, who guessed at what the future would be like.

Then, as the ages passed, and our old sun faded back into

the firmament, the language of these men, written and oral,

faded out. Whether it was the force of environment, the

intense sympathy with one another, which created a new

genius of man, absolutely lacking in envy or pugnacious-

ness, or whether it was a mutation, some sudden appear-

ance of a kind better fitted to survive, is immaterial. A
genus of man appeared on the moon, men who lived

in a world of their own making, who transmitted thought

directly. They came to know well that mystic land the

borders of which our own race had reached, but failed to

enter the psychic realm.” Meredith shifted. “Yet these

people were doomed. Thousands of years ago the wisest

among them saw this, and tried to find a way out.”

The scientist coughed again. His breath labored for a

moment, but he surmounted the weakness. The tjueer

energy, like an extraneous force, still animated the wasted

shell of his body. Deneen and Ruth looked at the moon
folk around them with new understanding.

“Now, Deneen, we come closer to our past in this colos-

sal drama,” went on the persistent voice of Meredith. “The

moon men were artificially walled off from cold. They

had everything of their own making. But their world

was small. From time to time great tragedies came to it.

The Great Valley, caused by a gravitational twist which

nearly broke the moon in two, was not stable. It began

to narrow, cracking the enclosures of the artificial world

within it, opening this world to the hostile cosmos with-

out.

“Always the developing race repaired the damage, but

plainly did it come to them that some day there would

be no shelter for them below the lunar surface. They
tried to expand outward, and built a radiating, enclosed

section of city in the lesser cracks leading to the great

chasm. But the moon was losing its atmosphere. It

was of a size too small to hold an atmosphere. And the

people, children of a mechanical civilization that had
fenced off Nature, had no adaptations in the stock, no
means of changing to fit radically changed conditions.

The one physiological adjustment they made, aside from
the lesser ones in vocal cords and hair, was adaptation

to the lessened gravity of the moon.”

^
I
*HE quick flow of his word stopped again. He was

silent for some time. When he continued, Deneen
noticed a change in the manner of the narrative, it was
slower, and there was less reference to scientific explana-

tion for the events it related.

“Zorr told me much of this, Alan—he conveyed it to

me—the story of*his people—caught on a frozen ball of

matter in the sky, with great knowledge, their wisdom
steadily growing, but with little physical strength or cour-

age. They lost courage and the instinct to fight, and
dared not brave the perils of a flight across space. There
was nowhere to fly to, in any case. The earth in the first

epochs, which lasted some two or three million years, was
frozen, dead, except for the heaving seas. The moon
folk developed telescopic powers of a magnitude beyond
anything ever achieved, by means of amplification of light

waves, and they could see every detail on the planet that

was the motherland of life. But none dared make the

leap across the ever-increasing distance, so that they might
build a shelter before the cold stilled their efforts. The
venture was impossible for them.

“And then came the time when the great red sun, enter-

ing new regions of sky, felt the pull of a mighty attrac-

tion. This gravitational center was a flaming orb, thou-

sands of times bigger and hotter and brighter than the

sun we once knew. The result of these complicated moves
was that the red globe, with the earth and moon swinging

around it, began to circle the blue star. Now do you be-

gin to see, Deneen? It was under this sky that we awak-

ened—a blue and red sun, and a great moon. Do you un-

derstand?”

“I understand,” said Deneen simply. “I guessed at

some such thing myself.” Emotion was beginning to stir

in him again. He continued evenly
—“The hopping things

and the rubber growths grew up under the new warmth,
and covered the earth. But what about the other life, our
life? What about the spear-men?”

“Shot across from the moon,” said Meredith, and just

the ghost of a smile was on his parched lips. “Shot across

from the moon!”
Silence came over them. The far singsong chant was a

cry of mystery now. Its menace seemed a small thing.

“Come closer,” whispered Meredith. The queer flame of

energy was ebbing within him. In the gloom of the

throne room of Zorr his features showed their terrible

emaciation to the crying Ruth as she bent over him.

“Listen—children—

”

he heaved—^“listen

—

“Get these people to tell you later. Grow close to

them, learn to understand them. The story of that long

period on the moon must be replete with wonders. I

can’t tell even the little I know. I’m going.”

“No! No!” Ruth cried aloud now.
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“Children—^the history of the spearmen is a brief one.

The moon race was not absolutely selected—even ap-

plied eugenics did not stop the birth of an occasional

abnormal individual. A group of these must have- ac-

cumulated at some period of the past—^just when I do

not know. The details are vague, for Zorr could not

always make me see. He made me see mostly in pic-

tures. First of all—a vast gathering in the central plaza

by the central city in the Great Valley-^two rocketships,

into which some of the moon folk entered taking with

them fertile soil, seeds and animals. After this a per-

iod of darkness, then view of a world where vegetation

grew huge and black and grotesque, but here and there in

the blackness were streaks of green. Thus, I know, that

the -moon people shot seeds and animals and birds across

space to the earth. Perhaps they were preparing a home
for themselves deliberately. Just as an estimate I would

say that it was probably fifty thousand years ago, as we

once reckoned time, back in another system. The green

vegetation, and the animals of flesh and blood, were al-

most killed off by the gravitational change they had once

before survived. Perhaps in the ultimate composition

of organic matter was the memory, mechanical or other-

wise, of its homeland. At any rate the old protoplasmic

life began to spread. It spread from the pole of this

globe, the region into which it had deliberately been sent

slowly southward. As it advanced the other type of

existence disappeared. Neither animal nor plant could

compete with the newcomers. It was the shadow of life

Deneen, meeting life itself!”

Deneen nodded. “It was there before our eyes.”

“Yes. For hundreds of miles down from the pole, the

earth is now clothed in the familiar green it knew beneath

another sun. The climate is comfortable and wonder-

fully energizing. Beyond, further south, the black vine

jungles begin. Only streaks of green, advance guards

borne by the wind, and straying pioneers among the birds

and animals, reach the shores of the second ocean where

we awakened.

“Further still, for thousands of miles around the equa-

tor, the vegetation and moving creatures are like the

dream of some disordered mind. Yet, like a dream,

Alan—they will fade. Zorr showed me a picture mors

shadowy than the rest—a picture of the future when the

world will be a fairyland of color and beauty, and song

—

one >^ast garden and one vast city.”

Coughing, he stopped. Deneen looked down into the

amphitheatre. The crowd of moon folk was plainly agi-

tated. It came to Deneen sharply that the singsong chant

had ebbed away, and in its place was approaching a con-

fused yelling. The spear-men had come over the dam!

"DUT he did not move. For Meredith seemed to sense

his thoughts. “Stay, Alan—^just a moment longer.”

Wasted fingers held Deneen’s arm.

“Zorr showed me the central plaza in the central city

again. It was plainly another epoch, for the people, the

buildings bad changed. But again there were the rocket-

ships. This tiihe, however, instead of animals and plants,

men were being put into them. A sorry lot of men,

plainly abnormal. Whether they decided to emigrate to

the earth, or were sent into exile, or whether those later

Zorrians used them to experiment on the practicality of

settlement I do not know. It was a terrible mistake, and

for the past year the descendants of those legislators have

paid for that mistake. Paid in blood and terror.”

The scientist’s fingers loosened on Deneen’s arm. “Lift

me up!” he said painfully. “I want to finish, looking

upon those people, looking up at the sky. I want to

look at the ship which holds the body of Zorr. The body,

Alan. Zorr himself is here, beside me. He has kept me
alive for the past hour. He is waiting for me, Deneen

—

to finish my task and go.”

Horror showed in Ruth’s face as she helped Deneen

lift the wasted body of the scientist But Meredith’s

wide eyes, his drawn features, held no trace of insanity.

His tone was rational, weighted with a burden of appeal.

Deneen held him up. “So that’s how the spear-men got

here?”

“Yes, that was the origin of the spear-men. Perhaps

the Zorrians of that age, who sent them across, hoped they

would somehow prepare the world for the rest. Their

telescopes showed that the life they had sent over in a

previous attempt, had grown wild, and in some cases pred-

atory. You met the wolves, Deneen—the great wolves of

the plain country. Dogs grown wild, gone back to their

primordial state. The men on the moon were soft. They

had no courage. The earth was no longer cold, but it

held other dangers. So they sent an advance guard, con-

demned by their society perhaps.

“That advance guard grew. But it did not subdue the

wilderness for the purposes of civilization. Perhaps they

tried. There is the trace of an attempt to build a city

along the shore of this nearer sea. But whether because

life here was so much easier, or whether the abnormality

of the settlers prepared a way for a throwback to primi-

tive types of men, the race degenerated. It grew to a state

in some ways lower than the lowest savages we had known.

For here in this world there was no premium put on in-

telligence, on the best qualities of our kind.

“But one thing remained to them of their heritage

—

they never fought themselves. All other things they killed.

As the craituries passed, the mold of evolution shaped them

without fear; because they found here nothing to be afraid

of; without intelligence, because food and shelter are to be

had without strain; and their abnormal stock survived

where once such a race would have been wiped out.”

“They looked queer to me!” muttered Deneen.

“The drama draws to a close now, Alan. Zorr comes

to take a part in it

—

Zoit, the greatest emperor the race has

ever known—a leader the like of which man has never had.

Yet he came when Fate elected to destroy his kind. Zorr

was faced with a hopeless problem.

“The Great Valley began to narrow again, some thou-

sands of years ago. The moon men, artificially bred,

had to have atmosphere of a certain pressure. Amid ter-

rible tragedies as their city world crashed open about

them, they built out and around, sending tentacles of

structure over the surface of the moon, compressing air

into their living quarters by means of stupendous ma-

chinery. They can build, or rather pour, a crude city

block together in an hour, once the machinery is ready.

But the atmosphere of the pioon was thinning steadily.

The great pumps could not gather enough to keep the

people alive. Perhaps some combustion in the Great

Valley burned the air up, and they had not the hardi-

hood to reach whatever other pockets of cold, low-lying

atmosphere existed on the moon. The race was being
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killed, inexorably. It was in these times of stress that

Zorr was born. King of a doomed people, fated to see

the flower of countless ages, the culture of the human
adventure wither and die.”

“Zorr!” said Ruth slowly. Her eyes were wide as she

looked down at the grey rocketship in the amphitheatre.

“Perhaps it was the terrible responsibility, the weight

of the doom upon them, that made Zorr.what he became,

and made his people what they are today,” continued

Meredith. “They came to know one another, to love

their kind, to search out after the deeper riddles of the

Universe. Zorr himself knew things, stupendous things

that made of earthly philosophy as we once knew it, a

childish questioning. He even saw the future dimly,

and because he saw, he started the great migration of his

race to the earth in the face of jcertain death.

“For death awaited the moon men here. The spear-men

are spread over most of the grass lands. Lower, in some

ways than most of the animals, for the animals repre-

sent normal evolutionary types, this race of insane bipeds

knew but one religion, had but one focus for their dis-

torted imaginations. Long ages before, when the earth

was yet cold, their ancestors on the moon had seen through

their powerful telescopes, overhanging this gorge, a great

face—a human face etched in stone. Whether the knowl-

edge of its origin was known, whether the steel-leaved

books, with their story of the world we knew, were any

real part of the historical knowledge of these people,

I do not know. Even Zorr did not clearly know from

where we came, though he realized the connection with

the books. Four million years is a long time.

“Besides, it is difScult for one type of men to com-

prehend another. But the great face was there—unde-

niable, a human likeness in a world of ice and stone.

When the earth warmed under the rays of the blue star,

and they decided to try populating it, it was toward this

gorge they aimed their ships. When, in a later era,

men were sent with the ships, it was this gorge they

headed for, and in its vicinity they settled. For this,

Alan, was the gorge of Man.

CHAPTER XX

The Passing of Meredith

"^TOW Meredith’s voice again began to peak upward,

' grow strained.

“And through the ages since their ancestors came, the

spear-men have gathered beneath the god’s face and sung

strange litanies to the stars. Zorr made known to me some

amazing secrets of life, Alan. At times I understood why
these half beasts came to pay homage to the face—I under-

stood the meaning of religion. Tonight I have no time to

tell you. Just look back with me into the past, through the

last ages, to these tribes lighting their council fires in the

Gorge of Man. This was the focus of all their being

—

that miracle etched in stone. And tangled somewhere in

the racial blood memories was the tradition and knowl-

edge, kept in their consciousness by frequent harangues

and speeches of their leaders, that some day an enemy

was to come down from the moon and destroy them.

The moon and the face, Deneen, these were the two gods

of the spear-men, the source of all their chantings, the

mind bonds which made them different from the beasts.”

“I see,” Deneen said, “the whole thing.”

“Now from the moon came the Zorrians, to settle in the

gorge beneath the god face. The war message went over

the lands, carried by smoke signal, drum beat and run-

ners. The whole race of the spear-men, the whole body
of them, converged toward the gorge of man that was to

them the Gorge of God. No army however inspired, no
mass emotion however bitter, had equalled or can equal

the insane, senseless purpose in the yelling horde which

fills the ravines and covers the hills around us. To them
the Zorrians are demons, devils come down from the

moon, vulnerable devils that can be killed. And to the

killing of them the whole race has come.”

Meredith’s eyes were staring over the vast bowl, across

the gorge to the face of Washington. His arms were

twitching queerly. He was plainly trying to rise to his

feet, but the motions of his body were detached from con-

sciousness.

“Do not confuse this horde with any earthly army as

we once knew armies. It is insane, bestial and more. It

will not rest till every Zorrian is speared and clubbed,

till the last living trace of us is gone and only these walls

remain. Like a terrible wave, Deneen, they descended

upon the first Zorrians to come here, and their primitive

lances and clubs have carried the day.”

The queer twitching of his body increased.

“I want to stand up,” be said jerkily. “To pay tribute

—

tribute to a great soul—^to Zorr. Help me to my feet,

Deneen—^that I may see the ship which brought his body

across space.”

Deneen lifted him up. A fog seemed to be clearing in

his own mind. That long epic tale, told with unnatural

energy by a dying man, explained the sky and its pheno-

mena, explained all the events he had accepted instinc-

tively, but which his mind had been forced to reject.

Stupendous as was the story, Deneen understood. He was

strangely quiet. The yelling of the horde, nearer now,

plainly within the city, affected him emotionally as once a

charging football line had affected him—^he felt a tension,

he was confident, prepared, despitfe his bruised body. He
lifted Meredith up.

,

“Zorr! The greatest soul that ever lived among the

moon men.” The scientist’s wasted frame was all atremble

now. “He was more than man, Deneen. He had lifted

the veils of truth. For years, after coming to his full

powers, he searched sky and earth and destiny with all

the strength of his soul. For his people were being killed

around him. The Great Valley began to collapse. What

to do? Who may guess what Zorr suffered? These peo-

ple are so connected mentally that the death of one hurts

all. And they were dying by the thousands. There

seemed no way of escape. Both suns are uninhabitable

to flesh and blood—^to cross the vast gulf of interstellar

space was impossible, because the Zorrians, with all their

mechanical power, had no very efficient means of travel.

“You must always remember, Deneen—^that all the

knowledge of these people served their life—^and they did

not want to travel. The spirit of adventure, of daring,

simply does not exist among them. Yet Zorr, himself

one of them, forced his soul through the veils of Truth

—

he saw other kinds of people—^he dimly saw the future.

And he ordered the Great Migration to the earth.”

Meredith began to slump. A light seemed to die in his
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face. His knees buckled. But he refused to sit. In a

hoarse whisper he went on.

“Death met them here, Deneen—slaughter. The first suc-

ceeded in setting up the blue compass flame. They poured

out a foundation for a city. Once, twice, they were wiped

out by the spear-men, but the ever-increasing rocketships

began to fill the gorge with them, and the spear-people

drew back to wait for the gathering of the horde. Some
of the ships fell on their journey through the earth’s at-

mosphere, and their helpless crews perished. They were

just ex|)eriments, those ships, Deneen—the substance that

feeds the rocket vents with gas grows sticky as the speed

of the vessel heats its walls, and from time to time they

fail, and fail.

“I know,” said Deneen simply, and thought of the

awkward lever arrangement.

tist. “After landing here in the midst of this terrible,

piteous tragedy, something seemed to grip my brain, and

from then on Zorr ruled my mind. I do not know who or

what Zorr was. The name came to me, and the visicm

of a face. Perhaps at first he took us for some strange

monsters of the past, with our crude passions. But he must

have seen into the future, and known that the destiny of

his race rested upon us. For he never let go of my mind.

He holds it now.” The speaker’s body began to relax.

“It was I who saved the Zorrians, Deneen,” he whispered.

“They are utterly helpless. I sent ships over the spear-

men, shooting their simple rocket guns—^I threw up walls

—

and played searchlight flares over the face of Washing-

ton—^tactics which held them back at first, though fin-

ally enraging them all the more. And I worked like a

demon to perfect some weapon. The death-ray would

have saved us.”

His face was livid now.

“All the time, Deneen, I saw. Why did the Zorrians

come here, to this gorge? Because of the stone face.

The rest of the world was alien. Here was the symbol

of Man and men. Once the spear-men killed their ad-

vance expedition, the others simply followed. That is

the terrible tragedy of these people—when one is killed,

the others move helplessly to the place, as if drawn by

his pain and fear. They are all connected with invisible

bonds. They kept coming to their death. The race was

being killed on the moon, and killed here.

“Then, by a miracle, considered in any way you may
look at it, did we four appear on the scene. The mass

of stone over the laboratory fell, and the terrible jar

broke the current flow in the ray bottles. The rigidity

of the room saved our lives. We emerged. Zorr’s pain-

racked soul, searching the Universe for solution, saw in

our appearance the will of Him whom he called the ruler

of all times and places. Out of the past we came, to

save the spirit of Man. Later, as I labored here, De-

neen, I saw you—you and Ruth. Zorr made me see. I

lived with you, through the forest and plain. You were

the War Lord coming to save his people. I believe,

Alan, for the things I have seen are too stupendous to

admit doubt. Zorr sent his message to all bis people,

that you were coming, coming to save them. Zorr ad-

mired you, Deeneen. I do not know if he ever under-

stood us, ever guessed at just what we were. But your

strength and endurance and physical courage were mar-

velous miracles to Zorr. To him you were more than a

man, for men as he knew them could not do what you

did. The spear-men, to him, were less than animals;

he did not understand them, but you, he saw into your

mind, Deneen. He talked to you.”

“Yes,” said Deneen evenly. “I saw the face of Zorr.

I heard a voice driving me north—always north. I thought

I was going mad.”

Meredith’s knees gave way. He struggled mightily to

speak but failed. They placed him back on the couch

seat. Bending, Deneen heard faint words.

“Alan! You will save them! And help them to peo-

ple this world! They need you, need your kind. You
and Ruth, instruments of God—

”

a rattle was in his throat.

He stiffened. His long effort was spent.

Dr. George Meredith, one of the ruling minds of the

Worth laboratories in another time and system, was pass-

ing over the brink of existence.

The scientist lingered speechless, however, only his wide

eyes expressing his knowledge of what was transpiring

about him. Eyes that followed Deneen when the men left

the throne seat. Ruth was tom by conflicting emotions

Something in Deneen’s manner, a tense ptlrpose about him,

spoke of a decision made. He uttered a reassurance

and stepped away. She could see him, see his shock

of tawny hair, the breadth of his great shoulders, as he

pushed through the Zorrians. Once he was down the

stairs, far down toward the amphitheatre center, then

her vision blurred. The moonli^ was tricky. She

held her uncle in her arms, her wide eyes filled with

anxiety. Deneen would hurry back to her.

The minutes dragged to a half hour, by the stained

watch at her wrist. Meredith hung on to his thread of

life. The tale he had told seemed to review itself to the

woman. Above the huge bowl was the star-strewn sky.

Wild confused yelling filled the night It seemed at

times that she could see the spear-men, coming over the

city roof. But the moonlight was tridky. From the

throne seat, full view of the downgorge roofs was cut off

by the flanking left wall of the amphitheatre.

Back of them, through an opening in the stone shelter

around the throne seat, she could see the face of the

moon, and the nearer red fires of the spear-men. The

moon folk around her were all looking toward the center

of the bowl. The mental crying, as of anguish had died

in her mind. There seemed a great lull in the atmos-

phere, broken only by the yelling of the attackers.

The minutes dragged. Then Ruth stiffened. She

stared at the scene below. Deneen was entering the rock-

et ship. She could see the agitated moon folk about him.

She saw him wave to her, then enter the ship. The folk

scattered. A great silent cry of “Walor!” seemed to rise

in Ruth’s mind. Then the rocket gases hissed. She could

hear them. The ship lifted, swept away over the crowd,

veering off from the side wall of the bowl. It skimmed

across her view, backgrounded by the gorge wall.

The cry of alarm died on Ruth’s lips. There must be

some reason for Deneen’s action—it was a step taken to

aid their escape. But how? She suddenly realized that

Meredith was moving. He was twisting in her arms, his

straining eyes gazing toward the rocket ship.

“Zorr!” he cried brokenly. “Zorr! The prophecy!”

Ruth was clamped as in a vise. There was an unearth-
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ly glow in Meredith’s straining eyes. The woman lifted

her own gaze in the drifting ship above the amphi-

theatre. It floated away up-gorge. She watched it, some

premonition closing like an icy hand over her heart.

After a time it turned. It was smaller, greyish in the

distance. Then it began to come back. It dropped, went

down almost out of sight in the ravine. Then, swiftly, it

began to ascend at a long slant. She saw the smoke streak

from its roar, heard a growing piercing screech of high

pressure gases. The ship grew larger it seemed to shoot

across her line of vision.

Then Ruth Meredith screamed, a cry of horror that

came from her very soul. The big grey ship, driving at

terrific speed, was headed directly for the gorge wall,

where the stone face of Washington brooded over the

river.

PNENEEN had gone down the steps, crossed the plat-

form, and descended to the floor of the bowl of Zorr,

with his mind curiously calm, working evenly. There

were no mists at back of his consciousness now, the face of

Zorr, the insistent voice he had heard before the moon

message appeared in the sky, was gone. Yet he moved

objectively. Meredith’s story had revived Deneen’s stunned

imagination. The yelling horde had lost its utter mys-

tery. They were enemies, and this was war. The Zor-

rians’ fight was his and Ruth’s. The spear-men would not

wait to discriminate.

He pushed a way among the mass of the moon folk to

the rocketship, and looked in through the open door.

There was something white and square and motionless in

its interior, back between the seat rows. Deneen looked

at it for some time. But he did not enter. He left the

doorway, and walked to the edge of the bowl, to gaze down

at the river. Studying the scene below a while, he shook

his shaggy head and moved to the left wall, the side to-

ward the roofs of the city. The whole dimly-lit upper

surface of the buildings was alive—^they crawled and

moved beneath the flare of torches. The Horde of spear-

men had crossed the swollen river, and had come up the

main stairways to the attack.

Deneen went back to the concrete barrier directly over-

looking the river. He watched the agitation below. The

spear-men had waded across just before the falls, tread-

ing over the mass of the cliff that had blocked the waters.

The river, spilling itself, grew very shallow, and Deneen

could see a black line, like a string of ants carrying tiny

fires, wading over. Perhaps the swift current had swept

some over the dam, but like dogged insects the line of

men kept on.

Deneen turned fully aroimd. He was curiously calm.

He placed his elbows on the low concrete railing at his

back, and studied the mass of moon folk, studied the whole

scene. The strangeness seemed to have ebbed from it.

They faced him, hundreds of them—^bald, large eyed,

dumb, but undeniably, his kind. Some of them, with

capes over head and shoulders looked perfectly normal.

The cries of anguish had died in Deneen’s mind. They

seemed like an earthly crowd, an expectant, tense crowd.

And now, like flashes on a screen, the stupendous drama

of Meredith’s story unfolded itself to Deneen. Some fifty

yards away was the grey nose of the rocket ship. Mere-

dith had said that in that ship was the body of Zorr. Had

the scientist been mad? What was the white, square ob-

ject in the ship’s interior?

CHAPTER XXI

Deneen’s Sacrifice

T^ENEEN’S gaze lifted over the throng, to the throne

seat at the rear of the amphitheatre, beyond it to the

gorge wall where the red watch fires of the spear-men were

flickering stars against the sky. Hung in that sky was a

vast golden globe. In center of that orb, a few days be-

fore, had glinted a signal, the notice of the death of Zorr.

The man grew restless. He went to the left wall of the

bowl again, and looked over to the yelling mass of the

spear-men. They would find some way up and over. It

was impossible to fight them. The moon folk could not

fight. Deneen wrestled with his problem.

Perhaps a few of the moon folk could be taken away
on the rocket ship. Put down further back in the hills.

But Meredith had said that the mountains were alive with

the spear-men. Deneen’s calculating gaze swung over the

gorge, following the tiny fires on the rim, going into the

tumbled wildness of the upriver ravine. The hills were

full of them, prowling spear-throwers. One trip of the

ship, however, with no return, meant leaving the hills and

even the polar ocean entirely behind. He could do that,

take Ruth and a few of the moon folk and go. His way
of escape was ready to hand.

Yet the thought now was mechanical, detached. Mere-

dith’s long tale, told in sweat and agony, had fused pur-

poses in Alan Deneen’s mind. He could never leave the

soft-eyed folk to be butchered. The very stars, sprinkled

in their nebulous profusion across the sky, seemed to re-

prove the idea. Whether Zorr was a figment, a distof-

tion of Meredith’s failing mind or not, there was something

beyond his own life, and even Ruth’s at stake. Thought

of the woman pained him for one savage, undecided mo-

ment, eis he looked toward the raised throne seat.

Then his decision formed. Turning, he studied the

scene in the gorge for the last time. Only after careful

deliberation did he lift his gaze to the stone face on the

opposite wall.

“The god face!” he muttered through his bruised Ups.

“The link that binds them together—their one unifying

symbol.” He was very rigid as a plan grew and formed

in his mind. Then, as if awakening to need of haste, he

turned and made a way to the rocketship. He had to

hurry. He could not dwell on the thought of the wo-

man he had left with Meredith. That way lay weakness,

failure, a selfish flight that would leave him haunted for-

ever. Besides, there was the chance that he would not

die. The river was deep. It had risen in the ravine.

He waved his arms and shouted directions to the throng

about the rocket ship. It parted to let him through. He

could feel relief, a sort of mental singing in his brain, a

great glad cry. They seemed to take his every move

for a sign of salvation.

Deneen shook the feeling off. He waved to Ruth, and

cursed dully at the thought of her sitting in the throne

seat with the dying Meredith, looking down at him won-

dering. For a moment something rebelled in him. Why
couldn’t one of the moon men try it? It was a simple

thing. But the rebellion died. They were like sheep.
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these moon people. No nerve. Perhaps he would live

through it.

Within the ship, far down the aisle toward the rear, he

could see, as he entered, the square block of whitish

substance. Deneen did not investigate. Without look-

ing again either toward the vague block or outside to-

ward the direction of the raised throne seat, he busied

himself with the oval door of the rocket ship. A com-

mandeered cape of the soft, metallic cloth, jammed be-

tween the raised oval and the ship’s interior, held it open

on its single pin. It was important that the door should

remain open. Still moving with methodical haste, De-

neen made a way to the lever desk. He must not stop to

think—neither of Ruth nor of the white mass at the rear

of the ship like a shrouded casket. His immediate task

was to stop that bestial horde that was swarming over

the city.

Doggedly, his grey eyes cold, Deneen shut out every-

thing but Ae purpose in his mind. He threw the levers

out slowly.

He was drifting over the river. The amphitheatre had

dropped away, and was out of sight beneath the flooring

at his feet. Evidence again that the rocketships had been

hastily constructed. Curious how his mind ran on and

on, moiling old thoughts. But gradually the things he

had fought off gripped him. In the darkness of night, lit

merely by the wan sheen of the moon, the scene around

was haunting. He caught glimpses of hillsides, of growth

clumps, of silvery rills coming through the mountains to

piour into the swollen river. The face of Washington

—

huge, overhanging the gorge—retreated, seemed to pivot as

the ^ip made a way upriver. Now, from the windows

to the right, as he drifted, he could see the amphitheatre,

the people, the throne seat of Zorr. And suddenly reaction

gripped the man.

He could not do it. Ruth, left there alone. Meredith

was dying, Gregory dead. She would be alone.

She would die as they had died, shut off from

the mental world of the moon people. They would

all perish in any case. Even if the plan worked,

and the spear-men fled the country, the moon people

would die. They were too soft. Better to go back, to

land in the bowl, to take Ruth and a few of the Zorrians

away, far back past the polar sea. He could fight for

the preservation of those few. It would be best. They

were all doomed in any case. So his mind framed rea-

sons, but through it all he knew that it was the call of

life within himself that was fighting his decision. It

was the call of life in his blood and bone that saw the

wan-lit hill slopes as home, that knew he could live with

his mate in that primitive, vast world. It was a call that

cried against probable self-sacrifice.

T TK was drifting slowly, barely holding the ship’s alti-

*"tude and speed upgorge. The amphitheatre, rota-

ting slowly in perspective, was dropping back. It grew

smaller. Finally Deneen turned the ship. The whole

panorama of the twisting, swollen river, the city on its

left bank, the myriad lights in the lower valley, was be-

fore him. The bowl of Zorr was now a round saucer,

part of the bigger mass of the city. Its center was filled

with greyish, shifting people. Details were indistinguish-

able at the distance.

The ship began to float back. Deneen’s very arms

seemed to quiver to the pull of the conflicting impulses

in his mind. Whatever had to be done must be done

at once. He had no time to reconnoiter. The spear-

men would find a way over the wall.

He looked back now, as if some intangible force gripped

his head and turned it. The indefinable white mass at the

rear of the ship seemed aglow. Deneen half growled.

Moonlight. Moonlight, he muttered. Imagination. Per-

haps that mass of substance was not a shrouded casket at

all—how could Meredith have known? And if it was

the body of Zorr—^Zorr was dead.

Then the voice spoke—^he heard it as clearly as ever he

had heard a voice.

“The face! Walor—the face of stone I”

Deneen’s whole body was rigid. He looked back again.

The shrouded object at the ship’s rear was motionless

—

an inert object, with splashes of moonlight making its out-

lines vague. Deneen felt an impulse to veer the ship, to

float away, lock the levers with the button on the switch-

board to his left, and go back to that shrouded mass. Was
there within it. a man with great eyes? Zorr? Deneen’s

shaggy head shook. He fought for clear thought.

The gorge walls drifted past. He could see the face of

Washington now, hanging over the chasm. The river

was widening below him. A little way ahead it curved,

following the ravine cut. That was the place he could

jump—as the ship picked up speed, headed directly for

the cliff below the stone chin of the memorial face. And
now he saw the amphitheatre clearer. There seemed to

be a black line breaking over the further walk The
spear-men

!

Then it was that some external force seemed to grip

him, to cause actions entirely contrary to the ones he

willed. Sight of the horde spilling over the amphi-

theatre wall brought thought of Ruth, sharp and stabbing.

But instead of veering the ship, he sent it nosing down.

Down, down, till the narrowing ravine walls deflected the

white smoke plumes of the gases. The whole phantasm-

agoria of the drama in the gorge—the myriad gleaming

lights in the lower valley—crossing the water, dotting the

ghostly white traces of the city of Zorr, moving over the

roofs—it was all near now, and quite clear. He lifted

the ship’s nose, like a man in a trance, dimly realizing

that he was carrying out the plan he had started with,

against every effort of his will. He fed the Titanic rocket

power to the ship’s rear. Wind roared in the open door-

way.

Methodically, unerringly, he sighted the great ship un-

der his control, sighted it for the gorge wall beneath the

great, balanced stone face. Then giving it full power,

he locked the levers. In two quick strides he reached the

doorway, though the shock of acceleration threw him a

bit to one side. He recovered, and caught the framing

with both hands, fighting the screaming wind. There was

no time to lose. The ship was gaining altitude with

frightful speed.

Ahead was the hend of the river, flowing for a hundred

yards in the direction the ship was heading. It was like

being shot out of a cannon, with that straight strip of

deep water as a target. The slightest miscalculation

would mean death. Deneen leaned out. He jumped.

His perceptions dulled. The speed of the forward fall

blurred his senses. His whole body seemed to twist, to

shrink in instinctive horror of the impending shock. The
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oldest fear in the human race, the fear of falling, of

dropping unsupported through space seized Deneen. But

his reflexes worked to steady him. He did not tumble.

He was driving down, down, at a steep slant. The river

was leaping upward to meet him. He heard, dimly, a

crash, the crash of the rocketship driving into stone.

Then he struck, like a plummet, in the forward swipe

of his falL

The smash of his weight seemed to break him in two.

Every muscle in his body bad hardened to take the shock,

and he struck the river surface feet first, inclined back*

ward, with almost perfect judgment But the forward

rush, and the plunge of his speed, ripped him through

the water with brutal, stuiming force. He was spun over

and over, his senses reeling, the whole world a bedlam

of chaos and weight and suffocation.

Through it all he felt, more than heard, a greater roar*

ing boom which shook the whole frame of the river bed.

Eternities seemed to pass before he reached the surface.

Finally, when his senses had almost succumbed to the

strain, he broke through. The air was wine to his labor*

ing lungs. But he could not keep afloat. Partly this

was due to his stunned condition—he moved gropingly,

hurt by the terrific jar of the fall. The river was a

whirling vortex. Deneen was thrown around like a chip.

Huge washes of water swept him forward and back. Whirl*

pools sucked him below the surface. His struggles be*

came weaker.

T_TE lost trace of time. Lost sense of his position. Some

•*"hard substance grated against him, and he gripped it

with the desperation of blind instinct. Inching up on the

solid support, he resisted the tug of waters.

Time passed. Faint trickles of perception came back

to Deneen.

All about him was a rushing turmoil—a steady roaring

which puzzled his dazed mind. Mingled with the volume

of sound there were minor, fainter notes. Cries, a con-

fused yelling that held queer strains of terror. Deneen’s

blurred gaze, groping for details, saw the gorge wall.

A great hole, a jagged cleft marked the place where the

stone head of Washington had brooded over the river.

On the higher rims of the ravine, the red torchlights were

moving. One by one they winked out. Deneen gazed at

the star-strewn sky.

Thoughts moiled slowly in his mind. After a time he

began to see with greater clarity, to orient himself.

He had been washed up on one of the tongues of the

concrete structure which he had seen from the amphi-

theatre, jutting upgorge. The whole river had risen enor-

mously. It was blocked by a solid mass of matter dropped

into its old bed. Behind the face of Washington had

been countless tons of soil and stone, and they had fol-

lowed the memorial down. The shock had smashed the

city of the moon people. Deneen began to make out de-

tails of the terrible cataclysm he had deliberately en-

gineered. The amphitheatre itself seemed sagging over

its smashed foundations, though the full shock of the

avalanche had struck further down the gorge. The pent-

up river had foamed over the outjutting of concrete, and

was pouring into a new channel, at back of the bowl of

Zorr, making a circuit of the city to enter its old bed

beyond the first earth fall.

All these things the man saw—surmised. But he did

not move. He had no strength. wondered about

Ruth. He wondered if he were permanbiUly crippled.

He dared not stir.

The water began to falL Somewhere around the aifl^i-

theatre, it was gouging broader paths to its bed. A faint

greyish light began to permeate the gorge. Deneen hung
on the spur of concrete. Ruth! Ruth! Thought of her

began to pain him, to send little trickles of energy back
into his bruised frame.

He slid off his refuge, and landed in water some ten

feet below. Shallow water. He seemed to be on a plat-

form. The grey light strengthened as he labored around
the concrete spurs toward the wrecked city. He was ter-

ribly weak. He finally slumped, unable to move. Only
his thoughts ran on. Had the spear-men killed Ruth?
The answer of his mental question was the woman’s

voice, calling through the growing light.

“Alan! Alan!”

Deneen’s strength came back. His legs were badly

numbed—the knee joints stiffened by the shock of his

meeting the water. But he could move. Ruth was un-

hurt. She had found him exhausted, on a spur of build-

ing material level with the third story of the city of the

Zorrians. All below was buried in earth and stone and

by the collapse of the upper structures. As they slowly

made a way over the rubble the woman answered Deneen’s

questions.

“Yes, Alan. Uncle died. He died as the noise of the

fall began to fade away, died with a smile on his lips.

His face, for a moment was normal again. Before that
—

”

she shuddered.

“I know,” said Deneen slowly. In the growing light

he could see the moving figures, edging out of the wrecked

city. “How about the spear-men? Didn’t the ones en-

tering the bowl take revenge for the destruction of their

god?”

“They fled at once,” replied Ruth. “Screaming ter-

ribly.” Deneen thought of the faint yells of terror he

had heard. “We’d better go down to the bigger valley

and see,” he muttered. “It fits in with your uncle’s story,

Ruth. The end of that stone face means the end of the

spear-men, as far as united action goes. It was more than

fear as we understood it, they must have felt when the face

came down. It was like pulling the roots out of them.”

The spear-men were gone. The lower valley was still

smudged with smoke from *a forest fire. Row on row of

rocket-ships stood by the great concrete hangar, untouched.

Everywhere were signs of the precipitate flight of the

horde. Spears, clubs, torches. Where the river widen-

ed out to sea, numerous dugouts, left on the beach, tes-

tified to the number that had died in the gorge, or fled

up the ravine, or away from the walls.

“We’ll get that death-ray -going again,” said the man.

“I’ll dig it out. It was on the second floor, behind solid

walls. Perhaps we can fix others up. The danger from

the club-men is past.”

' I^HEY were close together again, alone on the beach-

The slow-moving moon people, venturing out of their

broken city, had not come down to the sea as yet, though

Deneen could glimpse back in the ravine, grey shapes

mo^ng in the growing light of morning.

A wind rufiBed the broad waters before them. The wo-

man clung to Deneen. She had asked a thousand times
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whether he was badly hurt. Her actions were now half

instinctive, as if the full realization of what had occurred

was just coming home to her.

“The most terrible moments of my life, Alan,” she said

simply. “As I crouched there with uncle dying in my
arms, watching that ship strike the wall, watching that

huge stone face slowly topple down. I scarcely noticed

things after that. After uncle died, I left him and wan-

dered about. Just by chance, looking over the wall of

the bowl to the rising waters, I saw you in the moonlight,

being tossed close to the walls. Life came back to me.”

She clung to him.

He took her in his great arms, all the softness of her,

the woman he loved. They were alone in the world, alone

of a race that had died in a stupendous cataclysm far back

in time. He was bruised, half stunned by the ordeal

through which he had passed. But he spoke reassuringly.

“Somehow I knew, Ruth. I wouldn’t have done it other-

wise. But the whole thing seemed a little beyond me.

Seemed taken out of my hands. I’ve been wondering about

that plan, why it came so suddenly to my mind. And
the voice I heard—the voice of Zorr? Was Zorr real?

If he was not, how explain everything? If your uncle

was mad, and his story was wrong, then we are mad
now. Look!”

He pointed across the sea. A great red sim was push-

ing up over the horizon.

“It fits, Ruth. We must believe. We must face this

new life. Perhaps the voice I heard on the ship can be

explained by psychological laws—I heard my own
thoughts. If Zorr was dead, he could not have talked.

And Zorr died on the moon. We ourselves saw the sig-

nal.”

“I don’t know, Alan!” the.woman said, her gaze rang-

ing the beach. “I don’t know. The things we deal with

are beyond us.”

“Well—there’s the city. In ruins, but things can be

built up again. We’ll get in touch with these people.

It’s up to us to save them, Ruth. They are practically

helpless!”

THE

She looked up into his bruised face.

“Alan? Can we live here? Can we ever know these

people, as once we knew—

”

“Yes,” he said, rising above his own doubts. “It is

our work, Ruth. Anyway, it’s better than the wilder-

ness, alone. Your children will have something to work
on. Think of it,” he shook her, ruffled her hair. “Per-

haps the world will again know music and art and beauty.

Perhaps we can build up, avoiding mistakes and profiting

by the wisdom of these people. For in many ways they

know more than we, far more. We have to live, Ruth.

Here beneath the strange suns, and the moon that kept our

kind alive. We have a task greater than ourselves. That

task is to set the powers of these people free—to defend

them—to start them in a new world. Will you help me?”

The wind swept over the sea. On the slopes around,

the last dazed fugitives of an inferior race slunk away

from the ravine where the god face had fallen in catas-

trophic thunder. As the morning light strengthened, like

hesitating deer, the people of Zorr moved out among the

debris, into the light of a still strange world, and set to

work. Birds sang in trees beyond the beach sand. The

great red sun cleared the horizon.

“A world to win, Alan!” the woman said, her supple

body animated. “For our children and all the generations

to come. A world for you to shape.”

“And you?” he asked gently. “You will be content?

You will forget the old ways, will remember them only

with me, as a memory of our heritage?”

“I will forget, Alan,” she said simply. “As I had al-

ready forgotten.” He held her close. Her hair was in

his face. “Where you go, there go I—^your people shall

be my people, and your gods my gods,” she quoted softly,

and in her eyes he read the echo of the pledge.

His arms tightened about her. After a time they turned

and walked back toward the timid, bewildered Zorrians.

Behind them the great red globe rose over the sea. It was

like a promise of the glory to come.

END
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Castaways of Space
{/Concluded from page 125)

four electric heaters in the room to prevent the oxygen

from clouding as much as possible.

The life-giving air came out of the heating chamber

with a rush, permeating the whole cabin, the whole ship,

with a thin mist. Suddenly Kraft thought of the men-

acing asteroid hurtling toward them hundreds of kilo-

meters away. He could see it from the navigation cabin.

On the way to the cabin he turned on the air rejuvenator,

a complicated mechanism for purifying ninety per cent of

the atmosphere. Immediately, it started up with a high-

pitched hum.

TN the nose of the ship Kraft looked up anxiously into

^the heavens. Even before he had entered the cabin

from the dark corridor he was conscious of a faint illu-

mination from the ports. And now he saw the cause of

the strange light in all its weird glory, looming larger

and more menacing than ever, and filling a great portion

of the sky. The vast boulder swirled, giving off dull

flashes from its iimumerable surfaces of black lustre.

As he stood there for an instant, the faint illumination

lighted up Kraft’s face through his glass port. A start-

ling change seemed to have taken place in his massive rud-

dy face, a change that would have horrified himself could

he have seen it. Deep sunken, cavernous eyes. Ema-

ciated hollows below great knobs of cheek bones. And

brown parchment skin drawn tightly across his skull-like

forehead. A veritable picture of death.

Kraft turned back quickly, and made for the oxygen

cabin. Just as he was entering the chamber, he suddenly

sagged to the deck in a violent fit of coughing. Blood, a

peculiar red, welled up to his lips. He crawled over to

Rogers, and laboriously unscrewed the shackles of his hel-

met. With a great effort he removed the globe to reveal

Rogers’ bare head. Already the Captain was reviving

in the fresh atmosphere. Kraft left the earphones on him

so that they could communicate. The prostrate man

opened his eyes.

“Kraft 1” he murmured quietly, beginning to move.

“Hurry, sir, or it will be too late!” the swaying Kraft

mumbled, as if in a stupor.

Rogers raised himself on his hands, shaking his head

and blinking his eyes to clear his senses. Suddenly, as he

lifted his eyes, he caught a glimpse of the spaceman’s face

in the light of the ceiling globe that penetrated through

his helmet port.

“Kraft, you were burned!” he cried out in a hushed

voice vibrant with deep feeling, at the same time hiding as

best he could the sickening horror of the skull-like head

in the helmet.

The withered head inside shook impatiently.

“That doesn’t matter now, captain. Get into the control

THE

cabin, and break ground as quick as you can. We’re go-

ing to crash;” It was an imperative command.
Rogers shook his head again. Crashing asteroids! The

inevitable doom from above! They must escape. He was
the one escape depended upon. Air—^if he could only get

enough into his lungs! Everything in the room went
swirling off into space again. Kraft’s impassioned plea to

brace up brought him back. Objects brightened about him.
He stood shakily on his feet.

“All right, Kraft”
As he made his way from the room, the captain cast

one backward glance. Forever afterward he was to re-

member that look—the bright glint in the man’s eyes as

he swayed there on his knees. Then he hurried as best

he could into the control cabin, switching on the shaded
operating lamps over the electrical firing relay controls of

the rocket chambers.

He threw on a heavy current from the Dewar-Hammer-
lingt cells, and then ran trembling fingers over a row of

black studs, tripping the firing relays one after another.

A tremor passed through the air, as she woke into life

again. The soft hissing of flaming exhausts sounded in

the cabin, as the slender ship started forward a few meters
above the ground riding on her resilient cushion of repel-

lent gravity. So busy with the operating controls was
Rogers that he had missed the significance of a clanging
metal door—the familiar clang of the inside door of the

air lock. It had opened and closed.

‘'Goodbye!”

Rogers, fiercely intent on lifting the ship in a great

swooping circle to leave the crashing asteroids at right

angles, started in breathless astonishment. Kraft’s voice!

What did it mean? A slight movement on the colorless

surface of the planetoid below caught his eye from the

side observation port. He had a momentary vision of

Kraft’s massive bulk outlined in the reflection from his

brilliant exhausts, lying on the ground and waving a
mailed hand. That was all. Wasting away quickly from
the effects of the radium burns, the heroic spaceman had
gone out the lockrin a supreme effort to save Rogers from
the ravages of the horrible disease that wracked his body.
Too late to turn back for him.

Barely a safe distance in space, the lone captain watched
in white-faced agony the smaller asteroid crash into the

larger one in a great soundless flash. For a while he
hovered about like a forlorn spirit, reluctant to leave its

mortal plane. And then, disconsolately, he headed swift-

ly for a greet} pinpoint in the velvet depths of space. Poor
Kraft. Never again would he thrust his fingers delighted-

ly into luscious black earth on homecoming, and smell

the green things of Nature, or hear the noises of a great

city that irritate ordinary stay-on-Earth mortals! Kraft

was an eternal castaway of space.

END
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The Time Conqueror
(Concluded from page 147)

he became aware of a sense of impending horror, yet a

horror that possessed no concrete form.

Larger, steadily larger, the Brain grew; and it began to

send thoughts into the mind of Koz.

“You remember nothing of the past that I said you

should try to recall . . . Perhaps I can refresh your mem-
ory. Look!”

And suddenly before his staring eyes there opened what

seemed to be a vast tunnel of teeming life, wherein flowed

the endless, unbounded stream of past events! For a fleet-

ing instant he peered through the tunnel into the past;

then his eyes saw only the Brain—but there remained to

him the memory of men whose faces and bodies looked

very like his own—and who had died horribly.

“They died, Koz, because the Brain is just!” Icily, like

a death-knell the thought came to him—and that horror

that had been formless began resolving itself into some-

thing definite, something concrete.

With a deep, shuddering fascination he stared at the

steadily expanding mass of grey matter—stare^ and stared

until it had become a colossal thing, until it was all of

three hundred feet in diameter, reaching far beyond him

on every side.

Illusion—it must be illusion! But, no; the people of

the Clan were seeing it to, for they had turned with one

accord and were speeding away from him, striving to get

beyond the edge of the gigantic sphere and the dreadful

Brain. No illusion—ghastly fact!

'

A sudden panic seized Koz. He—he too would run!

What! He could no longer control his limbs—could not

move them! He shrieked a curse; and his staring eyes

distended with fear.

T ARGER, larger . . . Would the accursed thing never

stop growing! Even now it was as large as—as the

vision of the Brain that he had seen on the previous night

!

And as though that thought had been a signal, there

echoed through the mind of Koz a faint whisper of mad
laughter; and he heard as from a great distance; “Crazy,

crazy Kos!” And with the echoes there came a momen-

tary flood of the previous night’s insanity; and Kos threw

back his head to return the laughter—hut he uttered no

sound.

For the Brain—^the colossal mass of living nerve cells

—

was descending upon him, sinking slowly, inexorably to-

ward the Earth! And he was beneath it, in its path! A
terrified scream hurst from his lips. With upthrust hands

he strove to ward off its approach, to keep it from him;

but it continued its implacable descent.

“Justice, Koz, justice!” Almost unnoticed, the thought

of the Brain reached him.

Moaning, shrieking and cursing, Koz shrank back,

cringed; and his lips twitched in madness. He had seen

the death of those others like him—and now his end was

drawing near! Even now, the Titanic Brain was almost

upon him; soon would be crushing out his life! In sud-

den weakness his limbs gave way, and he sank to the

Earth. Ineffectually his fingers clawed the dust.

Suddenly he felt a crushing pressure upon his back. It

seemed to be forcing him into the ground. He twisted and

writhed in agony; a jumbled stream of words, utterly

meaningless, utterly spontaneous, sprang from the fire in

his mind.

In a moment the pain became insupportable; a shrill

shriek of unutterable agony was wrung from his tight-

clamped mouth—something seemed to burst—and he was

within the Brain!

Within the Brain! Enfolded, completely covered by
the slimy, viscous substance of the ghastly thing—it filled

his eyes and nostrils—it clung to every inch of his naked

body like a blanket of leeches.

Then through the mind of Koz, through his entire be-

ing, surged the tide of the Brain’s thoughts:

“First Koszarek, then Clavering, then Vastine, and now
Koz—dying every one! Dying horribly, in fear—as John

Ovington died—and in payment for the injustice done to

John Ovington. Only justice, Koz, the justice of the

Brain!” And the dying body of Koz swayed to the waves

of mighty laughter that followed.

Koz was dying—dimly he sensed it. The fires of his

life were waning. He could not breathe; the substance

of the Brain seemed to be contracting, crushing him into

himself.

His arms waved jerkily—^his body twisted and writhed—

his lips parted and he strove to scream—^but he could utter

no sound. Suddenly his body sagged—his mind was

crushed—and his spirit, his life, was forced downward,

downward into the black pits of oblivion. The icy hand

of death fell upon him—death by the suggestion of the

Brain!

And the throngs that had watched the writhing and

twisting and struggling of Koz the Demented in the empty

space beside the strange, spiked sphere, who had heard him

scream, who had seen him die—with one thought they

turned and fled in a panic of nameless fear.

And the body of Koz, an unsightly thing of open wounds,

with contorted limbs, his face a rigid mask of unearthly

horror, lay in a slowly growing pool of blood under the

rays of a torrid sun—alone.
* * *

Across the centuries of time in the laboratory of Dr. Leo

Koszarek lay another body—a body contorted as was that

of Koz—a body that in the throes of its mental torture had

slid from its chair, had writhed and twisted and struggled

on the floor as Koz had writhed and twisted and struggled;

had screamed as Koz had screamed—^had died as Koz had

died! The body of Leo Koszarek, killed by suggestion of

the Brain!

There was silence in the big laboratory, utter silence

—

silence xmbroken save for the faint, insistent, steady throb,

throb, throb of the apparatus beneath the brain of Dr.

Ovington, the entity that was to live on and on through

countless centuries—the Brain that had conquered time.

THE END



ScienceQuestions

and Answers
This department is oondncted for the benefit of readers who have

pertinent queries on modern scientific facts. As space is limited we can-

not undertake to answer more than three questions for each letter.

The fiood of oorrespondenee received makes it Impractical also* to print
answers as soon as we receive questions. However, questions of gen-
eral interest will receive careful attention.

The Difference Between Electricity

and Magnetism
Editort Science Quectiona and Answers:

Why is it that while copper is a good con»

ductor of electricity, it is not magnetic and
cannot be picked up by a magnet?

Beverly W. Thomas,
Keckuk, Iowa.

(This question propounded by a 12-year old

reader is quite fundamental to our knowledge,

or lack of knowledge of electricity and mag-
netism.

Insofar as our present day theories go, elec-

tricity and magnetisim are complimentary rather

than similar effects. For example. In the neigh-

borhood of an electrical conductor, such as a
wire, and in a plane at right angles to the flow

of current, a magnetic field is set up by the

current* Similarly if a wire is moved through

a magnetic field a flow of current will be

set up in the wire at right angles to the field.

Magnetism and electricity each can create the

other.

Now a flow of current is assumed to be a flow

of electrons (the flow of electrons is in a direc-

tion opposite to that considered as the flow of

current. In other words electrons flow from

the negative to the positive terminal.)

The setting up of magnetism in a body such

as a bar of Iron is considered to be a rear-

rangement of the molecules in a definite pattern.

There are therefore certain materials such as

copper, called conductors, whose electrons can

pass along it with little resistance. There are

other materials like iron, called magnets) whose

molecules can rearrange themselves into definite

patterns.

It is a mistake therefore to consider the flow

of electricity and the creation of a magnet as

identical or even similar effects.—Editor)

The Weight of the Earth
Editor t

Science Questions and Answers

:

Many times I have heard of the “weight of

the earth” mentioned. Is the figure given an
estimate, or is there really a way to determine

it?

William Palmer,

.

Kenosha, Wis.

(When we speak of the “weight*' of a given

object on the earth, we generally mean the

attractive force that the earth exerts upon It,

as related to the attractive force for a given

standard object Thus we have a standard ob-

ject whose weight we call one pound. We mean
by this that a force of one pound is necessary

to sustain ita weight at the earth's surface

against the earth’s attraction. Or we mean
that one foot-pound of enei^y is necessary to

lift it one foot against the attraction of the

earth.

The weight * of every other object therefore

is computed from this standard weifidit. If it

takes 100 foot-pounds of energy to lift an ob-

ject one foot against the earth's attraction we
say that it weighs 100 pounds.

Now let ns take two one-pound weights and
measure the attractive force between them.

The two weights will be suspended by long

fine wires (assumed as weightless) and will be

placed with their centers one foot apart. This

attractive force we will call F.

Now if these two weights were 4000 odd miles

apart (the distance to the center of the earth)

the attractive force between them would be

P=F/(4000X5280)* the figure 4000X5280 is

the distance to the center of the earth in feet,

and this figure is squared because of Newton's
law that the attraction between two bodies

decreases as the square of the distance between

them. P, in other words, represents the at-

tractive force that would exist if two one
pound weights were separated by the distance
of the raiUus of the earth, or in other words
it would represent gravitational attraction up-
on a one pound ball by the earth if the earth

also weighed one pound.

Now, we know tiie actual gravitational force

upon a one pound weight by the earth whose
center of gravity is 4000 miles away. That
force is one pound. Therefore to find what
must be the weight of the earth in order to

exercise a force of one pound upon our stand-

ard weight at a distance of 4000 miles we say

that W (weight of the earth) <= 1 /P. P is real-

ly a very minute fraction and W the weight of

the earth comes to be

13,000,000,000,000,000,000 000 pounds.

In other words, just as we measure the weight
of an object on the earth by the attraction of

the earth for it, so we weigh the earth by the

attraction of the object for the earth.—Editor)

ated by divisions in which there is practically

no matter.

Each ring consists of a vast multitude of smalt
particles, each particle being an independent

satellite of Saturn. This was proved by spec-

troscopic tests. If for example the rings were
uniform masses of material all moving about

the planet together, then the outermost parti-

cka would have a greater speed of rotation

than the innermost, for they are at a greater

distance from the center. If, however, each par-

ticle were an independent entity, the outermoit
would move more slowly, according to Keplers
laws. (Just as the outermost planets of the

son move about it more slowly than the in-

nermost.)
Observation showed that the outermost parti-

cles did indeed move more slowly than the inner-

most. The conclusion is that although the rings

do have gaseous material in them, they consist

for the most part of small particles of matter,

from the size of a pebble upward.

Showing the planet Saturn
and its system of rings, di-

vided into four parts. The
closeness of the rings to

the planet may account for

the fact that they consist of
small particles of matter
only. (From “The Sun, the
Stars and the Universe," by
William M. Smart. Publish-

ed by Longman's Green Ss

Co.)

l.ncUcs Cassini
division division

Planet

Saturn’s Rings
Editor, Science Questions and Answers:

In a scientific book X read that the rings of
Saturn were composed of meteorites. Then in

another book I read that they were composed of
a substance a little more dense than gas. Would
you tell me which is correct?

Edward Oamille,

Erie, Pa.

(According to modem authorities the rings
of Saturn consist of a vast assemblage ef dis-

crete particles. The various rings, and there
are really four of them, each have their own
makeup. .For example the inner ring, called the
crepe ring, is transparent, and in fact the
planet can be seen through the ring. The rings
are divided into ring A (see accompanying
sketch) which is tiie outer ring, ring B and
the crepe ring. Rings A and B are each separ-

READERS
If you like “Science Ques-

tions and Answers” in this

magazine, you will find in our

sister magazine, Everyday,

Science and Mechanics, a simi-

lar department, greatly expanded

called “The Oracle.” Look for

it, you science fans!

It Is believed by some astronomers that the

rings originally conristed of a moon of Saturn
which approached the planet so closely that it

was broken into pieces by the vast tidal forces

set up in it.—Editor)

Waves or Particles?

Editor, Science Queetions and Answers:

Regarding the nature of light, which is fav-

ored, the particle theory or the wave theory?

J, S, Hoerl,

San Francisco, Cal.

(One of America's great physicists recently

piriured the struggle between the corimscnlsr

(or quantum theory) of light propagated by
Isaac Newton, and the wavs or undulstory
theory pat forward by Christian Huygens, ss

being a football game with the tide of victory

swinging first from one side to the ether.

Huygen's toeory, which has been reinforced

by the Schrodinger wave mechanics, which tries

to explain the nature of the atom by wave
motion, assumes that light is a form of energy
that disturbs the ether causing it to transfer

energy waves, just as sound disturbs the air.

He based his contention upon the possibility

of superimposing one wave upon another, a
thing that to him seemed imposrible were the
waves to consist of material particles.

The corpuscular or quantum theory assumes
tight to he tiny pellets or corpuscles shot out

at 186,000 miles a second from their source.

Today the quantum theory has been slightly mod-
ified, the corpuscular idea and the pellets are

considered to be quanta of energy instead as

really material particles. It is curious that

Newton who first put forward the idea of thb

{Continued on page 190)
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N this department we shall publish every month your opinicms. After
alt, this is your magazine and it is edited for you. If we fall down

on the choice of our stories, or if the editorial board slips up occa-

sionally, it is up to you to. voice your opinion. It makes no diiferenoe

whether your letter U complimentary, critical, or whether it contains

a good old-fashioned brick bat. All are equally welcome. All of your
letters, as much as space will allow, will be published here for the benefit

ox all. Due to the large influx of mail, no communications to this de-

l>artment are answered individually unless 26e in stamps to cover time

and pc^ge is remitted.
,

The Intellectual Hasenpfeffer
EdUor, WONDER STORIES i

Twenty years a silent reader of lA fiction—

and this my first squawk: being an author and
one of the few Egyptologists who won’t ever

gooeestep with the ‘Rah*Rah’ (very fawl) boys,

you just use your own judgment about what is

which, and why.
So far, I've coddled up to Gernsback publica-

tions in order to forget mj'Self, and because imag-

ination runs riot among your literary galaxy.

Time and again, 1 swore off, nauseated by the

final 'clutch-and-cUnch' of daffy heroines, and
still balmier heroes. (Y'es, 1 know the deah pub-

lik eats it all up, but—IS mush necessary, after

alll)

^en, at last, I stumbled across Clark Ashton
Smith's "Eternal World"—that broke the ice,

believe you me. Here I bad about given up
hope that the near-Immortals of the inksUnging

fraternity would ever get a bad taste in their

mouths from dispensing trash, and now 0. A.

Smith must come along and lift the whole ca-

boodle of misapplied kindergarten crooners out

of the intellectual hasenpfeffer I

Shades of my ancestors, how can I thank Mr.
Smith for giving us something so darn good that

it is almost a shame to throw it over the counter,

at tioo-bits per throw 1 Take it from one whose
med'iUla oblongata was shaped in better days

(than you and I, and other ‘white collars', cuss

under their breath 1)—this man Smith can make
all the rest of hardworking arbiters to Moronia
look like a U. 8. S. B. copeck. If just a few

more of his calibre would oblige with some-

thing no connoisseur will pass up, why, I'd

go without dinner, if necessary—^just to buy
a magazine decent enough to include such

high grade stuff.

Ah, yes, one more thing—there are oodles

of birds like me, and the ‘Great Noontide'

starts rising (cat^ onl). Bo, then, give us
(who know our onions) anoUiM' break—of
"The Eternal World" variety!

Maximal (Aegyptus) Peerman,
Chicago, 111.

,

(We hold no brief, Mr. Aegyptus, for the

final "clutch and clinch" And we have a naive

Idea that the great American public is tired

of "daffy heroines and still balmier heroes."

We have witnessed movie audiences laughing

out loud at love scenes that would have had
them gripping their chairs ten years ago.

Our policy on love Interest is "No love in-

terest unless it belongs in the story." We
have pursued that policy returning story after

story with the comment, "Eliminate the mush."
Naturally we would be prudes to say that

love interest should not be in our stories. For
scientific inventions and adventures are just as

often a result of some emotional stress (so the

psychologists say) as od intelleotual hasen'

pfeffer.—Bditor)

From 8 Professor of Medicine
SdUor, WONDER STORIES:

I read 0. W. Bpohr's story "The Pinal

War" in your Vondsb Stobiss and am writing

to tell you how deeply I was impressed with

the vivid account of a future war. The story

was obviously conceived by a man who did

not want to write fiction but rather express his

natural f^r, deduced from his experience in

the previous war, of what might happen to us
in the future. I consider this type of story the

most effective weapon against future wars and
earnestly believe that your magazine is doing a

great service to our younger generation.

1 had not been acquainted with the W^ONDXB
Stobibs before but after I happened to read
Mr. Spohr’s account 1 read through all the

others and expect to continue to do so in the

future.

Robert G. Bloch, M.D.
Associate Professor of Medioine,

University of Chicago,

Chicago, 111.

(This letter hardly needs much comment, for

it is in line with the great number of letters re-

ceived from our readers. Although more clever-

ly written stories have been published in our
magazine, we do not rememl^r any that so

deeply stirred our readers. A story must be

very moving to cause men to write in to tell us
that they were nearly weeping before they fin-

ished "ITie Pinal War."

—

Bditor)

Lost the Degrading Urge
EdUor. WONDER STORIES:

There is something fundamentally wrong
about those stories of the far distant future in

which men are pictured as having lost all their

animal markings, hair, teeth, etc.—yet are shown
fighting savagely with weapons of atomic power
and rays.

When Man reaches that far^dlstant stage of

development, he should or will have lost that

degrading urge. Through slow evolution ail

those animal traits would be forgotten, and with

no reason to fight, the characteristics would die

out. When has savage fighting ever accom-

plished anything but destruction, ruin, and re-

trogression t

Yet our authors seldom fail to introduce such
an inconsistent theme, with countless wars of

savage brutality aud plentiful illustrations of

the race's baser side. If this is done to ap-

peal to the type of reader who enjoys such
things, then the representative reader of science

fiction must in truth be a bloodthirsty person—
the type that reads puerile "Wild West" fiction.

The constant theme of a too-large majority of

published science fiction is war, strife, fight. Oh
for a sdenoe fiction tale once in ages!

In the discussions departments of science fic-

tion magazines I have occasionally seen the

hope voiced that the constant dish of rays and
rockets be changed to something scientific. I

have also heard that the discussions depart-

ments were taken up by scientific discussion.

Why anything else! They are supposed to be
science fiction magazines. The type of read-

er who reads science fiction for the thrill brings

ON LETTERS
j
I

DECAVSE of the large number of let-
j

ten we receive, we find it physi- |

cally impossible to print them ^1 in *

fnlL May we request our correspond- i

ents, therefore, to make their letters $

as brief and to the point as they cant !

ns this will aid in their selection for \

publication? Whenever possible, we will {

print the letter in full; hot in some cases, *

when lack of space pndiibits pnblidiizig i

the complete letter, we will give a resume
\

of it in a single paragraplL

in the money for a time, but soon quits read-

ing. The only kind who continue reading

science fiction once they have discovered it are

those who read ail of it for the science they

can get from it. A very few read for mere de-

sire of having something different from the

usual run of literature. These too in time

cease enjoying it, and turn to something else.

Altogether, the companies that publish our science

fiction profit, but do the readers?

Linus Hogenmiller,

Farmington, Missouri

(If Mr. Hogenmiller studies carefully "Brood
of Helios" now appearing in Wonder Stories,

he will discover why it is impossible for man to

forget how to fight. Nature is never Still, never

asleep. And she will not allow any race to tor-

get that life is a constant struggle, of species

against species. If we eliminate one natural

enemy, another will spring up. So the moon
men in "Brood of Helios" who had forgotten

how to fight were faced with extermination by a

savage ruthless race.

—

Editor)

A Pebble and a Pyramid
Editor, WONDER STORIES:

Bernard Kenton's puerile paean in pralae

of P. S. Miller, in your May issue, wap the

most asinine and sickening effusion 1 have ever

encountered.
To mention Miller as a rival of A. Merritt

is like comparing a pebble to a pyramid. And
the other authors whom Kenton condemns so

unreasonably are all far superior to Miller in

every way. In justice to them and to their

many adorers, you should give this brief let-

ter the same prominence accorded to Kenton's
sycophantic drivel.

Emery Brent,
Bronx, New York.

(It's up to Mr. Kenton now to prove this

point, 60 hotly attacked by our correspondent.

Since this dispute belongs to our readers we
will remain out of it, and be merely the um-
pires.

—

SdUor)

There Simply Are Not Spirits
EdUor, WONDER STORIES:
Have you read Bussell and Oopperman'a

"Mind Creative and Dynamic?" If you have
not you certainly should do so as it contains

material in which thousands of your readers are

interested. It seems to me that this book cer-

tainly makes an end of spiritistic hypotheses

and the mediumlstio humbugs who defraud mil-

lions of dollars from the American people each
year.

The authors of this book clearly explain that

eaoh human action in which consciousness or
volition plays a part is psychological phenomena.
Beyond the ordinary psychological phenomena of

human life and action lie other phenomena
notably genius and the so-called psychical pheno-
mena, including those called spiritistic.

Bussell and Copperman through actual ex-

periments have successfully found the laws that

govern these phenomena, and they clearly ex-

plain exactly what they mean. They follow this

by showing that all these phenomena may be
reduced to an exact experimental basis.

Bussell and Copperman prove beyond all ques-

tion that psychology is perfectly capable of an-

nexing all so-called psychical phenomena without
exception, and that when this is done a perfect

explanation of the nature of genius develops.

But this marks the end of spirits and spirit
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Complete Workshop
Outfit

A FACTORY IN ITSELF

A COHPLfTTE workshop outfit that performs
all the operations of several different ma-

chines combined. It grinds, saws, polishes, buffs
and drills. No exp^menter'a laboratory is
really complete without it.

COMPRISES 9 HIGH-GRADE UNITS
The cRitfit consists essentially of 9 high grade,
wdl manufactured parts. M^n Stem and Chuck
made as carefully as highest priced machine.
Complete with two*tpeed pulley taking up to 9/92
in. drill. Saw Table and Guide are accurately
constructed and clamped on to the main stem
thereby making a complete cut-off saw. Round
Leather Belt at best grade leather, 6 feet long
with connecting clip. Buffing Wheel 3 in. lam-
inated cotton lead center. Polishing Compound
for use in conjunction with buffing wheel.
Circular Saw is 4 in. in diameter and is made
of best high-carbon steel. Wire-Scratch Buffer
4 in. steel-wire wheel. Grinding Wheel of fine
grade emery, 4 in. in diameter. Drill Set con-
sists of 9 high grade hardened steel drills for
1/16 to 8/16 in. holes. All that is necessary to
complete the outfit is small motor. A % h.p.
motor would be sufficient. Shipping weight, 26
tbs. LUt Price $9.00. YOUR PRICE $3.39

^Send 2c poatage for our new 76-pags catalog
j

Radio Trading Co.
19 West Broadway New York City

A Hotonsly gay new revue at

Connie’s Inn featnring the

finest in* colored entertain-

ment! Dance-compelling

music by Fletcher Hender-

son and his orchestra.

CONNIE’S INN
131st St.—7ih Ave. N. Y. C.

TsL TlUlaglisst 5-6630

THE READER SPEAKS

control. There simply are no spirits, and the
phenomena credited to spirit agencies fall into
place under the identical law that govern genius
in ail its phases.

I suggest that you invite your readers to test

out all the experimental technique developed by
Bussell and Copperman and report to you the
results.

Samuel Weisbrod,
Bronx, N. Y.

(A review of “Mind—Creative and Dynamic”
appears in this issue. We would be glad to
hear from any readers who have tested out the
experiments that Mr. Weisbrod mentions.

—

Edi-
tor) —

Jesus Said It First
Editor, WONDER STORIES

:

In an editoriri comment apjiended to the let-

ter of Desmond Elwood of Auckland, New Zea-
land you attribute the quotation **You shiUl know
the truth and the truth will set you free” to one
Henry Booth.

I am writing to enquire whether Henry Booth
is a nom-de-plume of one 6t. John who in the
fourth Gospel of the Bible says, Chapter 8, verse

32, King James version, ”And ye shall know
the truth and the truth shall make you free.”

And further by glancing back a verso or two
we find that the aforesaid Bt. John was merely
quoting one Jesus Christ, a native of Bethlehem
in Judea.

There may be some doubt as to whether Christ
actually said these words as the synoptic gospels
make no note of them. Bui in any event they
were extant, whether from the pen of him whom
we call St. John, or another many years before
people had patronymics like Booth.

Gridley Buddy,
New York. N. Y.

(David Lasser, who in collaboration with Dr.
David H. Keller, wrote ”The Time Projector”
in which the above quotation appears, Is well
aware, he says, of its biblical origin. As a mat-
ter of fact he driiberately put Christ’s words
into the mouth of Henry Booth, for Booth was
supposed to represent a new Messiah, a modern
scientific Messiah, come to save the world from
its own folly.

Like (Thxist, Booth was treated as a danger-
ous man, and his life was sought because he
dared to give people the truth. The story was
aimed to demonstrate that even in our present
enlightened day, the coming of a Messiah, with
infinite power to save the world, would cause
only chaos. People are too blind to be saved
and if their cooperation in the process of sal-

vation is necessary, then it must end in failure.

This is a pessimistic conclusion that the authors
of “The Time Projector” arrived at; and one
that might be debated hotly.

—

Editor)

Learning to Walk
EdUor, WONDER STORIES;

In my humble opinion Mr. Schwartx is both
right and wrong. The majority of science fic-

tion now being published is little better than
wild west stories. The one redeeming feature
is that nearly all of the stories present some new
idea. The majority of the authors either can-
not or will not produce anything else but ex-

citing, sensational tales with a literary value
of ten cents a dozen. It is such as these that
are devoured by wide-mouthed not wide-awake
youths. They care little or nothing about the
science, and are not appreciative of what good
there is in these stories.

As a hopeful writer I can sympathize with
Mr. Schwartz’s conviction. However, he has
overlooked several points.

Science fiction is a new thing. It is totally

unlike anything that has gone before. Long ago
a peculiar acorn was found. In 1926 it was
planted by Hugo Gernsback and now it is sprout-

ing, bearing first leaves. That acorn, science
fiction will continue to grow until it is a
mighty oak, admired and respected by all.

One cannot expect a seed that has just come
up to bear perfect fruit. One does expect, how-
ever, that the sapling will expand and develop.

You have been constantly growing and improv-
ing. It is a slow process but you are definitely

better than you were in 1929.
Now, however, is a critical time. To use an-

other analogy, you are learning to walk; you
(Continued on page 186)
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iOontinued from page 185)

must be taught where to walk. At the present

time acienca fiction is not known for its literary

valuSe Its true purpose is very little under*

stood. Authors are writing dime novels and
are labelling them science fiction. You are not

immune from these fellows.

The majority of your readers are intelligent

and appreciative, and broadminded enough to

realise that you are doing the best you can. In

order to enjoy the excellent pieces Of work that

appear, readers should be willing to take the

occasional poor stories.

Although I have not sympathized with every-

thing you have published, I am very grateful

for an enjoyable three years with Woktdbb Stob*

ns.
R. W. liownder,
Darien, Conn.

(Mr. liOwnder opens a new field of speculation

for our readers. He posee the question of what

science fiction should really be and do.

Sometime ago we asked our readers what

qualities they thought most important in a

science story. Now we ask, what should a scienw

fiction story accomplish ? Is it enough that it

has entertained and released the reader for a

time from our world? Or should it teach some

lesson in science? Or should it go further and

show the possibilities of science? We will print

the best letters offered by our readers on this

subject

—

Editor)
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EdiUr, WONDER STORIES:
Cougratulations on *‘The Time Stream", both

to John Taine for writing it and to yon for

printing it. It is far above tbs usual standard

of your authors, snd is exceedingly well worked

out, as Is usually the case with Mr. Taine's

stories. It is a pleasant relief to read it after

some of the stuff you have printed. In spite of

the fact that it leaves all of the difficulties and
Inconsistenciea so inherent in all time stories.
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St Don Lemoa's work, "TTio Scarlet Planet”,
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and that the author has been psychoanalysed
using the story as the basis for the deductions.
This is regardless of the possibility that this par-
ticular author planned the story to bring out
these characteristics in the su^ects. It may
be that Mr. Filmer merely psychoanalysed the
characters instead of the author.

I wonder If the authors of “Exiles of the
Moon*’ ever heard of caisson disease, or the
bends, suffered by diyers, as a result of too
rapid decompression? It seems that rapid re-
duction of the pressure causes bubbles of nitro-
gen to form in the blood, the solubility of the
gas being a function of the pressure, the reduc-
tion of pressure lesTing the Mood supersaturated
with nitrogen. These bubbles are said to plug
up the capillaries and play hell generally. In
the brain it would mean death.

Granting that according to the radiation laws,
the loss in free space over a short time would
be negligible;' I still entertain grave doubts
about stepping into space without a well-tailored
space suit. Instantaneous reduction of pressure
from 700 or 760 mm. of Mercury to zero
should have a very unhealthy effect upon the
system—the authors’ statement to the contrary
notwithstanding.

Here I break down and ask leave to vent
my feelings on something that has always irri-

tated me. What is there so fascinating about
a retort? In nine-tenths of the descriptions
given by authors, the contents of the story book
laboratory, seem to run almost entirely to re-
torts, test tubes and bottles of red, yellow and
blue solutions. Fortunately today, retorts are
more or less of a curiosity and Iralong to his-
tory. I say fortunately, for they are unbe-
lievably inconvenient, if picturesque. If I re-
member correctly it was Harl Vincent who
went everyone one better and filled a labora-
tory with alembics. Now Vincent may be a
good engineer, but I defy him to show me an
alembic anywhere outside of a museum or a
book on sixteenth century chemistry. Some
day I hope to read a real description of a
chemical laboratory one that imparts some of
the spirit of the place, instead of being a mere
enumeration of apparatus, ancient or modern.

I have no objection to P. Schuyler Miller’s
creations of silicon. But when Miller tries to
bring it down to facts, it is another story.
He names many silicon compounds of organic
nature, and I would cite a list of others from
Gmelin, Beilstein and Hofmann. But how
many silicon compounds can he name which
contain no carbon or little carbon, and which
could carry out the work of building a living
organism, analogous to our carbon organisms?
Not one. The carbon-carbon linkage is appar-
ently unique in its stability, as is exemplified
by the great number of organic compounds
known.

It would be safe to say that there are a
hundred times as many organic compounds
known as inorganic. On the other hand the
silicon-silicon linkage is very unstable and tends
to go to the Si—O—Si grouping by the en-
trance of oxygen between the silicons. Prac-
tically all elements will form aliphatic or aro-
matic compounds of semi-organio nature—but
why go on? But compounds analogous to or-
ganic compounds, containing great numbers of
like atoms, joined to each other, are very un-
stable, if they exist at all. This is experimental
fact.

It may be argued that conditions here favor
the formation of these carbon compounds, and
that silicon life might develop under vastly dif-

ferent chemical and physical conditions, say
with hydrogen fluoride replacing water and
fluorine the oxygen of the sir. In any case
it seems more interesting to me to speculate
upon the substitution of nitrogen for oxygen,
ammonia for water and develop an ammono
system, instead of substituting silicon for car-

bon. But above all let fancy have full sway*
More power to you, Mr. Miller.

Robert D. Swisher,
Ann Arbor, Mich.

(In this potpourri of advice and comment
we perceive sage wisdom. Perhaps Mr. Miller
will reply if o^ to defend his system of car-

bon compounds and to comment on the ingenious
idea of Mr. Swisher for a world of ammoziia
or hydrogen fluoride baths.

—

Editor)
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These All-Powerful Rays
Editor, WONDER STORIES;

I first began to read Wondek Stokes aeveral
years ago. At that time the stories were pretty
soundly scientific and I noticed that a slip on
the writer’s part was quickly and intelligently

criticized in the readers' column. Being an en*

gineer, X admired the technical correctness of

most of your stuff, especially stories dealing with
pioneer ventures into space. You spoke the
language of reality then.

X suppose there is much competition in the
science fiction field. At any rate the writers
seem to literally vie with one another in the con-
ception of monstrosities. Most of them have far
exceeded the bounds of scientific explanation and
some have exceeded the bounds of reason. I cite

the Onslaught Prom Rigel" in which living

humans evolve into jointed metal machines re*

quiring oil and an electric charge to run ; but re-

taining their own mentality.

The most abused instrument in the realm of
science fiction is the "ray.” The introduction
of these all-powerful rays into a story kills the
interest immediately, for it excludes the pos-
sibility of any really interesting situations.

Whether it be the "sleep producing ray,** the
terrible "disintegrating ray," the "magnetic ray,"
the "paralyzing ray," these purely imaginary
forces present easy solutions to any and every
problem. And the resulting galaxy of monstrous
events would put to shame a madman’s dream.

X notice that few technical points are dis-

cussed any more in the reader’s oolums. It is

very uninteresting to read some layman's list

of stories he liked or did not like. Please, Mr.
Editor, give us something to stand on. There
is a fine but definite line beyond which science
fiction cannot go without becoming fairy tales.

This rapid evolution of soundly based soience
stories into weird, confused, extravagant night-

mares makes me feel as though I were losing a
friend.

"The Martian” by Glasser and Hilliard is one
of the finest and most cleverly presented short
stories I have ever read.

George W. Race,
Albany, New York.

(We confess that we have been carrying on
a campaign against these very things that Mr.
Race 60 soundly complains of. The difficulty

has been that a new element entered the field

of science fiction, magazines of "wild west fic-

tion” in which science was of little or no con-
sequence. This threw many good writers off

their balance and destroyed in some their

ability to create a good story without the use
of rays, and rays and rays.

We still hope to convince authors that the
itse of a ray does not take the place of a scien-

tific idea. And while this work is being carried

on we ask Mr. Race to be patient. Science fic-

tion is going through a state of evolution. We
know it will emerge strengthened considerably.—Editor)

God’s Owa Country?,
Editor, WONDER STORIES:
With reference to the remarkable magazine

which has during the past year been intro-

duced into my reading list by a personal friend,

to wit Wonder Stories!
May I offer you my sincere thanks as well as

congratulations, in that some sections of the

broad public throughout the world are awakened
to the great possibilities which are today fore-

shadovred in the fields of science. The result is

that the demand for scientific literature in-

creases from day to day, giving us such good
rattling yarns as one invariably finds published
in your monthly and quarterly magazines.

There is no doubt great room for criticism

and query in the foundation and development

of some of the stories published, but I do not

feel inclined to go into that matter in the pres-

ent letter. I feel 1 ought to say that 1 do dis-

like the ideas which prompt some of our writers,

when giving us tales of space and the boundless

worlds which must be therein, to imagine that

any race or races inhabiting the said worlds,

should be so much more of a phantasmagoria
than a race of kindred human beings.
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A COPY
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PRICE 50o

From
several of the

oldest of interplan-

etary classics have been
selected numerous stories which

for many years have been out of

print. So that the readers of WOK-
DKB Stories may now enjoy the

privilege of reading these interest-

ing and educational stories at a very
small cost, a few of the best are be-

ing reprinted in book form—the first

of which is BETWEEN WORLDS
by Garret Smith. This book is

printed on an excellent grade of

paper, stiff covers and is of stand-

ard book siae—^nearly 100 pages.

BETWEEN WORLDS
By Garret Smith

Rarely does an interplanetary story

cover such a wide field of romance,
mystery and thrilling adventures as

is found in this masterpiece of sci-

ence fiction. Starting on mysterious
Venus shut away from the world by
its layers of clouds, we find _a tre-

mendous drama of exploration of

unknown lands, great conflicts of

alien races, social revolutions and
finally a breath-taking trip to the

Earth, where our Venusians take

part in the making of Earth history.

This story is as different from the

average science fiction yarn as

science fiction is different from a
cowboy story. It is written so that

the interest never lags for a mo-
ment, and the reader is carried on
wave after wave of excitement, from
the beginning to the end.

THIS BOOK IS SOLD ONLY BY
THE PUBLISHERS — WRITE

TO THEM DIRECT

STELLAR PUBLISHINe CORPORATION
M Part PUn. N«w Yark, N. Y. WS-T33

EnoVN*d And 35e (in U. 8. Stamps, mcmey
order or ebeck—Canada ten cents extra) for whlcb
please seod me "BETWEEN WOBLB3" hj Garret
SmlUL

Kamo ~

Addreai

City ^tate^

After all there is a great deal dependent upon
the imagination of the person writing the story,

but do you not think that it is not only an in*

suit to science but also an insult to Nature who
endowed us with our brains and appearances*

to suggest that life on other worlds should be
so grotesque and fantastic, so far removed from
what I may call our plane of recognizance, as
some writers vividly imagine f

For instance in a recent publication of an-

other American periodical, I forget for the

moment the title, but the story rendered under
the title of *‘The Menace from Mars" pictures

the beings of that planet as being green-skinned,

crocodile-headed, phantasies* and yet endowed
with brains and scientific knowledge far in ad-

vance of our own.
May I point out that the letter published in

your January number from our mutual friend
Dr. W. A. Gibson—Bathgate, Scotland, drawing
attention to the octopi story is quite wrong!
The magazine he refers to is not a Wondbb
Stories publication but is another science fiction

periodical with nothing like the quality of stories

which appear in your own publication.

To close this letter, may I press an appeal
for more stories of the type *'I>ereiicts of

Ganymede” or a three-part novel on somewhat
similar lines giving us some further insight in*

to scientific development on interstellar lines,

and vary the nationalities of your principals

in the stories rather more. It rather grates

on one’s nerves to find that all stories have
principals more or less American that all ter

resirial scenes should be cast in U. S. A. (God's
own country?)

Stories of the calibre printed by you, should
do much to bring together the nations of the
Earth into a more united body when the devel*

opment of science calls. But not if America is

going to claim all the credit to the stories. This
only causes international Jealousy to creep in,

and the fundamental moral which is suspected
by the writer to run behind the lines of your
tales, i.e. scientific education for the good of
the whole world, comes to naught.
Here is the outline for what I consider would

make a good story. Picture to yourself the ris*

ing menace of the yellow peril. Date—-around
about the year 1975. The drilling and mass-
ing of countless millions of yMlow troops with
the latest weapons that science can bestow. Ware
warl Sweeping across the world they carry all

before them, with seige and destruction of prin-
cipal cities of Europe and America. Follows
Earth trenmrs, shifting the bed of the AUantio.
The lost continent Atlantis comes to light. The
refugees of the white races take sanctuary there

;

discovery of gravitational-resistant metal; a voy-
age to Mars—develop a visitation there* the ap-
peal to the Martians by the white races council,
the guarantee of aid from the Martians to re-

conquer the world provided a reservation is

granted for the inhabitants of dying Mars to
continue their racial existence. The Journey to
the Moon, and the massing of reprisal troops
there—the flower of the Martian men and the
white refugees ; the flnal struggle for world-
mastery, and the flnal defeat of the yellow races,

and their exile to some other planetary body.
Give this to one of your writers to play with*
and see what story he can make of it, preferably
a three-part novel.

V, L. Barratt,
Low Pell,

Durham Co., England.

(Mr. Barratt will find that in *The Message
from Mars” in the June issue, men of England
are the heroes and save the earth; the Ameri-
cans being on the whole quife stnpid and in-

effective. In the July issue, Germans appear
to be the heroes in Otfrid von Hanstein’s *Tn
the Year 8000.”

We plan in the near future to run a story

written by a Frenchman and dealing with
events occurring in France.
We naturally welcome stories from and about

all nations; and we believe with our correspon-

dent that international goodwill can be best es-

tablished by favoring no nation. For that rea-

son we even hesitate to run stories of yellow
perils. For while many consider Japan to^'be

a menace to world peace, certainly China is

not.—Editor)

Something ISew!

Wine-Dipped Cigars

Vinos
Mercado

THE aCAR WITH THE
“FORBIDDEN” TASTE

The Ute ^^ce-President Marshall was right I

What this country needs is a good nickel cigars

and if you once smoke our vxhos MsaCAno you
wUt never smoke any other cigar. Not only the
best of leaf tobacco is used In the making of our
VINOS, but they are dipped in sweet wine—v^ioli
imparts to them a subtle and quite distinct taste

and flavor. No-~you won’t get intoxicated amok*
ing our vinos, but they will make you ’’feel ffood’%

We guarantee that I And
that’s not all I vinos ,aro
twisted^ giving the cigar
a quaint* elegant look.
vinos are manufactured
in one shape only—SVk
inches, twisted, wine dip*
ped and cellophane wras>*

Kl*-.)• set seed say Msasy. Ws
will mall you th» cigars and
you pay ths postman tbs price
IndletUd below, plua a fow
esots for poeUfs.

Boi of H Vlass Msreeds

$2.65

Bib tl IH VI«h Mkm4*
$5.00

Vlats ssa bs bought only from tbs maaofaetorsrs. They

art aol for salo ta any stars or st cigar eouotm.

SMOKE
ONE FREE

Just to show you
that ws bellers io
what we preach, w#
will let you be the
Judge. Order a box.
imoke on# or two
VINOS and If you
don't feel that It li

the beet cigar you
hava erer sncl^
return the unsmok-
ed clgare and w#
will refund your
mouey.

RBBBM Moll Coupon Todayt'^^uu

VINOS lOEBCADO OIOABS
t4( StmibM St N*v Y«k. N. Y.

Pleaea send me:

( ) Box of SS UU
( ) Box of 100 $9.00

X will pay postman tbs abors •asimh gins tbs
faw toots postage.

Kams

Address m...

CIU and SUta , B-7
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Hand-in-hand they bring the

latest developments in the

Short Wave and Television

field

SHORT
WAVE
CRAFT

Kapidly increasing each
day are the munber of
experiments in the Short
Wave field — developments
which are bringing to this

brasA of radio many thous-
ands of new “thrill eeekers.'

Experimenters, as in the early

days of Radio, again have the
opportunity to bring about stir

ring new Inventions. Read in
SHORT WAVE CRAFT, the Radio
Experimenter's Magaxine, how you
ran build your own Short Wave sets,

b-Tth transmitters and receivers.

SHORT WAVE CRAFT is exclusively

a short wave megaslnc—the kind you
have wished for so long.

Regular Departments in

SHORT WAVE CRAFT
Photographic section — pictures of latest

short wars sets and stations;

Transmitters for short wave sets and bow
to build them;

Short wave rtcelvera—eonstruction of all tfptl
and how to build them;

The Short Wave Experimenter I

Television on Short Wsves;
UKra Short Waves;
Aircraft Short Wave Sets;

How to Build Short Wave Aerials;

Low Wave Receivers;
and numerous ether interesting sections.

MAIL COUPON TODAY!

TELEVISION NEWS
Timely development! in radio's latest wonder, TELE-
VISION, are published In every issue of TELE-
,
VISION NEWS—Mr, Hugo Gemrt)ack*s latest

^
magazine. Rapid advancement in this art is be-

^coming a rep^tion of the radio cycle of years

^ago. Daily broadcasts are becoming more nu-

I
merous, and experimenters are following in

order in building television sets for ex-
perimental purposes. Foresight of its de-
^velopment can be seen by the pioneers of

^
radio—they are equipping themselves now
^Witb television experienet.

Regular Departments in

TELEVISION NEWS
Color in Televirion;
Principles of Scunnlng und Luy-
out of Diec;
Experiments with the Cuthode-

Bay Tubes;
Television on the Regular
Broadcast Band;
New Television Tubes;
Short Course in Televi-

Problems in Television

Scanning. Broadcast,
ing and Synchronte-
ing;
Larger Tclsvisltn

Images:
and many other
attics which
are of primary
importanca to
experimen-
ters in the

-A' Telerislen

SHORT WAVE CRAFT
lOOWS Park Place, New York, No Y.

[ ] As per your Special Offer. I enclose
herewith $1.00 (Canada and foreign
$1.20) for which enter my Bubscrix>-

tion to SHORT WAVE CRAFT for
Eight Months. I understand that
your regular rate for a year's sub-
scription is $2.60.

[ ] Mai) me a sgample copy of SHORT
WAVE CRA^ for which I enclose

16o (Ue S. Stamps or coin accepted).

Name

AddrsM —...

Cit]r.« State..—

TELEVISION NEWS
XeOWS Park Place, New York, N. Y.

[ ] As per your Special Offer, 1 enclose

herewith $1.26 (Canada and foreign

$1.50) for which enter my Bubscrii>

tion to TELEVISION NEWS for One
Year. You will also send me FREE
the last two issiies. I understand
that the regular rate for such a sul^

scription is $2,00.

I 1 Mail me a sample copy of TELEVIS-
ION NEWS for which I enclose 16«
<U. S. Stamps or coin accepted).

Name .. -

Address i..—

City Sute.

SCIENCE QUESTIONNAIRE

~whatT^your science^
KNOWLEDGE?

Test Yourself by this Questionnaire
1. Where is the orbit of the asteroids? (Page

119)
2. Why are they probably uninhabited ?

(Pa^ 119)
8. How is the presence of radium ores de-

tected? (Page 124)
4. Name some of the 20th century men who

have given us our new physics? (Page
169)

6. What would be the effect of having atomic
nuclei swallow their free electrons 7
(Page 169)

$. Where is the Hooker 100-inch telescope lo-
cated? (Page 169)

7. Upon what element is protoplasm based?
(Page 173)

8. What are the four dimensions of the math-
ematicians? (Page 129)

9. What is the general conception of how our
solar system was formed? (Page 132)

10. What was the process by which the gelog-
ical features of the earth were formed ?

(Page 132)

SCIENCE QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

(Continued from pai/e 183)

ether (upon which the wave theory of light is

based) should have explained light on the cor-

puscular basis.

At the end of the eighteenth century the cor-

puscular idea had triumphed due to Newton's
authority. But beginning in the nineteenth
century a series of attacks upon it by brilliant

physicists turned the battle against Newton.
Fresnel, one of the more brilliant propon-

ents of the wave theory, proved his points by
the action of light diffracted through a bole

and caught upon a photographic plate, the
resulting diffraction rings being in accordance
with his theoretical calculations upon a wave
theory. The Ensteln theory seems also to have
put a temporary stamp of approval upon the
wave theory, for if light were a series of cor-
puscles shot from a radiant body, it would be
hard to Imagine that the speed of light could
nevor bo greater than 186,000 miles a second.
For if the radiant body were in motion, say
at 10,000 miles a second and threw off these
corpuscles at 186,000 miles a second then the
total velocity of the light particles would be
1$6,060 miles a second (with reference to the
same body to which the velocity of the emitting
body Is referred.)

Sir James Jeans puts it this way. **We hard-
ly know whether there is any actual wave
motion in light or not, but we know that light

as well as other types of radiation, arc propa-
gated in such a form that they have some of
the properties of a succession of waves."
Now, of late, the battle has been confused

again by the introduction of new concepts of

matter. The photon has been put forward as
a kind of particle which transmits riectromsg-
netic energy such as light. The neutron, which
possesses neither a negative nor a positive charge
has also been assumed as a possible type of
particle to explain the nature of light.

So although the wave- exponents have the
better of it at present, the corpuscular forces
have girded themselves with new ammunition
and are assaulting the wave fortresses.—Editor)

BOOK REVIEWS
THE DEVIL’S HIGHWAY by Harold

Bell Wright and John Lebar, 330
pages, stiff cloth covers, size 4% x
7^4. Published by D. Appleton & Co.,

New York. Price $2.00.
Harold Bell Wright, who is one of America’s

most prolific and successful novelists has turned

his talents to science fiction in this book. To*

gether with his son, who writes under the name
of John Lebar, he has constructed one of his

typical morality themes. Tlie story concerns a

young scientist Frederick Ramsey who becomes

associated with a monster scientific genius named
Munsker. Munsker has discovered a force

called ethericity, which emanates from the mind
and can do a multifold of wondrous things. But
it seems that all of Munsker’s power and his
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2 I^ew
Prize-Winning Stories

Plot G>ntest
are published in the

Summer Issue of

Now On All
Newsstands

MR. JOHN S. CAMPBELL, in hia “BEYOND
PLUTO*' showa wide research for the ma-

terial necessary from which to constract this
anasnal interplanetary mystery* It reminds
one of Samuel Butler’s famous “Erewhon” in
the way that our explorers strike Zongalnia,
that scientific wonderland; and in the scenes
upon other worlds and the way our explorers
conquer the terrific obstacles encountered*

Exiles of Mars
By Frtnk E. Kelly

Lone proteeterrs of » planet, they faced the
thirst-maddened desert hordes , . .

Rebellion on Venus
Bf John Bertfai and Edward Morris

Based on the Prise Winnins Interpianetary
Plot.

The Voyage of the Asteroid
By Laorenee Manning

As discoverers they ventured into space* to
bow to the elements on an unknown world.

The Menace from Mercury
By Baymond Gallnn and John Micbcl

Based on the Prize Winning; Interplanetary
Plot.

The Jovian Horde
By AL H. Martin

Bestial hordes from Jupiter, they came seeking
blood and power . . .

These stories and other startling interplane-
tary tales appear in the SUMMER 1932 ISSUE
OP WONDER STORIES QUARTERLY — NOW
OBTAINABLE ON ALL NEWSSTANDS — AT
50c A COPY

or if yon prefer

MAIL COUPON DIRECT

WONDER STORIES QUARTERLY
98 Park Place, New York, N. T.

ElncloBed herewith find $1.75 for which you are
to enter my subscription for One Year—Fcnir
issues.

City
WS-732

(Forelsm or Canadian subscriptions not accept^
at this rate.)

determination to destroy the world through ether*

icity cannot combat the pure love that a girl

Alma has for Ramsey. So* as they say in the

old melodramas, “Munsker’s fiendish plans came
to naught, and at the end love triumphed.”

If it were not for the mawkish sentimentality,
and endless moralising of this book it might
have been an interesting piece of work. But as
it is the story moves sluggishly through pages
and pages of pointless conversation, and incon*
vincing love scenes.

The authors apparently have an adequate ba<df
ground of science for their task, but their story
as well as their characters remain to the end
unconvincing.

MIND—CREATIVE AND DYNAMIC
by Charles W. Russell and Gertrude
Copperman. 312 pages, stiff cloth
covers. Size 5?4 x 8%. Published
by the Authors International Publish-
ing Co., New York. $3.00.
Under the above imposing title this work

attempts, as its flyleaf states, to develop “one
of the most significant of the thought struc*
tures of the day . , . the psychology of human
aotion and response ... a provisional solu-
tion of man's real place in nature ... an ex-
planation of the nature of mind and person-
ality . • . the psychological significance of Ein-
stein's Relativity . . and a number of other
related subjects.

The book attempts to prove these underlying
facts of the universe by a long series of ana-
logies, loosely strewn throughout the book. There
is little of close, deep or intuitional Insight here,
rather one gets the feeling that the authors
convinced of the justice of their case have made
an excursion into literature to find substance
for it.

A number of such “universally minded books"
are now on the market, written by those who
believe that at one fell swoop they have solved
the riddle of existence. They seem to the pres-

ent reviewer to be all of one clotb, and it may
be conjectured whether such writers might not
make a more important contribution to knowl-
edge by confining their talents to a more limited
segment of the universe.

HOW TO UNDERSTAND CHEMIS-
TRY by A. Frederick Collins, 320
pages, stiff cloth covers. Size 6 x
7%. Published by D. Appleton & Co.,
New York. Price $2.00.

Mr, Oollins adds a new book to his long ser-

ies of opuses on practical science. The present
book is intended to supplement his “Experimen-
tal Chemistry" by going into the fundamentals
of chemistry a little more deeply.

Mr. Collins starts from the very beginning,
and builds up gradually, and in a way that
the totally uninitiated will understand, the struc-

ture of chemical relation. The chapters cover
such subjects as “The States and Properties of
Matter", “How Matter is Measured", “What
the Elements Are", “What Formulas Are and
Why." The author develops his subject in a
way calculated to interest the newcomer in the

making of simple chemical experiments.
For those who have no knowledge of chem-

istry, but feel a desire to understand what it is

an about, the present book can be recommended.

INTRODUCTION TO MODERN PHY-
SICS by F, K. Richtmyer, 696 pages,
illustrated. Size 6% x 9. Published
by Me Graw Hill Book Co., New York.
Price $5.00.

This book is not subject matter for the ama-
teur in physics. It is a solid study of the his-

tory and development of our physical knowl-
edge followed by a discussion, partly mathema-
tical of present day physical theories. The
author is Professor of Physics at Cornell Uni-
versity, and offers this book as a summary of a

series of lectures to physics students. The his-

torical chapters dealing with the men and their

work who gave us our scientific knowledge of
today, is especially interesting, and could be
read with profit by any one, irrespective of his

previous educational background.

SPECIAL SALE!!

Make Your Dream

Come True!

EARN MONEY BY WRITING

WOULD YOU like to learn how to
Write for newspapers and magazines?
WOULD YOU like to know the “in-
side workings” of a reporter’s job, and
how to become a “newsman” or spe-
cial feature contributor?

THEN—DO NOT MISS THIS
OPPORTUNITY!

We have left just 3,000 sets of the
well-known PRACTICAL COURSE IN
JOURNALISM, by Henry John Brock-
meyer of the “New York Evening
Post.” This interesting, compact read-
ing course consists of a set of six
handy pocket-size books, providing a
complete self-training for the man
who wants to turn his writings into
money.

This course has been selling regu-
krly for three dollars. We are clos-
ing out the whole edition, and will let

you have a set for ONE DOLLAR—^as

long as the supply lasts.

Send No Money. We will mall you th*
whole *et of six books. You pay the post-
man 81.09, plus a few cents for postage. No
more to pay] Honey absolutely refunded it you
are not satisfied. You are the sole judge.

— — — — — — Order Blank — — — — — —
PRESS GUILD, Inc., 16 Murrey St., New Toric

Please mail ma your “Practloal Course In
Journnilsm.” I will pay postman One Dollar
and postage. If not satisfied I may return the
set of books and you will refund my money.

Name

Addrew

City ..State-

WS-7S2

>,000 WILL BE PAID TO
^ANYONE WHO,

PROVES THAT THIS
If Bot the actual photo of myself
•bowing my superb physique and
bow the Boss System has increased
Bj own height to 6 ft. Inchei }
Hiradreda of TestlmoniaU. Ctloati Ii to 45 years old gain I to A

I

la. In few weeks.
I

No appliances. No drugs. No
I
dieting. Roes System Never
Palls. Fee Ten Dollars Complete. Convlnelni
Testimony and particulars 5 cent stamp. Allow
time for return malls across the Atlantic.

0. MALCOLM ROSS. Haight Speelallst
BtarbMiHigh* England (P. 0. Box 15)

SECRET SERVICE
Wo Want Men And Women Of Avorage School edueatlen*
gifted with common sense, to study Secret Service and
Scientific Crime Detection. If in this class and inter-

ested. write Joseph A. Havana gh. Former Agent U.S.
Secret Service, Director, International Secret Service
Institute* Dept. Vra7-d2« 68 Hudson St., Hoboken, N. J.



CHEMISTRY-theJobwith aFuture
Unlimited Possibilities Fascinating Work » Immense Opportunities

Size of Cttbinet

:

Height, 22 ’/i ", Lungth,

171/i"; Weight 25 lbs.

50 Pieces of Apparatus

•#2 Different f’hemicals

Mail

Coupon
Today!

Previous Experience Not Needed

ANYONE WHO CAN READ AND WRITE can study
Chemistry through our simply prepared course. You don’t
need a higher education, and you don’t need any previoois

experience or preparation. (’hemistry is not harder to

understand than electricity or radio. Just plain sense and
ordinary observation powers.

Opportunities in Chemistry

Chemistry offers those who are ambitious and willing to
apply themselves conscientiously, the greatest opportunities
of any vocation today. Industrial firms if all kinds pay
tempting salaries to get the right men. Opportunities
abound on every hand.

You can study Chemistry under the well-known instructor,
T. O’Conor Sloane, A.B., A.M., Ph.D., LL.D.

You Can Learn at Home
Our home study course, written by Dr. Sloane himself, is

practical, logical and remarkably simple. It is illustrated

by so many experiments that are performed right from the
start that anyone can thoroughly understand every lesson.

Dr. Sloane will, in addition, give you any individual help
you may need in your studies.

Easy Monthly Payments

The tuition is very low. and inrhtdea
your laboratory outfit—there are no ex-

tras to buy with our course. You can
pay in small monthly amounts, and we
show you how to earn the cost of the
whole course as you go along.

THIS IS AN ACTUAL PHOTO-
GRAPH OF YOUR EXPERI-
MENT»AL CHEMICAL LAB

ORATORY OUTFIT

Vie give to every student without additional
charge his chemical equipment, including fifty

pieces of regular standard laboratory appara-
tus and supplies and forty-two different chem-
icals and reagents.

Experimental

Equipment Given

To Every T n T T
Student r K b t

CHEMICAL INSTITUTE OF NEW YORK.
Home Extension Division, W8-732

'

19 Park Place, New York. N. Y.

Please send me at once, without any ubIiKation

on my part, your Free Book '

‘Opportunities for

Chemists.” ami full particulars about the Kxperi-
mental I<k|Ulproent given to every student. Also
please tell me about the latest reduction in tui-

tion price and your easy plan of payment.

NAME

ADDRKSH

CITY -STATE _

WHAT THESE STUDENTS
‘'Since I hai^e been studying with your school

1 have been appointed chemist for the Scran-
ton Coal Co., testing all the coal and ash by
proximate Analysis."—Morlais Couzens.

”/ also have some news for i/oh-. I have .

been made assistant chemist for the concern
I am working for."—A. G. Delwarte.

*

“/ am now cleaner and dyer for tk$ above
named company. My salary is aluiost double

CHEMICAL INSTITUTE

19 Park Place

HAVE DONE, YOU CAN DO!
what it ti'us when I started the course."—

E. H. Lnsater.

"If it weren't for your course I wouldn't
have the job I've got now."—George Daynes.

"Since beginning your course of study 1
have received an increase in my pay check,
and as I progress my work beconies lighter
through a better understanding."—M. G. Cole.

OF NEW YORK, INC.

New York, N. Y.Dept. W. S. 732
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Test
Lesson
Free to

Prove it!
We are looking for more am-
bitious young fellows with fac-

tory, building construction, or

other mechanical experience to

prepare for well-paid positions in

Drafting. Such men, we find, are

unusuallysuccessful asDraftsmen,

because they know how things are

done, and that’s a priceless asset to

the man who makes the blue-print

plans. Get in touch with us and
we’ll tell you how you can cash in on your entire past

experience.

Draflins Is Logically Your Next Movel
Of course you realize the bi^est handicap to mechan-

ical work IS that you’re limited in earning capacity to

the output of your two hands, as long as j'ou live.

Even the skilled mechanic earning $30 to $50 a week

has reached his limit. He can never earn more and

when he gets old he will earn less. So we don’t blame

any man for wanting to get away from this futureless

outlook. For wanting to get into something where he

can use his head as well as his hands—where he will

be paid for what he knows, instead of only for what

he does. . . .

You know enough about blueprints to understand

that PLANS govern every move in factory

and construction jobs. The Draftsman

who makes them is several jumps ahead

of the workman who follows them. And
so we want you to know that DRAFT-
ING is a logical, natural PROMOTION
from mechanical and building work

—

better-paid, more interesting—just the

kind of work you’d enjoy doing.

We have trained machinists, car-
penters. masons, plumbers, clerks,
farmers, and even laborers for well-
paid Draftinff positions. Mall
coupon for details of our remarkable
offer.

GET OUR PAY-
RAIStNG PLAN
way to a fine Drafting job for you

—is ea.sier than you think. It takes no
“artistic talent” or advanced ediumtion.

Thousiinds of men no smarter than you,
with no more education or ability, have
learned it quickly and you can, too. With
the co-operation of some of the biggest em-
ployers and engineers in the U. S., we have
worked out a plan to prepare you for Draft-
ing work in your spare time at home. Mail
coupon for complete information.

*'I have landcfl a job with the
Pacific Tel. and Tel. Co. in Seattle,

and I must say that I am Rreatly
indebted to the American School
for my success. You liave done all

that you promised in helpitu; me
obtain employment.”

T. C. White, Seattle, Wash.

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL
Dept. DB-91, Drexel Ave. & 58th St.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

AtiiDrican School* .

Dopt. PB-91 ,
Drexel Ave. and SSth St.» Chicago.

Plesae tell tse, without coat or oblication. »bout your training in line marked X below:

DRAFTING (Send free test lesson)

O Architecture D Accounting D Auto Encineerinc

Contraotinc and Building Civil Service Poeitioni Highway Engineering

Q Electrical Engineering D Law O Mechanical Engineering

Q Busineae Management Civil Engineering High School (in * years)

CUy.

.

Aft.

.

. ^^rcuparien .

.



192 WONDER STORIES

SIX NEW TITLES

The Science Fiction Series

ARE NOW READY ......
'T'HE increasing demand by our readers for new titles to be added to

the SCIENCE FICTION SERIE^S has now been met. Six new books
have been published and are now ready. Many new authors have con-
tributed excellent stories which you will enjoy reading. A short sum-
mary of the new titles will be found below.

These new books, as usual, are printed on a good grade of paper,
and contain brand new stories never published before in any magazine.

Each book (size 6x8 inches) contains one or two stories by a
well-known science fiction author.

THE NEW BOOKS

MAIL COUPON
TODAY
FOR YOUR

BOOKS!

j

STELLAR PUBLISHING COSP.
>(.98 Pufc PIu«, New York, N. Y.

GENTLEMKN ; I am encloelns here*
I with $— — for which joq are to

send me, postage prepaid, the books I

I
have circle below. The price of each

I
book is Ten Cents ; the entire series of

I
Six Books may be purchased for 50e.

I Send remittance in check* stamps or

I

money order. The book numbers are:

I
13 14 15 1« 17 18

I

I

Name - -

j

Jkddress - ..

I City and State

I WS-732
I

13—MEN FROM THE METEOR
by Panzie D. Black

In the unexplored heart of Australia
lay the bizarre and cruel civilization of
the meteormen. And into their midst
came the two men from Outside, to pit
their puny strength against the meteor-
men’s power.

15—THE INVADING ASTEROID
by Manly Wade Wellman

Into the vision of the Earth swam the
huge but innocent asteroid. Mars, at
death grips with the Earth, was far
away; but the asteroid loom^ ominous,
menacing. Two men were delegated to
solve the mystery; and what they found
is revealed in this startling story.

17—THE SPECTRE BULLET
by Thomas Mack

and
THE AVENGING NOTE

by Alfred Sprissler

are two sunrises for the lovers of scien-

tific detective mysteries. Death strikes
suddenly in these stories; clever scien-
tific minds and cleverer detectives are

S
itted against each other in a duel with
•eath.

14—THE FLIGHT OF THE AEROFIX
by Maurice Renard

Renard is the H. G, Wrfls of Prance.
With sly humor and yet grim reality he
describe the most unusu^ and startling
flight made by man. An entirely new
type of transportation dawns npon the
world in this masterly story!

16—IMMORTALS OF MERCURY
by Oark Ashton Smith

Under the sun-parched surface of Mer-
cury, we follow in this story, the experi-
ences of a man, reminiscent of Dante’s
Inferno. Every force of grotesque na-
ture, the bitter enmity of the Immortals
track him down in bis wild escape to the
surface.

18—THE SHIP FROM NOWHERE
by Sidney Patzer

A trip to infinity is this unusual story;
a mad chase across the infinite emptiness,
tracked always by the avengring Marau-
der. Here is a story that deals with mil-
lions of years and billions of billions of
miles.

SPECIAL OFFER

6
Books for

50C
Individual books in this
NibvV SERIES art told at
the price of lOe each. No
less than 3 books are eold.

If you want to aeouire any
of the titles published prev-
iously, to eomplete your
series of these lienee Fic-
tion books, you can now buy
them at new low prices. Full
details about our amasing of-

fer will be found on the in-

side front cover of this issue.


